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Oral evidence

Taken before the Transport Committee

on Wednesday 28 February 2007

Members present:

Mrs Gwyneth Dunwoody, in the Chair

Clive EVord Mr John Leech
Mrs Louise Ellman Mr Eric Martlew
Mr Philip Hollobone Mr Lee Scott

Memorandum submitted by Brake

Risk among Young and Novice Drivers

— The majority of novice drivers are young. Young drivers are more at risk of being involved in a
crash than any other age group—DfT research estimates that young drivers have between three
and four times more crashes than older experienced drivers1.

— Young drivers are also more at risk of dying on the road:

Analysing the 10,238 car occupant deaths between 1997 and 2002 (6,749 drivers, 3,489 passengers),
DfT research found that:

— 28% of drivers involved in crashes where at least one car occupant died were in the 20–29 age
group. A further 14% were 19 or under;

— the peak age group for driver fatalities was 20 to 24—17% of male driver fatalities and 13%
of female driver fatalities were in this age group; and

— the peak age group for passenger fatalities was 16 to 19—32% ofmale passenger fatalities and
18% of female passenger fatalities were in this age group.2

In 2005, one in eight car drivers (13%) was under 253, but one in three drivers who died on our
roads (32%) were in this age group, up from 29% in 2004.4

Age and inexperience

The younger and more inexperienced a driver is, the greater their crash risk.

TRL’s Cohort Study showed that 18% of all new drivers were involved in at least one crash within one
year of passing their test. This fell to 13% in the second year and 10% in the third year. 18% of drivers who
were aged between 17 and 19 years when they passed their test were involved in a road crash in their first
year of driving, whereas only 12% of drivers who were aged over 25 years when they passed their test had
an crash in their first year of driving.5 This highlights the eVect of age on crash risk.

Inexperience also eVects driver risk. For 17 year old drivers, one year’s driving experience reduced their
crash risk by 38%, for 18 year-old drivers the reduction was 35% and for 19 year-old drivers the reduction
was 32%.The crash risk of a 25 year-old novice driver decreased by 20% after one year’s driving experience,
a 30 year-old novice driver’s crash risk decreased by 12%6.

Together, increasing age and driving experience produce reductions in crash risk. Overall, the crash risk
of 17 year old novice drivers reduces by 43% after their first year of driving. For 18 year-old drivers, the
reduction is 40%, for 19 year-olds it is 38%.7

1 Novice Drivers’ Safety (No 02) Department for Transport, 2000.
2 Tomorrow’s roads—safer for everyone: The first three-year review, Department for Transport, 2004.
3 Figures obtained Driving Standards Agency’s press oYce, 2006.
4 2004 figures obtained from the Department for Transport and Police Service of Northern Ireland, 2006.
5 E Forsyth et al, “Cohort Study of learner and Novice Drivers: Part 3, Accidents, OVences and Driving Experience in the First
Three Years of Driving”, TRL Project Report 111, 1995.

6 E Forsyth et al, “Cohort Study of learner and Novice Drivers: Part 3, Accidents, OVences and Driving Experience in the First
Three Years of Driving”, TRL Project Report 111, 1995.

7 E Forsyth et al, “Cohort Study of learner and Novice Drivers: Part 3, Accidents, OVences and Driving Experience in the First
Three Years of Driving”, TRL Project Report 111, 1995.
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Young driver attitudes

Young drivers diVer from older drivers in their attitudes towards driving. Young drivers report a greater
enjoyment of driving and are more likely to drive for pleasure. They get a stronger sense of personal identity
or status from driving; this includes feelings of pride, power, and confidence.8

Young drivers, especially young male drivers, are also more likely to seek thrills from driving, are more
fearless and more compliant with peer pressure.9

Young male drivers are also far more likely to indulge in competitive behaviour by driving dangerously
around other vehicles. Between 1999 and 2003, 17–18 year-old males had 70% more crashes involving
“interaction or competition with other road users” than 30–59 year-old male drivers.10

Young drivers have a high opinion of their own skills on the road and rate their ownperformance as above
average.11 They are also more likely to equate “good” driving with the ability to master the controls of the
car at higher speeds.12

The above attitudes make young drivers more inclined to take risks on the road, such as driving fast,
accelerating hard and cornering at high speed.13

Driver Education

Currently, road safety education is not compulsory in schools and colleges. Therefore, by the time young
people begin to learn to drive, they may be ignorant of the risks we all face on the roads, and will not be
knowledgeable about how driver behaviour contributes to these risks. They may not have acquired a basic
knowledge and understanding of road risk and road safety, and this may have a negative aVect on their
attitude to driving and therefore the likelihood of their taking risks on the road.

Brake strongly recommends that road safety become part of the national curriculum. At all stages of
development, children should be educated about the risks they face on the roads, given comprehensive
information about safety on and around the roads, and informed about what they can do to minimise the
risks. This would address dangerous young driver attitudes before they develop, and replace themwith safer
attitudes to driving. Currently, Brake uses trained volunteers to deliver road safety presentations to young
people. Feedback on this education suggests that young people take on engage with the presentation and
consider the advice to be memorable, with many pledging to use what they have learnt by driving safely.

Bymaking anti-drug education compulsory in schools in 2000, theGovernment clearly demonstrated that
it accepts the importance of compulsory education on issues which lead to dangerous, antisocial behaviour.
Brake urges the Government to extend this approach to road safety education.

Brake would also like to see greater investment in road safety advertising aimed at young drivers and
passengers. Just £15 million per year is spent on the Department for Transport’s Think! publicity campaign,
with no more than a tiny proportion of that budget—£350,000—specifically targeting young drivers.14 This
is put into perspective by the fact that the average value of the benefit of preventing a death on the is
£1.384,463 million.15

Brake urges the Government to provide year-round, high-profile, hard-hitting campaigns on television
and in cinemas aimed specifically at young drivers. Occasional campaigns are not enough to raise the profile
of this issue and hit home the real risks young people face.

Driver Licensing

Brake believes that the existing practical and theory tests do not go far enough in identifying safe driver
behaviour and risk awareness.

The current theory test could be improved by including more questions on the risks drivers face and pose
on the road. For example, drivers should have to know how their speed will aVect survival chances of a
pedestrian if they hit someone, and should be aware of the chances of dying of the road.Making drivers fully
aware of the potential consequences of bad driving encourages them to alter their behaviour accordingly.

There is currently no minimum learning period or requirement for professional tuition, which means
novice drivers may obtain a full driver licence within weeks of turning 17, without adequate tuition and with
very little experience.

8 Young Driver Attitudes, S Stradling, M Meadows (DfT, 2001).
9 Young Driver Attitudes, S Stradling, M Meadows (DfT, 2001).
10 Young Drivers: Road Safety and the Cost of Motoring, Interim report and consultation paper, (Association of British
Insurers 2005).

11 Young and Novice Driver Policy Statements (Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents 2002).
12 Young and Novice Driver Policy Statements (Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents 2002).
13 Young Driver Attitudes, S Stradling, M Meadows (DfT, 2001).
14 2005–06 budget, information from Department for Transport, 2006.
15 Highways economic note 1, Department for Transport, 2004.
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The existing single 40 minute test of practical skills is inadequate in identifying whether someone is a safe
driver. It does not test a driver’s ability to drive in diVerent levels of traYc, in the dark, in diVerent weathers,
or on the motorway.

Brake urges the Government to adopt a three-stage graduated driver licence (learner, novice and full
licence holder) or GDL, structured as follows:

Stage one—learner (displaying red “L” plates)

Drivers should hold a learner’s licence for a minimum of 12 months, before taking the practical driving
test, theory test and hazard awareness test. A minimum learning period of 12 months ensures that drivers
are both older and more experienced before being able to take their test. It also allows learners to gain
experience in all seasons and in all types of weather.

Learner drivers should undergo a minimum of 10 hours professional tuition in a car with dual controls.
All learning should be monitored through a mandatory logbook.

Currently, non-professional accompanying drivers must be 21 or over and must have held a full licence
for three years, but Brake recommends that the minimum age of accompanying drivers should be raised to
at least 25 to ensure that they do not fall into the high-risk age group of 17–24 years old. Accompanying
drivers should have held a full driving licence for at least five years and should have a clean driving licence.
This would help to prevent drivers who take dangerous risks on the road frompassing their dangerous habits
and attitudes on to learner drivers. Drivers wishing to accompany a learner driver should register themselves
as “approved accompanying drivers”, by completing a questionnaire to prove their suitability, which could
be checked by their insurer.

Learner drivers should have the same restrictions placed upon them as in stage two (see below).

Stage two—novice/provisional (displaying green “P” plates)

Drivers should hold a “novice” licence for a minimum of two years after passing a practical driving test.

Novice drivers should be allowed to drive unsupervised, but there should be certain restrictions on their
driving to limit their exposure to high-risk situations, including:

— Novice drivers should not drive on motorways.

— Novice drivers should be restricted in the size of engine they can drive. The Government should
seek specialist advice on what size engines should be restricted.

— Novice drivers should not be able to carry passengers who are under 21 unless supervised by an
accompanying driver who is over 25 and has held a full drivers licence for three years or more.
Research confirms that the already high crash rate for 16–19 year-olds driving alone is greatly
increased when young passengers are present. The more young passengers, the higher the risk.
With two or more passengers, the fatal crash risk for 16–19 year-old drivers is more than five times
than when driving alone.16 Parents who are novice drivers and need to carry their own children or
other dependants should be exempt from this restriction.

— Novice drivers should not drive between 11pm and 5am unless supervised. Young drivers have a
higher proportion of crashes in the evenings and early mornings,17 when they are most likely to be
drunk or drugged. Driving at night requires specific skills, extra concentration and extreme care.
Between the hours of 2.00 am and 5.00 am, male drivers are 17 times more likely to be killed or
seriously injured in a road crash than male drivers of all ages.18

— During the novice driver period, drivers should be required to take a further 10 hours of
professional tuition, during which they are required to drive on motorways and at night.

NB Brake would support a lower drink-drive limit for novice drivers than at present, but believes that
as in Sweden, all drivers, including novice drivers, should have a drink drive limit of BAC 0.02, because
research has shown that even a small amount of alcohol can impair your driving. Compared to drivers of
all ages, young drivers aged 17–19 are 10 times as likely to have a drink-drive crash and young drivers aged
20–24 are four and a half times as likely to have a drink-drive crash per mile driven (17–19 year olds have
41 drink-drive crashes and 20–24 year olds have 18 drink-drive crashes per 100 million miles driven,
compared to all drivers, who have four drink-drive crashes per 100 million miles driven).19 It is therefore
essential that the message to young drivers is that they must not have a single drink and drive—a lower
drink-drive limit for all would help get this message across.

16 Doherty, ST; Andrey, JC; and MacGregor, C 1998. The situational risks of young drivers: the influence of passengers, time
of day, and day of week on accident rates.

17 Novice driver accidents and the driving test, G Maycock, (TRL, 2001).
18 Night-time Accidents, H Ward, (Centre for Transport Studies, University College London, 2005).
19 Road Casualties Great Britain: 2005 (DfT, 2006).
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Stage three—full licence

Drivers should only be able to apply for a full licence after holding a novice licence for a minimum of two
years. They will be required to pass a second driving practical, theory and hazard awareness test to help
ensure their level of safe driving is consistent on all types of roads, including motorways.

GDL—Evidence that it Works

The UKGovernment has stated that research indicates that extending the learning period would lead to
a reduction in the number of casualties on our roads. A six-month minimum learning period is estimated
to save about 900 casualties each year, about 120 of which would be deaths and serious injuries. The longer
the minimum learning period, the greater the casualty savings would be.20

Examples of GDL systems introduced in other countries suggest that graduated driver licensing system
like the one outlined above would lead to a dramatic reduction in the number of deaths and serious injuries
of young people on our roads. This system would enable drivers to gain experience on ALL types of roads,
and over a period of time to ensure that they are skilled before being allowed to drive in the higher risk
situations. It would also mean that drivers were at least 20 years old before they were able to hold a full
driving licence.

A graduated licensing system has been successfully adopted in a number of other countries with the eVect
of reducing young driver casualties:

New Zealand

New Zealand’s multi-stage GDL, the first in the world, was introduced in 1987. Prior to that date, a full
car licence could be obtained at age 15 after passing written, oral and practical tests. BeforeMay 1999 GDL
applied only to people under 25 but it now covers novice drivers of all ages.

Learner’s permit:

— Minimum age for holding learner’s permit is 15.

— Must be held for six months minimum.

— Learnermust always be accompanied by supervisor (a licence holder aged 20 or older who has held
a licence for two years or more) in front seat.

— A maximum blood alcohol content (BAC) of 0.03 applies.

— Learners must carry their learner licence when driving.

— Violations result in extensions to learner period of up to six months.

— Must display L-plates.

Restricted licence:

— Drivers under 25must hold a restricted licence for 18months, but this can be reduced to 12months
if the driver attends an approved driving course.

— Drivers 25 or over must hold the restricted licence for at least six months (reduced to three months
on completion of approved course).

— Restricted licence holders must not drive between 10.00 pm and 5.00 am unless accompanied by
a supervisor.

— Restricted licence holders must not carry passengers unless accompanied by a fully licensed
adult driver.

— A maximum BAC of 0.03 applies.

— The licence must be carried in the vehicle when driving.

— Any violation of restrictions may lead to an extension of the restricted period of up to six months
(can be imposed by Chief TraYc OYcer).

— Drivers must pass an exit test at the end of the restricted stage, focusing on higher order driving
skills such as hazard perception. This is a road test and involves stopping the vehicle and reporting
hazards to the examiner and describing hazards while driving.21

An analysis of the system in New Zealand by TRL showed that following its introduction, there was a
reduction in car crash injuries of 23% for 15–19 year olds and 12% for 20–24 year olds.22 A 2002 study, by
the Injury Prevention Research Unit in New Zealand, found that young people were reasonably accepting
of the restrictions, with the passenger restriction being the least acceptable.23

20 Introducing a More Structured Approach to Learning to Drive—Consultation, (DfT, 2002).
21 Graduated Driver Licensing—A Review of Some of the Current Systems, (TRL Report 529, 2001).
22 Graduated Driver Licensing—A Review of Some of the Current Systems, (TRL Report 529, 2001).
23 GraduatedDriver Licensing: TheNewZealand Experience, (Dorothy Begg& Shaun Stephenson, Journal of Safety Research,
342, 2002).
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California

California is just one of several US states to have introduced some form of GDL. California introduced a
new licensing system in 1983, but made further changes in 1998, which strengthened the graduated licensing
provisions.

Provisional permit phase:

— Provisional permit issued from age 15 on passing knowledge test (traYc law an signs) and vision
screening.

— Must be supervised by fully-licensed driver aged 25 or more.

— Permit must be held for at least six months before applying for a provisional licence.

— Driver education course to be completed.

— Six hours of professional driver training required.

— At least 50 hours of practice certified by supervising adult. At least 10 hours of thismust be at night.

— Must pass driving test to obtain provisional licence.

Intermediate phase (provisional licence):

— During first year, must not drive between midnight and 5 am unless accompanied by a driver aged
25 or more.

— During first six months, must not carry passengers under the age of 20 unless accompanied by a
driver aged 25 or more.

— During second six months, must not carry passengers under the age of 20 in the car between
midnight and 5.00 am unless accompanied by a driver aged 25 or over.

— Full licence available from age 18 years.

— Maximum BAC for drivers under 21 is 0.01.

— There is a youthful driver improvement programme in place (warning letter after 1st oVence, a one
month licence revocation after 2nd oVence).24

An investigation of the 1998 changes to the system in California reported a 20% reduction in at-fault fatal
and injury crashes for 16-year-old drivers, and a 21% reduction in deaths and injuries among teenage
passengers of 16-year-old drivers.25

Changes to the driving age

Brake believes that since research clearly indicates that inexperience is a major factor in young driver
crashes, the Government would only be tackling half of the problem by simply raising the driving age. A
graduated licensing systemwould incorporate any benefits thatmight be achieved by raising the driving age,
but would also tackle the issue of inexperience, therefore oVering a much more comprehensive solution to
the problem.

DiVerent treatment of oVenders

Brake believes that the Government should correct the existing loophole which allows learner drivers to
accrue 12 points on their licence before disqualification, while newly qualified drivers are disqualified after
accruing just six points for the first two years of driving. In addition to receiving licence points, learner and
novice drivers should also be required to undergo relevant DfT approved training or education courses
following any oVence.

Young Driver Case Study

Nick Bennett passed his test at 17. He was a self-confessed “boy racer”. He used to go out with mates and
theywould cruise around in their cars. Hismumand dad kept telling him to slow down, but he ignored them.

On the morning of 25 July 2002, Nick set oV to work and came up behind two slow vehicles. Nick says,
“I thought ‘God they’re going slow, I’m going to overtake’. So I pulled out, thought I could make it, and
the last thing I remember is raising my arms to protect my face and shouting. I drove straight into the path
of a three-tonne lorry. I woke up in hospital three weeks later, but drifted in and out of consciousness for
three months. I had to have part of my tongue and my two front teeth removed. There were tubes and wires
everywhere. My brain stem was severely twisted in the crash. This has aVected my mobility, my speech and
my nervous system. I now have to use a wheel chair and can only walk with aid of a frame.”

24 Graduated Driver Licensing—A Review of Some of the Current Systems, (TRL Report 529, 2001).
25 Graduated Driver Licensing—A Review of Some of the Current Systems, (TRL Report 529, 2001).
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Conclusion

Young driver deaths are steadily increasing. A third more young drivers were killed in 2004 than in 2000
despite a halving in the proportion of young people with driving licences. The number of deaths per 100,000
young licence holders has increased from 9.7 in 2000 to 19.2 in 2004.26 We need urgent, tough action that
will reallymake a diVerence.We need to look at the evidence which tells us that younger,more inexperienced
drivers are more at risk, and tackle the problem by introducing a graduated licensing scheme of the kind
that has proved successful in other countries.

5 January 2007

Memorandum submitted by RoadPeace

1. Summary

Key points

— The introduction of a Graduated Driving Licence (GDL) system is needed and long overdue.
While other countries have adopted GDL and benefited, our children still leap from the cocooned
safety of accompanied driving to being allowed to drive at night and with friends, despite extensive
research showing these to be high risk activities for novice drivers.

— Further changes to the driving test and formal education system are unlikely to reduce the risk
posed by novice drivers. The driving test is not an accurate predictor of collision involvement and
professional driving tuition has not been shown to be eVective.

— Driving experience, rather than driver education, needs to be promoted with parents much more
involved in ensuring their children get plenty of driving practice (at least 50 hours but the more
the better).

— With a recommended 12 month minimum learning period, the driving age would be raised to 18.
We are in favour of increasing the driving age for environmental reasons as well. We believe the
government when it says climate change is the biggest problem facing our world and we must take
measures to reduce motorised travel, including, but not limited to, raising the driving age.

— This problem needs to be kept in proper perspective. Young drivers (17–19) are over-represented
in collisions but still only account for one in six fatal crashes. In London, one in 6,500 young
drivers (17–25) is involved in a fatal crash (TfL, 2006). Novice driver related safety measures were
estimated to reduce the number of killed and seriously injured (K/SI) by less than 2%.The potential
casualty savings from a crackdown on novice drivers has been misreported.

— Wider policy changes are needed so that all drivers, and not just novice drivers, are aware and held
accountable for the risk they pose to others, especially those walking and cycling. Other countries,
including theUS, have relied on black boxes to improve driver accountability and safety, especially
among the young.

— All measures should be evaluated with policy based on evidence rather than popularity. Driver
education interventions should be evaluated to the same rigour as enforcement and engineering
measures, and not promoted prematurely.

As the national charity for road crash victims, RoadPeace represents the losers of road users, ie those who
have suVered death, bereavement, injury or those whose lives involve caring for the injured, and those who
are intimidated by road danger.

Our response is dedicated to Andrew Jagroop, a 21 year old only son, who was killed by a 17 year old
driver in 2006. Andrew was sitting on a wall at a bus stop near his home when an unlicensed driver lost
control and ran oV the road. The car flipped and crashed into the wall, killing Andrew. The CPS has decided
this only constitutes “driving without due care or attention” and not “dangerous driving”. The coroner calls
it an accident. This is the wider reality that must be tackled if road danger, including that posed by novice
drivers, is to be reduced.

2. Background

“Despite decades of research indicating driver education does not reduce crash involvement
among beginning drivers, it still has tremendous appeal as a means to improve driver safety.”

Williams and Ferguson (2004)

26 Figures obtained by Andrew Howard of the AAMotoring Trust by comparing DfT casualty figures with DVLA information
on licence holders.
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RoadPeace is an independent charity and has no vested economic interest in this enquiry. We do not
receive any income from driver education or any other novice driver related programme. Our response is
based on a review of the evidence, including that by the Insurance Institute of Highway Safety in the US
whose researchers we quote above.

We would like to begin by putting the problem into its proper context. The majority of fatal and serious
injury crashes do not involve a novice driver. Young drivers (under age 26) were involved in 38% of K/SI
crashes in 2005 (ABI, 2005, DfT, 2006). This age group accounts for over 75% of all novice drivers but it
also includes many drivers withmore than two years driving experience. Teenage drivers (17–19 years), were
involved in 15% of K/SI crashes (DfT, 2006). Much is made of how one in five young drivers has a collision
in their first six months of driving but DfT funded research reports that “many of these are slow speed
manoeuvring accidents or involve only a bump or scrape” (DfT, 2005).

The government’s 40% K/SI casualty reduction target is based on research estimating the contributions
from various interventions. Measures to reduce crashes by novice drivers were estimated to reduce total
K/SI casualties by less than 2%, much less than improving secondary safety in cars (8.6%) or road safety
engineering (7.7%) (Broughton, 2000). Nor did the 2003Motorist Forum review of theRoad Safety Strategy
identify novice or young driver related measures as a key issue (Ward et al, 2003).

EuroRAP has argued for a shift in road safety emphasis as most people, particularly in the UK, wrongly
believe that investing in safer drivers, rather than the road environment or vehicle design, is the most cost
eVective road safety intervention (Care on the Road, 2006a). The press has not helped by reporting that
1,000 lives could be saved by tackling the young driver problem. This is inaccurate and unfair to other
interventions, including those less popular but more eVective, such as speed cameras or humps.

3. Nature of the Problem

3.1 Are novice drivers more at risk and is this due to age, inexperience or combination?

The evidence is quite clear on showing novice drivers are more at risk and that this is due to a combination
of factors. It is not a new problem nor is it unique to the UK. Research undertaken by Norwich Union, DfT
and the ABI found young drivers to be 10 times more likely to crash at night and 14 times more likely to
crash on a weekend night than other drivers (Care on the Road, 2006).

3.2 Do young people’s attitudes to driving have a significant impact on the collision rates of young and
novice drivers?

Yes. This can be seen by the increased risk of being involved in a crash with increased number of
passengers. RoSPA has reported a young driver is 85% more likely to have a collision if there are two
passengers in the car than when driving alone.

The role of attitude is clearly seen in the diVerence between males and females with males having a much
higher collision involvement risk. As highlighted in a recent publication by the Social Issues Research
Centre,WHO is calling for recognition of the fundamental diVerences betweenmen and women drivers and
the development of gender diVerentiated policies in relevant areas.

The government must lead in a change of attitude towards bad driving. For instance, too often it seems
to be the government departments that call for a change in attitude by others, persist in using the term
“accident” for all crashes, no matter the extent of criminality involved.

“The first step in changing human behaviour must be to stop thinking in terms of accidents and
to talk exclusively of crashes.”

Nicholas Faith, Crash (1997)

4. Driver Education and Testing

4.1 How eVective are the existing practical and theory driving tests at identifying safe driving skills and
behaviour? Has the hazard perception test achieved its objectives?

The driving test may be able to filter out those who are not a competent driver but it is not a good predictor
of collision risk. Younger learner drivers pass more quickly than do older learner drivers, yet the latter have
a lower post-licence collision risk. The same is true formale and female drivers. Attitude cannot bemeasured
in a driving test.

The issue is of more eVective enforcement.Wewould argue that part of the problem lies with not applying
the same standards used with the driving test with everyday driving. We have previously recommended that
the standards theDriving Standards Agency use to determine whether a fault is a serious (automatic failure)
or minor oVence (failure only after numerous minor faults) should also be used by the CPS to diVerentiate
between careless and dangerous driving.
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We would also argue the driver education and testing system does not put enough emphasis on the
dangers of speed. Failure to make progress, ie going too slowly, is a leading reason why drivers fail the test
yet speeding is a leading contributory factor to novice driver crashes. We have previously called, along with
other Safer Street Coalition partners, for the Highway Code to stress much more the importance of
appropriate speed. But this also needs to be enforced. The current Highway Code advises drivers to stay
below the speed limit when road or weather conditions are poor or vulnerable road users are around. Yet
the police andCPS do not enforce this as seen by theRhyl cyclist fatal crashwhich involved icy roads, a bend
and vulnerable road users (some ofwhomwere children). The driverwas prosecuted for vehicle oVences only
and not driving without due care and attention, if not dangerous driving.

4.2 Could changes to driver education and testing help to make novice drivers safer, including such changes as
pre-test driving or time requirement, compulsory professional tuition, or additional training for motorway
driving or night driving?

Research has shown that extending the driving test would result in more failure of drivers who are not
yet competent. However as mentioned above, driving test pass rates on their own are an accurate predictor
of collision risk. A recent TRL report concluded “Changing the driving test should not be seen as the only,
or necessarily the best, way of improving novice driver safety” (Baughan et al, 2005).

Nor do we believe further changes to the driver education will help novice drivers. In 2002, both the
Transport Select Committee and the government agreed that compulsory driver education was not the
answer. We know of no evidence that suggests this situation has changed and have provided below
indication that our understanding is shared by many road safety research organisations.

Driver training concerns

“To date, formal training has not proven to be highly eVective in reducing accident risk.”

OECD, Young Drivers: The Road to Safety (2006)

“Research has (also) shown that no compelling evidence exists for driver education being
associated with reductions in collisions; therefore reducing the length of time in the GDL program
for successfully completing a driver education course is questionable at best . . . the typical six to
10 hours of driving with a professional instructor should not be used as a substitute for supervised
practice over a longer period of time and under diverse driving conditions and circumstances.”

AAA Foundation for TraYc Safety, Reducing the Crash Risk for Young Drivers, 2006.

“The safest thing you can do is to encourage young people to train for longer. In many respects
training that involves having parents sitting in the car or an older sibling or somebody who is a
very experienced driver is just as eVective as having a driving instructor in the car.”

Joint OECD/ECMT Transport Research Centre, International Policy Forum 2005, At Risk on
the Road-Young and Novice Drivers, 2005.

“Successful completion of driver education and training should not be recognised through a ‘time
discount’, because this practice has been shown to have negative safety consequences.” TraYc
Injury Research Foundation, Best Practices for Graduated Driver Licensing in Canada, (2005).

Should driver education be required? “Traditional driver education has not reduced crashes,
although it can be a superior way to learn basic driving skills . . . In jurisdictions that do not
already require driver education, the graduated system need not include any such provisions.”
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety and TraYc Injury Research Foundation, Graduated
Licensing: A Blueprint for North America, (2004)

“Two GLS initiatives that were found to be counterproductive, that is, research has shown
increased crash risk associated with the following:

— Education initiatives that encourage early licensure.

— Extensive professional instruction in the absence of suYcient private supervised driving
experience.”

Monash University Accident Research Centre, Graduated Driver Licensing: EVectiveness of
Systems & Individual Components, 2003

“There is little research evidence that increased formal driver training improves safety.”

TRL, Graduated Driver Licensing—A Review of Some Current Systems, 2002.

“Formal driver education may be a good way to learn basic driving skills, but it does not produce
drivers less likely than those without formal training to be inmotor vehicle crashes, and it can have
a an unintended negative eVect through encouraging earlier licensure and increasing exposure.”

Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, “Graduated licensing comes to the United States”, Injury
Prevention, 1999
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We do not mean to belabour this point but we are concerned about the continued reliance on driver
training, despite all the evidence to the contrary. Unproven interventions such as Pass Plus, National Driver
Improvement Scheme, and Speed Awareness Courses should be properly evaluated before they are rolled
out nationwide and sponsored.Many of the questions in this enquiry were also asked several years agowhen
GDL had already proven to be eVective. We also raised our concerns about the approach taken when we
spoke at the IAM’s 50th conference in March 2006 and also with the DSA later that year.

A second and separate reason why we do not believe introducing compulsory professional tuition will
reduce novice driver risk is because it is already regularly sought by learner drivers. Research has shown that
virtually all (98%) of all UK learner drivers already take professional tuition, with successful candidates
taking an average of 38 hours of professional tuition (DTLR, 2002). Some road safety organisations have
called for a requirement of six to 10 hours of professional tuition, much less than what is currently done
on a voluntary basis. This implies that a few lessons will make a driver safer—if only it was that easy and
that quick.

It has also been reported that a combination of professional and informal tuition produces safer drivers.
This has not been proven. This combination has been shown to result in learner drivers passing their driving
tests more quickly, but as explained above, this is not the same as producing a safer driver.

Any school lesson should promote the use of sustainable transport modes rather than driving and should
highlight the negative consequences of driving. Lessons should not focus on how to obtain your licence or
pay less for insurance, but on the duty of care owed other road users by motor vehicle drivers as well as the
impact of climate change from motor vehicles.

In response to the specific suggestions:

(a) Minimum number of hours/miles driving. There is much evidence showing the need for driving
experience and we do support a requirement for a minimum of 50 hours driving but 100 hours
should be considered. This should be supervised but not necessarily by a driving instructor. The
importance of extensive driving practice needs to be widely publicised. In Sweden, an increase in
the average number of driving hours from 48 to 118 reduced the crash risk of young drivers by
40% (15% reduction after adjusting for confounding factors) (OECD and ECMT, 2006).

(b) Minimum learning period. Almost five years ago, the government reported that the introduction
of a 12 month minimum learning period would save some 800–1,000 deaths and serious injuries
while a six month minimum learning period would prevent only 120 deaths and serious injuries
(DTLR, 2002). We are in favour of the 12 month minimum learning period, especially as the
majority of learner drivers already take six months or more to obtain their license.

(c) Compulsory professional tuition. See the comments above to understand why we do not believe
professional tuition is a panacea.

(d) Additional training for motorway driving or night driving. Yes—night-time training especially
should be required.

5. Graduated Licensing

“Driving experience, not training, is key to becoming a safer driver.”

Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, Status Report (1997)

The introduction of aGDL system is long overdue in theUK.We aremissing an intermediate phasewhere
learner drivers are allowed to drive unaccompanied, but not at night-time or with teenage passengers as both
of these have been to be high risk. We would support exemptions for employment or school related night-
time driving. The aim is to reduce high risk recreational driving. Maximum blood alcohol limits of zero or
0.2 g/l are also recommended for young novice drivers (OECD and ECMT, 2006).

We do not believe enforcement will be a problem as it will be self-enforced by parents, providing proper
publicity is provided to them on the risks of novice drivers, the benefits of GDL, and the implications of
GDL violation, including loss of insurance coverage. We are aware of the problems caused by the lack of
requirement to carry a driving license and marvel at the extent that costly ID cards can be debated while
driving licenses do not even have to be carried.

6. Changes to the Driving Age

With the recommended 12 month minimum learning period, the driving age would be raised to 18. We
are in favour of increasing the driving age for environmental reasons as well. We believe the government
when it says climate change is the biggest problem facing our world and we must take measures to reduce
motorised travel, including, but not limited to, raising the driving age. While many US states and Sweden
have lower learner driving ages, many Australian states do not issue a full driving license until the age of 21.
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7. Different Treatment of Offenders

We would support increasing the penalties for driving oVences by novice drivers. Novice drivers fear the
loss of their license or extension of their probationary period and longer driving bans could be considered.
Wewould also like to see the confiscation of vehicles now being used with uninsured vehicles, to be extended
to other driving oVences, including driving without a proper license, speeding or drink driving.

8. Conclusion

“In the case of pre-license education, there is a major discrepancy between public beliefs and
scientific knowledge. There is wide public support for programmes that, in fact, do not produce
safer drivers and can have unintended negative consequences. Of considerable concern is that
scarce resources continue to be spent in the name of safety on programmes that have no benefit
or may even make things worse. In such a case, the wisest course would be to blunt the harmful
eVects of driver education and redirect it in ways that take advantage of what it can do (that is,
teach basic driving skills). Many new approaches are being tried or are under development, but
they should not be widely applied unless rigorous assessments indicate they are eVective in
reducing crash risk.”

Williams and Ferguson, “Driver Education Renaissance?” Injury Prevention (2004)

RoadPeace is acutely aware of the limited resources allocated to road safety and the need to ensure best
use is made of them. Too much of what has been included in this response has been known for years. The
real question is why has it taken theUK so long to adopt an evidence based approach to novice driver safety.
Consideration should be given to the need for an independent panel in order to ensure good practice is
adopted.

22 January 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Police Federation of England and Wales

Introduction

The Police Federation of England andWales represents 139,000 police oYcers from the rank of constable
to the rank of chief inspector.

We welcome the opportunity to respond to the consultation document “Transport Committee New
Inquiry—Novice Drivers”.

In preparing this response we are cognisant of the fact that most of the proposals contained within the
consultation document have already been tried and evaluated in other countries. It therefore appears to us
that to provide anecdotal evidence is of little value compared to empirical evidence which is readily available
from the implementation of such schemes around the world. We have therefore only provided anecdotal
evidence where we feel that it may assist the debate.

1. The Nature of the Problem

Empirical evidence shows that novice drivers (newly qualified/inexperienced drivers) are significantly
more likely to be involved in a collision than more experienced drivers. (DETR 2000, PACTS 2000 and
Select Committee 1999) Although 17 to 24 year old ago group hold only 11% of licences they are involved
in 20% of collisions involving death or serious injuries (DETR 1999) The Police Federation of England and
Wales (PFEW) is therefore broadly supportive of initiatives which attempt to address this serious problem.

Doyoung peoples attitudes to driving have a significant impact on the collision rates of young and novice drivers?

We would make the point that “Young and Novice Drivers” seem to be considered as one simple group
throughout the consultation paper, whereas, we believe the situation to be slightly more complex. An older
“novice driver” (say 35 years old) will have some similarities to the young novice driver in that they will lack
practical experience. As a consequence of this, they may have diYculty in dealing with sudden and
unexpected events which happen to them whilst driving. Such problems often arise in the dark and/or in
adverse weather conditions (eg unexpected obstacles in the roadway, actions of other road users, slippery
road surfaces, high winds etc). However, the “older” novice driver is likely to have a much more positive
attitude to road safety and an appropriate awareness of their own vulnerability.

Our members (Police OYcers) are only too aware that attitudes towards driving, and in particular risk
taking, have a significant impact on safety and the likelihood of being involved in a collision. This is the case
because attitudes influence behaviour and the manner of a persons driving will be adversely aVected when
they have a poor attitude to their personal safety and that of other road users. This problem is more acute
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in younger drivers (particularlymales) who appear “blind” to their own fallibility. This oftenmanifests itself
in the form of “Thrill Seeking” which can result in young drivers driving too fast and taking risks (eg unsafe
overtaking etc).

2. Driver Education and Testing and Graduated Licensing

Although we are generally supportive of the proposals, we are reluctant to express views for or against
the specific proposals contained within the consultation paper. Our reason for adopting this response (as
stated above) is that there is robust empirical evidence available (from around the world) which
demonstrates what works and what does not work, in terms of reducing collisions. For example, limits on
motorway driving and night driving formed part of a scheme introduced in Ontario, Canada during 1994.
The scheme produced 27% decline in collisions amongst 16 to 19 year old drivers and dramatically reduced
fatalities from 6.6 per 10,000 licensed drivers in 1993 to 1.8 in 1995. (Data—Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety 2000)

Schemes in France (“Appretissage”) had no eVect on collision rates whilst a “Probationary” scheme in
Germany did demonstrate positive results in collision reduction (Lynam & Twisk 1995) Further to this, a
whole range of schemes exist in Australia and New Zealand. Research by A.E. Drummond throws light on
the relative merits and problems associated with some of these schemes.

We would argue that the Government should cast a critical eye on research which already exists in respect
of schemes operating around the world. They should then “Cherry Pick” the various elements which have
been shown to be eVective whilst ignoring those where data suggests that no benefit, in terms of collision
reduction, is likely to be gained.

Whilst PFEW is broadly supportive of a Graduated Licensing system we would make the following
points:

(1) We believe that it would be necessary for drivers to be legally obliged to carry their driving license
for the scheme to be enforceable.

(2) A more complex licensing system for novice drivers will require endorsement. We are concerned
that lownumbers of “TraYc PoliceOYcers” will undermine enforcement activities. This is an issue
that we have raised previously and which was acknowledged in 2006 Report into Road Policing
published by the Transport Select Committee.

Witnesses: Ms Jools Townsend, Head of Education, Brake, Ms Brenda Puech, Campaigns and
Communications Coordinator, RoadPeace, and Mrs Jan Berry, Chairman, The Police Federation of
England and Wales, gave evidence.

Chairman: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.
Members having an interest to declare?
Mr Martlew:Member of the Transport and General
Workers’ Union and the General and Municipal
Workers’ Union.
Clive EVord:Member of the Transport and General
Workers’ Union.
Chairman: ASLEF.
Mrs Ellman:Member of the Transport and General
Workers’ Union.
Mr Leech: Chairman, for the witnesses that are to
come, I declare that I am an associate member of the
IAM and a former employee of the RAC and
Arturo.

Q1 Chairman: You are warmly welcome. Does any
one of you have something to say immediately or can
we go straight to questions? Does the collision
involvement rate of novice drivers justify the
introduction of significant changes to traYc law and
the training and testing regime?
MsTownsend: I believe it does.We know that young
drivers are involved in a disproportionately high
number of road crashes, particularly involving
deaths and serious injuries. Road death is the biggest
killer of 16 to 24 year olds and frequently young
drivers are responsible for the deaths and serious
injuries of others as well as themselves and their

young passengers. We recently had the publication
of the Department for Transport three-year Road
Safety Strategy Review, which has revealed that a
particular area that we are not making as much
progress in as others in terms of casualty reduction
is in-vehicle deaths and serious injuries. We know
that of all the age groups, 16 to 19 year olds are most
likely to be killed in vehicles. In order to progress the
Government’s strategy and to continue to meet
casualty reduction targets, we really need to address
the issue of young driver safety urgently.

Q2 Chairman: I want to as you, Ms Puech: your
evidence suggests novice drivers are not the high risk
group which other witnesses identify. Are we saying
more enforcement and improved vehicle and road
design would be a better use of government
resources than measures designed specifically for
novice drivers?
Ms Puech:Novice drivers form a group at some risk
to themselves, but mainly to other road users. In
2005, there were 1,077 fatalities that involved young
drivers, but 300 of those were actually young drivers
who were killed, so they pose a huge risk to other
road users. One of the things that we feel is that the
whole problem needs to be put into context. Yes,
young drivers have caused and are part of one-third
of casualties, but two-thirds of casualties and
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fatalities are caused by drivers over the age of 25.We
do feel that we should not tinker with the problem,
that we need to have holistic solutions to the
problem. Yes, we do need to look at this problem
and address it, but it needs to be kept in perspective.

Q3 Chairman: Mrs Berry, is it a combination of
inexperience and youth?
MrsBerry: I think it is. I agree withmost of what has
been said. It is interesting that whereas in many
situations the casualty figures are coming down in
many other groups, for young novice drivers they
are actually going up. I think that is to do with age
and it is also to do with experience but, more
importantly, it is also to do with personality. By that
I mean that some young people are risk-averse and
some have no fear, and that is part of the problem.

Q4 Chairman: The trouble is what driver training is
going to equip novice drivers with that kind of
experience?
Mrs Berry: By way of an example, we have seen a
change in the test regime over the last few years
where you have always had a practical test and you
now have a practical and a theory test. As part of
that theory test, you now have to have the hazard
perception. I think you can train people to a certain
extent to identify whatmight be dangerous andwhat
might not be dangerous. The key here is then
analysing what they are going to do when they take
part in a hazardous event. That is not tested at all at
themoment. There are facilities, both in this country
and in other parts of the world, where you could
have that as part of the test. I see that as being an
incremental improvement to the hazard perception
test that we have currently.

Q5 Chairman: How well do you think the
programme for instructors currently assists learner
drivers to gain the necessary skills?
Mrs Berry: That is diYcult because it goes down to
the skills of the individual. Some research tends to
suggest—

Q6 Chairman: It does not entirely, does it, because
you have just told us that one of the problems is that
they are not being tested on the one thing that you
think would identify the problem.
Mrs Berry: No, I think the personality of some
people and their skills will pick up driving better
than others, but there is research that suggests that
you do not reach driving maturity until you have
had about five to seven years driving experience.

Q7 Chairman: We are not suggesting that, are we?
Mrs Berry:No, not at all. We have just done a piece
of research with the Metropolitan Police, for
example, where we were testing the behaviour of
pursuit driving. It is very clear that the more
experience you have of that type of behaviour, the
better you are at identifying risk. That is for
professional drivers who have been through six
weeks’ training.

Q8 Chairman: That is interesting. Does that mean
that in fact the Metropolitan Police are going back
to the older tradition of picking people who are
fairly mature for those kinds of jobs on the
assumption that they have got experience?
MrsBerry:Certainly, from the research that we have
undertaken, that is one of the recommendations that
we will be making.

Q9 Mrs Ellman: Ms Townsend, Brake has
recommended a minimum of a 12-month learning
period. How would that work?
Ms Townsend: We think it is important that we do
have, first of all, a minimum learning period. We
have recommended 12 months for a number of
reasons. Statistics published in the Department for
Transport 2002 consultation on a More Structured
Approach to Learning to Drive suggested that we
would prevent 1,000 deaths and serious injuries each
year if we had a minimum of a 12-month learning
period. That is a significantly higher figure than if we
have a six-month minimum learning period, which
would result in an estimated 120 deaths and serious
injuries being prevented each year. We know that
certain driving skills, particularly hazard perception,
develop gradually over time, as Jan Berry has
mentioned. Having that minimum period in place
would mean that drivers would have to have a
certain level of experience before they can take their
test. At present, it is possible for young people to
take the test and pass within just a few weeks of
turning 17. Frequently, we hear stories about that
happening. Because of the focus of the driving test
on the physical skills involved in controlling a
vehicle, you can pick up a lot of those skills through
oV-road practice. The current test is not focused on
having that on-road experience.

Q10 Mrs Ellman:Would you then be specifying the
number of hours and practice and tuition? Would
that be part of the plan?
MsTownsend:Yes.We would like to see a minimum
learning period. Ideally, we would like to see that
as part of a graduated driver licensing system,
and in the minimum learning period, yes, we
would recommend, for example, 10 hours with a
professional instructor. We are not opposed to
learners having additional tuition with non-
professionals, but we think additional controls
could be added to ensure that learners are getting the
right tuition from non-professionals as well: for
example, if you are going to act as a supervisor, you
have to be at least 25 years of age, have for example
five years’ driving experience, a clean driving licence
and perhaps fill in a form to declare yourself as
suitable for that role.

Q11 Mrs Ellman: Have any of you seen the
Department’s new proposals for driver testing and
training which were published earlier this week?
MsTownsend:That is the three-year strategy review.
It was suggested in the document that the current
learning and testing procedures are going to be
overhauled. It did hint at the fact that the issue of the
driving test’s current focus on practical skills
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involved in controlling a vehiclemay be addressed so
that the test ismore geared towards encouraging safe
driving. We welcome that but of course the
document did not specify how they might go about
introducing that and informing the training and
testing procedures.

Q12 Mrs Ellman:The evidence is that Pass Plus does
not seem to improve safety for novice drivers. Do
you have any idea as to why that should be?
Ms Puech: As I say, Pass Plus has not shown a
significant improvement in falls in collision numbers
after novice drivers complete this course. That is to
do with the fact that more exposure to driving is
more beneficial than having one or two days of
concentrated driver training. That is why we agree
with the minimum learning period and we want to
see a minimum of 100 hours of learning before you
even take your test. If you combine that with a
graduated licensing system where you have
supervision over the next two years with an
experienced driver, then that broad exposure to
diVerent driving conditions in the US and Canada
has been proven to be more beneficial and to reduce
collision rates amongst novice drivers. It is the length
of exposure rather than concentrated training.

Q13 Mr Leech: As far as Pass Plus is concerned, is
possibly the reason why they do not show any real
diVerence with Pass Plus because the people who
take the Pass Plus are not necessarily the people that
you need to target?
Ms Townsend:Wewould absolutely agree with that.
About 14% of people who pass their test take Pass
Plus.

Q14 Chairman: Mrs Berry, you were nodding.
Mrs Berry: Yes. It is self-selection. The people who
may be more dangerous on the roads are the people
who will not volunteer to take part in it.

Q15 Mrs Ellman: Should the driving test include
psychometric tests?
Ms Townsend: We think that is something that
should be researched and looked into. It is
increasingly being used by companies operating
vehicle fleets. I understand it is also being used on
driver rehabilitation schemes and is showing
positive results.

Q16 Chairman: You are telling us that people
operating commercial fleets are using a
psychometric driving test before they take on
people. This has come as a great shock to me.
Ms Townsend: I do not think it is that widespread at
present but we are aware of several companies using
it, both at the time of recruiting drivers—

Q17 Chairman: Name the companies?
Ms Townsend: Arriva. It is showing itself to be a
way—

Q18 Chairman: There must be someone else other
than Arriva. You dug yourself into this hole!

Ms Townsend:That is one example I can think of oV

the top of my head. I am sure I could go away and
research others. It is showing itself to be a way of
eVectively identifying those drivers who are more
likely to take risks, who are less likely—
Chairman: I do not think I necessarily want to know
what psychological questions Arriva are asking.

Q19 Mr Scott:How could the driving theory test be
modified to provide a better indication of safe
driving behaviour?
Ms Townsend: We would like to see more in the
theory test to do with risk. I think there is scope
within the theory test to ensure that learners have at
least a basic understanding of the risks they would
face on the roads and the risks under which they
could place others. For example, we could be
including questions about the likelihood of a
pedestrian being killed if hit at diVerent speeds.
There is definitely scope to include that within the
theory test specifically.
Mrs Berry: There is also an opportunity perhaps to
use simulators or computer games in amore eVective
way. As I said earlier, for the hazard perception test,
I think you can train people to identify what is a
hazard. The real skill is what you do when you are
faced with that hazard. At the moment, a lot of
young people are playing computer games where
they can race cars around a track; the cars crash oV,
they pick them all up and put them back on the
track. If you were to use some of those in a more
constructive way, that could be quite impactive and
it could, with some research, be adopted within the
test.

Q20 Chairman: Perhaps with blood coming out of
the machine?
Mrs Berry: It would probably not be that realistic
but many of these kids who do not have any sense of
fear are the ones who are playing around the tracks;
the car goes back on and you start again, but in real
life that does not happen.

Q21 Mr Martlew: The pass rate for males is several
percentage points higher than it is for females, but it
seems that male novice drivers are having more
accidents than female drivers. Is this fact alone
evidence that the test is fundamentally not good?
Ms Puech: That is certainly what RoadPeace
believes. Too much reliance cannot be placed on the
driving test because it is merely provides a snapshot
of driving ability and technical competence.
Mrs Berry: I agree that that is the figure at the
moment, but as it is with maybe licensing, there is a
trend in the other direction. Whereas I think men
were involved in more accidents, for young novice
drivers, there is a trend for the women now to be
increasing at a greater rate than the male young
novice drivers.

Q22 Mr Martlew: On that point and beyond that,
and perhaps Mrs Berry can answer first and the
others afterwards, the number of young people who
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have licences is reducing and the number of young
people being killed driving is increasing. What has
changed and why?
Mrs Berry: I think the number of young people that
have their own cars has changed. That might be a
factor. There are more cars on our roads than is
probably good for us. That might be another factor,
and therefore the risks associated with that are
greater. I do not know how much impact these
computer games and that type of impact will have on
it either. There are loads of diVerent reasons why
that could be the case.
Ms Townsend: I am not sure that I can answer for
what has specifically changed.

Q23 Mr Martlew: There is a lot of car culture now
amongst young people that was not there five or 10
years ago?
Ms Townsend: I think the culture of boy racers, if
you like, has been around for a while but it certainly
does seem to be prevalent at the moment. The real
issue for us is what we can do now to address the
problem. Aside from looking at the process of
learning to drive and passing your test, we would
also like to see more road safety education and we
are particularly calling for road safety education to
be a compulsory part of the national curriculum.
The vast majority of young people reach the age of
learning to drive with little to no understanding of
the risks that they are facing and the strategies that
they can take to reduce these risks.

Q24 Chairman:MsPuech, do you have an answer to
why they are going up?
Ms Puech: We have seen from amongst our
members that a lot of fatalities are caused by
unlicensed and uninsured drivers, so a lot of novice
drivers, a lot of teenagers who are driving who are
either in cars taken without permission or in stolen
cars. That is the cause of a lot of fatalities, fromwhat
we see amongst our members. I could not say for
sure whether that is linked to lack of enforcement
and the decline in traYc policing, but it may be the
reason.

Q25 Mr Martlew: That leads me on to my next
question which is this. We have the statistics of the
number of young drivers killed. Do we know how
many of these had not actually passed their test?
Ms Puech: From anecdotal evidence, our members
tend to be aVected by novice drivers who are also
unlicensed drivers.

Q26 Chairman: Mrs Berry, I ought to know this. Is
it not possible to identify that certainly in a fatality?
Is that not one of the things that the police check?
Mrs Berry: You would be able to know if the driver
had a driving licence. That statistic must be available
but I personally do not have that statistic. As Jools
Townsend said earlier, this is not just about drivers
who can be injured but about the accidents that they
can cause to other people.

Q27 Mr Martlew:A lot of the evidence that you have
given us is that we should increase the age when
people can get a licence. That is fine, but if you find
more and more people are driving without a licence,
it defeats the objective to some extent, does it not?
Ms Townsend: I think there are other measures that
we should be utilising to a greater extent to tackle
that problem; for example, investment in more
traYc policing and technology like automatic
number plate recognition, which is proving a
successful method of catching unlicensed drivers. In
terms of uninsured drivers, perhaps part of the
reason for the levels of uninsured driving is that we
know that young drivers are twice as likely to make
an insurance claim and their insurance claims are
much higher, hence the fact they are paying much
higher premiums.
Chairman: I do not want to go into that for aminute.
We must try to get to the bottom of this.

Q28 Mr Martlew:We have a situation where we do
not know why the number of young people being
killed is increasing, even though the number of
licence holders is going down. If we increased the age
when people can drive, then there is a danger that
people will drive without any instruction at all.
Personally, I am in favour of giving them a learning
experience of a year. Would you accept that in rural
areas, like Cumbria, that would create some
hardship? Would there be any argument for
reducing the age when drivers or youngsters can
start to learn?
Ms Townsend: Research shows us that age has a
clear eVect on crash risk, so that the older you are
when you pass your test, the less likely you are to
crash within a year of driving. In terms of reducing
casualties, probably the safest option would be
significantly to increase the driving age.

Q29 Mr Martlew: If we were all pensioners, it would
be all right?
Ms Townsend:However, we acknowledge that there
are of course social consequences to that and
therefore it is not something that the Government is
likely to look into.
Mr Scott:We are talking about two separate issues.
There is an issue of people who are breaking the law
and committing a criminal oVence by driving
without a driving licence. This, as I see it, is more
about making sure that when people pass their
driving test, they can get into their car and drive
safely without being a danger to themselves or other
road users. I agree with the comments about taking
a year to learn to drive. I may be slightly biased
because it took me various attempts to pass my
driving test and certainly longer than a year but that
might say more about my driving than the driving
test.
Chairman: You would not do very well on those
psychosometric tests?

Q30 Mr Scott: I would fail the psychosometric test
without any problem, Chairman. I am not planning
to go for any new jobs in the future! Do you think
that the actual length of the test should be extended
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to one hour? Would it be more helpful if the test
people were to get more of an understanding of
whether someone is fit to have a driving licence?
Ms Townsend: The system that we have suggested in
terms of a graduated system is that you would have
a minimum learning to drive period, the driving test
and then a provisional period during which time
there are certain restrictions placed on your driving,
and then a second driving test. It is more of a
staggered approach. Yes, it would be beneficial to
have a longer driving test, which opens up
possibilities for testing on diVerent types of road to
a greater extent. However, I think the priority from
our point of view is changing the emphasis of the
driving test so it is more about safe driving rather
than technical skills and changing the whole process
into a several stage approach to enable learners to
develop their skills and experience gradually over
time.

Q31 Mr Scott: There is one further point. At the
moment, if you pass your driving test, obviously you
can go out and drive whatever car you wish to get
into. Do you believe there should be restrictions
after you have passed your test perhaps on the
capacity of car you can drive in your first year or
your second year, and that that should be limited
perhaps to the smaller cc engines than those who are
fortunate enough to be able to go out and jump into
a Ferrari, let us say?
Mrs Berry: If you were not going to introduce
something in a similar way to what has just been
described, and we had a graduated test, then that
would be better than we have at the moment,
although we should not underestimate the amount
of damage that a lower cc vehicle can do in the hands
of a boy racer. There is not one easy solution to this.
The point made earlier was that there has to be a
holistic solution with a graduated test over a longer
period, greater experience behind the wheel. There is
no doubt that the statistics show that if you did
increase the age at which a person could drive, then
you are going to reduce the number of fatalities and
the serious injuries. That has happened in other
countries and the probability is that the same eVect
would be felt here. I think there is amenu of diVerent
improvements that we could make to the testing
regime and to the post-test regime that would
improve both safety for the drivers and for other
road users.

Q32 Clive EVord: Ms Townsend, in your evidence
you have recommended a graduated licence system.
What evidence is there that a graduated licence
system would be eVective in reducing casualties and
producing safer drivers?
Ms Townsend: We have collected numerous case
studies from other countries where graduated driver
licensing has been introduced and has had a
significant eVect on casualties, reducing injuries
among young people. I know there is a case in the
written evidence we have provided. To give you
another example, in Washington State in the US,
annual fatal and serious crashes involving 16 and 17
year old drivers decreased by 59% comparing the

two years previous to the two years after introducing
graduated driver licensing. There are numerous
other cases that we can look at whereby a graduated
system has been introduced with certain restrictions
placed on drivers during the novice driving period.

Q33 Clive EVord: The DfT says that countries that
have a graduated system have a problem similar to
the UK’s. What evidence do you have to refute the
DfT’s assertion?
MsTownsend:As I say, the case studies that we have
collected all clearly show a marked decrease in
casualties in road crashes involving young people.

Q34 Clive EVord: Have you looked at the evidence
that brings the DfT to that conclusion and can you
refute that? Do you have anything that challenges
what the Government has concluded?
Ms Townsend: The DfT itself has cited statistics
talking about a reduction in casualties that would
result, it estimates, in the UK, from simply having a
minimum learning period, which is part of what we
are suggesting through graduated driving licensing.
The DfT itself has cited statistics showing that there
would probably be a significant reduction in
casualties in theUK just from thatmeasure alone. In
addition to the minimum learning period, we are
talking about restrictions such as a night time
driving curfew and a limit on the number of
passengers. There is a wealth of research showing
that these are particularly high risk situations for
young drivers to be in. The aim of these restrictions
is to limit young people’s exposure to these high risk
situations until they have the experience under
their belts.

Q35 Clive EVord: Is there any evidence from the
scheme that you have looked at that we just
postpone the bad driving until the restrictions are
lifted and, if so, what can be done to counter that?
Ms Townsend: We have not found any evidence of
that. If you look at research into types of risk taking
that are prevalent among diVerent age groups, we
know that various types of risky behaviour, such as
speeding and overtaking blind, are more likely to
occur among young people. You could say that
people are more likely to take this risky behaviour at
a young age without the experience and, as they get
older and develop the experience, they are less and
less likely to take these types of risks anyway.

Q36 Clive EVord: If there were a probationary or
graduated system, should it be on time or should it
be when extra training is taken or should it be for
some other reason that the restrictions are lifted?
Ms Townsend: The systems that we have looked at
overseas work in several diVerent ways. For
example, you might have a novice driving period of
18 months during which you have these restrictions,
but in some countries they have a system where if
you pass your test and you are over the age of 25, it is
only sixmonths, or if you take an additional training
course, it reduces. It is possible to put in place a
system whereby there is a certain length of time but
you can reduce that length of time by undergoing
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extra training, and equally you can extend the length
of time if you commit any violations to the
restrictions.
Chairman: Ms Townsend, at some point we are
going to have to frame a sensible set of pragmatic
rules. Flexibility is not something lightly bound in
government legislation of any colour.

Q37 Clive EVord: That brings me to my next
question which is about enforcement and
complexity. From what you are describing, you
recommend restricting passengers unless it is
somebody who has had a driving licence for three
years or is over the age of 25. We already have a
number of complaints from the police about the
amount of paperwork they have to go through when
they stop someone in a car. Imagine the paperwork
they would have to do, it would be something like
the Encyclopaedia Britannica, if they were to stop
them with all these diVerent permutations of what
makes the driver qualified to be on the road.
Ms Townsend: From the information that we have
been gathering from the United States in terms of
enforcement of GDL, the main problem that some
states have come up against is the fact that police
oYcers do not have the power randomly to pull over
drivers. Of course, you cannot tell the age or
experience of a driver just when they are driving
along. We would face a similar problem in the UK.
However, the Government has recently suggested
that it is considering giving the police powers to
carry out random breath tests. If that was put in
place, I imagine it would be fairly simple to extend
those powers so that the police could carry out
random testing on graduated driving licensing.

Q38 Mr Leech: Specifically to Brake in relation to
not allowing novice drivers to drive on motorways,
as far as I was aware, statistically you are less likely
to have accidents on motorways, and certainly with
Norwich Union’s pay-as-you-drive insurance, it is
cheaper to drive on a motorway than it is on a 20
mph, 30 mph or 40 mph road. Why is it that you
think that novice drivers should not be allowed to
drive on what is considered to be the safest road?
Ms Townsend: Firstly, yes, you are less likely to
crash on a motorway but, if you are in a crash on a
motorway, it is more likely to involve multiple
fatalities. Secondly, although there is a lower crash
rate on motorways, it does involve a diVerent set of
skills to driving on other roads. We have suggested
thatwithin a graduated driving licensing system, you
would have, during the novice period, a number of
compulsory hours of tuition, which would include
motorway tuition. Hence, the fact that you would
not be permitted to drive on a motorways until you
have had that specialist tuition.

Q39 Mr Martlew:On the issue of graduated licence,
and you quoted theUnited States a number of times,
what age do they normally start to drive in the
United States?

Ms Townsend: I believe it varies.

Q40 Mr Martlew: Is it not 15 or 16?
Ms Townsend: I have a couple of cases here. In
North Carolina, you can start the learning period at
aged 15, so, yes, they do start earlier than we do. In
Washington, I believe they can start learning at 16,
so again it is slightly earlier than us, but I do not
think that detracts from the impact that these
schemes have had and there is scope for transferring
similar schemes to the UK.

Q41 Clive EVord: I was going to ask Mrs Berry
about the practicalities of enforcing a graduated
licensing scheme.
Mrs Berry:We need to have a visible road policing
presence on the roads to enable us to do that and we
do not have as much of that as we need at the
moment. We would need to have a far more
sophisticated driving licence to demonstrate what
part of the test you are at at that particular stage. It
is not diYcult but, just to build on the point that you
have made, we have to be wary about what has
worked in other countries because there is a variety
of diVerent ages involved and a diVerent set of
limitations in place.What is interesting from some of
the research is that in some countries something has
worked, which when applied in another country has
had a diVerent response. We need to test it in this
country to see what happens with our drivers. As
was said earlier, this is not peculiar to the UK; this
is happening around the world, and we are all
striving to find some solutions. Clearly, age,
experience and skills are going to be at the root of
solving or certainly reducing the problems.

Q42 Clive EVord: Technology is not a way of
enforcing this system then? ANPR and techniques
like that would not be suYcient?
Mrs Berry: ANPR will only test the actual vehicle
registration with insurance and whether it is test
certificate appropriate. It does not go down to
driving licences unless the person is going to be
restricted as to which vehicle they can drive when
ANPR could have an impact, but otherwise it
would not.

Q43 Chairman: Then you are talking about a very
wide extension and a much more complicated
system.
Mrs Berry: Yes.

Q44 Mr Hollobone: It is interesting to read that
Brake have conducted a survey of 4,500 young
people in schools and colleges with some
staggeringly alarming statistics that one-third have
driven without a licence, one in five has been a
passenger with a driver who they knew was
unlicensed, 40% do not always belt up, 30% have
been a passenger in a car driven by a driver on drink
or drugs, and one in five drive after drinking alcohol.
Does not it all come down to the attitude of the
novice driver when he gets behind that wheel? Given
that the insurance industry eVectively in quite a
detailed way profiles the risk of somebody driving
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a car with diVerent insurance premia, given the
sophistication in the data and data profiling, could
that not be taken into account when somebody
presents themselves for a test? In other words, if you
are at greater risk, according to the insurance
criteria, of crashing, you therefore need to have an
extra period of tuition before you pass your test.
Ms Townsend: I am not sure if there is scope for
doing that. That is possibly a question for the later
session with the Association of British Insurers.
Coming back to the idea of psychometric testing,
that follows the same basic principle of measuring
levels of risk among learners and potentially using
that to tailor the training that follows, but I agree
that the results from our survey are extremely
shocking. I think that tallies with the casualty
statistics that we are looking at.

Q45 Mr Hollobone: Is there any support from our
witnesses for steeper penalties for novice drivers
involved in traYc oVences, almost like a ‘one strike
and you are out’ sentence, to act as an extreme
deterrent for young drivers, who we know are more
likely to be involved in crashes?
MrsBerry:Anydeterrent has to be an advantage but
it has to be part of a suite of diVerent things. The law
makers have a role to play; the policy makers have
a role to play; the manufacturers and the insurance
companies have a role to play, but so does
education. Deterrents and rehabilitation I think
come together. There is no point having a harsh
penalty unless you do not then add to that the
education to get a person to improve their skills and
understand the dangers of driving and the impact it
has on others.

Q46 Mr Hollobone: I put to you that three points on
a young person’s licence might be regarded in some
quarters as bad luck, whereas if they have committed
an oVence and lost their licence, that might be
more eVective.
Mrs Berry: We have not seen a tremendous
diVerence in the six points and then go back to be
tested. There has not been any reduction in the
casualty fatality figures for the young novice drivers
as a result of that change, and we have had that for
nearly seven or eight years now, so points are not
making a diVerence. A deterrent sentence may well
do. I think it has to be coupled with education as
well.

Q47 Clive EVord: Are you aware of any statistics
that demonstrate any link between having been
convicted of a driving oVence and then going on to
be involved in a serious accident?
Ms Puech: There is a strong link. If you have been
convicted of a speeding oVence, then it is much
higher.

Q48 Clive EVord: Is this for novice drivers?
Ms Puech: No, for any driver. If you have had one
speeding conviction and one motoring conviction,
you are much more likely to re-oVend and to re-
oVend more seriously.

Q49 Clive EVord: Does that suggest to you, in
relation to novice drivers, that the penalties are not
severe enough to stop people from doing it again?
MsPuech:Yes. The penalties should bemore severe.
Ms Townsend: We also support the use of driver
training schemes alongside penalties. I know driver
rehabilitation courses on speeding and drink-
driving, for example, are increasingly being used for
oVenders, particularly minor oVenders. That could
be used additionally for novice drivers as something
that is compulsory, in addition to penalty points
so that you have the education alongside the
punishment.

Q50 Chairman: Mrs Berry, I want to bring in
something that concerns me and that is the number
of drivers who fall out of the system.Howdowe deal
with disqualified drivers who drive unlicensed
and uninsured? Although some of this must be
guesswork, there have been continuing estimations
that we are talking of many hundreds of thousands
of people. What do we do about them because they
must constitute hazard?
Mrs Berry: Absolutely, but I do not think we have
the figures that can demonstrate just how much of a
danger they cause. We talked earlier with regard
to having a visible police presence and stronger
law enforcement, but also targeting and better
community work. Some of the safety partnerships in
diVerent local authority areas are really eVective in
this way. The trick for me is to find those ones which
are really eVective—what are they doing; how are
they analysing the problem; how are they working in
co-operation with each other—and then applying
that across a wider area.

Q51 Chairman: How do you do that? Is this
anecdotal or is this something that has been brought
to your attention through your work? How do we
find this? Presumably some of this must be almost
individual interpretations, must it not? If somebody
is uninsured and unlicensed, how do you find where
they are in the system in order to be able to target
them?
Mrs Berry: I think you have to analyse some of the
statistics and do that in a geographical way. That
will demonstrate which safety partnerships aremade
more eVective than others, and there are some really
good ones. The Audit Commission has recently
published a paper on changing lanes, which again
demonstrates the value of good partnership
working. That does not mean that other
organisations should be doing our job or the local
authority’s job, but it is to make sure that people
who are responsible for safety on the roads do
something about it in partnership with the other key
stakeholders.

Q52 Mr Martlew:On that very point, are you saying
that the problem is not spread right throughout the
community, that there is a socioeconomic impact on
this, that youngsters from poorer areas tend to drive
more often more recklessly and are killed more?
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Mrs Berry: I do not have any statistics on that.

Q53 Mr Martlew: Has anybody done any work on
that? That would help the targeting, would it not?
Mrs Berry: I do not have the statistics to
demonstrate that but some of those statisticsmust be
capable of being accessed because we all collect data
from a variety of diVerent sources and some of the
more eVective community safety partnerships share
that data in a far more constructive way and then
they can work out where the target areas should
be. It may well demonstrate that there are
socioeconomic factors involved.
Mr Hollobone: I was trying to get to that point
earlier. If you have somebody’s postcode, age,make,
type of vehicle and the registration number, given
that the insurance companies are analysing this
information in coming up with their premiums, if
that were fed into the licensing system, you would be
able to make a pretty good prediction, would you
not?

Q54 Chairman: Is that realistic here because at the
moment it seems to me we have enough diYculty
getting the sort of information that is useful.
Mrs Berry: I think it would be very diYcult to have
a graduated licensing system by postcode, but I take
your point that certainly how the community safety
partnership works can target areas. Co-operation
and education and all the other factors that can
improve the situation could be more targeted than is
the case at the moment.
Mr Hollobone: On the point about automated
number plate recognition technology, I ask this
of Jan Berry. I spent some time with the
Northamptonshire police in their ANPR car. It is
parked by the side of the road; all of these untaxed
vehicles are going past and the computer is pinging
every time a car goes past, but the information from
DVLA to the police is always three months out of
date. If we had more ANPR police cars and more
ANPR systems on our major motorways, not on
every road, surely youwould be able to identify these
two million untaxed vehicles quite quickly?

Q55 Chairman: It is a very good job creation scheme,
if nothing else.
Mrs Berry: I think I have given evidence to this
committee in the past on that subject. We do not
have the oYcers now to deal with the number of hits
we are getting through ANPR, and therefore we
have to prioritise them and we have to look at
vehicles which are stolen, vehicles bring driven
without insurance, rather than testing in the first
instance because that is where the greatest risk
comes, particularly from injury.

Q56 Chairman: If I asked you if you had to choose
between the status quo and graduated licensing with
a younger start date, 15 to 16 years, which would
you prefer?
Ms Puech: Graduated licensing.

Q57 Chairman: With a younger start date? Mrs
Berry?
Mrs Berry: Do I have to choose between them?

Q58 Chairman: I think you do just for the purposes
of argument.
Mrs Berry: In that case, I would go for regulated
licensing but with skills assessment so that they can
demonstrate that they have the skills.

Q59 Chairman:Would you support classroom style
learning as a compulsory part of the driving tuition?
MrsBerry: I think I would support a combination of
education plus demonstrating they have the skills
both in a simulated way and also in a practical way
on the roads.

Q60 Chairman: That is extremely helpful for us and
we are very grateful to you all. It is always
encouraging to have your advice. In the end, would
it not be better to target unsafe driving behaviour,
like speeding and drink-driving and not wearing a
seatbelt, through more traYc law enforcement
rather than spending resources introducing a new
regime for novice drivers?
Ms Puech: That is the view of RoadPeace.

Q61 Chairman: We assume Mrs Berry has a mild
vested in the reply but what about you, Ms
Townsend?
Ms Townsend:We would like to see a combination
of those measures. We would like to see increased
investment in traYc policing, compulsory road
safety education in schools, and a graduated driving
licensing system. In terms of investment, I think it is
worth bearing in mind that every road death costs
the economy £1.4 million.

Q62 Chairman: As you know, Ms Townsend,
nobody in this country does that sort of calculation.
Nobody does read across calculations as to what
road deaths cost us, which is extraordinary but we
do not. Mrs Berry, can we have your views?
Mrs Berry: I do have an interest and I accept that,
but I do not think road policing on its own is going
to solve the problem either. I think you have to have
a holistic approach and to look at diVerent partners
working together and importantly an education
system.Graduated licensingwill have its part to play
but, if we do that, then really you are going to have
rules also that people have to carry their driving
licence because it would make enforcement
extremely diYcult without that.
Chairman: On that very sensible note, we will take
our next set of witnesses. Thank you verymuch to all
of you.
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by Brake

Psychometric Testing for Drivers

Psychometrics is the science of measuring human qualities reliably and validly based on proven
psychological principles. Psychometric testing attempts to measure people’s traits, abilities, skills, and
interests. This type of testing is used by some to assess driver risk. Responses to questions reveal the attitudes
and behaviours that underly driver risk. Norms are established to determine a standard profile. This is used
as a benchmark against which all respondents are judged to be more or less in possession of the critical
characteristics. The way in which a driver scores on all these characteristics determines his or her level of
risk of being involved in a collision.

Brake believes that research is needed to examine whether this type of assessment could be incorporated
into the driving test to help reduce crashes among novice drivers.

As mentioned in Brake’s oral evidence, a number of fleet operators currently use psychometric testing as
a way of assessing driver risk and tailoring training and other fleet safety measures accordingly.

Please see below for some of the assessment systems currently in use:

— DriverMetrics is a company which oVers psychometric testing for fleet, bus and emergency service
drivers. Developed by Cranfield University, the testing system used by driver metrics is called the
Driver Risk Index. It assesses drivers’ level of risk on the road, which takes into account
behavioural and attitudinal factors, including those linked to stress. Clients of DriverMetrics
include:

— Ashgate Publishing

— Association of National Driver Improvement Service Providers (ANDISP)

— West Midlands Fire Service

— Arriva Bus UK

— Astra Zeneca Plc

— ALD Automotive UK

— Thames Valley Police

— Devon & Cornwall Constabulary

— Alcoa Inc

— Hampshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust

— Royal & Sunalliance

— North Yorkshire Police

— Crawford Scientific(tm) Ltd

— D. A. Stuart Ltd

— Discovery Foods Ltd

— Surrey Police

— Nisa Today’s Ltd

— Meda AB

— WR Refrigeration Ltd

The research director for DriverMetrics is Dr Lisa Dorn, Cranfield University, Tel:!44 (0) 1234 758229,
E: l.dornwdrivermetrics.co.uk.

— Interactive Driving Systems, a research-led provider of global fleet risk management solutions, has
developed an online driver risk assessment called RoadRISK that helps companies identify which
drivers are most at risk of collisions, and tailor interventions accordingly. Clients of Interactive
Driver Systems include:

— A Plant

— Arriva

— BT

— Canon

— Centrica

— Eagle

— HBL
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— Lloyds TSB

— Nestle

— Orange

— TNT

— United Utilities

— Wolseley UK

— The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents’ (RoSPA) Driver Risk Assessment Software is
an assessment which provides organisations with a better idea of their drivers’ strengths and
weaknesses in relation to safety. It helps managers to decide an appropriate level of training for
each individual as required, to target any weaknesses.

Psychometric testing has also recently been used for rehabilitating driving oVenders.

For example, Thames Valley Police runs a speed awareness workshop for people caught speeding. The
workshop was developed by Reading University psychology professor, Frank McKenna. It is a computer-
based programme featuring a questionnaire to assess drivers’ behaviour. Participants are also shown video
sequences where they are required to spot hazards or state at which speed they would drive in diVerent
scenarios. A risk profile for the participant is built up, including their likelihood of speeding, tailgating, using
driving as an emotional outlet and susceptibility to fatigue. Feedback on the risk profile is given to the
participants, with advice tailored to reducing the risks. The programme has also been adapted for use in
companies. Information on both programmes is available at www.perceptionandperformance.com.

The perception and performance programme was developed by Dr Frank McKenna, University of
Reading, Tel: 0118 987 5123, E: f.p.mckennawreading.ac.uk.

25 April 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Association of British Insurers

IMPROVING THE SAFETY RECORD OF YOUNG DRIVERS

The Association of British Insurers (ABI) has been spearheading a campaign to improve the road safety
of young drivers. We therefore welcomed the Transport Select Committee’s announcement on 2 November
that it is launching an inquiry into novice drivers.

Despite an overall reduction in the number of deaths and serious injuries on UK roads in recent years,
the proportion of young people aVected continues to rise. Crucially, far too many young drivers are dying
on our roads in accidents that can be prevented. Although all stakeholders have a role in helping to
incentivise safer driving, they cannot aVect the same step-change improvements in road safety that the
Government can do through decisive action.

Accordingly, in partnership with Brake, the Make Roads Safe Campaign, the Parliamentary Advisory
Committee for Transport Safety, the RAC Foundation and RoadSafe, the ABI has developed a set of
proposals to tackle the “young driver problem”. We are calling on the Government to introduce:

— a minimum learning period before the driving test, enabling drivers to undertake supervised
practice without an incentive to rush to take the practical test;

— a structured learning programme, covering the diVerent road and traYc conditions learner drivers
should experience before taking the test; and

— measures for young drivers to carry fewer passengers.

Insurers are already taking steps to encourage young drivers to take more care on the road. Recognising
that young drivers double their risk of death or serious injury when driving at night, some insurers are
oVering lower premiums to those who avoid the roads during hours of darkness. Safer driving more
generally is also encouraged through “no claims” bonuses.

We have drawn on the experience and success of worldwide eVorts to reduce the accident rates of young
drivers to suggest measures we believe would have a real impact in the UK. The attached policy paper
provides more information.

With four people killed or seriously injured in accidnts involving young drivers every day, the time to take
action is now.
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1. Executive Summary

1.1 Young drivers are far more likely to be involved in serious road accidents than other motorists:

— in 2005, almost 1,200 drivers aged 17–19 were killed or seriously injured onUK roads—more than
three every day;27

— one in eight driving licence holders is aged under 25, yet one in three drivers who die is under 2528,
and almost one in two drivers killed at night is under 25;29 and

— almost one in four passengers killed or seriously injured was travelling with a young driver at
the time30. Not only do a large number of passenger fatalities occur in accidents involving
young drivers, but the vast majority of these passengers are of a similarly young age: almost
two-thirds of passengers killed in accidents involving 17–18 year-old drivers are 17–18 years old
themselves.31

1.2 The ABI is therefore calling on the Government to introduce the following measures:

— a minimum learning period before the driving test, enabling drivers to undertake supervised
practice without an incentive to rush to take the practical test;

— a structured learning programme, covering the diVerent road and traYc conditions learner drivers
should experience before taking the practical test; and

— restrictions on the number of passengers young drivers can carry.

1.3 The insurance industry is already playing its part in reducing young driver accidents: some insurers
oVer lower premiums to young drivers who make fewer journeys at night (when the risk of their causing an
accident involving death or serious injury is particularly high); many oVer significant premium discounts to
novice drivers participating in the Pass Plus Scheme, which provides experience of diVerent road conditions;
and safer driving is incentivised by insurers more generally through no claims’ bonuses and “accelerated”
no-claims bonuses (where drivers can earn bonuses in 10 months rather than 12). However, further progress
could be made through targeted Government advertising campaigns, highlighting the risks to young drivers
and their passengers of driving at night.

2. Introduction

2.1 The ABI welcomes the Transport Committee’s inquiry into novice drivers. While the greater risk
that novice drivers face on the road is generally acknowledged, diYculties in reaching a consensus about
what actions would be appropriate have prevented any serious reform of novice driver licensing in the UK
to date.

2.2 Novice drivers generally have a higher accident rate than more experienced drivers, however, it is
young drivers particularly who are most at risk.32

2.3 The ABI has undertaken research into the issue of road safety of young novice drivers:

— YoungDrivers: ReducingDeath on theRoads, (September 2006), sets out four proposals to improve
the safety record of young drivers. These were endorsed by a number of road safety and motoring
organisations: Brake, the FIA Foundation (the Make Roads Safe campaign), the Parliamentary
Advisory Council for Transport Safety, the RAC Foundation, and RoadSafe.

— Young Drivers: Improving their Safety Record is the technical paper on which the policy paper is
based (September 2006).

— Pass Plus: Ten Years On sets out the results of new research by the ABI into the eVect of Pass Plus
on driving standards and road safety. It suggests that Pass Plus drivers have only a marginally
lower accident rate than drivers who do not participate in the scheme.

27 Department for Transport accident statistics.
28 Brake, Racing and risk-taking by young drivers plagues UK roads and must be stopped through urgent Government action, finds
research launched today, press release, November 2006

29 Norwich Union,NorwichUnion launches innovative “pay as you drive”TM insurance with prices from 1p permile, press release,
October 2006.

30 ABI estimate, derived from Department for Transport accident statistics.
31 Department for Transport accident statistics.
32 Mayhew, D, Simpson, H, and Foss, R, Graduated driver licensing: what works? AJPM, 2005.
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3. The Extent of the Young Driver Problem

3.1 The proportion of young drivers killed or seriously injured on our roads has increased in recent years,
while the overall number of deaths and serious injuries has fallen.33

Chart 1: Car drivers killed or seriously injured per 1000 licence holders, by age
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3.2 Insurance industry data confirms the higher casualty rate of young drivers compared to more
experienced drivers:

— 17–20 year-old male drivers are over six times more likely to be injured while driving than more
experienced drivers, and almost ten times more likely to be killed or seriously injured.34

— 27% of 17–19 year-oldmales are involved in a road accident as a driver in their first year of driving;
this compares to 9% of 30–39 year-old novice male drivers.35

— 17–18 year-old male drivers are more than twice as likely to have an insurance claim made against
them as 30–59 year-old drivers, and the average value of each of those claims is three times higher
than those made against older drivers (£4,473 compared with £1,459). Similarly, 17–19 year-old
females are a third more likely than 30–59 year-old women to have a claim made against them,
and the average value of each claim is £2,734 compared to £1,260 for 30–59 year-olds.36

4. The Reasons Behind the Young Driver Problem

4.1 There are three key skills to safe driving:37

— Technical skills: mastering the skills of vehicle handling and position.

— Road awareness: learning the formal and informal rules that enable a driver to read the road and
anticipate hazards.

— Attitude to the road: the manner in which the car is driven.

4.2 Young drivers generally have relatively good vehicle-control skills, due in part to their faster reaction
times. But they often lack road awareness and generally have a poor attitude to the road.

Inexperience leads to accidents

4.3 Many young drivers have a poor appreciation of road and vehicle conditions and the driving
behaviour of others, and are unable to adapt their driving style where necessary. Accordingly, they often
overestimate their ability and safety on the road. A higher proportion of young driver accidents occur at
night, when driving at speed and round bends.

4.4 Driving during hours of darkness requires diVerent skills from driving during daylight hours. Some
young drivers pass their test without having yet mastered these diVerent skills. Consequently, over 50% of
accidents involving young male drivers that result in death or serious injury occur at night. This compares
to 35% of accidents involving older drivers.

33 ABI estimate, derived from Department for Transport accident statistics.
34 ABI estimate, derived from Department for Transport accident statistics and UN population data.
35 ABI estimate, derived from Department for Transport accident statistics.
36 ABI estimate, derived from a survey of its members.
37 Parker, D, and Stradling, S, Influencing driver attitudes and behaviour, Department for Transport, 2001.
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Chart 2: Casualties per hour (serious and fatal) by age

4.5 Driving too fast for the road conditions is another common problem for young drivers. For every 1%
increase in speed, the likelihood of being involved in an accident rises by 8%;38 young people drive on average
11% faster than older drivers. Inappropriate speed contributes to approximately one-third of young driver
accidents, compared to approximately one-eighth of accidents involving 30–59 year-old drivers.

4.6 Many young drivers will also have no experience of driving a fully-loaded vehicle and little
understanding of the diVerent handling this requires.

4.7 Further diYculties are experienced negotiating bends in the road: young drivers have approximately
twice as many of their accidents driving round a bend compared to older drivers.

The impact of a poor attitude to the road

4.8 Many young drivers derive personal identity from driving, and are more inclined than older people
to drive for pleasure or thrills. In contrast to older drivers, young people consider themselves to be relatively
intolerant, inconsiderate, and impatient drivers.39

4.9 The poor attitude of some young drivers is shown by their willingness to break both formal and
informal rules of the road: young drivers commit the highest number of Highway Code violations.40

Committing violations is statistically linked to a higher probability of being involved in an accident: drivers
admitting to frequently committing violations are 75%more likely to be involved in an accident that is their
fault than those who rarely commit any.41

4.10 Poor attitudes also lead to anti-social driving behaviour, such as competitive driving and driving
irresponsibly. 17–18 year-old drivers are far more likely than others to indulge in competitive driving on the
roads than older drivers, resulting in 70%more of their accidents occurring following competitionwith other
road users than 30–59 year-olds.

4.11 Peer pressure can encourage young drivers to drive in a more risky way. The accident risk for young
drivers increases with each additional passenger carried, and is nearly three times higher when carrying three
passengers than when driving alone, as demonstrated in Chart 3:42
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Chart 3: Driver fatalities per 10million trips for young male drivers
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38 Novice drivers’ safety (No. 02), 2000.
39 Stradling, Dr S, & Meadows, Dr M, Young Driver Attitudes, 2000.
40 Stradling, S, Meadows, M, Young Driver Attitudes, 2000.
41 Forsyth, E, Maycock, G, Cohort Study of learner and novice drivers Part 4: Novice driver accidents in relation to methods
of learning to drive, performance in the driving test and self assessed driving ability and behaviour, Transport Research
Laboratory TRL, 1997.

42 Chen, L H, Baker, S P, et al, “Carrying passengers as a risk for accidents fatal to 16- and 17- year-olds”, Jama 283.
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5. Policy Proposals

5.1 The young driver problem is not unique to the UK. Other countries have already introduced a range
of measures to tackle the problem. The ABI has therefore drawn on the experience and success of worldwide
eVorts to reduce the accident rates of young drivers to evaluate which measures would be most appropriate
for the UK. In tackling inexperience and attitude, we have considered a combination of pre- and post-test
measures.

Pre-test measures

A minimum learning period

5.2 The current UK licensing system allows a person to drive unaccompanied as soon as they pass the
practical driving test. It is unsurprising that many young people try to pass it as quickly as they can: each
year, 50,000 17 year-olds in the UK pass their driving test with less than six months driving experience.43 If
the learning period takes place during the spring and summer months, many of these drivers may obtain a
full licence having never driven in ice or snow, or even in the dark.

5.3 Research undertaken in 1997 found that male drivers who took longer to learn to drive had
significantly fewer accidents than drivers who completed their training in just a few months. A similar
relationship was found for male drivers who drove higher mileages while learning.44

5.4 More needs to be done, therefore, to incentivise young drivers to accumulate greater driving
experience before taking the practical test. A minimum learning period of twelve months is our preferred
proposal.

5.5 Minimum learning periods have been successful in Sweden, where they have been in place for more
than a decade. They have been highly eVective in increasing the amount of pre-test experience gained by
young drivers, and reducing their accident rates. The amount of pre-test experience obtained by young
drivers in Sweden has more than trebled since a minimum learning period was introduced, resulting in 40%
fewer accidents.

5.6 A further benefit of a minimum learning period in the UK context would be the new driver’s
additional maturity when taking the test; the immaturity of young drivers has a negative eVect on their
driving behaviour. The UK is one of only five EU member states that allows young people to obtain a full
driving licence before the age of 18. The Department for Transport estimates that if the minimum driving
age were raised to 18, the additional year of maturity would result in up to 1,000 fewer deaths and serious
injuries on UK roads each year.45

A structured learning programme

5.7 To ensure that all new drivers have experience of a wide range of road and traYc conditions, the ABI
advocates the introduction of a structured learning programme. Many licensing systems around the world
incorporate a logbook into the learning process, outlining a syllabus that drivers need to complete before
taking the test (for example, it could include requirements to drive at night and in badweather), and allowing
a driver’s progress to be monitored. By gaining a wider driving experience, the driver should be better
prepared for solo driving after passing the test.

5.8 Recent research has found that increasing the length of the learning period and enforcing minimum
levels of driving practice have significantly reduced the number of novice driver accident rates in the
United States.46

Post-test measures

Actions to encourage young drivers to make fewer night-time journeys

5.9 In recognition of the higher accident rates of young drivers using the roads during hours of darkness,
a number of insurers have taken steps to encourage young drivers to make fewer night-time journeys.

5.10 InOctober 2006,NorwichUnion launched “PayAsYouDrive”TM insurance for drivers aged 18–23.
To encourage young drivers to leave their vehicles at home at night, policyholders are charged up to 20 times
more per mile driven during the high-risk accident time between 11.00 pm to 6.00 am than at other lower-
risk times of the day. The pilot, launched in January 2005, saw the number of accidents among young drivers
drop by 20%.

43 ABI estimate, derived from Driving Standards Agency statistics.
44 Forsyth, E, Maycock, G, Cohort study of learner and novice drivers Part 4: Novice driver accidents in relation to methods of
learning to drive, performance in the driving test, and self assessed driving ability and behaviour,Transport Research Laboratory,
TRL Report 275, 1997.

45 Department for Transport, Introducing a more structured approach to learning to drive—consultation, 2001.
46 McKnight, A, Peck, R, and Foss, R, Graduated driver licensing: what works? AJPM, 2005.
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5.11 More Th(n’s “DriveTime” policy incentivises young drivers to avoid the roads at night. 18–25
year-olds choosing to take advantage of this policy receive significant discounts compared with the standard
premium, but pay additional premiums of £25 each time they drive between 11.00 pm to 6.00 am.

5.12 Of course, not all young drivers will take out these types of policies. Additional measures are
therefore needed. If the kinds of changes the ABI is advocating are made to the licensing and training
regimes for the high risk categories of drivers, there will be more opportunities for the insurance industry
to look at ways of linking those changes to the way insurance products are structured and priced.

5.13 Additional non-insurance measures should also be considered, such as a Government advertising
campaign highlighting the risks of driving at night.

Actions to encourage young drivers to carry fewer passengers

5.14 Some young drivers feel pressure to take risks when they are carrying other young people in their
car. An alarming number of accidents involving young drivers also results in death or injury of their young
passengers.

5.15 Graduated licensing systems, which aim to protect young drivers from high risk situations while they
build up driving experience, are in place in countries including the United States, Canada, Australia and
New Zealand. Although details of the systems diVer between countries, passenger restrictions are common.

5.16 An evaluation of passenger restrictions placed on new drivers in California found there had been a
20% reduction in the number of fatal and serious injury accidents involving the youngest drivers.47

5.17 Other options for encouraging young drivers to carry fewer passengers are available, including a
targeted advertising campaign to highlight the higher accident risk when young drivers carry passengers,
and/or graded penalties for young drivers if they are responsible for an accident while carrying passengers.

6. Conclusion

6.1 The ABI recognises that some aspects of our proposals would have implications for the mobility of
some novice drivers who are not high risk. But this may be a small price to pay if we can reduce the number
of young people killed or injured on UK roads. Driving gives people mobility, but a balance needs to be
struck between mobility and road safety.

6.2 The ABI recognises that many stakeholders have a role in helping to incentivise safe driving.
However, they cannot eVect the same step-change in improvements in road safety that the Government can
through decisive action and legislation. TheTransport Committee inquiry provides an excellent opportunity
to influence Government to take action to significantly reduce the needless loss of life that occurs everyday
on our roads.

18 December 2006

Memorandum submitted by Norwich Union

About Norwich Union

A. Norwich Union is the UK’s largest general insurer with a market share of around 14%. With a focus
on insurance for individuals and small businesses, Norwich Union insures one in seven motor vehicles, one
in five households; and around 800,000 businesses. Norwich Union is part of Aviva plc who also recently
acquired RAC, which incorporates BSM.

B. Norwich Union products are available through a variety of distribution channels including brokers,
corporate partners such as banks and building societies and via the Internet throughNorwichUnionDirect.
For the first time this year, the internet provided more than 50% of our direct motor insurance sales.

Executive Summary

C. Norwich Union welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to this enquiry relating to novice
drivers. Our claims statistics prove that these newly qualified and pre-dominantly young drivers are farmore
likely to be involved in accidents which result in fatalities or serious injuries than other experienced
motorists.

47 Mayhew, D, 2002.
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D. Norwich Union recognises the importance of encouraging safer novice drivers and will continue to
develop products that incentivise a change in driving behaviour for this greater risk category. One example
of this is our “Pay As You Drive” proposition.

E. Amongst the 1,500 young drivers who trialled this product, car accidents fell by 20% against our
standard motor product. The proposition gives these drivers the choice to reduce their premiums by up to
30% (and for some up to 50%) by mainly driving during oV-peak hours and to minimise road accidents by
actively reducing the number of young drivers on the roads at peak accident times. If would appear that the
incentive of a reduced premium for this greater risk category is proving popular and appears to be
encouraging safer driving. With young drivers accounting for 45% of road fatalities between 11.00 pm and
6.00 am, we are discouraging this sector from driving between these hours by charging a rate of £1 per mile:

— We recognise that the Government also has a role to play to improve the required training
standards of teaching novices the life skills to learn to drive rather than simply learning to pass the
test. We support the Association of British Insurers (ABI) call for:
A structured learning programme, covering the diVerent road and traYc conditions learner drivers
should experience before taking the practical test.

— Imposing restrictions on the number of passengers young drivers can carry possibly through the
use of ANPR cameras.

— Encouraging drivers to undertake as much supervised practise as possible without an incentive to
rush to take the practical test through a minimum learning period.

F. Norwich Union continue to support Pass Plus training by oVering a premium discount for drivers
completing this training and we welcome the Driving Standards Agency review of this training and are
contributing to this review. We also believe that Pass Plus is unlikely to achieve a penetration level in access
of 20% of those passing their test in its current form and would welcome a more robust process. The ABI’s
new research “Pass Plus: Ten years on” underlines that Pass Plus drivers have only a marginally lower
accident rate than drivers not participating in the scheme.

G. It is still significant to insurers that young male drivers present a greater risk of being involved in an
accident compared to young female drivers. Therefore we would seek the Committee’s support in allowing
insurers to continue to use gender as a rating factor when the EU Gender Directive is transposed into UK
legislation in 2007.

Norwich Union Response: The Nature of the Problem

1. To what extent novice drivers are more at risk of being involved in a collision than other drivers, and whether
this is primarily a consequence of age, inexperience or a combination of both?

1.1 Young novice drivers are at a greater risk on the road than any other age group and are therefore
generally charged higher insurance premiums. Compared to other motorists, Department for Transport
statistics state that young drivers:

— Account for 45% of road fatalities between 11.00 pm and 6.00 am.

— Are 10 times more likely to have an accident at night.

— Are 56% more likely to suVer an injury between 1.00 am and 5.00 am.

1.2 From an insurers perspective our data shows that a person with:

— 0% no-claims discount (NCD) has an 80% higher risk cost than someone with five years NCD.

— Additionally, the risk cost of a novice driver who has just passed their test will be 30% higher than
someone who has been driving for eight years.

— So with taking this data into account, and even ignoring their age (that we would potentially
suggest is themost influential factor), wewould expect someonewith 0%NCDandminimal licence
length, eg minimal experience, to cost us more than twice as much as someone who has been
driving for nine years or more and with five years NCD.

1.3 Insurers are equally aware that young and novice drivers tend to use older and hence less safe vehicles
without safety features such as airbags etc. This means that the injuries when involved in accidents tend to
be more serious. These claims can often cost insurers several million pounds in liability claims, particularly
if injuries result in long term care. AGovernment advertising campaign could help to educate novice drivers
to consider buying safer vehicles.

1.4 Our claims experience also shows that young male drivers are a considerably higher risk of having an
accident than females. On average men under the age of 30 have a claims history over 10% worse than
women of the same age, while their average cost per claim is 25% higher which would lead to young women
being forced to subsidise the cost of motor insurance for young men, despite their safer driving records. We
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would appreciate the Committee recognising the need for insurers to continue to be able to use gender as a
rating factor when the EU Gender Directive in brought into UK legislation next year. Currently the price
of motor insurance sends a useful signal which acts to discourage high risk motorists (ie young males) from
driving high power vehicles. We believe that unisex rates would send a false signal on road safety.

1.5 Personal observations around driving habits show that generally, driving standards seem to have
declined with fewer people observing highway code and attitudes being influenced by poor driving
conditions e.g. toomany cars on the roads, everyone being overly busy, driving for too long without a break.

1.6 It would appear that current driving instruction teaches you to pass a test but most people really learn
to drive in the year or so post test success. Norwich Union believes that younger people are less aware and
so less adverse to risk generally, plus they lack experience to anticipate potential problems. Young drivers
passing their test feel generally confident and studies have shown the human brain takes around 25 years to
build up risk awareness.

2. Do young people’s attitudes to driving have a significant impact on the collision rates of young and novice
drivers?

2.1 Definitely. Young and inexperienced drivers tend to be of the opinion that once they have passed their
test they have gained all the driving experience required. In the age of computer games young drivers treat
driving in the same way but this time have a real weapon in their hands that they have not learnt to respect.
The poor attitude is evidenced by their willingness to break both formal and informal rules of the road with
young drivers committing the highest number of Highway Code violations.

Driver Education and Testing

3. How eVective are the existing practical and theory driving tests at identifying safe driving skills and
behaviour?

3.1 Not very eVective. See below for comments on hazard perception test. The practical test currently
produces drivers with little practical experience and gives newly qualified drivers the opportunity to drive
on a motorway as soon as they have passed their test without any prior instruction.

3.2 The young are excellent at passing exams and reactive tests. The current tests do cover the basics but
do not cover behaviours and attitudes and often do not cover all driving scenarios. Some excellent drivers
find it hard to pass if they take a cautious approach.

4. Has the hazard perception test achieved its objectives?

4.1 In the main, this test appears to be more one of memory as there are combinations of questions and
hazard situations presented. In addition it is possible to coach drivers through to pass the test as opposed
to actually learning driving skill and standards.

4.2 Norwich Union support the hazard test as a good approach but it uses graphics that are familiar to
young people so we are not convinced that they recognise the hazards in terms of real “live” scenarios with
the potential for causing serious injuries.

5. Could changes to driver education and testing help tomake novice drivers safer? Such changes might include:
New pre-test requirements, such as a minimum number of hours’ or miles’ driving, or a minimum period between
obtaining a provisional license and taking the test;

Compulsory professional tuition; or additional training for motorway driving or night driving

5.1 NorwichUnion supports training with a qualified instructor backed-up and encouragesmore practise
pre-test. We believe the experience of driving hours on the road is more important than a specific minimum
learning period. The Department for Transport Stats 19 provides evidence that lack of experience increases
the risk of being involved in an accident. Insurers have evidence that inexperience leads to accidents
particularly when driving at night, negotiating bends, driving at high speeds and driving on wet roads.

5.2 NorwichUnion currently oVers a discount on premium for those drivers taking the Pass Plus training.
The ABI report on “Pass Plus: Ten years on” suggests that Pass Plus drivers have only a marginally lower
accident rates that drivers who do not participate in the scheme so a more robust process should be sort.

If a graduated licence were introduced Pass Plus could form part of the post test training to accelerate
learning to a completely unrestricted license. This graduated scheme should contain:

— A more robust process including all modules being practical and not theoretical.

— A practical competency test at the end of the each module.
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The modules should include driving in adverse weather conditions (snow/ice), on motorways/dual
carriageways, high speed driving exposure, night time driving. Incentives as described above that encourage
young or novice drivers to consider what times of day they are travelling are to be encouraged. The pre-test
practise and modules could be recorded using an on-line system or a log book as currently advocated and
used by BSM.

5.3 Norwich Union feels that the currently available intensive “5 day crash” courses should be banned
as they are well named and they do not provide suYcient exposure to all conditions to breed a safer driver.

5.4 Insurers are investigating ways of making it more cost eVective for parents to give learners more road
hours. At present the cost of adding a young driver to a current policy are putting some parents oV doing
this, leaving driving lessons as the only exposure.

Graduated Licensing

6. Graduated licensing schemes involve the phasing-in of driving privileges. Typically, a gradated licensing
scheme imposes additional restrictions on new drivers either for a fixed period of time after passing their test
or until a second test is passed. Restrictions in a graduated licensing programme might include:

A lower speed limit; a lower blood-alcohol limit; restrictions on the number of passengers who may be carried;
and Restrictions on night driving

6.1 Norwich Union supports the principle of a graduated licence with individual modules being assessed
following the initial test. We would welcome a lower speed limit perhaps on dual carriageways/ motorways
for novice drivers and restrictions to the number of passengers being carried as well as night time driving.
We would also welcome initially limiting driving to lower cc/power to weight ratio cars until experience has
been proven.

Changes to the Driving Age

7. Would there be any benefit in changing the minimum age at which a provisional or full license may be
obtained?

7.1 If a minimum learning period were introduced, this would eVectively change the minimum ago to
obtain a full license. Norwich Union feel that the importance of encouraging approved driving instruction
and gaining plenty of experience whilst learning is more key to producing safe drivers than age alone.

Different Treatment of Offenders

8. Drivers face disqualification and re-testing if they acquire six penalty points during the first two years after
taking their test. Could further, similar provisions for the diVerent treatment of novice drivers who oVend be
introduced?

8.1 When the six points was first introduced, the number of speed cameras etc and ways of obtaining
points on the novice’s license were not as prevalent. We do not feel that speed camera fixed penalties should
necessarily count against this as it may not necessarily prove careless or dangerous driving.

8.2 TheMagistrates are witnessing these drivers having their licenses withdrawn and not coming forward
to retake their test. Norwich Union remains suspicious that they are continuing to drive without insurance.
We feel that a more appropriate process should be developed to encourage safer and more responsible
driving from these novice drivers and not lead them to drive uninsured and probably unlicensed as well. The
new Road Safety Act should help this situation with continuous insurance enforcement from the record.
The Government should be making newly qualified drivers more aware of this legislation.

8.3 Norwich Union would advocate when a three point penalty is awarded, the novice would be given
the opportunity to take some further driving tuition with their points suspended on reaching a competent
standard of driving. At six points further training should be oVered and perhaps a “free” retest. There is still
education required for these novice drivers who believe that insurance is only for the metal and do not give
a thought to the personal injury caused. The training could be some half day courses on the results from
Accident and Emergency Departments on road crashes and the impact on daily lives, as well as Police
demonstrations plus presentations on the legal requirements (including insurance) and consequences of not
adhering to driving legislation. This training would be in addition to further time spent with a driving
instructor to try to correct “bad” habits that may have developed.

18 December 2006
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Witnesses: Mr Nick Starling, Director of General Insurance and Mr Justin Jacobs, Assistant Director,
Liability &Motor, Association of British Insurers, andMr Dominic Clayden,Director of Technical Claims,
Norwich Union, gave evidence.

Q63 Chairman:Do you have anything to say before
we begin questions? You do not. Does the collision
involvement rate of novice drivers justify the
introduction of significant changes to traYc law and
the driver training and testing regime?
Mr Starling: Yes, we think it does. This is a major
issue and it is why we launched a campaign on this
very subject in September of last year. Road safety
is improving overall. It is not improving but getting
worse for young drivers. There is a disproportionate
number killed and seriously injured. We have
various statistics. I would add one to the mix, which
is that a 17 to 20 year oldmale driver is 10 timesmore
likely to be killed or seriously injured than other
drivers. We think there are very particular problems
round the sorts of accidents, accidents involving
large numbers of passengers in the car but also
accidents which occur at night. It is a major
problem. We are concerned about it and we think
that it is time to take action on it.

Q64 Chairman: If no-one else has a point on that, I
turn to driver training. The collision liability of
novice drivers decreases sharply during the first six
months of post-test driving. How can driver training
equip novice drivers better with this experience
before passing the test?
Mr Starling: We think that the key here is to have
more structured learning. At the moment, driver
training seems to be geared towards the techniques
of passing the test and, as other witnesses have said,
we think it is a matter of teaching safe driving. We
do think that there needs to be much more
structured learning to try to build as much
experience in before the test as possible. We think
this should be done via a logbook and a minimum
learning period.

Q65 Mr Scott: Why do you support a minimum
learning period of 12 months?
Mr Starling:We think, first, that 12 months would
have an impact. We think there would be around
1,000 fewer killed and seriously injured if we had a
12-months period. That is from the DfT statistics.
The advantage of 12 months is that it gives you the
range of experience. For example, at the moment
you can pass your test without having driven in the
dark. It gives you the range of experience at times of
year, conditions and so forth, and it enables time for
experience to kick in. Our experience is that the
longer you learn, the more experience you build up.
In fact, it lasts as far as we can see, for a lifetime. If
you have plenty of training before the test, you are a
safer driver throughout your life.

Q66 Mr Scott: How do you make sure that people
did not punch up the lessons in, say, the last two
months before their year is up, that they did not do
exactly what you are saying but had 10 months of
doing nothing and then two months of punching it
in before they took the test? How would you suggest
that is covered?

Mr Starling:You would have to do that through the
structure of the logbook. You would have to make
sure it set out the sort of experience you needed and
conditions. I think that is how you would cover that
particular issue.

Q67 Mrs Ellman: A lot has been said about the
importance of driving experience rather than the
theory of it, but the insurance companies put an
additional premium on learner drivers. This is not
helping, is it?
Mr Jacobs: Insurance is widely available for learner
drivers. It is available both if the learner driver wants
to go on to their parents’ policy or if they need a
policy in their own right. You get tailored policies.
You can have them for four weeks to six months to
fit your own learning pattern. I think insurance is
widely available. It may cost a bit more to add a
learner driver to a policy because the risks are going
up. A learner driver has more accidents than
someone who is 30 to 59 years old and the premium
has to reflect that, but learner driver premiums are a
lot less than newly qualified driver premiums and
that because the newly qualified driver is at the most
dangerous part of their driving experience. Learner
drivers are safer, so the premiums for learner drivers
are cheaper than for newly qualified drivers, but they
will be more than for the average 30 to 59 year old
because the risks are greater.

Q68 Mrs Ellman:Howmuch are you talking about?
Mr Jacobs: It varies a lot depending on where you
live and the sort of car you are driving. The market
statistics we have show that for a learner driver it
may be in the region of several hundred pounds,
maybe £500, £600, £700, and that is less than for a
newly qualified driver, for whom it would be over
£1,000, but the average premium at the moment is
around £400 to £500. Those are the sorts of numbers
we are talking about.

Q69 Mr Hollobone: Everyone passes the same test
and the job of the insurance industry is to price the
risk of that person having an accident in that vehicle.
They are the only people who are assessing the risk
and pricing it. Therefore, the question to yourselves
is: what extra tuition would you require of a novice
driver in order to oVer them the same premium as an
experienced driver? Your answer to that question
would then be: the extra training that is required
before they pass their licence.
Mr Jacobs: To get the same premium, you need to
get the same risk. In other words, the first question
is: can a newly qualified driver’s premium ever be the
same as that of a more mature driver who has had
lots of driving experience? That is probably a very
ambitious target. We do want to make sure that we
bring down the risk level of newly qualified drivers.

Q70 Chairman:We know that bit.Mr Starling, what
is your answer?
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Mr Starling: I will ask Mr Clayden to answer that.
Mr Clayden: Can I give you a context? Within
Norwich Union, I look after the team that handles
all of the injury claims. The way the premium is built
up, as Justin Jacobs was saying, is that we look at
our data and understand what the cost of claims
arising from a person is. There is no doubt that one
of the biggest features with young drivers is the
major large injuries that occur. To give you a
context, I see every two days somebody who has
suVered either a severe brain or spine injury that can
render them totally disabled for the rest of their life.
From an insurance point of view, those cases are
extremely expensive and from a personal impact
point of view, devastating to the person and their
family. One of the features to take the cost down is
premium. That is hugely important but one of the
major features I would ask you to consider is cutting
down on the number of passengers a young driver
can have in the car, particularly late at night. That
is the feature that stands out in our statistics: young
drivers out after 11 o’clock at night with three or
four passengers in the car. It is expensive and there
are awful accidents.
Chairman: I will come back to you, Mr Hollobone
after Mrs Ellman.

Q71 Mrs Ellman: It has been suggested in your
evidence that novice drivers with penalty points
should be forced to undertake further training with
A&E departments or the police. Is there actual
evidence that is going to make an eVective change?
Mr Starling: I do not think we made that specific
suggestion in our evidence. We are very much in
favour of wider education. The sorts of points Mr
Clayden has made are good points about telling
people what the impact of accidents is. Quite often
young people tend to think about death, they do not
tend to think about lifetime disabilities.

Q72 Chairman: It was Norwich Union who said
that.
Mr Clayden: Sorry, could you repeat the question, I
have lostmy train of thought completely. Apologies.

Q73 Chairman: We are repeating to you what you
have actually said. You are suggesting that there are
could be half-day courses in A&E on road crashes
and the impact on daily lives, police demonstrations
plus presentations on the legal requirements and
consequences of not adhering to driving legislation.
Mr Clayden: The experience that we have is from
speaking to people day-to-day who are, in eVect, the
causes of accidents, because the way the system
works is we indemnify somebody who has had an
accident that is their fault. Fundamentally these are
nice people who have done something which they
just did not have in their concept before. Our
experience is if they have more understanding of the
consequences of driving in an unsafe way theywould
perhaps view it diVerently.

Q74 Chairman: Mrs Ellman very specifically asked
you, and I think it is a valid question, what makes
you think it works because experience says you can
frighten people for a short period of time and as soon
as it is comfortable for them they forget it.
Mr Clayden: Our experience would be even just a
short period of time would help in terms of drop-oV

of safety if you are talking about people just
reflecting over a period of months or a year.

Q75 Chairman: Have you got evidence to support
that? That was what Mrs Ellman was asking.
Mr Clayden: We would not have evidence, it is
anecdotal from speaking to people after accidents.

Q76 Chairman: If I had just been in an accident and
you said to me, “Would you behave diVerently had
you seen the accident and emergency department
at the Ambridge District Hospital?”, my opinion
at that very moment might not be entirely
representative of what I might do and think for the
rest of the year, might it?
MrClayden:To us there is no individual silver bullet
that would solve the problem. We tend not to see
people immediately after the accident, it may be
several weeks or months after.
Chairman: We are not looking for silver bullets, we
are looking for brass jackets, that would help.

Q77 Mrs Ellman: How would you raise the
standards of driving instruction?
Mr Starling:We think it is more about the structure
of what people need to be taught rather than the
instructors themselves. Proposals about a more
structured learning period will then lead to a better
outcome. We have not got specific concerns about
the actual standards of instruction at the moment,
instructors are instructing what they have to do, it is
a matter of changing what they have to do.

Q78 Mrs Ellman: Has anyone looked at the
Government’s new proposals on the driving
instruction test published this week?
Mr Starling:We all have, yes.

Q79 Mrs Ellman: Have you got any views on that?
Is it positive?
Mr Starling:We very much welcome what they have
put forward and we like to think they have listened
to what we have been saying in putting it forward.
We think that the proposals around training, the test
and lifetime training, are extremely good and
interesting and we look forward to working with
them on that. We do think they need to go further.
We think they need to take action on graduated
licensing and specifically on the number of
passengers in the car. We think it is a good start and
we welcome it.

Q80 Mr Hollobone: I am unclear as to whether our
insurance friends are asking for a change in the
tuition to pass the licence or further restrictions after
someone has got their licence. To put my question
another way, what would you require in terms of
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either of those two things to halve the premium gap
for a novice driver at 17 and an experienced driver
at 35?
Mr Starling: We have put forward four proposals
which we think would go quite a long way to dealing
with the problem. The first is structured learning, the
log book approach. The second is a minimum
learning period, which we think should be a year.
The third is restrictions on the number of passengers
you can take after you pass. We suggest that you
should have no more than one passenger under 20
for the first six months, that would make a major
diVerence. The fourth is what we think the insurance
industry can do, which is discouraging young drivers
from going out at night. We do not think there is
anything you can do in terms of government action
in terms of curfews, that would be impractical, but
the insurance industry can do that. Overall, which
approaches your second point, on the insurance
costs of a major driver, if I can use that phrase, in
getting better behaviour, and if young drivers buy
less powerful cars, drive more safely, the rewards
come in terms of reduced premiums.

Q81 Mr Leech: I think, and I am sure you will
correct me if I am wrong, one in four accidents are
caused by people who do not have insurance. Do
you think that tougher driving tests and graduated
schemes would have an impact on the number of
people who will choose not to pass a test and get
insurance and just drive illegally?
Mr Starling: I do not know if your one in four figure
is right; it sounds about right. We know that one in
twenty drive when uninsured. There is obviously a
risk that if you make it tougher people are going to
evade the law. Rather than avoid making the test
tougher we think you need to manage that risk. In
fact, the Government has taken some major steps
towards tackling uninsured driving which we think
will begin to tackle that very particular risk, and it is
a risk.

Q82 Mr Leech: Do you think that a graduated
scheme might have an impact on the number of
people who just choose to drive without insurance
and without a licence?
Mr Starling: It is possible that if you make the test
tougher, more diYcult to get through and a longer
learning period, that is a risk, yes, but what I am
saying is you need to manage that risk separately
rather than change the proposals.

Q83 Chairman: How would you manage that risk
because after all we already know that large numbers
of people drive uninsured and almost inevitably that
means they are driving illegally one way or another?
What is managing this risk that is separate? How do
we manage the risk that represents?
Mr Jacobs: The challenge is do we do nothing
because it becomes diYcult to enforce or do we find
a way of dealing with the risk. With uninsured
driving a lot of the processes for tackling uninsured
driving rely on number plate recognition and the
ANPR cameras we were hearing about earlier. If
people are driving uninsured as a result of this they

become easier to spot, easier to pick up through the
ANPR enforcement regime and through the new
proposed oVence of keeping a vehicle without
insurance. In a way, if as a consequence they move
into being uninsured you will be able to find them
much more easily than you would otherwise be able
to do.
Clive EVord: I feel extremely privileged as a car
driver because I bet there are millions of car drivers
in the country who would like to see the whites of
your eyes as we can today.
Chairman: They have not realised we have got the
doors locked!

Q84 Clive EVord: Do you not make money out of
people having accidents? What incentives are there
in the market for you to reduce the number of
accidents.
Mr Starling: The first thing I would say is the
insurance industry for over 300 years has wanted to
drive down risk and it has done it right from after the
Fire of London, if I may put it in an historical
perspective.We want to drive down risk and want to
make people behave more safely and reduce costs.
That may not be in the whites of our eyes but it is in
our DNA, if you like. That is what we want to do.
We deal with major accidents, as Mr Clayden said,
and we do not like it. You might almost say we have
a moral approach to this. What is happening for
young drivers in particular is wrong, you can almost
describe it as carnage, and as an industry we want to
do what we can to stop it.
Mr Clayden: In direct response to your question, we
make money out of people who do not have an
accident, which may seem like a glib statement. The
other feature is every time you turn on the TV or
open a newspaper there is an advert for car
insurance, it is an incredibly competitive market.
We are searching always for better ways of
understanding, taking risk out of the process to price
your product or somebody else’s product. If cost
comes out the market will adjust the premiums
downwards. This is not a competitive advantage we
are seeking or a profit making advantage, it is just
our experience of dealing with these claims. As Mr
Starling says, it is carnage.

Q85 Clive EVord:You are risk-free. All right there is
a competitive market, I accept that, there are other
insurance companies, but there are only a fewmajor
insurers behind it all. The fact is that you just put
premiums up. You put the premium up for the
individual who has made a claim, they will lose their
no-claims bonus, et cetera, but you will also put the
premiums up across the board to cover your costs.
You are risk-free, are you not? How do we get an
incentive into one of the sections of the motoring
industry, the insurers, to get involved in reducing
accidents?
Mr Jacobs: In a way it is that independence that we
bring to the table, if you like, because you rightly are
seeing road safety lobbying groups who have a
strong road safety perspective and you are seeing
representatives of themotor organisationswhowant
to represent the motorists. In a way, if you like, we
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are the hard-nosed business people, we see the risk
and what the industry is all about is managing it
down. Just as we campaign in other areas on climate
change or whatever, what we bring is that
independence, we are not trying to represent any one
vested interest at all but we see what is happening
and identify it.

Q86 Chairman: What about mammon, Mr Jacobs?
Are you not representing mammon?
Mr Jacobs:What drives the financial interest of the
industry and the competition within it is that
everybody wants to be able to help drive down the
risks to their customers because that is the way to
attract customers, to be able to oVer them better
value premiums. I think that is why you see
initiatives such as Pay-As-You-Drive.
Chairman: Gentlemen, I want you to escape quite
soon but there are certain things I want to ask.

Q87 Clive EVord: I just want to ask about the
incentives in the Pay-As-You-Drive insurance
policy and just exactly how that aVects driver
behaviour.
Mr Clayden: From the Pay-As-You-Drive product,
which is a Norwich Union policy, we have analysed
the data and, as I indicated before, the cost of claims
are driven roughly in two halves, one of which is the
cost of repairing the car and the other is the cost of
injury claims. From analysing the data we have been
able to identify that driving in diVerent types of road
condition has a diVerent cost-risk rating, to put it
that way round. If you are particularly a young
person driving after 11 o’clock at night, in terms of
our pricing that will cost a pound a mile, to give you
the context. In terms of claims cost it is extremely
expensive, a lot of expensive accidents happen at
that time of night. If, on the other hand, you drive at
non-peak times and drive on motorways, which
from an insurance point of view are less risky, then
it is an incentive. We have been able to give people a
choice and people actually choose, because they
understand it costs more to drive after 11 o’clock at
night, not to drive so much at that point, which has
taken the accidents down by 20%.

Q88 Clive EVord: Is it the fact that they are not
driving at the time when accidents are most likely to
happen, not the fact that they are driving less?
Mr Clayden: Yes, it is just a diVerent choice feature
because the economic decision is in reality they will
not drive at that point.

Q89 Clive EVord: I will put the question another
way. Is the amount of time that they reduce their
driving hours outside of those peak accidents
periods similar, that they choose to drive during the
day rather than after 11 o’clock at night, or is the
time they spend driving down right across the board?
MrClayden: Specifically nothing has been flagged to
me in terms of people’s driving patterns, it is just
avoiding the periods when most accidents happen.

Q90 Mr Martlew: At the moment I tend to be
agreeing with you on the idea of the graduated
licence and perhaps a year’s training period. The
reason we are here is despite the fact that road
accidents and road deaths are going down, in this
particular group they are going up.Has anybody got
any reason why that is happening? If we knew the
reason we could perhaps tackle it in a diVerent way.
Mr Starling:We do not know the reason. We know
that fewer people are taking the test and we think
that is partly because more people are going to
university, but why there are particular behavioural
changes we have not done any research into that as
to why it is going up.

Q91 Mr Martlew: Does anybody else have any
ideas?
MrClayden: I can only speculate from the anecdotal
to say the feature comes to more young people
getting into a car and driving at that period. If I look
at our experience, that is when we see the fatalities
happening. We look down the list of claims we have
got and that is when the accidents happen and it is
multiple occupancy.

Q92 Mr Martlew: So you are saying it is not more
crashes or more drivers killed but more people in the
car. Statistics say there are more drivers as well. It is
still a mystery why it is happening, is it not?
Mr Starling:We have not done any analysis on that.

Q93 Mr Martlew: If we raise the age or if we make it
more diYcult, is it not going to lead to more young
people driving without licences because it does not
stop youngsters from driving but it stops them
driving legally, does it not? Do you think that will be
the case?
Mr Clayden: I think I said earlier it is a risk that
would happen more, I am just saying you would
have to manage the risk. The particular risk of
uninsured driving is something that theGovernment
is now tackling, so if you now go out uninsured you
will get caught. The law has now changed so that you
can get caught before you even get in your car. It is
important that you tackle this across the piece, but
tackling uninsured driving separately fromwhat you
have to do to get the road accidents down for
young drivers.

Q94 Mr Martlew: The evidence only shows that car
is uninsured, it does not say that the person driving
it is insured, does it?
Mr Starling: The main thing you can do is you can
pull it over and stop the driver, that is the key thing
about stopping uninsured driving.

Q95 Mr Martlew: I am sorry, maybe I am not
explaining it very well. A young man takes his
mother’s car to drive, he has not got a licence but the
car is insured, the police will not pull that car over
for not being insured, will they?
Mr Clayden: I guess one of the control mechanisms
on that is if there is an accident in the car the
insurance company will not pay for the repair of
the car.
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Q96 Mr Martlew:Right, so themother is going to be
very upset about it.
Mr Jacobs: The other thing to flag up in relation to
that is the UK is one of only five out of the 25 EU
Member States that allows people to pass their
driving test at the age of 17, every other country,
apart from Ireland, Austria, Greece and Hungary,
has 18 as the minimum age for passing the test.
Chairman:What evidence is there that if that change
came about here we would not get more people
driving without licences and uninsured?

Q97 Mr Martlew: I will stretch that point a little
further. The area I represent has a large rural
hinterland and the public transport is very poor. If
you raise the age to 18 this is either going to create
great social problems for young people or mean that
more of themare going to be breaking the law, is that
not the case?
Mr Jacobs: I think it is about learning how they do
it in other countries because if they can have 18 as the
minimum age in other countries and minimise the
social consequences then I am sure we could learn
from how they do that and apply the same process
here.

Q98 Mr Martlew: This is my final question, and I
suspect you gentlemen may have the answer to this
because of the way that you look at postcodes. Is
there evidence that the number of accidents is spread
across the socioeconomic range of the country but
there are more accidents, serious accidents, from the
poorer areas of the country? That would help us to
target training or whatever.
MrClayden: I am not sure I would be able to identify
poorer. What we do see is geographic diVerences in
terms of—

Q99 Chairman: You must. Come on, Mr Clayden.
Mr Clayden: No. The North-West has a feature of
having a higher claims cost but what I do not know
is whether you could identify that as being because
people drive in a diVerent way or have a higher
propensity to claim.

Q100 Mr Martlew: I live in a part of the city where
the crime rate is higher than in other parts, although
it has a low crime rate throughout. My insurance
would be higher because of that.
Mr Clayden: Yes.

Q101 Mr Martlew: Are you saying that you do not
increase the insurance premiums of someone who
lives in an area where you think they are more likely
to have accidents?
Mr Clayden: No, no, I said the North-West is—

Q102 Mr Martlew: I am talking about specific areas
of a large conurbation.
Mr Clayden: Yes.

Q103 Mr Martlew: So you do?
Mr Clayden:We can do that. Like house insurance
we can get it down to a relatively—

Q104 Mr Martlew: So you actually charge higher
premiums in an area of the city where you think
there are likely to be more accidents?
Mr Clayden: Higher claims costs.

Q105 Chairman: You call for a more robust process
than Pass Plus, what do you mean? You actually say
that Pass Plus onlymarginally lowers collision rates,
but you support it by oVering lower premiums.
Why?
Mr Clayden: Because it marginally does reduce the
impact.

Q106 Chairman: So what is this more robust process
that you are talking about, what is it?
Mr Clayden: I think we support the broad insurance
industry perspective to have the log book and the
more structured training over a period of time.

Q107 Chairman: When Norwich Union said: “We
seek the Committee’s support in allowing insurers to
continue to use gender as a rating factor . . .”, is that
something you would look at right the way across
the board? Are you looking at other, tougher
conditions?
Mr Clayden: In terms of the gender issue, it is a
statistical fact that young males are 10% more likely
to have an accident.

Q108 Chairman: It is very diYcult to sort out what
your attitude is to statistics, Mr Clayden, if you will
forgive me for saying so. We know from the
sophistication of the electoral proceedings and
certainly marketing that it is possible to tell almost
down to a house what specific incomes and specific
areas respond in particular ways to particular
challenges. What I am not clear about is why on the
one hand you say that we have got to do something
tougher than Pass Plus but, on the other hand, you
say we could not do that because although you
would do it for household insurance you would not
do it for driver’s insurance. Is that what you are
telling us, or are you telling us you do demand
higher premia?
Mr Clayden: For geographical locations?

Q109 Chairman: Yes, including driving?
Mr Clayden: Yes. It is a feature, yes.

Q110 Mr Leech: Can I just ask a very brief question
on Pass Plus. It might be slightly unfair but I suspect
that the reason why people get discounts who have
taken the Pass Plus course is more to do with them
being more likely to be responsible drivers in your
eyes rather than necessarily better drivers because
they have done the additional course, or is that me
being unfair on the insurance industry?
Mr Jacobs:We published research on Pass Plus last
autumn. The sample was smaller than we would
have liked, it was just 1,000 motorists, but it
confirmed that for motorists who do not undertake
Pass Plus there is an average of one in five people
having a collision in the first year of driving and for
those who did take Pass Plus it wasmarginally lower
but not statistically significant given the small
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sample that we had. That is why we say Pass Plus is
a good initiative but it is not in itself going to solve
the problem that we face.

Q111 Mr Leech: It is not because you expect them to
be more careful drivers and more responsible
drivers?
Mr Jacobs: I think one of the interesting themes that
came out of the research was that, if anything, Pass
Plus was a better indicator of safe drivers at the start
of the scheme and it is probably the case those who
took it took it because they were good drivers, but
as awareness has spread more and more people are
taking it because they want to learn, which is a good
thing. One consequence might be that its impact is
less because you have a wider section of the
population taking it.

Q112 Chairman: Do you support psycho
symmetric—psychometric testing of candidates? It
might be more interesting if it was psycho
symmetric!

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Association of British Insurers

Thank you for your letter of 30 March, asking for additional information to support your inquiry into
novice drivers.

The Committee has asked for claims statistics of supervised learners, compared to novice drivers and the
driving population as a whole. For the purposes of this memorandum, we have equated “novice drivers”
with 17–18 year olds. The supervised learners sampled are policyholders only; we do not have data on claims
made by supervised learners as “named drivers” on a policy. This is because our members do not record
data in a way that makes this information easy to extract from their databases.

A survey of our members in 2003 showed that the proportion of supervised learners making claims is on
a par with the overall driving population, but significantly lower than novice drivers:

Proportion

Supervised learner 16%—approx 1 in 6
Novice driver 32%—approx 1 in 3
Overall driving population 16%—approx 1 in 6

However, the average cost of a claim made by a supervised learner is more than two-thirds higher than
the average claim cost of the overall driving population:

Average cost claim (£)
Male Female Both

Supervised learner 602 264 426
Novice driver 1,710 587 1,300
Overall driving population 283 209 252

Insurers set premiums for individuals according to the probability of making a claim and the probable
size of any claims. The significantly higher average claims cost of a supervised learner explains why they pay
more in premiums than other drivers do. Note that the average premium broadly corresponds with the
average claims cost:

Average premium (£)
Male Female Both

Supervised learner 726 559 639
Novice driver 1,311 837 1,138
Overall driving population 400 330 371

MrStarling: I confess, Chairman, it is not something
we had thought about until you asked the question
in the previous session. We are very interested in the
Government’s proposals andwe think it is great they
are looking at this and they should explore all the
aspects and we are happy to talk to them about
them.

Q113 Chairman: No, Mr Starling, I asked you, I
know what the Government is proposing. What is
the industry’s attitude to psychometric testing?
Mr Starling: As I say, we have not looked at it, so I
do not know.

Q114 Chairman: Mr Clayden, has Norwich Union
not considered having people suitably tested?
Mr Clayden: No.

Q115 Chairman: Gosh! Mr Jacobs?
Mr Jacobs: No.
Chairman: Ah, well. Thank you very much,
gentlemen, you have been extremely interesting and
helpful. We are very grateful to you. Thank you.
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The Committee has also asked what progress has been made by the ABI and Department for Transport
(DfT) in sharing data on novice driver collisions. Since we gave oral evidence to the Committee on
28 February, we have met Dr Ladyman to discuss how the ABI might be able to provide additional data to
the DfT on this issue. We explained that individual insurers collect whatever data they consider necessary
to support their business, and that the information heldwould diVer between insurers. It is therefore diYcult
to state categorically what data our members have which the DfT does not already have access to.

We have agreed with the DfT that it will provide us with a prioritised list of hypotheses it would like to
use insurance data to test, and we will consult with our members further on this issue. Separately, we are
already working with the Driving Standards Agency (DSA) on a project to identify specific “high-risk”
groups of young drivers. Accordingly, we have agreed to give the DSA access to the Claims and
Underwriting Exchange—a database that records all incidents reported to participating insurance
companies.

26 April 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Under 17 Car Club

On behalf of the Committee and Members of the Under 17 Car Club we submit the attached evidence to
your inquiry. In addition and by way of supplementary evidence, we have provided under separate cover a
brief BBC Television news report on DVD. A transcript of this news report is provided as an Annex.

The evidence we provide draws on significant experience (30 years) of training pre-licence age drivers
(11 to 17 year olds) and reflects some initial findings of a recent survey of ex-ClubMembers now on the road
the results of which are currently being analysed. It is our contention that high quality, organised, consistent
and well structured pre-licence driver training, coupled to adoption of earlier, observed, on-road driver
training would have significant impact in reducing accident rates amongst novice drivers.

Executive Summary

Based on extensive experience combined with a recent, anonymised survey of ex-Club Members, the full
results of which are still under evaluation, we oVer the following as evidence of the value of our approach:

Ex-Club Members National Average

Novice Driver Accident Rate 1 in 10 1 in 5
First attempt DSA Practical Test pass Grades 1 & X: 92% 47%
First attempt DSA Practical Test pass All Grades: 80% 47%
Pass Plus 34% 15%
IAM or RoSPA Advanced Test 9% 1%*

(*approximate)

We contend that high quality, organised, consistent and well structured pre-licence driver training,
coupled to adoption of earlier, observed, on-road driver trainingwould have a significant impact in reducing
both KSI and conviction rates amongst novice drivers.

Our principal recommendations to this inquiry are:

1. A stronger developmental focus on:
Attitudes, Behaviour, Observation Skills, Risk Assessment coupled to basic driving commentary.

2. Extended supervised development for novice drivers through:
Accompanied driving from age 16, incentive based graduated licensing post DSA test, skid
training.

3. Development of a national pre-licence driver training scheme.

4. Emphasis by ADIs/Driving Schools on low accident rates rather than test pass rates.

5. Maintain the 6 penalty point legislation for novice drivers who have not undertaken advanced tuition
and passed an advanced test.

6. Not to introduce lower speed limits for novice drivers due to the impracticality of eVective
enforcement.

1. Introduction

1.1 Paul Silverwood and John Beckford are respectively the President and Vice-President of The Under
17 Car Club. Both are actively engaged in the development and delivery of its pre-licence driver training
scheme and have personally contributed to the development of around 1,500 youngmembers over 12 years.
Both are Members of the Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM), drive significant distances in connection
with their occupations and are fathers to four young, male drivers.
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1.2 Since 1976, The Under 17 Car Club (www.under17-carclub.co.uk) with the active engagement of
Members’ parents has taught over 3,000 pre-licence age children to drive. The Club has developed a tuition
and assessment process which develops responsible attitudes, technical skills and a positive road safety
ethos. Membership is open to young people from all backgrounds from the age of 11. The Club evolves its
work to meet the changing needs and challenges of young drivers and engages with ADIs, Police and
Emergency Service Drivers, RoSPA and the IAM in setting very high standards. Members develop their
driving skills through a rigorously assessed grading system, aspiring to a standard equivalent to the IAM/
RoSPA advanced driving tests with progress dependent on a balance of responsible attitude and
technical skill.

1.3 The Club’s Members experience driving all types of vehicles and undertake a varied, enjoyable and
challenging programme. Extending knowledge beyond basic skills training, Members undertake a series of
driving theory, hazard awareness, mechanical knowledge and close maneuverability tests to further their
understanding of vehicle dynamics and raise their awareness of the performance and handling limitations
of both themselves and the vehicles.

These young drivers, on average, enjoy three years driving in a private, secure and managed environment
in which they develop a positive road safety ethos, a defensive and risk averse driving attitude and practise
the technical skills required to drive with care and consideration on the public roads. The skills developed
include skid training, first aid and advanced handling involving both a wide range of vehicles and, in
appropriate circumstances, motorway speed driving.

1.4 Based on our recent survey of ex-Club Members (the full results of which are still under evaluation),
we oVer as evidence of the value of this approach the following:

The yearly accident rate for ex-Club Members is 1 in 10 compared with the national average for
novice drivers of 1 in 5.

The first attempt pass rate for ex-Club Members (all grades) in the DSA Practical Driving Test is
80% compared with a national average of 47%. This pass rate rises to 92% for Members who
achieved Grade 1 or X (the two highest Grades which require at least three years membership
to attain).

We contend that high quality, organised, consistent and well structured pre-licence driver training,
coupled to adoption of earlier, observed, on-road driver training would have a significant impact
in reducing both KSI and conviction rates amongst novice drivers.

2. The Nature of the Problem

To what extent novice drivers are more at risk of being involved in a collision than other drivers, and whether
this is primarily a consequence of age, inexperience or a combination of both

2.1 Publicly available information (TRL/DSA/Insurance Companies) confirms that novice drivers are at
greater risk of collision than other drivers. Either inexperience or age will be a significant factor in this risk—
and where they are both present in a young novice driver they are potentially combinative rather than
additive in eVect.

2.2 Addressing this issue is not, for us, primarily about developing greater technical skill, but about
educating novice drivers such that they both comprehend the level of risk associated with driving and
develop a risk-averse attitude when behind the wheel.

2.3 Key deficiencies in the skill development of young drivers include their observation skills, attitudinal
response to presenting risk, risk evaluation and comprehension of the dynamic limitations of their vehicle
(particularly when fully laden). These deficiencies can be, at least partly, overcome through extended
experience and further development of skills and attitudes.

3. Attitudes

Do young people’s attitudes to driving have a significant impact on the collision rates of young and novice
drivers?

3.1 Absolutely. Combining lack of skill beyond the level required to satisfy the requirements of the DSA
Test with the youthful tendency to “show oV” coupled to the handling and performance limitations of the
vehicles typically driven by this age group, collisions are inevitable.

3.2 There is a cultural expectation that once a licence is acquired, young drivers (perhaps particularly
males) will demonstrate their new skill to their peers. This age group focuses on the “right to drive” with
limited acknowledgement of the associated responsibility to themselves or other road users. Young and
novice drivers do value their licences and, while the “six-point” rule for novice drivers acts as a limited
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constraint on poor road behaviour, the low potential for being caught does inhibit its eVectiveness and does
not deal with inadequate driving which is, perhaps, not illegal. Our investigations suggest that Ex-Members
have a much greater awareness and positive attitude to risk, safety and other road users and that they value
their licences more highly than their peers. This seems to be rooted in positive engagement with driving from
a younger age and specifically recognises driving as a privilege, not a right. Supportive adult engagement
with their driving development is also important.

3.3 Whilst enhanced skills and risk-averse attitudes would both serve to reduce collision rates, it is our
view that the greatest benefit would arise from the development of a risk-averse driving culture. Discussions
with ex-Members of the Car Club and their peers reveal that the extended learning period (average three
years, and up to five years in some cases) forMembers, coupled to the consistent focus on safe attitudes and
the broader skill development regime, generates both a higher level of skill and a significantly safer attitude
on the road. Comparative collision rates are 1 in 10 for ex-Members compared with the 1 in 5 average.
(Source: www.17to40.co.uk).

3.4 Reflecting our investigations, a typical course with an ADI prior to a DSA test will focus on the
technical skills required to actually handle the vehicle with limited opportunity for development of
sustainably defensive, risk-averse attitudes. The examiner in a time limited DSA test, whilst undoubtedly
evaluating attitudes, cannot be expected to fully determine how the candidate is likely to behave when not
being examined. It is likely that candidates understand the attitudes that must be demonstrated in order to
pass the test and are capable of doing so for its duration.

3.5 The general focus of promotions by Driving Schools is on the DSA test pass rate. By implication,
ADIs and Driving Schools are “teaching the test”. It may be that a shift in the emphasis of relevant
promotional material would be a desirable pre-cursor to a shift in collision rates. Emphasis by Schools on
a low collision/accident rate of its pupils post-DSA test would perhaps be preferable to current practice.

4. Driver Education and Testing

How eVective are the existing practical and theory driving tests at identifying safe driving skills and behaviour?
Has the hazard perception test achieved its objectives?

4.1 The DSA practical test can only meaningfully enable assessment of basic safe technical driving skills
although awareness of risk can also be assessed. The test cannot, by definition, attempt the assessment of
unsupervised driver behaviour. The hazard perception test does attempt to evaluate driver awareness of and
response to presenting risks but does not perhaps adequately reflect the realities of the road. It may be that
this could be complemented by risk assessment based commentary driving during the Practical Test.

4.2 Drivers who are “taught the test” will be tutored to do those things which the examiner requires and
not do those things which should be avoided—this is not necessarily an indicator of behaviour when
unsupervised. The necessary post-test absence of continuous observation means that consistency of
behaviour is in the control only of the novice driver.

4.3 It seems that some form of graduated or limited licensing associated with secondary or advanced tests
after a specified time period or mileage and coupled to post-test tuition would provide significant benefits.

5. Driver Education and Testing

Could changes to driver education and testing help to make novice drivers safer?

5.1 Our experience suggests that a number of changes to driver training could be beneficial.
Commencement of training at an earlier age (eg 16) and providing for a longer period of supervised driving
pre-test would be beneficial and would provide the opportunity for longer term behaviour and attitude
development and assessment.

5.2 This could also provide the opportunity to extend the range of technical skills taught to include, for
example, compulsory skid tuition, motorway driving, night driving and “green” driving tuition. This may
have implications for the training and qualification regime of ADIs and suggests that at least some on-road
driving tuition may need to be compulsorily placed in the hands of qualified professionals.

5.3 There would of course be significant cost implications for young and novice drivers in extending the
period of pre-test training. Whilst it may be considered by some that the cost is not currently particularly
high, further increasing itmay lead thosewho are financially weak to avoid the process altogether and simply
drive without a licence.
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6. Graduated Licensing

Graduated licensing schemes involve the phasing-in of driving privileges. Typically, a gradated licensing scheme
imposes additional restrictions on new drivers either for a fixed period of time after passing their test or until
a second test is passed

6.1 Introduction of post-test training leading to an IAM/RoSPA equivalent standard of test would
undoubtedly be beneficial. Novice drivers could be encouraged to pursue such training either through
incentives or compulsion. Either approach could be linked to insurance costs, vehicle size or power
limitations, restrictions on passengers and associated with compulsory use of a visible indicator eg a “P”
(Provisional), “N” (Novice) or “R” (Restricted) plate.

6.2 An incentive based approach would be preferable, in our view, to adopting limitations based on legal
compulsion. Both approaches present compliance and policing diYculties, though the individual incentive
approach is more likely to engage the mind of the novice driver as it has implications for personal finances
and would, in eVect, be policed by the insurance companies.

6.3 Blending the two approaches, it may be useful to revise the two year six penalty point rule such that
drivers who have not undertaken approved further training remain on that limit and this could easily be
combined with the display of a “P”, “N” or “R” plate on the vehicle. Taken together these would probably
act as a strong incentive to take further training.

6.4 Except in the case of a lower speed limit which would create its own dangers, each of the individual
suggestions listed in the question has merits but all suVer the same limitation of being diYcult to enforce
in the absence of visible policing and the potential absence of any visible external restriction indicators on
the vehicle.

6.5 Ultimately, safe driving can only be achieved when the individual driver takes responsibility for her
or himself, any passengers and other road users. This cannot be legislated into existence but can be achieved
through the development of a driving culture amongst novice drivers in which peer pressure demands safety.
Discussions with ex-Members of the Club show that their friends prefer to be driven by them, because they
feel safe—and the ex-Members themselves regularly refuse to travel with other novice drivers (despite them
having passed the DSA test) because they feel their safety is compromised.

7. Changes to the Driving Age

Would there be any benefit in changing the minimum age at which a provisional or full licence may be obtained?

7.1 Yes. We believe that, in concert with some other countries, the provisional driving licence should be
available at age 16 and associated with a longer term training programme for novice drivers of at least one
year. As at present, provisional licence holders should not be eligible to undertake theDSA test until at least
age 17 and eligibility for the test should be associated with having undertaken some form of approved
training.

7.2 Raising the minimum age would, in our view, would have no positive benefit and, indeed,
considerable negative impact, not least of which would be an increase in joy-riding.

8. Different Treatment of Offenders

Drivers face disqualification and re-testing if they acquire six penalty points during the first two years after
taking their test. Could further, similar provisions for the diVerent treatment of novice drivers who oVend be
introduced?

8.1 The six penalty point rule is quite a powerful incentive to good driver behaviour although the risk of
getting caught driving illegally is relatively low.

8.2 Consistent with earlier remarks, in order to encourage novice drivers to undertake post-test training,
it is suggested that drivers who have not undertaken such training should continue to be regarded, legally,
as novice drivers for the purposes of penalty points and re-testing. Development from “novice” to
“advanced” driver is not simply a function of experience and time on the road but of active engagement in
further self-development. This is an indicator of the attitude of mind necessary for safe driving, representing
acknowledgement of the limitations of basic training and the need to learn more.

8.3 The perception that the novice driver is invincible and has the right to drive as soon as he or she is
17 and passes the DSA test needs to be altered. Developing the understanding that the DSA test is only an
initial stage in their driving training and experience will go a long way to reducing novice driver KSIs. It is
essential that the responsibilities and obligations of the driver are asserted to the same extent as the rights.

15 December 2006
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Annex

TRANSCRIPT OF BBC TV “SOUTH TODAY”—BROADCAST ON BBC 1 & 2 on 7 November 2006

Sally Taylor MBE (South Today Presenter):

“Telling them about the dangers is a first step. Giving them the proper skills to cope when they get behind
the wheel is another. Our Transport Correspondent Paul Clifton has been to meet one group that thinks it’s
found the answer—teaching kids to drive from the age of 11”.

Paul Clifton (PC) BBC Reporter:

“Until three minutes ago Laura Thompson had never sat in this Jaguar. You would never have guessed
it. Laura comes from Reading. She’s only 15 but she’s been driving for three years”.

Laura Thompson (LT):

“It is a talking pointwith all my friends I have to say. They’re all really jealous. Because they all reallywant
to learn to drive. I’ve brought a few of them to the Car Club as well and yeah it’s a really good opportunity as
well”.

PC:

“Laura is one of 300 members of the Under 17 Car Club”.

Instructor (in background):

“How close should we be to the car in front?”

PC:

“They drive most weekends. On the test track at the TRL in Crowthorne or here at Castle Combe Racing
Circuit in Wiltshire”.

LT:

“The hardest thing I think is probably right at the start is learning to do the change the gear without just
stalling the car and just basically getting the car going in a straight line is probably the hardest thing to do
at the start”.

PC:

“On the race track Laura’s quite happy driving at up to 90 miles per hour. She’s driven dozens of diVerent
vehicles”.

LT:

“I’ve driven an articulated lorry, fire engine to aMini-Cooper. You drive a whole range of diVerent cars”.

PC:

“Students drive trucks and rally cars too. The aim is to produce drivers who are far safer and far more
responsible than other teenagers. It’s run by volunteers and it costs far less than normal driving lessons”.

Paul Silverwood:

“By the time they get to 17, they’ll have had hundreds of hours and thousands of miles experience under
their belts and therefore, when they hit the roads at 17, they’ll be driving better than most drivers on the
road. We do encourage the more experienced youngsters to swap cars as often as they can so that they get
this wide range of experience”.

PC:

“So does it work? Well, I felt safer being driven by Laura than by some of my friends and they are old
enough to be Laura’s parents. Paul Clifton, BBC South Today, Wiltshire”.

Sally Taylor:

“Interesting scheme”.
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Memorandum submitted by the IAM Motoring Trust48

Executive Summary

Young drivers have more accidents than experienced drivers.Whether this is because they makemistakes
through inexperience and lack of knowledge, or because young people choose to drive in a risky or
adventurous way, probably because they feel it will impress others in their age group, is open to debate.

If the explanation is just inexperience, there are good grounds for strengthening the way they learn to
drive, although this has to take into account the practicalities (and costs) of a more intense system. If
however it is because of deliberate poor behaviour, much more needs to be done to correct the attitude that
driving is a way of showing oV. This would require a rethink in how road safety messages are given to new
drivers—and those soon to become new drivers—especially in school.

Both possible explanations suggest that some ways of deterring car use by novice drivers (and especially
young novice drivers) when carrying many passengers of the same age, and when driving in the early hours
of the morning is needed. These situations have been shown to be particularly risky.

Extensive research by the AA Foundation for Road Safety Research suggests that attitude is more a
problem than lack of driving skills. Statistics show that changes to the driving test over the last 10 years have
had little impact on novice driver safety. The AA Trust therefore believes that the attitudinal course needs
to be followed.

The other key question is whether all novice drivers are unsafe drivers, or just aminority. AAFoundation
research suggests it is a significant minority dominated by young males. If this is the case, any proposed
restrictions and changes need to take this into account, so that the safer majority are not penalised for the
extreme behaviour of an unsafe minority.

The AA Trust would suggest that the following measures would be the most eVective in countering the
young driver problem:

— Ensuring that secondary school children receive road safety education directed at their future
driving careers, and concentrating on attitudinal aspects.

— Encourage new drivers to gain practice (ie accompanied by parents) as well as take instruction.
While a total of 100 hours pre test driving is a laudable goal, this is not realistic for all learners,
particularly those without access to people who can supervise practice, especially on grounds of
cost.

— New drivers should be subject to a code. This could be part of the Highway Code or be a document
they sign when they get a full driving licence. This would tell them that they will lose their licence
at 6 points, and could also say that they should not drive late at night, or carry passengers of their
own age groups. Breaking this code should not be an oVence in its own right, but breaching it
should result in more serious treatment of any oVence committed.

Introduction

Novice drivers are the biggest problem facing road safety in Britain, and nearly every other country in
the world. Althoughmany have introduced more restrictive regulation than that introduced in theUK, few,
if any would claim that they have solved the problem.

Key to resolving the problem are two issues:

— Whether the young drivers involved in accidents are driving as they have been taught, with an
emphasis on safety, or whether they are driving in some other way, perhaps intended to impress
friends, or to gain thrills through speed and risk taking.

— Whether all young drivers are unsafe drivers, or whether bad driving is the domain of a few.

Research carried out for theAAFoundation forRoad SafetyResearch by theUniversity of Southampton
and published in 1991 showed that a significant proportion of young drivers (about 35%) could be
considered to be unsafe drivers. This was not because they did not know how to drive safely, it was because
they chose not to drive safely. This was usually because they felt that driving in that way impressed their
peers.

If this is still the same in 2006, and it is hard to show that it is not, it gives a clear direction for measures
to improve young driver safety. It is not their skills which need to be improved, but their attitudes. It is
attitude that makes a driver choose to drive in a way that he or she knows not to be safe.

It also has to be accepted that there are few areas of life where the inexperienced do not make more errors
than the experienced. There are many circumstances where novices make mistakes, but few where novices
choose not to use the techniques in which they have been trained and examined. This is the particular
problem that must be tackled to deal with the novice drivers issue.

48 The IAMMotoring Trust now incorporates as the AA Motoroing Trust
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Since the University of Southampton report was published in 1991 there have been a number of changes
made to the UK driving test, including the theory test in 1996, changes to the practical test in 1999, and the
hazard awareness test which came fully on line in 2003. Passplus was introduced in 1995 to further train new
drivers, and the revocation of licenses for new drivers who accumulate six penalty points in 1997.

All but one of these changes aVect the skills that a new driver takes onto the road. Yet it is hard to see
any improvement in new driver safety as a result. The death rates per licensed driver (at Table A) suggest
either a worsening of the driving performance of young, new drivers, or a huge increase in unlicensed
driving—neither of which are desirable. It is hard to avoid the conclusion that this table shows that still
tighter or more stringent testing and training regimes are unlikely to have any eVect.

A second Southampton University report, which looked in greater depth at the best and worst drivers
from their 1991 report, found strong links between new drivers who belong to the “car culture”—those who
live, eat, drink and breathe cars—and accident rates. It may well be that a modern trend to take the driving
test later (perhaps reflecting increased university attendance) means a higher proportion of young drivers
are from this potentially risky “car culture”.

This basis leads us to believe that the way ahead in tackling the novice driver issue lies in changing
attitudes, but that there is some room for measures aimed at reducing driving at times and under conditions
which are known to pose danger. These views are expanded in response to the Committee’s questions, below.

Table A

FATALITY RATES FOR CAR DRIVER AGED 17 to 20: 1992–2004

Year Deaths Full Driving License figures Rate (per 100,000 licences)

1992–94* 167 1,326,000 12.6
1993–95 160 1,224,000 13.1
1994–96* 162 1,143,000 14.2
1995–97* 168 1,107,000 15.2
1996–98* 172 1,138,000 15.1
1997–99* 162 1,157,000 14.0
1998–2000* 154 1,125,000 13.7
1999–2001* 154 1,001,000 15.4
2002 181 920,000 19.7
2003 192 806,000 23.8
2004 178 787,000 22.6

* 3 year averages.

The Nature of the Problem

To what extent novice drivers are more at risk of being involved in a collision than other drivers, and whether
this is primarily a consequence of age, inexperience or both?

In answering this question it is important to distinguish between drivers making mistakes, and drivers
driving in an unsafe manner. It is relatively easy to argue that “mistakes” are more likely among those
without experience, but other factors come into play when considering driving for thrills or deliberate
risky driving.

The established wisdom is that experience holds the key to safe driving, but age doubtless has a role to
play as well. There may be other factors at play. “Maturity” may be a better indicator than age, although
it is impossible to define this in a way that is appropriate to road safety measures. Studies have, for example,
shown that young drivers with mortgages, partners and children tend to be more responsible than those
without. Similarly there are few who would argue that a 27 year old mother who had just passed her test
would be likely to drink-drive, drug-drive or take risks to impress friends. Neither “chronological” age nor
experience are perfect indicators.

Experience in Northern Ireland, where drivers have to display an “R” plate and comply with a 45 mph
speed limit during the first year of driving has not been conclusive. It may show that restrictions on younger
drivers may serve only to delay their irresponsible driving “phase”, as accidents for which the new driver is
primarily responsible rise sharply in the second year, when there are no restrictions. The law is also not
respected by all. Similarly it is hard to put together an argument that those countries which do not allow
driving until 18 avoid any such “phase”.

In reality a wide range of factors aVect the safety of novice drivers.
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Do young people’s attitudes to driving have a significant impact on the collision rates of young and novice
drivers?

Yes.

To many youngsters the car is not just a method of transport. It is a mode of self expression, a device that
can be used to show oV to others, and to seek thrills. This is why these behaviours are exhibited so soon after
passing a test. The desire to drive in this way is caused by attitude much more than not knowing how to
drive safely. Drivers choose to drive in this way.

Driver Education and Testing

How eVective are existing practical and theory tests at identifying safe driving skills and behaviour? Has the
hazard perception test achieved its objectives?

The tests show that a driver is capable of driving safely in normal conditions, has the rudiments of hazard
perception and has thoroughly studied the Highway Code. Unfortunately these tests cannot ensure that he
or she will continue to use that which has been learned. Driving in a manner acceptable to an examiner may
not reflect the way that the driver will drive once licensed.

Could changes to driver education and testing help to make novice drivers safer?

Changesmay reduce the number of occasionswhere driversmakemistakes or are unable to handle driving
situations that they meet. They will not guarantee that drivers do not choose to drive in diVerent manners
to those they have been taught

Research conducted by Reading University for the AA Foundation showed that many children of
secondary school age—particularly boys—were showing the signs of developing undesirable attitudes to
driving. This includes having the view that they already know how to drive, that learning to drive will be
easy and will improve the popularity of the new driver. They are also developing an aYnity for speed. Once
these attitudes have been developed they are hard to dispel.

To overcome this, resources need to be deployed developing the right attitudes, and this needs to be done
in schools, in the early teens, or even earlier. Teaching children to be safe children is necessary, but they also
need to be taught to become safe drivers when they reach their late teens and early 20s. Currently this is not
being done.

Such Changes Might Include:

New pre test requirements, such as a minimum number of hours’ or miles driving, or a minimum period
between obtaining a provisional licence and taking the test

In an ideal world new drivers would have something in the region of 100 hours driving practice before
taking to the road alone. But it would be impossible to require this. Those that did not have access to
voluntary supervisors (ie parents) would have great trouble in aVording the practice that would cost
thousands of pounds. Lower minimum totals could lead to the minimum becoming the norm among those
drivers who can get supervised practice. Mileage seems an inappropriate measure. A final consideration
would be how it could be proved that such driving has been carried out.

Compulsory professional tuition

Currently we do not support compulsory professional tuition. All but a tiny minority of drivers avail
themselves of professional tuition, so the question really is how much professional instruction would be
required?We would argue that this is a vastly diVerent amount for diVerent people, and can depend on how
much assistance is given—in terms of practice—from parents or other people. A requirement for so many
hours of professional tuition could also easily become the norm—many parents would ask why they should
go to the trouble of insuring their cars for learners, and then take time educating them if a set number of
hours laid down by government will suYce.

Some countries which have regimes requiring professional instruction have changed their systems to
encourage drivers to get practice with other supervisors. It would be strange for the UK to head in the other
direction.

It is frequently suggested that learner drivers should be required to fill in logbooks showing that they have
fully covered the syllabus for learning to drive, and have not just worked to be able to pass the test. The
AA Trust has no problem with this. However, we do not believe that the signature of an Approved Driving
Instructor should be required to prove this. When an “examiner” is also the person who benefits from
someone failing the “examination” it is easy for the entire process to fall into disrepute, as has been, and to
some extent still is the case with the “MOT” annual vehicle test.
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Additional training for motorway driving or night driving

It is hard to argue that novice drivers aremore at risk onmotorways than other roads. Research by theAA
Trust in Scotland shows that 2.4% of accidents involving drivers between 17 and 25 happen onmotorways as
against 3% for all age groups. It therefore seems unnecessary to insist on special training. Some areas of the
country do not have motorways, and it seems unnecessary to impose this additional burden on those areas.
If motorway training becomes a post test requirement, and drivers were not allowed on motorways until it
had been completed, there would be a risk that people would not take the additional training and would
therefore drive on the less safe roads that parallel motorways.

It is undoubted that more accidents to young drivers do happen at night. However, this has to be related
to road usage. As is the case in so many areas of the novice driver debate, it has to be asked whether the bad
accident rate is because novice drivers are unaware of how to drive at night, or whether this accident rate
reflects their desire to show oV. As most social driving by the young takes place at night it is likely that most
of the bad driving is deliberate and is done to show oV and to impress those of the same age.

Graduated licensing

Graduated licensing schemes involve the phasing in of driving privileges. Typically a graduated licensing
scheme imposes additional restrictions on new drivers either for a fixed period of time after passing their
test, or until a second test is passed. Restrictions in a graduated licensing programme might include:

Any of the forms of graduated licensing listed below will require specific enforcement. Many
organisations, ourselves included, are concerned about the low level of police enforcement applied at
present, and would question the value of introducing new rules that need enforcement unless it could be
showed that there are existing enforcement areas that could be discontinued. The AA Trust believes that
the road policing eVort would be better deployed seeking bad drivers, and drunk and drugged drivers, than
in ensuring that graduated driving regulations had not been broken.

We have concerns about any new laws being applied to new drivers unless there is a considerable level of
enforcement applied to them. Otherwise new drivers will lose respect for the law.

A lower speed limit

In addition to requiring extra enforcement such a changemay well create frustration among other drivers,
especially on single carriageway rural roads.

A lower blood alcohol limit

Enforcement will be complicated by having to establish a driver’s age at the roadside. There will also be
a risk that such a change would imply that drinking to the legal limit was acceptable. Why else would the
limit change for more experienced drivers?

Restrictions on the number of passengers who may be carried

While understanding the value of such a measure, we have concerns about how this will be enforced, and
whether it is fair on those young drivers who behave responsibly. Additionally the law may have to include
a wide number of exemptions to cover “normal” vehicle use—especially by families with young parents.

There would be a risk that this would lead to several cars making the same journey to avoid breaking the
law. This could heighten the risk of racing on the road.

An alternative is discussed under diVerent treatment of oVenders, below

Restriction on night driving

While understanding the value of such a measure, we have concerns about how this will be enforced, and
whether it is fair on those young drivers who behave responsibly. It would seriously aVect those young
people who work late at night—particularly in pubs, clubs and other areas of the entertainment business.

The AATrust’s research in Scotland shows that 27.9% of young driver fatal and serious accidents happen
between 1900 and 2359 (five hours) as opposed to 18.6% between 0000 and 0659 (seven hours). The early
hours of the morning are dangerous to young drivers in terms of accidents per mile driven, but less so in
terms of total accidents.

An alternative is discussed under diVerent treatment of oVenders, below
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Changes to the Driving Age

Would there be any benefit in changing the minimum age at which a provisional or full licence may be obtained

No. It is hard to show that countries with older minimum driving ages produce safer drivers.

A delay between acquiring a provisional licence and taking the test has attractions, particularly because
it will stop drivers rushing to their tests and may ensure that more driving has been done before the test is
taken.However it has to be borne inmind that in reality people would apply on their 17th birthday,meaning
they could take their tests on their 18th birthday, regardless of when they started driving. It would be foolish
not to do this, and to take the risk of being unable to take the test because of the time restriction.Accordingly
it would only aVect the youngest drivers. Although one year has been suggested for this delay, we would
argue that six months is more appropriate.

While such a delay may mean that learners will get more practice, some will not be able to do so—they
will not be able to aVord it from a professional and may not have access to someone prepared to
supervise practice.

Different Treatment of Offenders

Novice drivers face disqualification and re-testing if they acquire six penalty points during the first two years
after taking the test. Could further, similar provisions for the diVerent treatment of novice drivers who oVend
be introduced?

The AA Trust has advocated a system on the lines below, which is intended to deter new drivers from
driving late at night and with many passengers without actually banning them from doing so. It is felt that
this arrangement will be less onerous on those who want to drive safely, and will also avoid the need for a
law with many exemptions. It will also mean that no additional enforcement eVort will be needed, although
it may result in more cases having to be heard in court.

— Either a probationary drivers code should be introduced, or paragraphs specific to young drivers
should be included in the body of the Highway Code. This should tell young drivers not to drive
between, say, midnight and 0600 hours, and not to carry more than one passenger. It could also
impose other restrictions if these were felt necessary. We would prefer a specific code for
probationary drivers (ie first two years). This could be included in their driving licence and require
a signature before the whole licence was valid.

— Breaching this code would not be an oVence in its own right. However, if other oVences were
committed it would be treated as an aggravating factor—a telling oV would become a fixed
penalty, a fixed penalty a court appearance, and a court may impose a heavier penalty. Courts
would also be able to listen to the events surrounding the case and decide how to treat individual
cases where a breach of the code might have been unavoidable, or not have contributed to the
oVence (ie delayed in traYc, passengers were siblings, etc).

This approach would give a clear message to young drivers that late night driving and carrying of
passengers was not desirable. At the same time it would allow those who drive safely, especially to and from
work, to continue to do so. The police, meanwhile, would only have to enforce the law against bad drivers.

18 December 2006

Memorandum submitted by the RAC Foundation for Motoring

Executive Summary

TheRACFoundation believes urgent action is needed to address the rising number of collisions involving
young people on UK and International roads. Driver attitude and inexperience are the key factors relating
to collisions amongst this group and the Foundation strongly believes that education rather than legislation
is the way forwards. Log books, advisory guidelines, some compulsory professional tuition and additional
driver training would be most welcome.

The Foundation does not feel graduated vehicle licensing is appropriate, but would instead welcome
education, training and advice to new drivers, to make them aware of the dangers faced. Targetingmessages
using social media, as in the Make Road Safe campaign is a new approach and more publicity and
educational work of this type would be beneficial. The Foundation does not recommend a change to the
driving age, due to the equity and mobility issues it presents to young people, the majority of whom are
sensible and safe drivers. There is some potential in the diVerential treatment of oVenders, in the areas of
drink driving, and collisions wheremultiple passengers are involved, but overall this areawould benefit from
remaining unchanged.
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1. Background to the RAC Foundation for Motoring

1.1 The RAC Foundation for Motoring is an independent charity established to promote the
environmental, economic, mobility and safety issues relating to use of motor vehicles. Our vision is to
advocate innovative transport solutions for safer roads, safer drivers, greener cars, improved mobility and
a fair deal for motorists.

1.2 The RAC Foundation was originally set up in 1991 fundamentally as a research arm of RAC.
Following the de-merger and sale of RAC in 1999, the Foundation took on a new and wider role to include
researching and promoting issues of safety, mobility, economics and the environment.

2. The nature of the novice driver problem

2.1 The RAC Foundation agrees that novice drivers are more at risk in being involved in collisions and
believes that this is a consequence of inexperience and attitudes towards driving rather than age per se.
Inexperience explains over one third of all accidents involving younger drivers (DfT, Stats 19 IN: ABI,
2006). Everyday, four people are killed or seriously injured in accidents involving young drivers and eight
out of ten accidental deaths involving 15–19 year old men occur on the road (DfT stats IN: ABI, 2006).

2.2 Attitudes towards driving are key in relation to collision rates and it is addressing these attitudes
through education and enforcement, which is important for future reductions.

“Many 17–20 year-olds associate driving with personal status, and are more inclined than older
people to drive for pleasure or thrills. Sometimes even when young drivers have a good knowledge
of how to drive safely, they do not do so. This can be seen in their willingness to break both formal
and informal rules of the road. Young drivers, and particularly men, commit the highest number
of Highway Code violations (Stradling et al, 2001). Poor attitudes lead to anti-social driving
behaviour, such as competitive driving and driving irresponsibly as a result of peer pressure.”

(Source: ABI Young Drivers: Reducing Death on the Roads, Sept, 2006)

3. Driver education and testing

3.1 The Foundation supports the use of existing practical and theory tests to encourage safe driving skills
and behavior, but is not in a position to provide advice on the current eVectiveness of existing training.

3.2 The Foundation does however believe that changes could be made to driver education and testing to
help make novice drivers safer. The Foundation strongly believes that education rather than legislation is
the way to improve current collision rates.

3.3 The Foundation proposes that no minimum training period is set, but competence based targets are
set and recorded within a pre-test logbook. Guidelines for the number of hours and miles driven can be
provided, but these should not be prescriptive, as such targets are output rather than outcome based, which
does not take into account individual capabilities. Requiring novice drivers to have compulsory professional
tuition has its benefits, but the Foundation questions whether this additional financial burden, particularly
for those on low incomes, will discourage some from learning to drive, or encourage more to drive
unlicensed.

3.4 TheRACFoundation supports additional driver training such as pass-plus schemes and suggests that
providing this training before the test might be beneficial. The uptake of post-driver training is low, and this
is partially attributable to young driver attitudes about their skills and capabilities. If training for motorway
driving and night driving were seen as the last modules to be taken before the test, it is possible that reaching
this point in driver training could give young drivers additional “kudos” amongst their peers, which is not
currently achieved under existing advanced training.

4. Graduating licensing

4.1 The RAC Foundation supports graduated licensing in principal, but advises that this issue is best
dealt with through providing recommendations to new drivers, rather than passing legislation on issues,
which would be near impossible to enforce.

4.2 The Foundation is opposed to the idea that lower speed limits and/or a lower blood alcohol limit
should be applied to novice drivers. Lower speed limits would not be enforceable and are unlikely to be
respected by new drivers. If they were implemented and followed, lower speeds by new drivers may
aggravate other road users, which would lead to road rage and tailgating. With regard to alcohol limits the
message to all drivers should be “Don’t drink and drive” and therefore setting a diVerent blood alcohol level
for young drivers would send a confusing message.

4.3 Research has proved that risks increase for young and novice drivers when traveling at night and with
passengers, particularly because drivers are more likely to be under the influence of drink and drugs at night.
50% of accidents involving youngmale drivers that result in death or serious injury occur at night, compared
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with 35% for older drivers. The Foundation therefore would support a concerted education campaign to
raise awareness amongst young/novice drivers and their families of the dangers involved in driving under
these circumstances.

4.4 The RAC Foundation, in conjunction with the FIA Foundation, is already working on this area
through the “Make Roads Safe” campaign, which focuses on improving global road safety. The RAC
Foundation is leading the work in the UK context, one aspect of which focuses on using viral marketing
campaigns and relevant spokespeople to encourage young people to consider road safety. Rock bands
alongside people such as seven times world championMichael Schumacher andDesmond Tutu have helped
raise the profile of road safety issues.

4.5 Recently, Top Indie Band, Dirty Pretty Things, became involved in the campaign after three teenage
girls were killed in a car crash after one of their gigs in SuVolk in July 2006. Claire Stoddart, 18, Jennifer
Stoddart, 15, and Carla Took, 18, all from Lowestoft, SuVolk, were killed on 1 July 2006 when their
Vauxhall Astra was involved in a car crash. They had been returning home from a concert in Ipswich at
which Dirty Pretty Things had performed.

4.6 In response to this tragedy a special Make Roads Safe gig was held in September to raise awareness,
and the bands subsequent UK tour has promoted the Make Roads Safe message. This was followed by
“Campaign on Campus” during UK Road Safety Week (November, 2006), which targeted students at
universities across the UK in an eVort to promote political action on global road deaths and reduce young
driver crashes in the UK. A further major gig is planned during the First UN Global Road Safety week in
April 2007.

4.7 An online game “Roadie Runner”, which has been played more than 100,000 times, was launched in
October 2006, and has been targeted at youth sites to encourage road safety messages in a fun, interactive
and engaging way.NewMusical Express, YouTube, TheDirty Pretty ThingsWebsite and other chat rooms
and youth sites has been key to getting the Make Roads Safe message out to the right audience. The
Foundation therefore encourages an educational approach to be taken with new drivers as opposed to
graduated license restrictions.

5. Changes to the driving age

5.1 The Foundation does not believe that there will be any additional benefit in changing the minimum
age at which a provisional or full licence may be obtained. If casualty reduction improvements were to be
seen once introduced, the Foundation expects that these benefits would be short lived, simply deferring
casualties to a later year.

5.2 There is no doubt that there is a significantly higher casualty rating for young people aged 17–20 (See:
Figure 1 below), but changing the driving age by one, two or three years is unlikely to have the desired eVect,
as the attitudes of a 17, 18 and 19 year old are very similar. Evidence suggests that no real casualty saving
would be found unless the age were raised to 21 (See: Figure 1 below), when attitudes change considerably
and this would have significant impacts on the freedoms and liberties of young people. It must be
remembered that there are many sensible and responsible young drivers, and raising the age for learning,
will have severe impacts on their accessibility, mobility and quality of life.

Figure 1

CAR DRIVERS PER 1,000 LICENSE HOLDERS INVOLVED IN AN ACCIDENT
INVOLVING A CASUALTY BY AGE, 1999–2003
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6. DiVerent treatment of oVenders

6.1 The current approach to allowing new drivers to have up to six penalty points on their license within
the first two years of driving before disqualification is commendable, but the Foundation questions to what
extent this approach can be expanded.

6.2 To discourage drink driving amongst novice drivers it might be possible to apply instant
disqualification and graduated penalties could be made for collisions which involve more than a certain
number of passengers, but beyond this type of approach it is diYcult to see how further diVerential treatment
could be used. The points and fines signals already exist to discourage illegal road behaviour, and therefore
eVort should instead be focused on raising awareness and providing improved education.

18 December 2006

Witnesses: Mr Paul Silverwood, President, Under 17 Car Club; Mr Neil Greig, Assistant Director, IAM
Motoring Trust,Mr Andrew Howard,Head ofRoad Safety,AA; andMr Edmund King,ExecutiveDirective,
RAC Foundation for Motoring, gave evidence.

Q116 Chairman: Good afternoon, gentlemen. I
should explain that there will be a division in a
couple of moments, so if we could just get your
names on to the record first.
MrKing: Edmund King, I am Executive Director of
the RAC Foundation.
MrHoward: I am Andrew Howard, I am now Head
of Road Safety for the AA but I wrote the evidence
when I was Head of Road Safety for the AA
Motoring Trust.
Mr Greig: I am Neil Greig, I am Assistant Director
of the IAM—Institute of Advanced Motorists—
Motoring Trust.
Mr Silverwood: I am Paul Silverwood, President of
the Under 17 Car Club.

Q117 Chairman: Thank you very much. You do
remember the rules, that you will have to speak up
in this room because we want to record everything
that you say. Did anybody have anything they
wanted to say before we began?
Mr Greig: If I could just clarify what Andrew
Howard has said. He is with the AA just now. The
AA Motoring Trust gave evidence to you in
December and the AA Motoring Trust no longer
exists, its evidence is now taken over by the IAM
Motoring Trust. In terms of the evidence the two
organisations are interchangeable, the IAM
Motoring Trust has taken over the work of the AA
Motoring Trust in this particular respect.

Q118 Chairman: That is very helpful, it is good to
have it recorded. Mr King?
Mr King: Can I just make a couple of general
comments on the subject you are considering, which
I think is absolutely vital given the fact that 1,077
fatalities in 2005 involved a driver between the ages
of 17 and 25. This is a very complex area, as the
Committee knows, and I think part of the solution
will be a package. In general we favour trying to
educate young drivers and trying to change attitudes
at an earlier stage, particularly looking at things like
the school curriculum. In Scotland they have a
course, the Crash Magnets, that is carried out in
schools and it tries to influence 14 to 17 or 18 year-
olds before they get behind the wheel of a car. We
have to start using new methods to get through to
young drivers. We are involved with the FIA

Foundation in a campaign called Make Roads Safe
and we are using new methods to try and influence
young drivers involving bands. An indie band, Dirty
Pretty Things—

Q119 Chairman: Bands? Music bands?
Mr King: Music bands, yes. There is an indie band
called Dirty Pretty Things who would not be
thought of as regular role models but after one of
their concerts in Ipswich last year three young
drivers actually died. It was one of those cases with
a lot of young drivers in the car. They have become
involved in this campaign. Michael Schumacher is
involved in this campaign. It is getting diVerent types
of people who perhaps could have more influence on
young drivers than government. Looking at other
things, plays in schools that raise some of the issues
and dangers, using fire-fighters, using messages in
soap operas, and there was one in Eastenders about
text messaging or drink-driving, et cetera. Much of
what we are talking about today is attitudes and it is
very diYcult to legislate to change attitudes. You
can educate to change attitudes. The other point
about young drivers is we should not get away from
the basics of road safety. A third of the people who
are dying out there who are car occupants do not
have seat belts. This is not about graduated training,
this is about basics, strapping up before you go. 17%
of road deaths are still drink-driving and a third of
drink-drive accidents are still drivers under 25.
Again, these are basic road safety messages that we
thought we had got right 10 or 15 years ago, but
obviously we have not. I do not think we should be
too distracted by looking at some of the other things
until we address the basics. To address the basics,
Chairman, as your Committee has rightly said
before, we need a greater police presence out there to
actually be an influence on drink-driving and to
enforce the law.

The Committee adjourned from 4.13 pm to 4.32 pm
for a division in the House

Q120 Chairman:Mr King, had you completed your
comments?
Mr King: Thank you, I had completed my remarks.
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28 February 2007 Mr Paul Silverwood, Mr Neil Greig, Mr Andrew Howard and Mr Edmund King

Q121 Chairman: Thank you very much. Do you
think that the collision involvement rate of novice
drivers justifies the introduction of changes to traYc
law and training and testing?
Mr Howard: It certainly is probably the biggest
single issue in road safety. There is a need to do
something about it but there is a need to make sure
that we keep that practical. Perhaps a lot of the time
rather than looking at traYc law and training it is
looking at the kinds of attitudes that we are giving
our young drivers and looking at going back towhen
they get those attitudes, which is almost certainly at
secondary school age or even earlier, and tackling
them while they are of that age rather than waiting
until they are of an age they can get behind thewheel.

Q122 Chairman: If I could ask the RAC and the
IAM, your evidence suggests that you do not
support any concrete changes to the testing, training
and licensing and you only advocate educational
measures for novice drivers. How far back are you
going to have to go before you change this attitude?
Mr King: I think the evidence is you do have to go
quite a long way back actually.

Q123 Chairman: What does that mean exactly? Are
we talking about pre-drive time? What are we
talking about?
Mr King: We are talking at least in secondary
schools but there is good evidence even in primary
schools that young children can learn a lot about
road craft and safety and it aVects attitudes.
Certainly in secondary schools, like the Scottish
project, Crash Magnets, which is within the
curriculum and there are specific lessons. It is not
about the physical nature of learning how to drive,
in fact that is the easy bit, learning how to change
gear and to steer, it is learning more about the
consequences of your actions and responsibilities.
That does have to start before you are behind the
wheel. As to our colleague from the Under 17 Car
Club, on my far left, I know at least four people who
have been through his kinds of courses from the ages
of 13, 14 and 15 with immense success because what
it meant was when they went on the road at 17 to
learn how to drive they were totally confident in
terms of changing gear and steering and did not have
to concentrate on that, they could concentrate on
other aspects of driving. Certainly the people I know
whohave been through those courses have never had
an accident and never had points on their licence. I
know that is a self-selecting example but it does show
that if people start thinking about the dangers before
they get behind the wheel at 17 it can influence
later events.

Q124 Chairman: Are you really saying all the
changes that we have had in the last 15 years have
not produced any response at all?
Mr King: No, I am not saying that, and I am not
saying that the test cannot be improved and training
cannot be improved and, in fact, welcome verymuch
the Government’s review that they are looking at
these things.What I am saying is thatmuch of it does
come down to attitude. If you look at the work of

psychologist Stephen Straddling talking about
deliberate violations, it is not that these young
drivers do not know how to drive but there is
something in their personality, the buzz they get
from driving, that they are deliberately making these
mistakes. This is very diYcult to address but we have
to start at an earlier age to do that.

Q125 Chairman: Do older and cheaper vehicles
contribute because they do not have the same high
standards of safety protection?
Mr King: I think they do because there is evidence
that 20% of young drivers drive vehicles that are 13
years or older and this means they are driving
vehicles before the Euro NCAP crash testing
programme came out approximately 10 years ago.
That showed quite clearly that some of the vehicles,
like the old Rover 100, were not intrinsically safe. If
you have got a young driver in one of those vehicles
and they have an accident the likelihood of them
being injured, or seriously injured, is much higher.
Our advice to parents is to look at the Euro NCAP
crash test ratings and the irony is most young
drivers—

Q126 Chairman: They do not actually do that, do
they,MrKing? Forgiveme for saying so but we have
had this evidence before and the reality is that they
do not even look at it in relation to their own cars,
so why would they look at it in relation to
anybody else’s?
Mr King: I think the reality is that is now changing
and some manufacturers, such as Renault, are
embracing Euro NCAP in their advertising and
putting that their cars achieve five stars and I do not
think they would be doing that if they did not think
it had an eVect. All of these processes take time but
the problem for many young drivers is they cannot
aVord the newer and better cars so they tend to buy
the older cars that are less safe.When I was a student
I had a Citroen 2CV and knowing what I now know
about crash testing I would not drive one of those
cars now.

Q127 Chairman: There is always hope that wisdom
comes with age even if it is not borne out by the
statistics. You do not actually support the
introduction of graduated licensing, do you, you say
that education and training ismore eVective. Do you
have evidence?
Mr King:We have not opposed the introduction of
graduated licensing. It depends how it is introduced.
There are some elements of it that could be useful
and could be done on a voluntary scale. For
example, raising awareness of the dangers of having
three or four people in the car, raising the awareness
of dangers of driving at night, those things are not
known amongst parents. One thing they do in
America that AAA does is they have a parent-teen
driving agreement and that is what the parent signs
up to to help their son or daughter learning how to
drive and it talks about driving at night and not
driving with friends. I think a lot of that can be done
through an educational process which we have not
tried to do yet in this country.
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Q128 Chairman: Is there any evidence to back that
up? Mr Howard, do you have evidence of some sort
you want to give us?
Mr Howard: If you look at young drivers in
particular it is very easy to see in figures that their
accident rate per mile goes absolutely through the
roof in the early hours of the morning. Between two
o’clock and five o’clock in the morning we are
talking of a young male having an accident risk 17
times that of the average male driving at the average
time of day.

Q129 Chairman:That is not the point that was being
made, with respect. That is really not the point that
was being made. Mr King’s point was simpler, that
if you educate parents to make sure firstly they
ensure the people are driving, you cannot say crash
worthy vehicles, safer vehicles than others, that
would make a diVerence, and also if you educated
them so that they insisted they would not drive with
other youngsters in the car. That is a very diVerent
thing, is it not?
Mr Howard: If the parents have the control of their
youngsters that would be a wonderful way to do it.
As you see in the document, we have suggested that
perhaps there is a halfway house between graduated
driving licensing and the education idea, which is
having some sort of code applied to young drivers,
perhaps in The Highway Code, where we say what
they should not be doing and if they commit any
oVence and are breaching that code we treat that
oVence more seriously rather than making breaking
the code an oVence in its own right.

Q130 Chairman:Andwho, pray, will take this gentle
judgment when they are dealing with a road traYc
accident in themiddle of the night? The police oYcer
called to the scene will have suYcient flexibility to
decide whether, in fact, the driver was guilty not only
of the obvious things but of breaking this code, is
that right?
Mr Howard: Whether or not the code had been
brokenwould come out quite easily in court after the
accident, if it makes court, in exactly the same way
as any other breach of The Highway Code would
come out.
Chairman: Mr Martlew looks very disbelieving.

Q131 Mr Martlew: I am concerned because some of
the things you are saying about young drivers
driving old cars, that has always been the case and
you made the point yourself, Mr King, that you
drove an old car. I think I drove an A35 which was
probably totally unsafe, especially the way I used to
drive it. You said there had been a change in attitude
to driving by youngsters. Have you got any evidence
of that?
Mr King: Two points. May I just clarify the old cars
point. I was not saying that was the reason why
young drivers have or do not have accidents; I was
saying if they do have an accident the severity of that
accident will be worse because the car is less safe.
That is a fact.

Q132 Mr Martlew: It has always been the case, has
it not?
Mr King: Yes, absolutely.

Q133 Mr Martlew: That does not explain the
increase in the numbers of young people.
Mr King: No.

Q134 Mr Martlew: What is the reason?
Mr King: I think the reason, to go back to the basics
I talked about, is if you look at things like drink-
driving and seat belt wearing, what we have found
over the last four or five years after years of those
things decreasing is they have started to increase
again. I think one of the reasons for that is that
education campaigns are not having the eVect now
they had 10 or 15 years ago. Ten or 15 years ago it
really did change social attitudes amongst young
people. I think this is where we have to be much
more subtle and much cleverer in getting the
message across. Young people today are not
watching ITV at 8.30 at night before Christmas
when CliV Richard comes on singing about
mistletoe and wine, that will not get through to
young people today; maybe it did 10 or 15 years ago.
This is where we have to use multimedia to get
through to them, things like MySpace and viral
messages. We have to adapt because the figures
clearly show this is why they are dying. If they are
dying for drink-driving it is not because they have
not had a graduated test, it is because the message
has not got across. If they are dying because they
have not got seat belts on it is nothing to do with the
driving test, it means that they are less risk averse.
All I am saying is that we should not forget those
fundamental things that we were successful at
changing perhaps 10 or 15 year sago.

Q135 Mr Martlew: Mr Silverwood, do you agree
with that? You obviously deal with a lot of
youngsters.
Mr Silverwood: To a great extent, yes. The statistics
are bearing out the fact that a lot of people are dying
because they are no longer clunk-clicking every trip
as we used to when I started driving. There are other
issues here that we have not touched upon but I
cannot evidence them.We are seeing amore laddish,
laddette-ish binge drinking culture than we had 20
years ago and that may also be having an eVect.
When they are learning to drive on the road they are
cocooned, they are not having to get from A to B in
a short space of time because of social or business
pressures, they are also driving within the limit and
they have got somebody sitting beside them.As soon
as they pass their test we take all those restraints
away and on the roads every day they see some
appalling bad driving and they think, “People are
getting away with this, why can’t I?” There is also a
feeling of invincibility as soon as you pass your test.
While we are talking about cars, yes their cars are
older now but they are not as old as the car that I
learned to drive in which had cable brakes. You had
to anticipate half an hour before you wanted to stop
in that thing! You did learn the appreciation of
hazard awareness much earlier.
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Q136 Clive EVord: Can I ask you, Mr Silverwood,
do you support the introduction of a minimum
learning period?
Mr Silverwood: Yes, provided (a) it is part of a
package of measures and (b) it is not just simply a
period of time. You talked earlier about how you
would prevent somebody, if it was 12 months long,
cramming everything into the last couple of weeks
before the 12 months were up, but you also have to
link it to the amount of time they spend on the road
and through conditions. That is experience. What
we have not yet tackled is the root cause of this,
which is attitude to driving. Technical skill is one
thing, and that is what the DSA test does to an
extent, but what it does not really test is driver
attitude.We believe that you can get the appropriate
attitude through training. Getting them at a young
age, making them appreciate that driving is a
privilege and not a right, risk and reward, so if you
lowered the age to 16 and a half or 16 but moved
back the date at which they could take their test and
had a programme in-between of attitudinal aswell as
technically based driving and tested the attitude
through something like driving commentary, which
shows the examiner exactly what you are seeing and
what you appreciate in the way of hazards, I think
that would make a significant diVerence. I know I
said in the submission on behalf of the Car Club that
our accident rate on a survey we have done over the
last six years was for members who have now gone
on to the real road that we could halve the accident
rate because it is only one in 10 as opposed to one in
five, but when you look at those who have got over
the first year of driving they are driving for 14 years
per accident, only one accident per 14 years of
driving. I do not know what it is nationally.

Q137 Clive EVord: Can I just ask you about your
statistics here. In your evidence you have
demonstrated that you can reduce accident rates to
one in 10 from one in five, but where does that leave
young novice drivers in terms of the proportion of
the overall accidents? Does that bring them down to
the average or are they still above the average?
Mr Silverwood: You are comparing the first year of
driving, you are not comparing that with the average
driver, say, from 25–59. It is a whole combination of
things. What you cannot substitute is experience,
experience of diVerent driving conditions, driving in
the snow and ice that we have had recently, driving
in the fog, you cannot replicate that on a test.

Q138 Clive EVord: I suppose what I am driving at—
excuse the pun—is how much is it the quality of the
instruction that makes them aware of the sorts of
hazards or situations they may encounter on the
road and how much of it is what Mr King was
talking about earlier on, the fact that they are too
cavalier about the risks?
Mr Silverwood: There is a cavalier approach, and I
accept that, but in terms of how much of that is due
to the instruction that they receive, I do not think we
can pin that on theADIs because they are really only
responding to the test, they are teaching people how
to pass the test, they go over the test routes and they

are assessed and get new customers based on the
success rates of their candidates passing the test. If
they were rewarded or judged on the number of
accidents their youngsters had once they had passed
the test that would be a far more eYcient way of
getting them to focus on not just passing the test but
on real driving, driving experience, driving for life,
so they do appreciate those hazards. If you could
build into the test that kind of appreciation with,
say, a graduated scheme that would have an eVect.
One of the things we are proposing is the test is the
first part of it, if you move on to a cross between the
Pass Plus scheme, which does not require you to pass
your test, you simply have to pay some money and
turn up, if you combine that with something like a
RoSPA or IAM advanced test, somewhere in-
between, and you do test them, at which point they
get a full licence, then I think we will see a dramatic
reduction.

Q139 Clive EVord: Can you give us some examples
of where your 11–17 club has made a real diVerence?
I had never heard of it before I got the briefing for
this inquiry. I have got children who are exactly the
age that your club deals with.How do youmake sure
that parents are aware that there is this club?
MrSilverwood:Our problem is that we are limited to
the number of children we can have at any one time,
which is 300. We have been going since 1976, so we
are now in our 32nd year of operation. Very few
people have heard of us simply because we do not
advertise. We do not need to, we have got a waiting
list until 2008, so we would not spend members’
money advertising on something which a very few
people can join.

Q140 Clive EVord: Examples?
Mr Silverwood:We have recently done a survey, and
we have not yet published the results because we are
still compiling them, but one interesting point is that
the overall conviction rate of our members is 7°% as
opposed to the general public, which is 14%. Those
tend to occur in the first few years of driving. Taking
all of the years that our sample had on the road they
are actually only getting a conviction once every 45
years.

Q141 Clive EVord: What about schools? Do you
think that you are setting an example that could be
adopted in other areas, such as education services
that could adopt a similar approach and encourage
more awareness of road safety?
Mr Silverwood:Yes, definitely. We have produced a
paper called thePathfinder Projectwherebywe think
we could take the methodology that we use at the
Car Club and, using a sample of 50 youngsters as a
pilot in the summer holidays, promote that correct
attitude to driving. It is not just technical skill. There
is no reason why if that is not successful, and we are
hoping it will be launched this coming summer, that
cannot be rolled out nationally.

Q142 Clive EVord:Do you think it should be part of
the National Curriculum?
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Mr Silverwood: Yes, to an extent. The shock tactics
of some of the videos and the Drive Safe campaigns
are very eVective but they have a limited amount of
eVect and, in my view, that will diminish in time.
Therefore, whatever you do in the classroom needs
to be backed up with practical issues. It is all very
well telling people but they need to experience it,
they need to do it for themselves and take
responsibility for themselves and the way they drive
for themselves and everybody else in the car.

Q143 Mrs Ellman: Pass Plus does not seem to have
any significant impact on reducing accident rates.
Have you got any other ideas of what might be
better?
Mr Silverwood: Yes. I think what is interesting is
that 14% of youngsters take Pass Plus having passed
their test but with our club members it goes up to
34% who will take the Pass Plus. They perceive a
benefit in the wide range of experience that covers
but there is no test at the end of it. It is no test of
attitude, it is a bit more driving experience which,
although we would say is good, does not necessarily
produce the desired eVect unless there is something
to be gained at the end of it.

Q144 Mrs Ellman: So what would you do? You
would want to see a test, would you?
MrSilverwood: I would like to see a test. I would like
to see it extended in terms of what it covers. I would
like to see something like skidpan training included
in it. There is a risk that drivers could think they are
invincible because they can control a car in any
situation so, again, you need to change the attitude
around that because too many drivers, myself
included, because unfortunately the Car Club was
not around when I was learning to drive, have
learned how to control a car when it slides through
experience and that is not always the best way.

Q145 Mrs Ellman: Does anybody else have any
suggestions?
Mr King: Could I just add something on Pass Plus.
One of the proposals we have looked at is whether
Pass Plus could become part of the test rather than
now taking it on a voluntary basis afterwards.When
you look at the research of attitudes of young
drivers, and there was a paper the Department for
Transport published, The Good, the Bad and the
Talented, it is young drivers’ perspectives. Many of
them were saying after they had passed their test it
was very frightening going out on a motorway for
the first time or going out driving at night for the first
time because none of that was included in their
learning process. One of the ideas we have
considered is whether you could have Pass Plus
perhaps as a second part of the test so you do your
main test and then do a Pass Plus test, perhaps
changing the law that would allow those drivers to
drive on the motorway under supervision in order to
do that part of the test. I think it could well be more
beneficial there if it is part of that learning process
rather than an optional thing afterwards.

Q146 Mrs Ellman:What about the idea of reducing
the alcohol limit for novice drivers? Does anybody
think that would be a good idea?
Mr Howard: Like so many of these things the
question lies in the practicality. Secondly, in a road
safety world that is incredibly concerned about the
signals that we give, what signal are we giving by
telling young drivers that they have reached an age
at which we are raising the amount that they can
drink and drive. There are dangers there as well as
there being pluses in trying to make the most
vulnerable drivers sober when their driving.

Q147 Mrs Ellman: Any other views on that? No.
What about the suggestion of having passenger
restrictions for novice drivers?
Mr Howard: There is a huge visible connection
between people carrying passengers, particularly
carrying passengers late at night, and having
accidents. That is why some people call for
graduated licensing provisions which ban this and
why we call for the idea that carrying passengers at
certain times should be something which aggravates
an oVence when you commit one. It is certainly a
measure which needs the strongest consideration.
Mr Silverwood: Can I just come in there. Although
I can see that by restricting the number of passengers
if there is an accident less people get killed or severely
injured, if the driver has the appropriate attitude at
the outset then it does not matter how many
passengers they carry. If we can change attitudes we
do not need to bring in restrictions like that.

Q148 Chairman: That sounds fine but it is not just
that they are young drivers and they have other
people in the car, frequently it is the fact that they are
inexperienced, is it not? It is not just their attitude, it
is whether they know how to handle the machine
that they are in charge of.
Mr Greig: Indeed.

Q149 Chairman: Therefore, the things that Mrs
Ellman is asking about must be relevant.
Mr Silverwood: Yes.

Q150 Chairman: For the sake of argument, were it
just the fact that if you get somebody with attitude
who thinks they can do what they like, they know
how to drive, they can pack all their form in because
there is no diYculty for them, it is not just going to
be that aspect, is it, that is the killer factor?
Mr Silverwood:No, it is if we can change the culture
towards carrying passengers and driving generally.
Some anecdotal stuV has come back fromour survey
of ex-members which says that they will not get into
a car as a passenger if they feel the driver is going to
be high risk.

Q151 Mr Martlew: Obviously you are doing a
tremendous job, and I wish you were operating in
my neck of the woods, but do you take the average
youngsters to learn to drive or is it self-selecting?
MrSilverwood:They come from all walks of life.We
have got some very old very cars, very modern cars,
fast cars and slow cars, a complete mix.We have got
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single parents, families, as diverse a catchment as
you could have. The one thing that unites them is
they really care about their kids and they recognise
that probably the most devastating thing that is
going to happen to their youngsters is being killed or
seriously injured on the roads and if they can do
something to prevent it they will put that eVort in. I
have got a lot of admiration for the parents of the
members, they turn up virtually every weekend for
nine months of the year and help their youngsters
how to drive.

Q152 Mr Martlew: From that, it is likely that their
attitude will have spilled down to their children as
well.
Mr Silverwood: Yes.

Q153 Mr Martlew: You are probably getting a
selective group of youngsters, in fact, and you would
expect that these youngsters would have fewer
accidents.
Mr Silverwood: You could argue that. I think I
would turn that on its head and say if it were not for
the club these youngsters could be at serious risk.

Q154 Mr Martlew: If you want to come up to
Cumbria I would be very happy for you to come.
You can see what I am getting at?
Mr Silverwood: Yes.
Mr Greig:What the IAM are finding is getting one
or two really keen youngsters involved is quite
crucial and they can make a big impact. We are
putting together a young driver network. Because
normally the IAMmembership is quite old, whenwe
do get hold of a younger person and put them
through advanced driver training they promote it
themselves, they go out and talk to other young
people. It is very diYcult for a middle-aged IAM
member to go out and talk to someone who cruises
around in a souped-up car, for example, but it is a lot
easier for someone who is 19 or 20 to do that. It is
amazing the impact that one or two really keen
people can make. Through advertising and
preaching you are not going to reach the majority
who are closing their ears to the message but if you
actually send someone out there of their own age,
driving a similar car—

Q155 Chairman: Then againMrMartlew’s question
actually applies, does it not? What we have
established is that parents who bring their children
to you or encourage their children to come to you,
because as you say they have to commit quite a large
period of time, are the ones who are already
convinced. The ones you are talking about who are
taking the cars and belting around the council
estates are not exactly convinced of the need to
behave in a responsible fashion or they would not be
nicking the cars in the first place.
Mr Greig: They can be reached if you choose the
right medium. As Edmund suggested, whether it is
using new media, things they use themselves, or
sending someone of their own age there, you can
actually reach them.

Q156 Mrs Ellman: What about night driving?
Should there be restrictions on it or discouragement?
Mr Howard: I quoted earlier the 17 times average
risk for the male driver in the early hours of the
morning. The big thing we have to be able to
disentangle is whether we are looking at people
being unable to drive at night or whether we are
looking at the eVect of the drug, drink culture,
whether we are looking at the eVect of other people
in the car exciting our young drivers to do things
they really should not ormaking them feel as though
they want to show oV. We cannot just say it is
because they do not have the experience of driving at
night, it is all the other things that go into the
mixture that is night driving for young people. Their
figures are not as bad when you start looking at
evening-style night driving as they are when you
look at late night driving, again suggesting there are
a lot of other factors afoot.

Q157 Chairman: So you are not advocating a
restriction seeing it as part of the problem?
Mr Howard: I think there is a need for some sort of
restriction on the dead of night driving, the early
hours, the two to five o’clock, that sort of area,
where such a high proportion of accidents happen
especially given the lowmileages that are travelled at
that time.
Mr Silverwood: I do not think that is necessarily the
answer. The scheme that Norwich Union are
proposing is self-funding in a way, the youngster has
something fitted to their car whereby if they drive at
night they pay extra money. It does not stop them
from driving. Driving at night is quite diVerent from
driving during the day. Driving in driving rain at
night is also very hazardous. If you suddenly deny
them that experience then you are only saving up
trouble for later on when they are a bit older.

Q158 Chairman: I want to bring you on, if I may, to
the standard of tuition. Is the standard of tuition
provided by Approved Driving Instructors
adequate?
Mr Howard: I think it is very hard to say in terms of
technical skills. I think the question really has to
be—

Q159 Chairman: Come on, Mr Howard, I do not
want tact here, I want some honest answers. All four
of you have been sitting in a row saying the problem
with all the tests is they are the wrong tests, they do
not test the right things, they need diVerent types of
skills that they need to know to assess the adequacy
of the drivers. Now then, is the standard of tuition
provided by Approved Driving Instructors
adequate?
MrHoward: I would say that it is not because it does
not tackle attitude, it is at the wrong time to tackle
attitude, and most of the time it is concentrated on
driving skills which I am not sure are that major a
factor in the accidents that our young drivers have.

Q160 Chairman: So changes are needed?
MrHoward: Changes are needed and that is back to
schools, I am afraid.
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Q161 Chairman: So what kinds of changes and do
the instructors need a diVerent type of professional
training?
Mr Howard: The instructors are getting a review of
their training, that was announced earlier in the
week. That is a good thing but what we have got to
be able to look at is whether they are the people to
provide the sort of classroom training, the training
down to 12, 13 years—

Q162 Chairman: So you are suggesting no. This is
the evidence we have taken all afternoon, these
people are testing, they are not testing the right
things, they are teaching, because of what they have
to earn, to a level of a particular test which we have
already decided is the wrong test. Are you really
saying that these people will not do? That is what
you are actually saying, is it not?
Mr Howard: What I do not know is whether an
Approved Driving Instructor would have the
necessary skills to keep the attention of a class full of
14, 15, 16, 17 year old children who perhaps do not
really want to be there.

Q163 Chairman: Your suggestion is that they
would not.
Mr Howard: I have absolutely no experience of that
at all. Enough teachers have problems!

Q164 Chairman: Are you suggesting the
introduction of a minimum learning period?
Mr Howard: I would worry about minimum
learning periods. In an ideal world it would be
magnificent if we could find an arrangement by
which everyone who learns to drive has 100 hours of
experience. Given the costs of learning to drive, the
problems that people face if they have not got adults
who are prepared to help, if they cannot aVord that
much professional tuition, it is impractical to say
that should be the case, but that is a goal that is well
worth pursuing.

Q165 Chairman: I want to askMr Silverwood about
the pre-licence training. Should this be introduced as
part of a minimum learning period and structured
tuition?
Mr Silverwood: Yes, I think it should. If we could
recognise oV-road training, as was mentioned
earlier, whereby they learn basic technical skills on
how to handle a car so when they do go out on the
road they have got that, it is then that you can
overlay all the diVerent hazards that they will face
every day which we cannot replicate oV-road and
then we are going to make some improvement.

Q166 Chairman: Are you convinced that your
scheme could be replicated right the way across the
United Kingdom?
MrSilverwood:Parts of it, yes. Aswe said earlier, the
parental involvement is self-selecting. Trying to
tackle those whose parents are not prepared to give
that commitment will be a greater challenge but I
still think the ethos and how we approach it within
the structures of the club, a graduated scheme
whereby they have to achieve certain goals before

they can move on to the next one, coupled with the
right approach to driving itself, both for themselves
and the other road users, will make a diVerence.

Q167 Chairman: Surely one of your strong points is
the commitment of volunteers and people involved
at every level. If you suddenly found yourself
confrontedwith awhole group of bolshie kids whose
parents had not suggested that this was a good idea,
I am asking you honestly, could you cope?
Mr Silverwood: Yes, because if they are doing it as a
privilege, before they are legally entitled to be on the
public road, if you take them oV-road and say,
“Here are your keys, drive”, those who are going to
be bolshie and do not want to be there can go
somewhere else.

Q168 Chairman: It is the ones who want to be
somewhere else that we are targeting. What you are
really saying is it depends on two things: on
commitment, on getting people early enough and it
must depend, although you are being very tactful
about it, on having some kind of sanction for those
who do not want to be there.
Mr Silverwood:Yes, absolutely. Those ones I would
question whether you are ever going to be able to
reach and if you are not going to reach them at that
age maybe with some changes in the structure of the
test to make it more attitudinal based and a longer
period and graduated licensing, all those types of
issues, maybe when they are a bit older they will
appreciate they missed a good opportunity.

Q169 Clive EVord:Does it not take parents who are
a bit car orientated to show that sort of commitment,
a bit Jeremy Clarkson-like?
Mr Silverwood:No. Some are but a lot are not. A lot
are quite concerned that the club is elitist in that
respect, that it is only for those who are interested in
cars, but it is not, we have them from all walks of life.
We have quite a lot of single parents who want to do
the best for their kids but they have not got a clue
how to go about it and this is one very good way.
Just going back to the question on ADIs, I cannot
comment for all ADIs but the ones we have who
come to us and do not get paid for it are absolutely
fantastic.

Q170 Chairman:Are you not answering the question
that we asked you? We all say we wish we could get
it as well organised but are you not in eVect saying
you not only have ADIs who come but by definition
they are those who are genuinely committed and
have got, some would say, a non-commercial
attitude towards what they do because they are
prepared to give you time. Are you not in eVect
already putting up caveats on two particular things,
that the young people are a self-selected group and
some of the ADIs who help you already who have
the professional training are themselves a self-
selected group?
MrSilverwood:Yes, but that is not necessarily going
to be the whole answer. We can get some of the
youngsters at that time; others, through the
structure of the test, will be picked up later on.
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Q171 Chairman: I think we understand that but we
are trying to think of some way round some of the
problems. The low pass rates show too many people
present for their driving test before they are ready.
How can we ensure that drivers are better prepared?
You are telling us the ADIs when faced with this lot
are teaching them to get through and if they fail
presumably they sign up for another set of lessons
or, even worse, say to Uncle Joe, “You’re teaching
me because I know it all but these idiots do not
realise it”.
Mr King: I think there is some evidence that the
training is geared towards passing the test and that
is perhaps quite logical but this is where some kind
of log book approach that covers perhaps not a
minimum period in time but—

Q172 Chairman: Mr King, you know that there are
large numbers of people driving on our roads who
do not give a damn about whether or not they have
a log book, they are already driving without
complying with existing laws.
Mr King: Yes, quite, and that is a danger of over-
complicating the system for people taking the test. It
has to be kept—

Q173 Chairman: Is that not what you are suggesting,
not just a very radical change but also an extension
and a limitation on those who are taking the test? I
am not saying whether I think that is good or bad, I
am trying to work out what you are saying.
Mr King: What I am saying is for the driving
instructors to follow a log book of core competence
rather than just the pure physical things for passing
the test, and that can involvemore attitudinal testing
as part of the training, so it makes it, if you like, less
focused on the three point turn and the parallel
parking or whatever, which are important and
should still be there, but it tries to broaden it out.

Q174 Chairman: So what happens if we charge
people a lot more money, is that going to work?
Mr King: I think one does have to be cautious that
you do not price people out of it. You have to be
cautious that the educational levels needed to pass
the test—

Q175 Chairman: Mr King, you cannot on the one
hand say people are only being taught to pass the test
and it is not extensive enough to judge their ability,
but thenwhenwe suggest wewill chargemore for the
test which will mean people will come less often and
certainly will not be prepared to come if they think
they are not ready your reply is that youmust be very
careful not to push them out.
Mr King: I think you must get this balance between
a cost that is aVordable and perhaps getting people
to think a little more whether they are ready for the
test. If they had been through a log book process,
they covered all the aspects that they need to pass the
test, I think currently the pass rate is only about 50%
so there are a lot of people wasting money and time
going up for the test who are not ready for it, having
the log book might actually concentrate the mind a
little bit and prepare them a little more for the test.

Q176 Clive EVord: I just want to followup on a point
that was made earlier by Mr Howard about the
reduced blood alcohol content for novice drivers.
This Committee has taken evidence before on the
issue of the level of alcohol in the blood and whether
it should be reduced or not and has not
recommended a reduction. If we have identified a
group of drivers where there is a specific problem is
there not some logic in having a lower blood
alcohol content?
Mr Howard: As I tried to say last time, there are
arguments both ways. There is this argument that
you are saying, “Congratulations, you have held
your driving licence for X years, now you can drink
more and drive”, that is a complication and
something which I suspect will be a trap that an
awful lot of drivers will fall into. At the other end of
the scale there is obviously a very attractive idea that
those drivers most likely to make mistakes and the
most likely to be aVected by alcohol have a lower
limit.

Q177 Clive EVord: With all due respect I know that
is the argument, I am asking for your view.
Mr Howard: I would be sorely tempted to come to
the view that we are giving wrong signals and I think
we would be giving wrong signals to the whole
population because we would be suggesting that for
young drivers there is a safe level.

Q178 Clive EVord: So your view would be that if we
have this problem with drinking and driving we
should reduce the level?
Mr Howard: I suppose I would come down to
reducing it for everybody or not interfering with it
for young drivers because it gives a very strange
message if you say, “You can drink more once you
have got so much experience”.

Q179 Clive EVord: I do not recall, did you give that
evidence to us before when we were looking at that
issue as part of our inquiry into road enforcement?
Mr Howard: We have always given answers on the
drink-drive limit which are very much “on one hand
this, on the other hand that”.
Clive EVord: I would not dispute that for a minute.
Chairman: No, I do not think any of us would. For
the record, some of us did vote for zero alcohol in the
blood and got dealt with quite sharply.

Q180 Mr Leech: I would just like to push you a bit
further on this issue about drink-driving. I get the
impression from what you have said that were it not
for the fact that it could be perceived as rewarding
drivers that they could now drink more after a
certain age that you would be in favour of a lower
limit for young drivers in terms of improving road
safety. Would that be a fair comment?
Mr Howard: I think the answer would definitely be
yes. As I have said before, they are our most
vulnerable group for accidents and the group that is
most susceptible to the eVects of alcohol.
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Q181 Mr Leech: So on that basis, following on from
that, on balance would it then be sensible to reduce
the limits for everybody in order to make it safer for
those young drivers who are more susceptible to
drink-driving?
Mr Howard: You can argue that, but at the same
time you can argue how long it would take us to
change the accepted norms that govern British
driving behaviour in general.

Q182 Chairman: Mr Howard, what changed the
attitude towards seat belts, with respect, was not the
publicity, it was the law. When people had direct

sanctions against them if they did not use seat belts,
even those who were not interested in the theory
there were many of them who understood the
concept that it was going to cost themmoney. I think
the answer toMr Leech’s question needs to be rather
plainer than what you have given us.
Mr Howard: I am afraid I find myself in the
wonderful position that I am giving an on the one
hand this, on the other hand that answer because
that is our answer.
Chairman:Well, on one hand and on the other hand
I think I should thank you all. You have been very
interesting and very helpful. Thank you.
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Wednesday 14 March 2007

Members present:

Mrs Gwyneth Dunwoody, in the Chair

Mr David Clelland Mr Eric Martlew
Clive EVord Mr Lee Scott
Mrs Louise Ellman Graham Stringer
Mr Philip Hollobone Mr David Wilshire
Mr John Leech

Memorandum submitted by BSM

Overview

BSMbelieves that toomuch emphasis is placed on training to pass a driving test and not training to be safe
drivers for life. BSM believes a structured approach to driver education improves driving and road safety
standards and that this should be continued beyond passing the test itself.

To ensure a broad range of experience, BSM believes it is important for learners to have experience on a
complete variety of roads in their supervised periods. This would include driving on motorways when
accompanied by an approved driving instructor in a car fitted with dual controls.

BSM’s evidence, gathered over many years, is that the best drivers are those that have a lot of driving
experience.

Introduction

1. BSM is theUK’s largest driving school, with over 3,400 driving instructors teachingmore than 170,000
learners to drive each year. BSM has been teaching people to drive since 1910 and is fully committed to
helping people become safer drivers, not just training them to pass their test.

2. In addition to teaching people to drive, BSM also provides rider training and is the provider for the
National Driver Improvement Scheme in Scotland, which oVers a positive alternative to prosecution.

3. BSM is part of the RAC group of companies. RAC is part of Aviva, the world’s sixth largest insurance
group and the biggest in the UK where it operates under the Norwich Union brand.

4. BSM welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence relating to novice drivers. Young drivers are far
more likely to be involved in serious road accidents than other motorists. It is therefore in all parties’
interests to reduce the accident rate of young and newly qualified drivers.

Driver Education and Testing

5. BSM believes that too much emphasis is placed on training to pass the test, not training to be safe
drivers for life. A structured approach to learning with the introduction of continuous assessment and pre-
test requirements, through the use of logbooks, would be highly eVective in ensuring a more experienced
driver.

6. BSM has been using a logbook scheme for many years in order to have a structured learning process.
Our first logbook was introduced in 1978—entitled “Passport to your Success”. Our current “Track
Record” was devised in 2000. 90% of BSM instructors use the logbook method and we firmly believe this
improves driving and road safety standards. It is essential that this becomes a mandatory scheme to
demonstrate commitment to a structure in the learning to drive process both for learners and instructors.
Anything less than mandatory imposition will be self-defeating as only the better instructors will use a
logbook with a willing learner whilst the less committed instructor will ignore the system, be driven by the
learners desire to pass at the least cost, so making shortcuts.

7. Under the logbook system, instructors could certify that manoeuvres such as reverse, turn in the road,
and reverse park had been satisfactorily achieved over a continuous period. This would free-up time on the
actual test to enable examiners to better test a candidate’s ability in hazard and risk awareness. Higher order
driving skills of anticipation, hazard awareness and risk awareness are the things that will improve driving
behaviour and reduce accident rates and BSM instructors promote these skills.

8. BSM believes it is important for learners to have experience on a complete variety of roads in their
supervised period. Although driving test routes do cover dual carriageways, in many cases the amount of
time spent on this type of road is exceedingly small because of time constraints imposed by the driving test.
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9. Improvements should be made in testing—theory and practical—to focus on skills of hazard
awareness and anticipation rather than control. Satisfactory demonstration of a learner’s ability in
manoeuvres prior to the test would give examiners greater ability to concentrate their eVorts assessing higher
order skills.

10. A driving test of at least one hour is recommended. In many cases this would allow for driving test
routes to include the type of hazards where young drivers are known to be involved in crashes. The double-
length test for repeat oVenders has shown that candidates subject to longer scrutiny by examiners are more
prone to reveal their true risk taking. The driving test content should be kept under review and be guided
by research about the causes of young driver accidents after test.

11. The publication of the theory test questions and answers in full does not encourage the learner to seek
out the required driving knowledge but merely to learn by rote. The publication of questions and answers
should be stopped to ensure pupils are properly taught the importance of gaining knowledge and learning
for themselves. Anecdotal information from driving instructors, suggests that learner drivers are not “au
fait” with the Highway Code because the current system does not demand it.

12. Despite the fact that motorways are a similar environment to a dual carriageway, our experience has
shown that newly qualified drivers are still fearful and lacking confidence when first confronted with a
motorway situation. We are firmly of the view that learner drivers be allowed on a motorway but only with
an Approved Driving Instructor in a car fitted with dual controls.

13. BSM does not believe there should be a minimum period between obtaining a provisional licence and
taking the driving test. Length of time holding a licence is totally irrelevant. There is no reason to suggest
that someone who has held a provisional licence for a specific period of time would actively gain practical
experience driving the car. We believe pupils would put oV starting to learn until nearer the end of the
“learning period”. BSM’s evidence, gathered over many years, is that the best drivers are those who have
had lots of driving experience. It is also our belief that new novice drivers will continue to believe that they
can pass their test with the minimum of professional training experience and will delay contacting driving
instructors until about 10 weeks before their scheduled driving test.

14. BSM does not believe there should be a minimum number of hours or miles driven. Training should
be structured and follow a set syllabus with pupils progressing through the elements at their own pace.

15. BSM believes that the currently available intensive driving courses should be banned as they do not
provide suYcient exposure to all conditions to create a safer driver.

16. BSM believes pupils should have to take mandatory professional lessons. However, the best results
are achieved when a co-operative partnership is formed between all parties involved. Professional tuition
with a driving instructor is a key part of the learning process of passing the driving test and developing a
higher level of skill as a newly qualified driver but practise is also essential. We believe that when practice
is carefully structured, commenced prior to passing the test and is supervised by an experienced driver, the
risk of accidents in the early months and years of driving will be significantly reduced. In addition to training
learners BSM also provides advice to those thinking of helping a learner with extra practise.

Graduated Licensing

17. The structured approach to driver education should be extended so that learners perceive passing the
test as an early step in their driving career. The most sensible way forward to reduce accidents in the newly
qualified driver group would be to have a graduated licence scheme.

18. Whilst we firmly believe in the principle of Pass Plus it is unlikely to achieve a penetration level in
excess of 15% of those passing their test. Nevertheless, gaining practical experience of the components of
Pass Plus is essential to improve driving skills and thus improve road safety.

19. BSM suggests that once having passed the practical test the learner is granted a full licence but with
a number of restrictions which can be removed either through the passage of time or through additional
training authenticated by an Approved Driving Instructor. These restrictions could include:

— Motorway driving.

— Driving in the hours of darkness.

— Limiting the number of passengers carried.

— Reducing the power of vehicle driven.

This would build upon the merits of Pass Plus but take the training to a more advanced level and provide
an incentive for learners to voluntarily undertake the training and so accelerate their progress to a
completely unrestricted licence.

20. Whilst training will be encouraged, there remains choice. We would suggest that the licence
restrictions are completely removed after a period of two years. During this probationary period, “P” plates
must be displayed on the vehicle. Whilst BSM does not believe they have a particular road safety benefit,
they might assist with enforcement.
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Changes to the Driving Age

21. BSMbelieves that increasing theminimumagewould simply delay the problem to later years. There is
also a risk that youngsters might be encouraged to take to the road on a scooter or other two wheel powered
transport, potentially putting them at greater risk.

22. BSM strongly believes road safety is a life skill and should be firmly on the school curriculum,
focusing on risk awareness and hazard perception. This may, in turn, develop a more responsible mind set
before learners get behind the wheel with a driving instructor. The BSM Education Programme runs in
schools and colleges throughout theUKandoVers a variety of diVerent resources that can be used to address
road safety issues for a range of age groups and abilities. The ultimate aim is to introduce students to safe
driving habits.

Different Treatment of Offenders

23. BSMbelieves the NewDriver Rule should remain the same but withmandatory training intervention
at three penalty points to help develop this vulnerable section of drivers. Under the current rules, there
remains a risk that if a newly qualified driver loses their licence at six points, they may continue to drive
without re-testing. Mandating driver improvement training would be a more positive way to address this
and help improve road safety and reduce the risk of re-oVending.

18 December 2006

Memorandum submitted by The Motor Schools Association of Great Britain

Introduction

1. The MSA is the national trade association for driving instructors and schools founded in 1935.
Members of the association are in the main Driving Standards Agency Approved Driving Instructors
(ADIs) we also a represent the interests of a number of large goods vehicle driving instructors, some driving
school proprietors, together with a small number of bus/coach instructors and motorcycle instructors.

The Committee’s Questions

Q How eVective are the existing practical and theory driving tests at identifying safe driving skills and
behaviour? Has the hazard perception test achieved its objectives?

2. The practical driving test does identify safe driving skills but does not measure attitude or behaviour
and does not do enough to encourage comprehensive practical training.

3. One of the most common reasons for practical test failure and for accidents amongst inexperienced
novice drivers is turning right from a busy major road into a side road. Research has shown that because
of time restraints caused by pressure from pupils and very often their parents, to train new drivers as quickly
and cheaply as possible instructors spend little time teaching their pupils to perfect this skill. However, on
a practical test the candidate may only carry out one turn of this type and may be fortunate that traYc
volumes are low or they happen to get it right on that occasion.

4. The theory driving test and the hazard perception test have both failed to achieve their objectives.

5. The introduction of a multiple choice theory test along with the publication of the questions, correct
answers and distracters, without the need for any training in understanding the subject matter, has meant
that by reading the questions and answers pupils are able to retain enough knowledge do reach the required
pass mark.

6. The theory test pass mark is 30 correct answers out of 35 questions. Most novice drivers are able to
score over 25 correct answers with no training or preparation whatsoever. They then read the question bank
and are able to retain enough knowledge to answer correctly the extra half dozen questions they need to
achieve a pass mark. The problem is that they have demonstrated knowledge but not understanding.

7. The research that backed the need to introduce the hazard perception test (HPT) was based on a
mixture of classroom and in-car training. The Driving Standards Agency (DSA) with the Transport
Research Laboratory (TRL) developed an excellent classroom-based theory package for new drivers and
distributed it free of charge to ADIs. Research showed that “training can improve the performance of
novices to match that of experienced drivers”.49 However, few of these packages were ever used as the word
quickly spread amongst novice drivers that this test was little more than another computer game that, with
a little practice, was relatively easy to pass.

49 The Development of Hazard Perception Testing. G B Grayson and B F Sexton. TRL Report TRL558 First Published 2002.
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8. A number of organisations including DSA developed hazard perception software for home computer
use but learner drivers are rarely using the training element of HP software choosing to practice the test, or
as many see it, the game, a few times before taking and passing the test.

Q Could changes to driver education and testing help tomake novice drivers safer? Such changes might include:
new pre-test requirements, such as a minimum number of hours’ or miles’ driving, or a minimum period between
obtaining a provisional licence and taking the test; compulsory professional tuition; or additional training for
motorway driving or night driving

9. It is generally accepted that attitude is diYcult to measure successfully, although various pieces of
research suggest that attitude change can be brought about by training. It is therefore logical to suggest a
system or changes to the system that will encourage or require prospective new drivers to take proper
training.

10. The introduction of a separate theory test was a long campaigned for addition to the driving test in
the UK. This association had hoped that the test questions would be phrased in such a way that young
people would be encouraged into classrooms in order to study for it. In this way their training could extend
beyond the actual requirements of the test and training courses could include peer group discussion on
attitudes towards driving, such as speed, alcohol, risk taking etc. We hoped that the addition of HPT would
include a training element but this has clearly not happened.

11. We ask the select committee to consider compulsory group theory training for all learner drivers.

12. Most learner drivers have some driving lessons but many do not have enough to pass the driving test
at the first attempt. Driving instructors do their best to encourage all learner drivers to have suYcient lessons
to cover the whole of the DSA recommended syllabus for learner drivers. However, the attitude of many
learners, and sadly their parents, is that they wish to keep the number of lessons to the minimum required
just to pass the driving test.

13. We ask the select committee to consider that all learner drivers should be required to undertake a
structured programme of training, covering the DSA recommended syllabus, with an ADI before taking a
practical driving test.

14. The introduction of minimum learning periods has become much talked about recently, however we
feel that imposing particular time periods that a new driver has to hold a provisional licence for or a
particular number of hours of training or miles driven is impractical and is likely to be insuYcient for some
and an unnecessary burden for others. We consider a properly structured training programme would be far
more useful.

15. The MSA has fully supported Pass Plus training since its conception however like most other
individuals and organisations involved we have been extremely disappointed with the number of newly-
qualified drivers taking the course.

16. Most learners and their parents support the idea of post-test training but once the test is passed the
attitude of the vast majority is “I can’t be bothered” or “I need the money to buy a car”. It is frightening to
consider the number of new drivers that never have any professional training on motorways.

17. We ask the select committee to consider that all newly-qualified drivers should be required to
complete a Pass Plus course.

18. We ask the select committee to consider that all learner drivers be allowed to drive on motorways
with an ADI prior to taking their practical driving test.

20 December 2006

Memorandum submitted by PCS Union

Executive Summary

Novice drivers are less able tomulti-task leading to increased risk of collision in highworkload conditions.
Their collision risk increases significantly at night time and when carrying passengers of similar age.
Graduated Licensing would be eVective in mitigating the hazards above by limiting exposure to risk
situations as the novice driver gains experience and develops vehicle control proficiency.

The current driving test avoids high risk manoeuvres that should be tested. This is because tests are not
carried out in dual control vehicles. There is a need to address the anomalous testing regime for new
motorcycle riders. There should be an additional on-road test for novice car drivers as an integral part of
Graduated Licensing.
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Author

This submission is on behalf of the PCSUnion. The author, SteveGrigor is theDrivingExaminers Branch
Secretary (representing 1,500 Driving ExaminerMembers of the Public & Commercial Services Union) and
Driving Standards Agency Section Vice President. He has been a Driving Examiner for 19 years.

1. I have consulted widely with PCS Driving Examiner members, using their extensive experience of
testing young drivers and having conducted a review of the research and literature on Novice Driver issues.

2. PCS considers it unacceptable that 3,200 drivers die and another 30,000 are injured in crashes on our
roads each year. A disproportionate number of those deaths and serious injuries are in the 17 to 25 year old
group. Male drivers are over-represented within these crash statistics. We have quite deliberately not
referred to “accidents” in this submission. The term implies that there is something inevitable about these
collisions. We believe they are almost entirely avoidable given appropriate training and testing, correct
attitude, a licensing regime that supports an extended learning period for new drivers and that applies
appropriate sanctions to those who transgress.

3. Historically, the focus of training and testing of drivers has been on vehicle handling skills rather than
on higher level perceptual and cognitive skills, which are now recognised to be more important in
moderating the involvement of novice drivers in crashes and other incidents. Ourmembers experience is that
novice drivers find it diYcult to multi-task. In contrast, experienced drivers tend not to devote the same level
of conscious resources to the control of their vehicles as, with time, that aspect becomes largely automatic.
Thus experienced drivers are able to devotemore attention to traYc and hazard avoidance. There is evidence
that novice drivers reduced attentional control is associatedwith increases in collisions. It may be possible to
enhance the training syllabus to incorporate training that would address this deficiency, however this would
increase costs for new drivers. A judgement would need to be made about the cost of this change as opposed
to the proven eVectiveness of graduated licensing which is designed to address particular risks such a driving
with passengers or night time driving.

4. PCS’s view is that the latter policy would prove more eVective. Novice drivers are known to be
overrepresented in, for example, collisions with oncoming traYc while turning right at junctions.
Unfortunately there is a significant risk of serious collision if driving test routes incorporate right turns
across the path of fast moving traYc. As dual controls are not mandatory in test vehicles, PCS considers
the risk involved in attempting such a manoeuvre with a novice driver to be unacceptably high. Several
collisions have occurred in this environment where the Examiner has been seriously injured, required
hospitalisation and months oV work to recover. PCS’s experience is that Test Centre Managers may tend
to exclude “challenging” junctions from test routes, but this has an impact on the quality of the test.

5. Making dual controls mandatory on all test vehicles would enable the safe testing of such high risk
manoeuvres and enhance the real world validity of the driving test. Ministers have been reluctant to address
the dual controls issue for fear of being seen to compel new drivers to take lessons from Approved Driving
Instructors (ADI). We believe the commercial car hire market would adapt to provide dual controlled
vehicles at reasonable cost to those who do not wish to take lessons from an ADI. However we need to
recognise the road safety value of a structured approach to learning to drive using an Approved Instructor.

6. Single vehicle crashes involving novice drivers more often occurred at night (between the hours of
10.00 pm and 6.00 am) and mainly involved speeding with other teenagers present in the vehicle. There is
substantial evidence that in the case of young drivers, when teenage passengers are present, the risk of crash
involvement increases.

7. In order to address these risks, Graduated Licensing (GL) regimes typically restrict night driving and
the carriage of passengers. In this way, novice drivers can acquire the benefits of experience earlier in the
learning curve while being protected from exposure to high risk scenarios so allowing them to improve their
decision making capabilities. GL was conceived in the United States in the early 1970s. The National
Highway TraYc Safety Administration developed a model graduated licensing law in the mid-1970s and
oVered states financial incentives to adopt it. North American states that have adopted GL since 1994 are
listed at the end of this submission. It is a system for phasing in on-road driving, allowing beginners to get
their initial experience under conditions that involve lower risk and introducing them in stages to more
complex driving situations. Essentially an apprentice system, graduated licensing involves three stages. The
first is a supervised learner’s period, then an intermediate licensing phase that permits unsupervised driving
only in certain situations, and finally a full-privilege license when the conditions of the first two stages have
been met. A graduated system is designed to address driving inexperience, so there is some justification for
applying it to beginners of all ages. This is the approach taken in Canada, where many new drivers are older
than in the UK. The principle of GL is reflected in other aspects of life, for example in the workplace, where
it is recognised that once training has been delivered, there is a further period when full competence on the
job is gained. We see no reason to expect anything diVerent from new drivers. We think it right that the
accepted high-risk period for young drivers following licence acquisition should be addressed by placing
restrictions on certain activities on the public highway. This would be for the protection of young drivers,
their passengers and other road users.

8. We are just beginning to get an idea of the range of eVects seen in the U.S. These vary as the systems
vary considerably in strength from state to state. However, crash and injury reductions of 9–37% have been
reported in North America.
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9. It should be noted that UKMotorcycle riders are eVectively subject to a form of graduated licensing
involving both age related and engine size restrictions and an oV road compulsory basic training (CBT)
stage. Compared with the period before the introduction of CBT in December 1990, motorcyclist casualties
have fallen as a proportion of mileage driven. We believe this is a compelling argument for implementing
GL for new car drivers.

10. However, more needs to be done to eVect newmotorcycle rider casualty reductions and PCS believes
that the current situation, where riders of low powered motorcycles are tested for the same amount of time
as riders ofmore powerfulmachines (categoryA), needs to be changed.We suggest that there be a 1 hour on-
road test for that category. Currently it is possible to circumvent graduation through low powermachines by
direct access to high power machines at the age of 21. However it is accepted that the risk period for new
drivers runs from 17 to 25 and that even for older novice drivers/riders, lack of experience is itself a
significant risk. A more challenging test could address both of these risks by encouraging more thorough
training.

11. PCS believes that requiring new drivers to pass a further on-road test that is more diYcult than the
initial on-road licensing test in order to graduate to full-privilege driving could motivate beginners to
develop their skills and weed out drivers who have not practised enough to become proficient. Such tests
have been introduced in Ontario and British Columbia. Ministers have questioned the ability to enforce GL
provisions, however the American experience shows that in practice, they are largely self-enforcing, with
parents playing amajor role. In addition, drivers are penalised if they do not complywith driving restrictions
or who are involved in traYc violations or at-fault crashes. Almost all jurisdictions delay or prohibit
graduation from the system if there is evidence of a poor driving record. In Nova Scotia, for example,
suYcient violations incurred during the two-year intermediate stage start the clock over so that drivers with
such records who entered the system at age 16 could remain under a night driving restriction until well
beyond age 18. The threat of such a penalty can provide strong motivation for safe driving.

12. We do regret that Government policy has placed less reliance on road traYc policing to maintain
driving standards and instead favours roadside technology. Vehicle safety systems and highways
engineering have contributed in recent years to reductions in deaths and injury on our roads, but these eVects
are beginning to plateau. We remain unconvinced that attempts to influence drivers behaviour through
DSA’s voluntary Pass Plus and Arrive Alive programmes are having any significant eVect.

13. It is now time to grasp the nettle and introduce measures that have been tried elsewhere and which
show material benefits in crash and injury reductions among those drivers at highest risk. Air, Rail and
Maritime sectors each have appropriate accident investigation branches who are tasked with discovering
the cause of crashes with a view to avoiding their repetition. No such dedicated authority collates this
information in respect of road crashes in the UK. This is in contrast to the United States experience with
their National Highway TraYc Safety Administration. We believe in DfT there should be centralised
oversight of road vehicle crash causation employing standardised procedures that would provide reliable
data upon which to inform policy decisions.

14. The suggested policies may well increase costs, however the estimated financial cost of one fatal
accident massively outweighs costs borne by the individual driver and is therefore justified.

NORTH AMERICAN JURISDICTIONS THAT HAVE ENACTED SOME FORM OF
GRADUATED LICENSING SINCE 1994

Jurisdiction EVective Date Jurisdiction EVective Date

Ontario 1 April 1994 South Caroline 1 July 1998
Nova Scotia 1 October 1994 British Columbia 1 August 1998
New Brunswick 1 January 1996 Maine 1 August 1998
Florida 1 July 1996 Massachusetts 4 November 1998
Virginia 1 July 1996 Indiana 1 January 1999
Kentucky 1 October 1996 Iowa 1 January 1999
Connecticut 1 January 1997 Minnesota 1 January 1999
Michigan 1 April 1997 Nebraska 1 January 1999
Quebec 30 June 1997 Newfoundland 1 January 1999
North Carolina 1 December 1997 Ohio 1 January 1999
Georgia 1 January 1998 Rhode Island 1 January 1999
Illinois 1 January 1998 South Dakota 1 January 1999
Louisiana 1 January 1998 Delaware 1 July 1999
New Hampshire 1 January 1998 Maryland 1 July 1999
California 1 July 1998 New Jersey 1 January 2001

18 December 2006
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Witnesses: Mr Robin Cummins OBE, Road Safety Consultant, BSM; Mr John Lepine MBE, General
Manager, Motor Schools Association of Great Britain; and Mr Steve Grigor, Driving Examiners Branch
Secretary, PCS Union, gave evidence.

Chairman: Good afternoon, gentlemen, you are
most warmly welcome. May we just perform a little
bit of housekeeping before we begin? Members
having an interest to declare?
Clive EVord:Member of the Transport and General
Workers’ Union.
Mr Clelland: Member of Amicus.
Mr Martlew:Member of the Transport and General
Workers’ Union and General Municipal Workers’
Union.
Graham Stringer: Member of Amicus.
Chairman: ASLEF.
Mrs Ellman:Member of the Transport and General
Workers’ Union.

Q183 Chairman: Gentlemen, may I ask you first of
all to identify yourselves for the record, beginning on
my left and your right.
Mr Cummins: I am Robin Cummins from BSM.
Mr Lepine: I am John Lepine from the Motor
Schools Association.
Mr Grigor: I am Steve Grigor from the Public and
Commercial Services Union.

Q184 Chairman: Gentlemen, can I just tell you one
thing about this room: it does absorb sound and, as
we are taking a record, if we could have a little
fortissimo it would help us along. Do any of you
have anything you want to say to begin or may we
go straight to questions?
Mr Cummins: Just to say a little bit to start with.
BSM is part of the RAC Group and I am sure you
aware that is separate from the RAC Foundation
who presented oral evidence to the Committee a
fortnight ago.

Q185 Chairman: Thank you very much. Over a
quarter of 17–19 year old male drivers crash their
vehicles in the first year of driving. Do you think that
shows that driver training and testing regimes are
failing to equip learners with the ability to drive
safely?
Mr Cummins: I think it is a mixture of things where
people are not prepared because they are trying to
get through the driving test as opposed to learning
to drive.

Q186 Chairman: When you say they are not
prepared, by who are they not prepared?
Mr Cummins: They are not prepared sometimes by
the constraints that driving instructors work under,
the commercialism of people only wanting to pay to
actually learn to pass their driving test. One of the
things that we would like to see with that is that we
have a more structured approach where we can take
people through a syllabus so they can meet the
requirements to learn to drive safely.

Q187 Chairman: Does anyone else have anything
to add?
Mr Lepine: We have to consider that there are no
quick fixes to this and anything we do to try and
increase novice driver safety is going to cost money.

Maybe with the idea of the Government of people
staying on in school to 18 driving should perhaps be
considered more of a vocation and we might seek to
consider some cash incentives for people to learn to
drive properly.

Q188 Chairman: The diYculty is that the number of
young people with a driving licence is falling but the
number of young people killed in car crashes is
rising. Can you tell us the reason for this trend?
Mr Grigor: I think Robin is largely right, there is a
mixture of influences going on here where eVectively
immaturity and inexperience invariably get new
drivers into some diYculties that they cannot
handle. There are areas that we could look at in
terms of improving the testing regime and our
submission talks about changes to the licensing
regime which we think could have a significant
impact on young driver deaths and injuries on the
roads.

Q189 Chairman: Let me ask you gentlemen, in the
Second Review of the Government’s Road Safety
Strategy the Government called for a systematic
reform of the way people learn to drive. Is that your
view as well?
Mr Lepine: I think a lot of people learn to drive, as
Robin Cummins said at the beginning, to pass a
driving test. They do not learn to drive, they do the
minimum required to pass the theory test in the first
instance, the hazard perception test and then the
driving test. If people were required to follow a
structured syllabus and a properly structured way of
learning to drive that would make for some
improvement. As I said right at the beginning, there
are no quick-wins, they will only make a little bit of
diVerence. We need to do a lot of little things to try
and make a diVerence.

Q190 Mr Leech:You talk about structured learning,
would that include taking a test and then carrying on
some structured learning afterwards or doing all the
learning process before finally finishing and being
qualified to drive?
Mr Lepine: I think there is something to be done
before people take their driving test and if you get
into a graduated licensing system, and there are lots
of diVerent suggestions for that, training could carry
on after that or people could be restricted until they
had either served a period of time or carried out
some further training.

Q191 Mr Leech:Do you think that it is beneficial to
have a point at which you pass some sort of test and
then carry on with some sort of continued graduated
learning or do you favour having all the learning up
until a point and then you are qualified and you can
do whatever you want on the road within the law?
Mr Lepine: No, because if you do not do anything
post-test people react diVerently after they have
passed their test. Instructors report that pupils
taking Pass Plus courses, for instance, drive in a
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14 March 2007 Mr Robin Cummins OBE, Mr John Lepine MBE and Mr Steve Grigor

diVerent and more relaxed way after they have
passed their test, it is a diVerent situation, and
therefore training after the test is very useful.

Q192 Clive EVord: Do you all support the idea of a
graduated licence?
Mr Cummins: Yes, we support a graduated licence.

Q193 Clive EVord: You are all of the view that you
support it?
Mr Lepine: Yes. It is possible that we might not all
agree on the fine detail of it but we all agree on
graduated licensing.

Q194 Clive EVord: Do you want to elaborate?
Mr Cummins:With graduated licences it is not just
a question of putting a period on the end after
passing the test, it is about what takes place during
that time. It is an intervention that needs to take
place once they have passed their test to encourage
further training to go on to be better drivers. Now
they have got the driving test out of the way and they
are beginning to drive on their own, that should be
the time for instructors to look at them again and
develop them from there.

Q195 Clive EVord: What sorts of things would they
look at again after they have passed their test?
Mr Cummins: A lot of what goes on as far as the
driving test is concerned is in a very short period of
time, about 40 minutes on the road, including the
manoeuvres. They really are being concentrated
around the town-type areas, not getting out on to
rural roads where a lot of these accidents take place.
It is taking people out, getting them to drive into the
areas where they are involved in crashes more and
seeing how they react and taking that step forward
to get the responsibility so that they are driving
safely.

Q196 Clive EVord: Do you have anything to add
to that?
Mr Lepine: The other side of that is what you do to
require people to do it. For instance, you could have
a system where people pass the test and then have a
restricted licence for a period of two years and those
restrictions might be that they cannot drive at
certain times of the day, or particularly at night, that
they cannot drive with more than one passenger,
they cannot drive cars over a certain power toweight
ratio, but there may be ways of then saying to
people, “If you take extra training”, like Pass Plus
but perhaps not particularly Pass Plus, “then you
will be able to move towards a full licence
unrestricted much more quickly”, so they have a
choice. People do not have to take training but they
have a lot of restrictions if they do not and hopefully
it keeps them safe for two years while they gain the
experience or you give them some more structured
training in order to speed up the gaining of the
experience.
Mr Grigor: As training is usually validated by
subsequent testing, our view is that some of the
flavours that exist of graduated licensing around the
world certainly open up the possibility for additional

driver testing following the passage from one
graduation to another. We would naturally support
that kind of regime.

Q197 Clive EVord: Do you think that would have
any impact on the behaviour of novice drivers,
particularly young, newly qualified drivers, who
from all the surveys seem to be likely to drive in a
way that is dangerous?
Mr Lepine: If you place some restrictions on them,
like not being able to drive between 11.00 pm and
5.00 am or not being able to drive on motorways,
then that is taking away some of the areas where they
have accidents. If you take away the idea that they
cannot drive with a group of friends in the car that
cuts down some of the ability for them to have an
accident.
Mr Grigor: The only thing I want to add to John’s
point is that the ultimate sanction of removal of
driving privileges is usually a powerful incentive for
most drivers to behave themselves on the road.
Graduated licensing provides the opportunity for
removal of privileges at various points and, indeed,
the North American experience is if there are
transgressions during the initial stages then the
restricted phase can go on for quite some time and if
they behave during the restricted phase they can
progress to full licence capability at that point. It is
a useful tool in the armoury.

Q198 Clive EVord: What about motorway driving,
should that form part of a graduated test? Should it
be included in the initial test or should it be part of
something that takes place after the initial test?
Mr Lepine: We would be very anxious to try and
convince this Committee that learner drivers should
be allowed on motorways with driving instructors
in dual-controlled cars, something I know this
Committee has not been keen on in the past but we
think it is very important, not just because they need
to go on motorways but because in a lot of areas
there are road systemswhereby there are no fast dual
carriageways, the only fast dual carriageways are
motorways and if we keep preventing learner drivers
from going on motorways we are preventing them
from driving at high speed. I think they should take
further training on motorways once they have
passed their test.

Q199 Clive EVord: Finally, just to follow that up,
does that mean as part of the examination there
would be a standard that a driver would have to
achieve on that sort of road before they could
progress through the graduated licence?
Mr Lepine: A motorway is just another road and
the diVerence between that and a major dual
carriageway is not that great. We encourage people
to drive on major dual carriageways and we test
them on major dual carriageways, but in some parts
of the country there are none, there are motorways.
If you go to Greater Manchester, for instance, there
are very few dual carriageways but there is a very
extensive motorway network yet learner drivers are
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not allowed on there and we ought to be allowing
them to drive on there with a driving instructor with
dual-control.

Q200 Mr Scott: You just said that there was not a
great deal of diVerence between a dual carriageway
and a motorway, but surely there is because the
speeds are higher and there are more lorries. I
understand what you are trying to get at but are you
suggesting that they be allowed on as part of
learning to drive and as part of the driving test or
after they have passed their driving test as part of the
graduated licence?
Mr Lepine: Both. All three, sorry. When someone is
learning to drive with a driving instructor in a
properly structured course of training they would be
allowed to drive on motorways. The driving
instructor is not going to take them on motorways
until they are ready to do that. One of the reasons for
saying that, and it is very important, is whilst we
encourage people to drive on dual carriageways, in
some parts of the country there are no dual
carriageways for learners to drive on.
Chairman: I am going to stop you there, Mr Lepine,
you have made that point.

Q201 Mrs Ellman: What about the standards of
ApprovedDriving Instructors, do you think they are
high enough?
MrLepine: I think they can always be improved and
we are currentlyworkingwith theDriving Standards
Agency on a programme of CPD which initially will
be voluntary and we hope will eventually be
compulsory and was included in the Road Safety
Act.
Mrs Ellman: The Road Safety Strategy talks about
continuous professional development for instructors.
How do you think that could be achieved? Does
anyone have any ideas? Do you think it is a practical
proposition?

Q202 Chairman: Mr Grigor, is that something that
appeals to you?
Mr Grigor: I would always welcome continuous
professional development for driving examiners and
certainly Approved Driving Instructors. It is easier
to deliver that for employees than it is for people
who are self-employed. I am sure John will tell you
that most of his members are self-employed and the
ability to deliver that is diYcult.

Q203 Mrs Ellman: DiYcult but possible?
Mr Grigor: It is diYcult from the point of view of
who pays for it.

Q204 Chairman: Is that the only objection to it? I am
trying to follow you. You are saying you have more
control over the structure if people are employed
and, therefore, you are able to encourage them to do
the structure, is that what you are saying? It is not a
problem with tuition or structure, it is a problem
with the methodology, is that what you are saying?
MrGrigor:Who pays for it is quite important. As an
employee you can be required and, indeed, driving
examiners are required, to undertake what could be

called continuous professional development over
a period of time. Actually getting independent
contractors to undertake that kind of training when
in reality there is not much of an incentive to do so
is problematic.

Q205 Mrs Ellman: Would you then have to have a
requirement for a driving instructor, self-employed
or not, to undertake certain training? That could be
a way through.
Mr Grigor: I am not clear what the Agency’s
position on that is but I would support CPD for
ADIs.

Q206 Chairman: Mr Lepine, you wanted to
comment?
Mr Lepine: Yes. Only to say that there is provision
in the Road Safety Act that Parliament passed at the
end of last year to require driving instructors to do
CPD, and we fully support that. We are in favour of
compulsory CPD for instructors.

Q207 Chairman: If we can avoid initials it does make
it easier.
Mr Lepine: Sorry, continued professional
development. There is provision in the Act for that
to be made compulsory. At the moment the industry
is working with the Driving Standards Agency in
order to put together a voluntary scheme which we
very much hope ministers will make compulsory in
the very near future.

Q208 Chairman: A voluntary compulsory scheme?
MrLepine:Yes.Ministers do not seem to want to go
compulsory straight away.

Q209 Chairman: I am not criticising, I am just
making sure we have got the record right.
Mr Cummins: BSM do already have CPD and it is
probably a little bit easier because we deal with
franchised instructors. They are not employed by
BSM but part of the franchise pays for CPD, so we
have good uptake on that.
Mrs Ellman: How well connected do you feel with
the Driving Standards Agency? Do you feel you are
consulted on what they are doing?

Q210 Chairman:Needless to say,Mr Lepine andMr
Cummins, this is for you.
Mr Cummins: BSM and MSA form part of a
consultative group that does meet with DSA and we
talk about all manner of things. Whether we are
listened to on all of these things is a diVerent matter,
but we are consulted.

Q211 Chairman: Life is not that simple!
Mr Cummins: No.

Q212 Mrs Ellman: There have been a lot of changes
in the driving test over the past 10 years, what would
you highlight as the successes or failures?
Mr Lepine: There are a number of successes, like the
requirement for people to have to show more
manoeuvring skills in things like bay parking
exercises, and opening up the test to higher speed
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roads has been useful, but I think the way the theory
test was introduced with all the questions, answers
and distracters published and made available to the
public has been very detrimental and does not seem
to have done any good at all. It may well have
increased learner drivers’ knowledge of some aspects
of driving but it has decreased their understanding.
Because it is multiple choice questions that are all
published in a book young people are very capable
of looking through the book, and most of the
knowledge they know already,most young people of
16 or 17will get a huge number of the questions right
from common sense and the experience of driving
with mum or dad, and they absorb the little bit of
extra knowledge they need to get up to the pass
mark. The thing that they do not have is
understanding. The same thing seems to apply to the
hazard perception test. When the hazard perception
test was developed, it was developed with a course of
training by the Driving Standards Agency in
conjunction with TRL and the idea of the hazard
perception test, as with any other test, was to test
learning.What young people have found is that with
a bit of practice on the computer in the bedroom
they can pass the test without any trouble at all. We
have got people who have good skills but they do not
have an understanding of what they are doing.

Q213 Graham Stringer: Would you scrap it?
MrLepine:No, I would require people to take group
training, either before they take the test in order to
understand better what they are doing or, if
necessary, after the test as some sort of Pass Plus
regime, like the one in Kirklees or the one in Wales,
that requires some group training. Peer group
discussion and training does work and it does help
to change attitudes and develop understanding.

Q214 Mr Martlew: I think in answer to one of the
earlier questions, an answer as to why there has been
an increase, you said it was inexperience and
immaturity. The logic of that to stop that happening
would be to raise the age of when young people can
start to drive or actually say that they have to wait a
specific time, say they can get a licence at 17 but
cannot pass their test until 18. What is your view
on that?
Mr Cummins: We have looked at this and lots of
people say that but I do not think the age is the thing,
I think you would just push it further along the years
if that was what you did, and from some of the
experience abroad that is what happens. It is more
about what you do with them in the training. At the
moment there is not a structured approach in which
you can take people through elements of learning,
which maywell make it a longer period which would
have the eVect you are saying, but other people
would probably pass through that system a lot
quicker. It is more about how you change the
attitudes of young drivers and we are not doing that
early enough, we need to be looking way back at
schools. We need to sort out the attitudes. The first
time they get with a driving instructor is when they
are 17 and they have picked up all their attitudes and

the way that they drive and things like that from
sitting in the back of the car with parents, so by that
time they have already formed opinions and views of
what is right and what is wrong. For the purpose of
learning to drive they do what they are told but as
soon as they pass their driving test certainly young
males, because they are the ones who are having
accidents, go out and are not driving in a proper
manner, especially in the evening on rural roads.
MrGrigor: There is some evidence that the ability of
young adults to process and deal with hazards is not
fully developed until about the age of 25.

Q215 Chairman: I do not think Mr Lepine was
suggesting that, was he?
Mr Grigor: I do not think so. I do not think anyone
would suggest that we keep people oV the roads until
they are 25. That is the key point about the
graduated licensing issue in that it addresses the risk
factors involved in night driving, for example, and
in driving with passengers, especially youngsters
driving with teenage passengers. It specifically
addresses those issues and removes those risk factors
until a later point when they have got the experience
to deal with those kinds of hazards.
Mr Hollobone: In your view, what is the biggest
factor between youngmale drivers and young female
drivers in their approaches to driving in the first year
after passing their test?

Q216 Chairman: Mr Lepine, do you want to take
your life in your hands!
Mr Lepine: I can only be rude to men and say it
would simply appear to be the case that genetically
young men are more inclined to risk taking than
young women. In the figures there does appear to be
some suggestion that the accident statistics for
young women are also increasing but it is really
about the bravado, the showing oV, et cetera, that
young men are liable to do.

Q217 Mr Martlew: On the issue of graduated
licensing or whatever we have heard evidence that
people from poorer families drive poorer cars.What
would the cost of a graduated licence be? There is a
danger, of course, that if we put the price of getting
a licence up too much then people will not get
licences at all and we will have the question of
enforcement. What will be the diVerence in cost?
How much does it cost now on average to get
somebody through the test and what would be the
extra cost?
Mr Lepine: About £1,000.

Q218 Mr Martlew: Now?
Mr Lepine: Yes. We are talking about an average
number of about 45 lessons before somebody passes
their test at about £20 and about £50 or £60 for a
test.
Mr Grigor: I think you look at the cost increase
depending on what flavour of graduated licensing
you opt for. It need not necessarily put up cost
because if you were to say, for example, that young
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drivers could not drive between the hours of 11.00
pm and 5.00 am the next morning, that would not
put up the costs of learning to drive and acquiring a
licence, and neither would the banning of carrying
teenage passengers.

Q219 Mr Martlew: Driving on a motorway with an
instructor would, would it not?
Mr Lepine: If I can just explain a bit more about the
graduated licensing system we have talked about.
After they have passed their test they have
restrictions and those restrictions last for two years
and if they wait two years it costs them nothing, but
if they want to remove those restrictions then they
might have to pay some money for the training.

Q220 Mr Martlew: The logic of your argument is
that youngsters have got to abide by these rules but
a lot of the youngsters when they do crash are
breaking the law because they are going far too fast.
Mr Lepine: Not always.

Q221 Mr Martlew: No, I am generalising.
Mr Lepine: In very many cases it is not that they are
exceeding the speed limit but they are going too fast
for the circumstances. Most crashes are not speed
violations, they are inappropriate speed. If I could
just go back on one thing you mentioned about
structured training to saywe already have structured
training, most driving instructors try and follow
some sort of syllabus or structured training
programme, the problem is young people and their
mums and dads want them to pass their tests as
quickly and as cheaply as possible, whatever they
might say in focus groups. The truth of the matter is
that put pressure on the driving instructor to allow
them to take a test before they are ready. The driving
instructor is a self employed person who knows that
as long as they are not going to smash the car on the
test or kill the examiner lets them take the test, and
a sometimes they still pass because everything went
well for them that day, but they are not ready for
the test.

Q222 Mr Martlew: So there would be an advantage
in a time period between when somebody gets a
licence and someone passes.
Mr Lepine:With respect, I do not think there is any
point in a time situation at all; it does not matter
whether it is six months or nine months. In answer
to a Parliamentary question last week Stephen
Ladyman said that most people take 11 months to
learn to drive now. The research shows that it is not
the time that is important; it is what they do. So if we
had a structured programof trainingmaybe it would
take, at a minimum, five or six weeks to do that.
There is no need to spread that over 12 months, and
if you put a time restriction on thenmany people will
do the training in the last two months of that 12-
month period, and it does not achieve anything.

Q223 Mrs Ellman: Is there any merit in ongoing
assessment rather than one test?
Mr Cummins: Once someone has taken a driving
test?

Q224 Mrs Ellman: Yes or instead of, or a decision
made not just on the basis of one test.
Mr Cummins: I think that forms part or graduated
licensing; if you do the test and then move into the
next phase which will be graduated; and that is
taking you still through a syllabus which would
probably be signed oV by driving instructors instead
of driving examiners, which would then be a
continuous assessment.

Q225 Mrs Ellman: Do you think that is a practical
possibility?
Mr Cummins: I think it is a practical way because
people all fear a driving test and if we canmove them
away from that once they have been through the
driving test and passed that part. That is the feeling
behind the Pass Plus scheme, that you take people
away from the real learner environment and move
them on a stage where they are actually driving a car,
probably daily, and then giving them development
and watching them to see how they are coming on
and giving them advice that way, and that is one
thing that we would like to see. But going back and
just talking about the driving test, one thing that
makes a real diVerence to the driving test is purely
length. At the moment it is a 40 minutes including
manoeuvres—

Q226 Chairman: Are we talking about the length of
the tuition or the length of the test?
Mr Cummins: No, the length of the test itself.

Q227 Chairman: The actual length of the driving
test, length of time?
Mr Cummins: Yes. That makes a diVerence because
it becomes a little bit of a game of chance because
people only want to take a minimum amount of
training for the test and in 40 minutes they may just
about pull that oV if they do not meet anything that
causes them any diYculty; and they pass their test
and away they go and they are out on their own
driving. Whereas if you lengthen the test, just by a
few minutes, it does make a diVerence, it allows
examiners to go in to diVerent areas, to test them out
on probably some of the faster roads where
accidents are taking place—and on some of the rural
roads as well. When the test was altered in about
1999 it was about another seven to 12minutes added
on to the test and that made a real diVerence to the
pass rate.

Q228 Chairman: Mr Grigor, do you want to
comment on that?
Mr Grigor: I have to admit that I guess my members
would have a bit of an issue about the signing oV of
any parts of continuous assessment.

Q229 Chairman: In what sense would they have an
issue? Because they think it would put too much
pressure on them?
Mr Grigor: They would have an issue with the
impartiality of instructors necessarily signing oV

their own pupils’ work or achievement.
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Q230 Chairman: Even if that were part of a much
longer structured process where your members
would be required to do the final testing?
Mr Grigor: I suppose the devil is in the detail.
Certainly graduated licensing schemes can include
additional tests rather than having just one test like
we do at the moment; it is possible to have a further
practical driving test to validate earlier parts of the
graduation. That would be something that wewould
favour rather than continuous assessment.

Q231 Mr Martlew: Just on that, are you saying, for
example—it is probably easier in my constituency,
Carlisle than most—that you would have a test in
the urban area and then youwould have another test
where you would go round the country roads, is that
what you are saying? The A74, the most dangerous
road in Britain, that is the sort of thing you are
saying, is it?
Mr Grigor: I do not have any detailed plans at this
point to give you, but certainly the proposal that you
put that you could examine people more in depth
perhaps on A roads and country roads and fast dual
carriageways and/or motorways is certainly a
possibility.
Chairman:You have started the dogs of war running
now; we have Mr Stringer, Mr Clelland and Mr
Hollobone.

Q232 Graham Stringer: Mr Cummins said that if
you lengthen the test so that it was more varied less
people would pass. Presumably if you had a three-
hour test even less people would pass. But of those
people who would pass that longer test, is there any
evidence that there would be any improvement in
their safety record? Less people would have
accidents because less people pass, but of those
people who did pass would they be any better? Is
there any correlation?
Mr Cummins: I think what you have to look at with
the test, the test really sets the training agenda and
if people are finding that the test is more searching
because it is longer they realise then that they have
to take the necessary lessons to be able to be exposed
to all the dangers and the hazards with the
instructors because they know they are going to get
that on the test, probably. Whether that proves that
they are going to be safer drivers later—because it
goes back to my point before about we need to
change attitudes and just doing a test and teaching
them to drive does not change their attitude, and
there is evidence at the moment to prove that
certainly some of the youngmales that do pretty well
on a driving test, where they pass first time with
minimum faults, probably go on to have some of the
accidents later on because that gives them that
confidence that, “I can drive; I am away.”

Q233 Graham Stringer: Can I follow up that
question?What disturbs me about the general thrust
of what you are saying seems contradictory really.
You are saying actually if we have longer tests and
the kind of training that we have now it is not having
any real impact on the accidents; it is job creation in
your sector of the economy. Is not the real problem

that when drivers have been driving for a period of
six weeks, eight weeks, they get over-confident and
they drive round corners and bends too quickly?
Mr Cummins: This is because they move away from
what they have been taught to do, yes.

Q234 Graham Stringer: But it is not that they do not
have those particular skills, it is over-confidence,
particularly amongst young male drivers, and it
strikes me that nothing you are saying really relates
to that particular phenomenon.
Mr Cummins:We keep talking about the attitude of
the young driver; that is one of the things we have
to change.

Q235 Chairman: Are we asking for psychometric
testing, Mr Cummins?
Mr Cummins: There is all of that. There is not one
thing on its own that is going to fix it, and I still say
that it is in three pieces. One of them is what you do
with people before they get anywhere near a car, and
it needs to be timely, it needs to be done over a period
of time to change their attitudes or build attitudes
before you let them move into the area of training,
and then spending a little bit more time with them
after they have passed the test as well. So I think any
of those will not work on their own. With the
psychometric testing, what is that going to do on its
own? Is it going to stop people driving altogether,
because that is the only way I can see psychometric
testing working at the beginning? Or it maybe shows
up certain areas of deficiency that you need to home
in on to help that individual.
Chairman: Mr Clelland on this.

Q236 Mr Clelland: One of the problems with trying
to teach people how to avoid hazards is you have to
put them in a hazardous situation in order to do that
and that can be hazardous for the car, for the driver
and for the instructor, can it not?
Mr Cummins: Yes.
Mr Clelland: Is there a case for the greater use of
simulators? Would that help?

Q237 Chairman: Can I ask Mr Grigor that because
I think that is pretty applicable? Anumber of driving
instructors do get bashed up during tests, do they
not, if I may so phrase it?
Mr Grigor: I am no expert on simulators, so I would
hesitate to comment on that. Certainly when placed
in hazardous situations on tests accidents do occur,
examiners and candidates are injured sometimes
quite seriously. I think that brings us back to an
earlier point that Mr EVord made about motorways
and about whether that should be included in the
driving test. Almost certainly you would need to
have a requirement there—and it is something that
we would support—for 100% of the vehicles that
were used on the driving test to have dual controls
fitted. At themoment only something like 95%of the
vehicles that come for tests are fitted with duals, but
if you were going to take them into potentially
hazardous areas like motorways I would suggest
to the Committee that dual controls would be
necessary.
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Chairman: Mr Hollobone.
Mr Hollobone: I want to come back to this diVerence
between young male drivers and young female
drivers. The point you were making earlier on was
that both are passing the test, both are likely to pass
the test even if you tighten the requirements, but
there seems to be a fundamental diVerence in
attitude, as you said, to risk taking. Do you have any
ideas about how we could control or assess that?

Q238 Chairman: Mr Lepine, are you good on the
psychiatry!
MrLepine: I am not prepared to go that far,Madam
Chairman, but I think that there is work that clearly
shows that group training does have an eVect. If you
can put people in a group and talk about the risks
then you stand a real chance of changing their
attitudes.

Q239 Chairman: Mr Lepine, could I stop you there
because you said that before and I find that very
interesting. Are you really talking physically of
getting them into a room and making them work
together rather than go out in a car?
Mr Lepine: I think that as well but I think it is very
important that we do not call it classroom training
because I am not talking about chalk and talk; I am
talking about group discussion of these kinds of
subjects. I think the point that Mr Clelland made
earlier about using simulators or putting people into
hazardous situations, you cannot really do in a
motor car because it is just too dangerous, and the
danger of doing it in a simulator is that they crash the
car and it restarts and you carry on again; it is not
really real, in fact if anything it is encouraging bad
behaviour. What you need to do is get people to talk
about it and understand it, and there have been all
sorts of courses—BSM have a course, Youth Clubs
UK have put together the First Gear Project—there
are all sorts of diVerent projects available that have
looked at peer group discussion of these things in
order to make young men—all young people, new
drivers—understand the risks, so that they do not
put themselves into those situations. It is no good
just showing them pictures of people who have been
smashed up or all those kinds of things, or taking
them on a skid car, you have to explain to them the
consequences and you have to explain to them the
ways not to get into those situations, not how to get
out of them.
Chairman: Mrs Ellman wants to come in on this.

Q240 Mrs Ellman: Would driving instructors be
qualified to do this?
MrLepine:Not necessarily. I am not suggesting that
only driving instructors could do it; they would
certainly have a role to play and there are a number
of driving instructors who are qualified to City &
Guilds Further Education Teaching Certificate
status, and all sorts of other qualifications. I do not
think it matters who does it as long as they are
properly trained, but it is that these people are led
towards the righteous path, if you like, if they are led

towards the idea that they are vulnerable road users
and that if they take risks they may well have
accidents.

Q241 Mrs Ellman:How would the introduction of a
knowledge framework and training syllabus diVer
from the way that approved driving instructors are
trained to now?
Mr Lepine: Sorry, I missed the beginning of that?

Q242 Mrs Ellman: You referred to the knowledge
framework and training syllabus, what sorts of
changes would be needed to the way that drivers are
trained today?
Mr Lepine: I think that is what we have now. We
have a training syllabus and what we do now is that
we do impart knowledge and skills very eVectively.
People who pass their driving tests are reasonably
knowledgeable and they have skills; what they lack
are understanding and attitude, those are the bits we
have to train.

Q243 Mrs Ellman: But is all this leading to having a
diVerent kind of driving instructor or changing the
training in a very significant way, or recruiting
other people?
Mr Lepine: No, I think it is requiring the public to
understand that they have to take suYcient training
and then adapting the post test training to be
compulsory or, in a graduated licensing system,
putting restrictions on new drivers.

Q244 Mrs Ellman: What are the cost implications
in this?
Mr Lepine: Not particularly high. If you have a
graduated licensing system, as we have talked about,
where you do not have to take a test if you do not
want to, or any training if you do not want to, you
just wait two years before the restrictions are lifted,
there is no cost at all.

Q245 Mrs Ellman: Would these systems apply to
people who are already qualified?
Mr Lepine: One of the things that we have now, as
the Committee will know, is the New Drivers Act,
where new drivers who get six penalty points are
returned to provisional licence status. That does not
seem to be much of a deterrent; it does not seem to
deter people and, in fact, one of the worrying things
is that an awful lot of those people who are sent back
to provisional licence status do not appear to come
forward for re-testing. So rather than wait until they
get six penalty points maybe when they get three we
can ask them to take some more training. Or if we
had a restricted system on graduated licensing,
extend the period of that. So if you get three penalty
points you still cannot drive in the middle of the
night for another two years. I exaggerate, but you
put restrictions on people who commit oVences.

Q246 Mrs Ellman: This would have to be
mandatory, putting restrictions, and not relying on
people wanting to do it—you would have to make
them.
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Mr Lepine: Yes.

Q247 Mr Scott: Would you agree with me that one
of the biggest problems is that you pass your driving
test and in theory you can get into a Ferrari the next
day and drive it. As part of any graduated licence
would you agree that it would be beneficial that there
is a limit on the size of car, the capacity that you can
drive for a period of time?
Mr Cummins: In some ways it would and one of the
things that we suggested for a graduated licensing
scheme would be to limit the size of the car. That is
probably to encourage people to take more training
because they do not want to stay in a small car, they
want to go on to a bit bigger car, and so that would
be one of the incentives to encourage them to go
through the graduated scheme for training. I think if
you limit the type of vehicle a lot of questions come
out from that. All right, so you say a Ferrari—yes,
you probably would not want them in a Ferrari. But
there is a lot to say that the bigger cars—

Q248 Chairman: It is only Mr Scott’s family that
runs a Ferrari!
Mr Cummins: If you go into a bigger type family car
it is probably much safer in many, many ways, with
ABS and bigger tyres and better suspension.

Q249 Mr Scott: I am sorry to interrupt you. I agree
it is probably safer for the driver but there are a lot of
high profile cases where pedestrians have been killed
and it is certainly not safer for the pedestrian.
Mr Cummins: But, of course, how fast does a small
car go as well? It is about driving at the right speed.
Whether it is about losing control because they are
going really, really fast or they are just accelerating
away, and some of the newer cars, the smaller ones,
are quite quick oV the mark and they can soon be up
to 70 mph in a 30 limit. So it is balancing that. And
I take your point, it is not trivialising it, that there
they are knocking people over and things like that.
But if you go down a country road in the morning
you will find all the small cars oV the road on
bends—I do not know who has been driving them,
but I can hazard a guess—and you will see the skid
marks going up on a bend into the hedge opposite,
whereas a more sophisticated car would probably
have gone round the corner. So it is very diYcult.

Q250 Chairman: Mr Grigor, did you want to
comment? Do you have any diVerent views than
that?
MrGrigor:No. I think there are practical diYculties
in setting engine size limits or power limits for cars,
and one of those, I guess, is that if you were to set
an arbitrary engine size of 1.2 litres, eVectively you
would be forcing new drivers to buy one car that
would last them a year or two and then require them
to buy something else a bit further on down the road.
It would of course be possible to set quite a high limit
that would cover Mr Scott’s point about Ferraris
with extremely large engines.

Q251 Chairman: I want to ask you, Mr Cummins,
and you, Mr Lepine, the Department is evaluating
the driver’s record. From talking to your members
how eVective do you think the driver’s record has
been in raising novice driver safety?
Mr Cummins: It is a mixture of still using log books,
driver records, track records, whatever you call them
and still getting people to take the right amount of
lessons. So unless you can get them to take the
appropriate amount the logbooks do not work on
their own, and I think they are an integral part of
anything that is structured, to make sure that people
are going through the syllabus at the rate that they
need to progress through that logbook and signed
oV at certain spaces.

Q252 Chairman: I askedMrGrigor but I did not ask
you either of you about this business of being
comfortable with signing oV. It would be quite a sea
change really, would it not? Would it put a lot of
pressure, Mr Lepine, on individual instructors?
Mr Lepine: Yes, I think it would, but I think they
would happily shoulder that burden if they were in
control. No driving instructor teaches someone to
drive wrongly—obviously they are going to teach
them correctly—but in many, many cases they take
people for tests who they know are not ready and
they do it because of commercial reasons, and if they
were able to say, “No, I am sorry, I am not taking
you because I know you are not ready,” then that
would give them a great lever.

Q253 Chairman: Would they do that? Let us be a
little bit realistic. Without being rude about your
members, which I do not intend to do, would they in
fact do that? The commercial pressures on someone
to accept the pupil who really does not want to pay
for any more lessons and therefore they want to go
forward for the test must be very real.
MrLepine: It is very real but you also have the other
side of that, which is that driving instructors would
probably be prepared to be judged more on their
performance of their pupils if they were in control.
So we would have a situation where although test
pass rates vary enormously from driving test centre
to driving test centre because of all sorts of social
reasons, a driving instructor at a particular centre
ought to be able to achieve at least the average pass
rate at that centre, or better. If he is in control of his
own destiny by who he takes on, whilst there is
always an element of chance, if you like, with a
driving test because do not know what is going to
happen, he would then be in a better position to be
judged against the pass rate at his local centre.

Q254 Chairman: What about a minimum learning
period, do you support that?
Mr Lepine: No, not at all.

Q255 Chairman: Why not?
Mr Lepine: Because the time is of no consequence.

Q256 Chairman: The only thing is, Mr Lepine—and
I am going to be devil’s advocate here—you more
than once said, and so has Mr Cummins, that the
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real problem is attitude; it is understanding, and
even in something like the perception hazard test it is
the inability to think ahead in a genuine sense rather
than simply have a formula that is possible. That is
not going to be changed by what you are suggesting,
is it?
Mr Lepine: I think it will be, yes. I do not think you
can take one little bit; you cannot take structured
training or instructor sign oV or group training or
graduated licensing in isolation—all these things
together start to help to change the attitude of new,
young drivers. The problem that we have with a time
frame is that it does not really achieve anything. If a
new driver gets a provisional licence at age 17 and is
not allowed to take a test until age 18, for instance,
then there is nothing to say that they do not start
training until they are 17 years and 10 months.

Q257 Chairman: As an extension, in a sense, to Mr
Martlew’s case, if restrictions are not respected they
do not actually do what they are supposed to do.
Mr Lepine: No.

Q258 Chairman: So have you in any way, from your
own practical experience, considered whether or not
young drivers would then cease responding to the
discipline of proper structured training and begin to
look for ways of driving without proper licensing
and without proper controls?
Mr Lepine: Obviously they will if it is not
compulsory. So the structured training, logbook,
whatever we want to call it, has to be compulsory.
All those things, of course, were suggested in the

Memorandum submitted by Professor Frank P McKenna, School of Psychology, University of Reading

It is clear that in the UK and across the world new drivers are more at risk than more experienced drivers.
Indeed I would propose that the excess fatality risk that novice drivers face can be used as a measure of the
preparation that they receive for the task of driving. The fact that in OECD countries traYc crashes are the
major killer of people aged 15–25 is an indictor of a failure on a massive scale.

There are three factors that are relevant to this elevated risk, age-related factors, driving experience and
gender. The gender related factor reflects the fact that males are at higher risk than females. This issue will
not be considered in detail for two reasons. First, the issues that are associated with the gender eVect can
be accounted for in the other two factors. (For example, in my data when I account for variables such as
speed and driving violations the gender diVerence is eliminated.) The second reason is that there are
relatively few direct policy implications that arise from the gender eVect.

Age-related Factors

It is known that high risk driving behaviours such as fast speed and driving violations are related to age
such that younger drivers are more inclined to drive faster and commit more driving violations. What then
might underlie these high risk behaviours? There are age related diVerences in impulsivity and sensation
seeking such that younger people are more impulsive and engage in more sensation seeking. In addition,
higher levels of impulsivity and sensations seeking are associated with higher levels of risk taking. Antisocial
tendencies as indexed by standard forms of criminality peak about age 17 which, of course, is the age at
which it is possible to obtain a licence. Standard forms of criminality are related to crash involvement. (For

government White Paper on Structured Approach
of Learning to Drive, and all were kicked out by
Ministers in total.

Q259 Chairman: We cannot answer for Ministers,
Mr Lepine! Mr Cummins.
Mr Cummins: I think it is about peer pressure as
well. You say, “Would they respond to a structured
approach?” or whatever, and I think the youngsters
do talk to each other at school, at college, and they
are all comparing notes, how quickly they are getting
through and if they have a test booked and how
many tests it took them before they passed their test,
et cetera, and once they have taken the test and if
they pass they all want to know, “Howmany driving
faults did you get?Where did you go?” and all of that
sort of thing. So if we encourage that there was a
structured approach and everybody is aware of that
then it feeds from one to the other, even to the ones
who have not started to drive yet—they are talking
to the people that have already started to drive, and
that feeds back to them. And they get into that sort
of method of learning to drive.

Q260 Chairman:Finally, do you therefore think that
one should perhaps even include education of this
sort whilst they are all still as school as part of their
curriculum? I am afraid nods cannot be recorded.
Could we have a little yes? Mr Cummins.
Mr Cummins: Yes.

Q261 Chairman: Mr Lepine?
Mr Lepine: Yes.

Q262 Chairman: Mr Grigor?
Mr Grigor: Yes.
Chairman: Well done those boys! Thank you very
much indeed. Thank you for coming.
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example, in an analysis carried out for this paper I find that those with a criminal conviction have twice the
likelihood of an accident.) It is quite clear that antisocial tendencies are expressed through the use of a
vehicle.

We have also found peer pressure eVects such that if young drivers have a young passenger (particularly
male) then associated speeds are higher (McKenna Waylen & Burkes, 1998).

Driving Experience

It has been shown that the accident rate is high and drops quickly during the first few months of driving
(McCartt et al 2003). It is clear that during these first few critical months of unsupervised driving a great
deal of new experiences are occurring from night driving through to motorway driving.We have shown that
new drivers have relatively poor hazard perception skills and that this can be improved with training and
experience (McKenna & Horswill, 1999) We also note that training in hazard perception produced a
decrease in speed choices (McKenna & Horswill, & Alexander, 2006).

Countermeasures

We can classify countermeasures into those that are designed to reduce exposure to risk and those that
are designed to improve the competence of drivers.

Reducing risk exposure

Given the age-related factors involved in crash risk one obvious route to reducing casualties is to increase
theminimumage for obtaining a licence. The obvious candidate would be to increase theminimumage from
17 to 18. If this were to be done one would wish to consider the licensing for alternative transport such as
mopeds. (If a substantial number of young people choose to transfer to amore vulnerablemode of transport
then the eVect would be defeated unless interventions here were also considered.)

It is known that a substantial proportion of young·novice crashes occur at night and as noted earlier the
crash risk is very high in the first few months. Many countries have approached this problem through
graduated licensing that restricts high risk driving in the early phase and gradually lifts these restrictions as
competence increases. The general purpose of graduated licensing is, of course, to increase exposure to risk
as competence increases. The current system that we operate in theUKofmoving from a highly constrained
learner phase to an almost unconstrained phase has little to recommend it. On the day the driver passes the
test an immediate move is made from restrictions such as compulsory supervised driving and no motorway
driving to essentially no restrictions.

There are several key features other than age that have important functions in reducing risk exposure.
Restriction on night time driving has, for example, been a key feature of successful interventions in a number
of countries. (Sometimes exemptions are oVered for those who have to work at night.)

Another important restriction is on passengers. Again, a number of countries have seen this measure as
a key component of their graduated licensing system. Given the evidence on peer group eVects this measure
is worthy of serious consideration.

Another feature that has been included in graduated licensing systems is a reduced alcohol limit for new
drivers. Lower limits for new drivers during their introduction to driving would, in addition, signal that
responsible use of alcohol in general is important.

Improving Competence

Given that new drivers are demonstrably ill equipped to face the task ahead of them then one approach
is to make eVorts to ensure that they are better equipped to face their solo driving career. In any field
deliberate practice improves performance and driving is no exception. In Sweden they extended the period
for learning to drive and showed that with extended supervised practice there was a significant reduction in
crashes (Gregersen, Berg, Engstrom, Nolen Nyberg & Rimmo, 2000). As a result measures to encourage
more supervised practice would be welcome. This additional supervised experience could be achieved either
through professional tuitionwhichwould have a tangible cost ormore likely through parents and guardians.
One barrier to achieving parental involvement is the considerable additional premium that insurance
companies add when parents wish to include their teenager on their policy. Since the excess risk that new
drivers face is when they are unsupervised rather than when they are supervised this barrier is most
unfortunate. Perhaps the select committee could invite the insurance industry to provide a way forward.
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What Needs to be Done

If government is determined to reduce casualties then the above will provide some methods. If
government is less determined to act immediately then the following will lay the foundations for future
action. Parents and the community at large need to be informed and understand that road crashes are the
major killer of young people. Parents can implement the above measures themselves. Since parents
frequently fund driving instruction they have a say on the age at which young drivers attempt to obtain a
licence. Parents can enter into a range of risk reduction strategies with their teenagers. For example they can
enter into agreements with their teenagers on a night curfew in the first fewmonths of driving. They can also
reach agreements on passengers. Parents can also work with teenagers to improve their competence. For
example they can work with their teenager and their driving instructor to extend supervised practice. These
negotiations can be formalised through parent teen agreements.While thesemeasuresmay not be as eVective
as a legislative framework they would lay the foundation for legislation. It might also be noted that if a
legislative framework is endorsed then it is likely that parents will be the main enforcers.

18 December 2006

Memorandum submitted by RoadSafe

RoadSafe works with the motor industry and others concerned with the design and production and use
of motor vehicles and of our roads to encourage and promote improved education, innovation, and new
thinking to reduce death and injury.

Our mission is to reduce road deaths and injuries through partnerships between the motor industry and
related companies, traYc engineers, the police, public health authorities and road safety professionals by
promoting the safe design and use of vehicles and roads and encouraging improved education and
innovation.

Our evidence is based on our analysis of available research.

Generally our view is that additional restrictions on novice drivers are unlikely to have much impact and
would simply be seen as unfair. In stead we recommend a fresh approach to aspects of preparing young
people to drive.

A fresh approach using a holistic and structured plan of education and training that addresses all goals
of driver education is recommended along with the development of a new type of instructor. The approach
should be to educate potential drivers to cope with the risks they face rather than simply to enable them to
pilot a vehicle along roads.

Above all learning to drive should be seen as an integral part of our educational system not simply a route
to passing a simple test. Really it is essential to modern life and should be integrated into the educational
system—in short it should not be the responsibility of The Department for Transport.

The Nature of the Problem

To what extent are novice drivers more at risk of being involved in a collision than other drivers? Is this is a
consequence of age, inexperience or a combination of both?

1. An overrepresentation of young drivers in motor vehicle crashes, the young driver problem, is not
unique to theUnited Kingdom. A similar situation can be found in nearly all the world’s developed nations.

2. Traditionalmethods of driver education and driver training have not been able to deliver demonstrable
safety benefits in relation to the accidents most likely to aVect young people. In fact, some types of car
handling training has often been cited as leading to increased risk taking due to learners’ inflated self
confidence and self rated skills. A growing consensus among driver training and road safety researchers is
that greater emphasis should be placed on higher level cognitive functions underlying driving skills.
RoadSafe believes that there is an urgent need for a holistic and structured plan of education and training
that addresses all goals of driver education using the “Goals for Driver Education” (GDE) model.50

3. A key component of the GDE model involves “executive” cognitive functions associated with the
frontal lobes of the brain, functions which control life saving behaviour such as emotion regulation, hazard
anticipation, risk management and anticipating the consequences of one’s actions. Brain imaging studies
have shown that these frontal lobe executive functions are not fully developed until young people reach the
age of 25 years, at the same time when age disappears as a risk factor for crashes.

4. It seems plausible that reduced or undeveloped executive functioning may lie behind the poor decision
making, that seems to characterise many adolescent drivers. This relationship is supported by studies which
have demonstrated that when working memory (a key executive function) was taxed in adolescents, an
increasing number of poor choices were made on a gambling risk task. In these circumstances, adolescents

50 Engstroem, Gregersen, Hernetkostki, Keeskinen, and Nyberg (2003) for a comprehensive review on young drivers, driver
education, training and the Goals for Driver Education.
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demonstrated and an increasing preference for short term rewards over greater long term rewards.51 In road
safety terms, it could mean that impairment (or improvement) in one particular executive function could
aVect many other important functions.

5. Importantly, these executive functions, such as emotional regulation and hazard anticipation, are not
determined solely by age; they change significantly with experience and training. Like any other skill
determined by brain function, the executive frontal lobe functions can be enhanced with appropriate
training interventions. For instance, hazard detection training using video simulation techniques, was
associated with a substantial decrease of risk taking behaviour.52

Do young people’s attitudes to driving have a significant impact on the collision rates of young and novice
drivers?

6. Novice drivers have an exceptionally high risk of road crash involvement particularly in the first six
to 12 months post test. Crash rates are far higher within the teenage population than in any other age group
with the per mile fatal crash rate of 16 year old drivers three times that of 18 year olds and 10 times that of
adults. Crash rates fall by half over the first 250 miles and by two thirds over the first 500 miles of driving.53

7. Novice driver accident rates have been mainly attributed to lack of maturity and experience. It is well
established that young people are prone to risk taking driving behavioursand are less perceptive of potential
hazards. They are often unaware of their personal vulnerability. They frequently overestimate their own
driving skills, feel superior to other drivers of any age and underestimate the probability or consequences
of risks.54

8. Thrill seeking tendencies are more prominent in younger drivers. Their vulnerability is often more due
to inattention, procedural inadequacies and poor hazard awareness. Accident risk is not just a function of
age but also of the amount of time spent on the road. Accident risk falls by around 30% in the first year of
driving at any age. Overall, evidence suggests that on the road driving experience is the most critical
contributing factor to accident risk.55

9. Accident risk can also be influenced by personal traits and coping styles, particularly by tendencies for
thrill seeking. Personality traits are typically stable and enduring over time but thrill seeking tendencies do
seem to dissipate with age and it is the younger driver who is more likely to take risks. These traits can also
influence driver actions and choices within the persistently hazardous driving environment.56 Over time, it
seems that young drivers initially develop handling skills that lead to overconfidence but then they develop
more sophisticated driving styles that:

(a) compensate/counterbalance risky trait based behavioural tendencies; and

(b) enable personal coping strategies that alleviate the eVects of driving stress.

10. The challenge for any safety training must therefore be to accelerate novice drivers experiential skills.
However, these must be counterbalanced by targeting their basic maturity and trait based tendencies for
risk taking and over confidence.

11. In summary, evidence is conclusive that young people’s attitudes have an impact on their driving:

— Road crashes are the biggest killer of 15 to 24 year-olds.

— One in eight car licence holders are aged under 25, yet one in three (33%) drivers who die on UK
roads is under 25 (up from 29% in 2004).

— One in four (26%) convictions for causing death by dangerous driving are against under-21s.

Driver Education and Testing

How eVective are the existing practical and theory driving tests at identifying safe driving skills and behaviour?
Has the hazard perception test achieved its objectives?

12. Less than one hour of video based road commentary significantly decreases risk taking behaviour as
measured on a speed choice task. Similarly, short video based hazard perception training dramatically
improves hazard detection times (normally 30% longer than in experience drivers). In the context of driving,
hazard detection refers to the ability to read the road and anticipate forthcoming events. Hazards detection
training might then sensitize participants to risk and hence decrease risk taking. Young drivers have less
eYcient eye scanning behaviour than experienced drivers. For example, young novice drivers look closer to

51 Hinson, Jameson & Whitney, 2003.
52 McKenna, Horswill and Alexander (2006).
53 Simons-Morton &Hartos, 2003; Mayhew, Simpson & Pak 2003; Williams 2003; Williams & Ferguson, 2002; McCartt, Leaf,
Farmer, Ferguson & Williams, 2000.

54 Maycock, Lockwood and Lester, 1991;Mayhew and Simpson, 1996; Gregerson, 1996; Ferguson, 2003;Matthew andMoran,
1986; Guerin, 1994; Brown and Groeger, 1988; Deery, 1999.

55 McKnight and McKnight, 2003; Maycock et al (1991); Twisk, 1996); Mayhew, 2003 ; McCartt, Shabanova & Leaf, 2003.
56 Yu and Williford, 1993; Arthur, Barrett and Alexander, 1991; Westerman and Hagney, 2001.
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the front of vehicle; have smaller horizontal scans; checkmirrors infrequently; glance at objects infrequently
and fixate on fewer objects.57 However, the current hazard perception test used in the UK has limitations
when compared to other tests and training products in use around the world. It does not address these issues.

13. The “frontal lobe” intervention puts much emphasis into improving participant’s self assessment of
their higher level driving skills. One of the major problems of young drivers is the inflated self confidence in
their driving ability. It seems that the manner in which people perceive and monitor their abilities has an
important impact on their risk taking behaviour. For example, drivers may exceed the speed limit because
they hold exaggerated beliefs about their ability to deal with potential hazards at relatively high speed.
Young novice drivers perceive themselves asmore skilful than average drivers. They are overconfident about
their driving and estimate personal risk to be lower than peers. The “frontal lobe” intervention promotes
awareness of their limitations in real driving situations as well as in discussion groups. Simply put, self
assessment training decreases risk taking behaviour.58

14. Commentary driving is one method that has been employed to train hazard and risk perception in
novice drivers. With this technique, the participants maintain a running commentary while driving or
watching a video scenario, explaining to the driving instructor what they see, which risksmay arise and what
measures should be taken to avoid those hazards (risk management). This method forces the participant
actively to interrogate and assess the visual driving environment. Commentary driving, as a training
technique, is a very eVective way to reduce risk taking.59

The Current Driving Test—Weaknesses

15. Themain fault with the practical driving test is that it does not take place at times which novice drivers
clearly find so diYcult, if the evidence of their crash rates is examined.Driving in the dark is amajor problem
for young drivers. Statistics show that over 50% of accidents involving young male drivers that result in
death or serious injury, occur at night. This compares with a figure of 35% for older drivers . Young drivers
double their risk of death or serious injury when driving at night: between 11.00 pm and 6.00 am. Over 40%
of accidents involving young male drivers are fatal or result in serious injury, a figure which drops to 20%
at other times. Young male drivers are now the biggest killer of young women in this country.60

16. Driving on motorways is also not tested yet, although dual carriageways do oVer some scope to
practice emerging or high speed safe distances. The high speeds involved and the need for heightened hazard
awareness, especially with hazards developing from behind, would seem to encourage the view that learners
should get experience of driving on motorways under supervision. The dilemma, therefore, is that the very
conditions in which most lives are lost are not part of the current driving test.

The Current Training System—Weaknesses

17. Currently driving instructors are not encouraged to possess all the skills and knowledge they need to
be able to teach drivers to be safe for life, not just be trained to pass a driving test. An indication of the
generally low standards amongst driving instructors and, therefore, the driving performance of applicants
for the driving test, is that the average pass rate on the practical test for learners was just 43% during
2005–06. Existing DSA entry requirement for driving instructors joining the industry include: a theory test
(for which the answers are published); a computer based hazard perception test; a driving assessment and
an in-car teaching assessment. The standard of people applying is varied. For example during 2005–06 the
DSA provided 43,000 approved driving instructor (ADI) practical tests for potential new entrants onto the
ADI register, yet the pass rate on the instructional ability test was just 26%.

18. The current system of driver education is based largely upon fault correction not education. For
example, the instructor will provide information to the learner and from then on the approach is largely
based upon correcting any faults. It should, therefore, not be surprising that Approved Driving Instructors
have developed three main competencies:

— Fault Identification.

— Fault analysis.

— Fault correction.

A move to a more educationally based approach is overdue.

57 Horswill and McKenna, 2004.
58 Gregersen, 1996.
59 Deery, H A (1999); Gregersen, 1993.
60 Analysis of Department for Transport, Association of British Insurers and AA Foundation statistics.
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Objectives

19. There is a pressing need then to professionalize the work of the driving instructors and equip them
with more extensive knowledge and skills. The example of the risk based approach to training company
drivers adopted by leading British firms, where training is focussed on individuals who pose the highest risk,
has much to recommend it. Furthermore, recent pan-European research collaboration has identified what
the knowledge and skills should be.

20. The European research led to the development of the GDE (Goals for Driver Education) Framework
showing that skills for vehicle manoeuvring—Level 1—and mastery of traYc situations—Level 2—are the
basis for successful operation in traYc. These aspects are learned well during current driver training.
However, these skills are used under guidance of higher level goals and motives. Level 3 then is the context
of driving, which includes the management of fatigue, distractions and peer pressures. The driver selects the
style of vehicle manoeuvring and the strategy in a certain driving situation according to personal goals.

21. This means that, in addition to the training of basic skills, driver training should also be able to deal
with the higher levels in the hierarchy and take into consideration the driver’s goals connected with driving
such as skills for dealing with social pressures during a trip. For Level 4, the driver needs to be aware of the
goals for life and skills for living that can impact on road safety such as the values and attitudes in relation
to life in general and how they may aVect their driving.

22. In order to train eVectively then across all levels of the GDE hierarchy, driving instructors must
develop the skills and knowledge to allow them to address these higher order needs as well as the more
traditional skills and knowledge represented in the first two Levels. Currently, there are hardly any degree
courses available in the UK to address this need. There is certainly no postgraduate qualification. Recently,
one or two commercial companies have developed Continuing Professional Development short courses to
address a couple of these areas but not in any great detail. Cranfield University has provided professional
development courses in Managing Human Factors since 2003.

23. The Road Safety Act will give enabling powers to the DSA to widen the entry routes into this register
and introduce continuous professional development for the 39,000 qualified ADIs already on the register.
They must be encouraged to widen these entry gates and provide suitable educational bias in future
developments for the instructors.

The Requirement

24. A new, more holistic approach to training new drivers is clearly overdue. An innovative curriculum
is needed that is designed with the help of academic and practitoner experts in their fields from around the
world. This new approach needs to make greater use of neuroscience and driver behaviour research in the
quest to produce safer novice drivers.

25. Yet this will need a new type of driving instructor, who must understand driver behaviours and other
elements of psychology, in addition to teaching skills and specific driving educational aspects. A new path
must be created that can widen out the entry gates and capture suitable potential tutors from a variety of
backgrounds, including graduates.

26. Greater use should also bemade of in car telemetry devices tomonitor the driving behaviour of young
drivers, particularly during the first few months on the road. At present, the lead in this approach appears,
for obvious reasons, only to come from the insurance industry.

Possible Solutions

27. The options for changing driver education and testing to help to make novice drivers safer have been
extensively discussed during the DfT consultation—A More Structured Approach to Learning to Drive,
however these options do not fully address the issue of providing a holistic approach to “the young driver
problem”:

— The introduction of new pre-test requirements, such as a minimum number of hours’ or miles’
driving, or a minimum period between obtaining a provisional license and taking the test. These
could be tailored to the outcome of risk assessment based on personality traits which would allow
a progressive approach tailored to the needs of the individual.

— The introduction of compulsory professional tuition on the grounds that almost all amateur high
risk activities, such as parachuting, scuba diving or climbing require professional tuition. This, in
turn, drives the requirement further to professionalize driving instruction. The output would be
an essential life skill, with social impact.

— The introduction of additional training for motorway driving, night driving and for driving in
adverse weather conditions with the clear intent of reducing the loss of life.

— The introduction of Graduated licensing schemes, which involve the phasing-in of driving
privileges. Typically, a gradated licensing scheme imposes additional restrictions on new drivers
either for a fixed period of time after passing their test or until a second test is passed. Enforcement
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is key issue here. An option is to use telemetry to police the driver remotely. However, RoadSafe
believes that better education, especially class room based group discussion and understanding of
peer pressure, is a better longer term prospect.

However we do not favour restrictions in a graduated licensing programme such as:

— A lower speed limit.

— A lower blood-alcohol limit. The evidence for reducing this to 0.5ml per litre blood in line with
other EU countries is very compelling.

— Restrictions on the number of passengers who may be carried.

— Restrictions on night driving.

Primarily because they are diYcult to enforce and will be seen as “unfair”:

— A Change to the minimum age at which a provisional or full license may be obtained?

— The introduction of further provisions for the diVerent treatment of novice drivers who oVend in
line with existing legislation which ensures that novice drivers face disqualification and re-testing
if they acquire six penalty points during the first two years after taking their test. The danger in
this proposal is that of forcing the novice drivers to act illegally. The New Drivers Act makes over
1,300 new drivers a month, recommence their driver training, at their own expense. However, only
about half this number appear to reapply to get their licences back! The implication is that the
other half continue to drive without a valid licence.

15 December 2006

Witnesses: Mr Adrian Walsh, Director of RoadSafe, Dr Lisa Dorn, Director of the Driving Research
Group, Cranfield University, Mr Ian Edwards, Director of Education, a2om Academy and
Professor Frank McKenna, Professor of Psychology, School of Psychology, University of Reading,
gave evidence.

Q263 Chairman: Good afternoon Madam and
Gentlemen, you are most warmly welcome. May I
ask you first to identify yourselves for the record,
beginning on my left?
Professor McKenna: Professor Frank McKenna,
University of Reading.
Mr Edwards: Ian Edwards, Alpha2Omega
Motoring.
Dr Dorn: Dr Lisa Dorn, Cranfield University.
Mr Walsh: Adrian Walsh from RoadSafe.

Q264 Chairman: Thank you very much. Do any of
you have anything that you want to say very briefly?
Mr Walsh: Yes, Madam Chairman, if I may just
explain the role that RoadSafe plays? RoadSafe is
forum that was established by some of the motoring
and motor manufacture industries and a number of
other organisations interested in the subject of road
safety. We try to operate at a high level and what we
try to do is to identify and promote innovation and
new thinking, with the one common aim of reducing
death on the road. My colleagues, Ian Edwards and
Lisa Dorn, are both representing RoadSafe and
Professor McKenna has worked with RoadSafe in
the past in developing our thoughts and policies and
views on young and novice driving.

Q265 Chairman: Thank you very much. Does the
collision involvement rate of novice drivers justify
the introduction of significant changes to the driver
training and testing regime? Mr Edwards.
Mr Edwards: Yes, I think it does, in answer to your
question. At the moment our focus is on a test rather
than the way in which we train our young people,
and the way that we train our young people at the
moment is wilfully inadequate.

Q266 Chairman: “Wilfully” in adequate?
Mr Edwards: Yes.

Q267 Chairman: Is there any particular lesson to be
learned from the socio-economic status of novice
driver casualties?
Mr Walsh: I think I might introduce an answer to
that, if I may? I think if you look very closely at
socio-economic issues around road casualties at the
moment there are some tremendous changes that
have taken place in recent years, and this is because
it varies enormously not to do with class so much as
location. There are very, very diVerent positions
appearing in diVerent parts of the country and I
think a close look at that would give you a clue.
There is no doubt that nearly all young people now,
particularly youngmen, aspire to learn to drive at an
early age as they possibly can aVord, mainly because
it is a route to employment. It is often seen as a right
now for young people; it is a very, very important
part of the social set-up in our country.

Q268 Mr Martlew: Just on that point, we have had
evidence that the number of young people taking the
test has dropped.
Mr Walsh: Yes, indeed it has.

Q269 Mr Martlew: But their aspirations are not
being turned into taking the driving test?
MrWalsh:Yes, and one of the reasons we believe—
we do not know, but we believe—it is to do with the
costs associated and the opportunities associated
with what is a very crowded educational space
around the age of 17. A lot of people appear to be
deferring it. But it is a route to employment and it is
seen by many people as a very important route to
employment.
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Professor McKenna: Before I answer, you invited a
short statement, could I justmake a short statement?

Q270 Chairman: Sure.
Professor McKenna: One issue is that people often
frame eVective measures for novice drivers and
drivers in general in terms of restrictions of freedom,
and that tends to make them rather contentious and
controversial, instead of a preparation for their
future performance. Even if you frame it in that
rather contentious way the harsh reality is that those
deprivations of freedom are eVective. If we simply
look at the history of eVective measures, seatbelt
legislation was controversial and is very eVective;
motor cycle helmets, controversial and eVective;
speed limits, safety cameras, et cetera, all of those
areas, and drink-driving laws, they all apparently
deprived people of these apparent freedoms and they
are eVective.

Q271 Chairman: Professor, you are pushing at an
open door on that one.
Professor McKenna: Some of the measures that we
would propose and we know are eVective—night
time restrictions, passenger restrictions for novice
drivers—have been demonstrated to be eVective,
and likewise will be contested on exactly the same
basis as all of these other eVective measures have
been contested.
Chairman: It is interesting that so far our witnesses
have not chosen to make that point actually. I think
that is a very interesting point, but it has not been
part of the response of most of our witnesses, so it
may be that we are getting used to being disciplined.
Mr Martlew?

Q272 Mr Martlew: Just to carry on from that, do
you think that raising the age of when people could
learn to drive would be eVective?
ProfessorMcKenna: I think it would be, per se, in the
sense that there is an age eVect which is independent
of the experience eVect. Generally the evidence is
that the experience eVect is larger than the age eVect.
So the idea would be to combine both, so one would
have it extended from 17 to 18 but have that
extension being driven by additional supervised
experience, so that you combine both the age eVect
with experience.

Q273 Mr Martlew: What you are saying is that you
could still learn to drive at 17 but you could not take
your test until you were 18?
Professor McKenna: Correct.

Q274 Mr Martlew:And during that time you would
have structured training?
Professor McKenna: Correct.

Q275 Chairman: Dr Dorn, you were nodding.
Dr Dorn: Yes, I agree.

Q276 Chairman: Anything extra to that?
Dr Dorn: I think supervised practice is an excellent
idea, and I know that Lancashire County Council is
currently undertaking some interesting research on

mentor driving. They are actually training parents
and uncles and this kind of thing of their children in
how to tutor the teenagers better.

Q277 Chairman: How long has that been running,
could I ask?
Dr Dorn: It is still early days yet; evaluation is
actually ongoing in my department.

Q278 Chairman: Professor.
Professor McKenna: Could I come back to that
issue? In Sweden it has been informally evaluated
and the extent of the practice looks as if it is
producing something like a 24% reduction in
crashes.
Chairman: That is helpful. Mrs Ellman.

Q279 Mrs Ellman: Department for Transport
research found that overconfidence, connected with
novice driver casualties, may be a deliberate part of
identity forming, rather than not understanding
about the risks involved. Do you agree with that
and, if so, what does that mean for how we should
tackle this issue?
Professor McKenna: I did not hear that, sorry.

Q280 Mrs Ellman: Department for Transport
research has indicated that overconfidence, related
to novice driver casualties, may be related to identity
forming rather than misunderstanding of risks. Do
you agree with that and, if so, what does that mean
for how we should tackle this issue?
MrWalsh: I think that some ofmy colleagues would
agree that it is back to this point of attitude, not skill,
and somuch of the training at themoment is training
and it is not helping young people to identify what
the real risks are and understand them. I would ask
my colleague Lisa Dorn if she would elaborate on
that point.
Dr Dorn: European research has been going on for
a long time and of course the UK has a very good
reputation in this field as well, and it clearly indicates
that the education of drivers is typically at a very low
level—it is at the vehicle handling skills level, it is at
the traYc mastery level, level 1 and 2. There are well
known higher levels involved that drivers need to
understand, and at level 3 and level 4 the issues are
about what it is that the driver is bringing to the
driving test that is impacting and influencing on the
way that they drive, such as their personal motives,
perhaps fatigue; there are all sorts of risk increasing
factors of which currently neither driving instructors
nor drivers are aware. So that once their focus is oV

the test because, hey, they have passed it, suddenly
they are confronted with the realities without an
instructor there telling them what they should and
should not be doing. I would like to hand over to Ian
now to talk a little more about the GDE matrix.
Dr Dorn: GDE stands for Goals for Driver
Education and is a matrix that was pulled together
from lots of research throughout Europe, and that
identifies that we do quite a good job in the UK at
delivering car skills, teaching them how to handle a
car, when to go andwhen to stop; we teach themhow
to integrate with traYc quite well. But what we do
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not do is to give them any training on issues that will
aVect how they deploy those skills outside of the
learning environment. That really leads me back to
my first statement, that is where I feel that our
training regime is so poor in this country because we
do not actually educate on those elements; we do not
get them to recognise thrill seeking is an issue for
them; we do not get them to recognise peer pressure
is an issue for them; we do not get them to recognise
that even small amounts of alcohol for young drivers
is an issue for them.We do not give them training on
that; our training is limited to “This is how you turn
left and right.”

Q281 Mrs Ellman: Is this unanimity on what the
problem is? Is this about overconfidence?
Dr Dorn: That is one of the factors.

Q282 Mrs Ellman:Or is it a deliberate building up of
an image that to take risks is good?
Dr Dorn: That is one of the factors but there is also
the flipside, which is under confidence; there are also
a lot of drivers who, once they have passed the test,
actually do not feel competent, they actually lack
confidence. There are a lot of individual diVerences
here.

Q283 Chairman: I think you need a little clarity of
thought, though. You will understand that we are
not actually preparing a thesis, we are seeking—
poor generalists that we are—we require some
clarity of view. One of you will do. Professor?
Professor McKenna: If you would like three
straightforward recommendations that will work,
one is that we need to extend the supervised training
that novices receive; we need to apply night time
restrictions because that is when they have their
crashes; and we need to apply passenger restrictions.
They work; they have been proven to work around
the world.

Q284 Mr Hollobone: Do we know if most crashes
involving novice drivers involve other cars, or just
involve one car coming oV the road and crashing
into a tree?
Mr Edwards: There are a variety of crashes but your
stereotypical crash, if you do not mind me calling it
that, would be a driver with multiple passengers in
the car, single vehicle on a bend at night.

Q285 Mr Hollobone: So that points to attitude
rather than not reacting to what other traYc is
doing. But can we also make the generalised point
that it is your male driver who is making that
mistake and not your female driver?
Professor McKenna: There clearly is a sex diVerence
but it is such that you are absolutely correct, males
have a higher crash risk than females, and it looks as
if when you go through the gamut you get virtually
every reason for it—they choose higher speeds, they
choose closer following distances, they are more
engaged in driving violations. The only diVerence
where it does not seem to exist is in things like hazard
perception. But, that said, both tend to have high
crash rates, particularly in the first three months.

The first three months are really critical; they have
very high crash rates in that first three months, and
we need much more supervision and we need much
more restrictions to get them through that period.

Q286 Mr Hollobone: My last question, Madam
Chairman, is what training would you have to give
to young male drivers to get their perception of risk
and their crash rates down to that for female drivers?
Professor McKenna: Personally I do not think that
there are major policy implications in going down
the gender route, because if you look at the major
risk features that diVerentiate the males and females
they are just the standard risk factors like speed,
close following, driving for too long a period
without a break. So these are features that if anyone
does them it is a high risk; it just so happens that
males tend to do them more. So I think what we can
dowith all of these groups is that they definitely need
more supervised experience, and certainly some of
the work that we have demonstrated is that when
you train people, even on hazard perception skills,
their speed choices actually decrease. So what is
happening is that for some of these youngsters it is
not just a thrill seeking enterprise, they are going
into these risks through a lack of experience.

Q287 Mr Leech: I would like to come back to the
point that Dr Dorn made in relation to some drivers
who have just passed their test not necessarily being
over confident but some of them not being confident
about their ability. Have you done any work to
assess whether the largest proportion of accidents
are caused by people who are overconfident or those
who are under confident?
Dr Dorn: There is no research of which I am aware
on that topic, on overconfidence and crash risk.
Professor McKenna: I have done some research
looking at the relationship between confidence and
crash risk and there is not a very strong relationship.
But I would add that when I was involved in doing
research on hazard perception I took a slightly
diVerent line on this to what has now happened, and
the line I took was that instead of devising a test
purely for novices I was devising the test for the
driving public, and the reason for that was that one
could then score the novices relative to the scale
range within the driving public, and the point about
that was that one could then give feedback to the
novice drivers to say that, “Sure, you have met the
minimum standard, but you are at the very poor end
of hazard perception skills.” That is a mechanism, in
a sense, of trying to give people an appropriate level
of confidence because you are saying, “You may
have passed on minimum level but you are at the
poor end, so you have a long way to go before you
will have achieved the appropriate levels of skills for
this task.”

Q288 Mr Leech:Do you think there is any evidence
that people being given this impression that, “Yes,
you have passed your test but you are still not a very
good driver” will actually have an impact on their
behaviour following the test?
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ProfessorMcKenna: I do not know.Mymoney is on
the three factors I identified earlier: extended
supervised training, nighttime restrictions and
passenger restrictions. There we have solid evidence.
The rest we would need to research before we would
want to go for implementation.
DrDorn: I had one study that we were involved with
some years ago, where we found a correlation
between anxiety and driver errors. So the
implication is that the way that people feel, their
general levels of anxiety could be linked—but this
was in a simulator, it was not in real driving.

Q289 Mr Martlew: One question I have asked
everybody—because I think it is important and until
we know the answer I am not sure we can come up
with the solution—is why have things got worse in
recent times? We have figures before us to show that
crashes and deaths amongst young drivers are
considerably worse over the last five years. Do you
have any idea why?
Dr Dorn: There could be a number of reasons. It is
extremely complex. There is more traYc congestion;
you could argue that there are more fragmented
families, that general levels of extroversion are
going up—

Q290 Mr Martlew: You have not research to tell
us why?
Dr Dorn: As to why it could be going up, no.

Q291 Clive EVord: Could I clarify, Professor
McKenna has set out some restrictions that he
would like in a graduated form of licensing. Do
RoadSafe agree with that?
MrWalsh:We take a slightly diVerent view because
restriction of any form, as we know, is very diYcult
to enforce. We already have a restriction under the
New Drivers Act, and we know perfectly well—and
have heard the evidence two or three times already—
that a considerable number of those who lose their
licence never re-take their test; we do not know
where they go, we assume that a lot of them are
driving. So enforcement is the key to eVective
restriction. The second view we take is that
restriction alone is not a good idea, it has to go with
education; it cannot simply be restriction. What we
would prefer, therefore, is to take a completely new
view and go further back, improve the quality of
education earlier on and then, if necessary, restrict
by the use of technology; in other words, a
monitored performance rather than restrict. New
technology is available and will be available much
more readily over the next four or five years to do
that—we call them black boxes. But that form of
monitoring, where you can then go back to the
driver and coach them is critical. Restriction alone,
we believe, would not be eVective for those reasons,
and I would certainly be very happy for my
colleagues to add more to that should you wish it.
Professor McKenna: There are diYculties in
enforcement and I have certainly had discussions
with the police on that matter, but some of the police
simply say that those diYculties are the same
diYculties they have in enforcing seatbelts, mobile

phones, et cetera. So there is a problem but it is no
more diYcult than many of the other problems that
they face.

Q292 Chairman: Being devil’s advocate, that might
mean that they are really saying to you, “There is
nothing that we can do. You may have this
enforcement on the statute book but there is nothing
that we can do to enforce it,” given the mobile
phone example.
ProfessorMcKenna:Themajor formof enforcement
in these cases I think is actually self-enforcement and
via parental enforcement, because the research from
the States indicates that what tends to happen is that
the parents are then given an extra power over their
kids and what the kids are doing with the car and
when they are actually using these cars, so that they
then have the opportunity to say, “You cannot have
the car at night,” and it becomes a self-enforcement.
The reality is that most legislation is hard to enforce
and what we have to do is to change the culture so
that most enforcement tends to be self-enforcing,
and that is what we need to do. We need to work a
lot more with parents in general for them to see the
true risks that their sons and daughters are running.
Mr Walsh:We would go further than that—and we
have certainly supported Professor McKenna on
this because he did some research for us which
brought that up—and say that parents play a huge
role in this, not just pre-test but also post-test; and it
is not just parents, it is other peers. I think you will
find when the Lancashire evidence is presented that
they are looking at that issue, in how you manage
that whole period of timewhen somebody is learning
to drive, not just passing a test but beyond the test as
well. We would certainly agree that that is a very,
very important part, and if it can be done within the
family or within a peer group then you stand a much
better chance of getting a better driver at the end of
it and one who is less likely to oVend.

Q293 Chairman: Is anybody asking for perception
training to be a compulsory part of driver training?
Mr Edwards: We have been working with a
university in New Zealand to develop a more
advanced hazard perception test. It has been
identified here that age is an issue, and what there
appears to be is a maturing of the brain, which is not
completed until 25, particularly the frontal part of
the brain, which appears to control hazard
perception and eye scan. We feel that it may be
worth looking at that current hazard perception test
to say how that could be improved so that those
could actually be measured rather than just a pass
or fail.

Q294 Chairman: Professor.
Professor McKenna: I have done quite a lot of
research on training hazard perception and while it
is the case that there are brain development issues I
think they are a side issue when it comes to training
in a specific skill.

Q295 Chairman: I think we are going to be in some
diYculty if everybody has to have a brain scan.
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ProfessorMcKenna: Exactly. I do not think we need
that. We can train people’s hazard perception skills
and we can train them very rapidly. We have done it
in as little as 20 minutes; we can improve the hazard
perception skills of new drivers, and before one
thinks this is a—

Q296 Chairman: I am going to stop you there. Do
you mean in understanding? Did you hear the
evidence from the driving instructors? Their
constant reiteration was that the problem is that
people can be taught hazard perception to get
themselves through a test but that they cannot be
taught understanding of hazards unless there is a
diVerent approach. If you will forgive me for saying
so, 20 minutes does not imply that you have given
them deep psychiatric restructuring. If so, you
should be a very rich man!
Professor McKenna: It is a skill and the reason that
it can be done so quickly and eVectively is nothing to
do with my magical skills; it is purely down to the
fact that they start from such an abysmally low
level—that is why, when people have an abysmally
low level of skills.

Q297 Chairman: So you are not actually saying that
that will deal with the existing problem, you are
saying that at the moment the skill level is so low.
Professor McKenna: Correct, we can improve it.

Q298 Chairman: In other words, you are saying that
with 20 minutes’ tuition you can change that.
Professor McKenna: We can statistically improve
that.

Q299 Chairman: Forgive me, but that does not
address the question that you were being asked.
Professor McKenna: The second bit is this
connection between hazard perception on the road,
as it were, and hazard perception when we assess it
because it is a psychometric assessment tool. We
have actually shown that hazard perception skills
developed on the road do transfer on to the
assessment tool that we have developed, so I believe
that there is a straightforward relationship, contrary
to what was said before, where, when you do train
people on the road, it transfers on to their
assessment.

Q300 Chairman: So you do not accept that
understanding requires rather more than that initial
hazard perception training?
Professor McKenna: I am saying that when we do
train people on these hazard perception skills, either
on the road or in the lab, there is reason to believe
that it is actually having an eVect.
Chairman: Mr Hollobone.

Q301 Mr Hollobone: Is there any research or
evidence that when drivers have met road accident
victims their approach to risk taking in a vehicle is
changed?
Professor McKenna: I have certainly done some
research where we have looked at the confidence
levels of individuals when they have been involved in

a crash and we have also looked at the confidence
levels of individuals who have been in a hospitalised
crash, and it is only those who had been in the
hospitalised crash that seem to have a reduced level
of confidence.

Q302 Chairman: You do not actually mean a
hospitalised crash, you mean a crash that results in
people being admitted to hospital; is that what you
mean?
Professor McKenna: I mean a crash in which
someone has been hospitalised.
Chairman: Yes, it is just that the idea of crashes all
over the National Health Service rather upset me!
Mr Hollobone.

Q303 Mr Hollobone: In the previous session we had
a number of people saying that the idea of group
sessions for drivers in their view would help tackle
overconfidence. So my question is, if those group
sessions were with victims of road accidents, does
the panel before us believe that that would
significantly help?
Mr Walsh: I think there is some evidence that we
have seen from Northern Ireland, which was one of
the first places that started the schools’ programme,
which was victim-led, did make a slight diVerence to
the attitude of drivers at the stage of testing, but not
a huge diVerence to the casualty rates that were
measured afterwards. However, this is a course that
is being followed by nearly all fire and rescue services
and a lot of groups in Britain as a pre-driver
experience, where they understand the disaster that
occurs not only at the scene of the crash where
somebody had died, but, more importantly, where
somebody is a long-term victim of a crash. This is a
new approach that is being taken and I think that
much more research needs to be carried out to see if
it is really eVective. I think it is very diYcult because
the stresses on the victims under those circumstances
are enormous and it takes a very special kind of
person to come forward and witness over and over
again. Some of them do it, and some of them do it
very successfully, and some of them have been doing
it for many years in this area. But to put that in the
general training of novice drivers I believe would be
immensely diYcult and a very dangerous step to take
unless there was definite research available that it
was a good thing. But group training in other areas
I think is a very, very diVerent matter, and there is a
lot of evidence coming out that that itself is highly
eVective.

Q304 Mr Martlew: I get the impression that you are
in favour of restrictions on night driving for novice
drivers and the restriction on the number of
passengers.
Professor McKenna: Yes.

Q305 Mr Martlew: What about a reduced alcohol
level for young drivers? Do you think that would
be viable?
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Professor McKenna: I think it is an issue. I do not
think there is much solid evidence to demonstrate its
independent eVect, but it certainly would be
signalling the right message to a group of very
vulnerable road users.

Q306 Chairman: Is that a zero alcohol level?
Professor McKenna: EVectively.

Q307 Mr Martlew: There is silence from your
colleagues. Is that because you are not quite
confident about that?
Mr Walsh:We have a slightly diVerent view on the
night driving issue. We are not in favour of night
restrictions; we are not in favour of any restrictions,
we are in favour of better preparation and better
understanding of how to manage the risk—a
diVerent approach, hopefully with the same result.
One of the reasons we are not in favour of
restrictions, particularly night driving restrictions, is
that there are many rural communities, for example,
where it would be highly restrictive to do that. There
are many people who would find it very diYcult
finding work or indeed education if they were not
able to drive at night or their night driving was
restricted. So I think it is a very diYcult area to go
down, and we do not think it should be done unless
it is very, very carefully measured and very carefully
introduced, and it does need to be done with very,
very thorough education and preparation.

Q308 Mr Martlew: It all sounds very worthy but
some of the most horrendous crashes in my area
have been at 11 o’clock at night with four or five
youngsters in the car. You are saying that, providing
the preparation is right, that should be allowed?
Mr Walsh: No, you should never allow horrendous
crashes.

Q309 Mr Martlew: I think you are deliberately
misunderstanding me.
Mr Walsh: Certainly not.

Q310 Mr Martlew: You are saying that you are of
the opinion that with a novice driver, somebodywho
has just passed their test, you think that four or five
youngsters, 11 o’clock at night, there should be no
restriction on that?
Mr Walsh: No, I am not saying that at all,
necessarily, that there should be no restriction on
four or five youngsters in a car. There may well be a
need to prepare them much better—

Q311 Chairman:MrWalsh, I thinkwe heard you the
first time but the reality is that laws are framed in
fairly straightforward terms and if there is to be any
eVect on this group of young drivers it is clear that
one of the most dangerous times is on rural roads in
the evening and during the night. You have been
asked by Mr Martlew, are you saying that that is a
risk you are prepared to take because you must not
restrict their freedom tomove around in rural areas?

Mr Walsh: No, I am not saying that we think it is a
risk that should be taken. What we say is that it is a
risk that needs to be understood better and better
education and preparation should be considered,
not simply restriction on its own.

Q312 Mr Martlew: But you are not against
restriction?
MrWalsh:We are not against restriction per se, but
we are saying that it should only happen if the other
element of proper education and preparation is put
in as well.

Q313 Mr Martlew: But if that was put in you would
not need restriction, would you?
MrWalsh:You may well still need some restriction,
but the answer is we do not know yet.

Q314 Mr Leech: Professor McKenna made an
interesting point about sending the right message
out to young drivers by having lower alcohol limits.
Some of our previous witnesses who came before the
Committee were arguing against a lower alcohol
limit because it would send the wrong signal that
after a novice period of driving they could drink
more. How would you balance out that, yes, it is
good to have a lower limit for young drivers, with the
potentially thorny problem of at some point saying
to young drivers that now they can drink more?
ProfessorMcKenna: I think if we are going down the
graduated licensing route with specific restrictions
such as night-time and passenger restrictions then as
part of that educational exercise we will be
specifying that in this early phase of their driving
career they are at very much higher risk and that is
why these additional restrictions have to be applied.

Q315 Clive EVord: Going back to Mr Martlew’s
point, Mr Walsh, do you accept that experience
improves a driver’s awareness and ability to drive,
and, assuming that you do accept that, therefore is it
logical to restrict those practices that are at a time or
location where accidents are most likely to happen
to novice drivers, that is, that for a probationary
period they are restricted in certain actions?
Mr Walsh: No, we do not necessarily accept that it
is experience.We believe that preparation for taking
control of a car involves experience, it involves
coaching, it involves education, it involves skills, it
involves a whole host of things, not just experience,
which is why we feel that the business of a time limit
at any stage in this is not the right approach to take.

Q316 Clive EVord: So you do not believe that once a
person passes their test and after a period of driving
they are a better driver, more likely to be able to
anticipate hazards, than they were when they passed
their test?
Mr Walsh: Some appear to be worse drivers, and
there is some evidence to show that. We do know
that there is often a peak and then people fall oV, so
it is not simply experience. There is a balance.
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Q317 Clive EVord: Is that not nonsense? Does not
the evidence point to the fact that novice drivers are
very inexperienced and therefore more likely to have
accidents and so it would suggest that experience
does improve their performance?
Mr Walsh: Perhaps if I could ask my colleague to
add a bit more to what I am saying it would be
helpful.
Dr Dorn: One way that you can accelerate
experience is through the use of simulators. I have
been involved in a big programme with Arriva.

Q318 Chairman: We were told, of course, by one of
our earlier witnesses that the reality is that the
human mind knows this is not a real situation.
Dr Dorn: That is interesting from people who have
not done any research on simulators.

Q319 Chairman: I must tell you that I have seen the
same thing on railway simulation where very senior
executives have managed to kill two or three people
on StaVord station with astonishing calm, partly
because they were on a simulator.
Dr Dorn: But behaviour in a simulator really does
approximate to real life and what you are actually
seeing in terms of crashes is often an issue to do with
the cues coming back from the simulator that can be
wrongly calibrated by the human brain. We often
find that experienced drivers, for example, do worse
on simulators than people who are quite novice.
There is a lot of research on simulators.
Chairman: Very quickly, Mr Clelland. I do not want
to spend the rest of my life on simulators.

Q320 Mr Clelland: We did ask this of the previous
witnesses and it is interesting to examine why.
Obviously, simulators are used quite a lot for
training aircraft pilots.
Dr Dorn: Absolutely.

Q321 Mr Clelland: Would it not be the case that,
although it may be true that people know that
because it is a simulator nothing is going to happen
to them, there is a challenge to the individual to
succeed in the simulator?
Dr Dorn: Sure, but it is about training decision-
making, and it seems to me that it is about the
decisions that drivers are taking that are causing the
problem. The motives behind those decisions are
things that should be incorporated within any group
discussion to aid their understanding because
currently, obviously, hazard perception is very
important but it is also about understanding what
their risks are. That can be achieved in our view with
group discussion and profiling and giving them the
ability to understand what their limitations are. In
that we can tailor and coach them appropriately.

Q322 Mr Martlew: Professor McKenna, I have got
the gist that there is a division between you on
restrictions but could you tellme how long you think
these restrictions should be there for?

Professor McKenna: I would go for something like
nine months, compromise on six and definitely not
go lower than three.

Q323 Chairman: I think that is called multiple
choice. Could we have a gentle indication of what
you reallymean as opposed towhat you thinkwould
get you oV the hook?
ProfessorMcKenna:No, that is exactlywhat Imean.
You go for the longest you can get, and if you go for
less than three months do not waste their time,
because you would be wasting everyone else’s time.

Q324 Chairman: So you are not saying three
months; you are saying nine months?
Professor McKenna: I am saying that is the absolute
minimum that it is worth even considering.

Q325 Chairman: With a second test?
Professor McKenna: I am proposing this for once
they have gone through a supervised training. I
would go for a three-stage process. One would be an
extended period of supervised driving because we
know that that works from work in Sweden and
elsewhere, and thenmove into an intermediate phase
where the restrictions applied. Unsupervised driving
is where the high risk is. When they are being
supervised they are very low risk. Once we get into
the unsupervised bit that is where we are looking at
restrictions which I would say would be an absolute
minimum of three months. If we go for less than that
we are all wasting our time.

Q326 Mr Martlew: So what you are saying, for the
sake of argument, is that if a mature person is there
with them in the car then there would be no
restrictions? Once they have passed their test there
would be no restrictions on night driving or having
four or five passengers? You would be happy with
that?
Professor McKenna: Yes.

Q327 Mr Hollobone: I believe section 59 of the Road
TraYc Act, although I forget which one, says that if
a police oYcer stops a driver who is driving
inappropriately they can issue themwith a ticket and
if a similar oVence is committed within 12 months
the vehicle is confiscated. Has any research been
done on the eVectiveness of this in moderating the
behaviour of younger drivers? It is certainly
something I have seen for myself in Kettering. The
look on the young man’s face when he was issued
this ticket indicated to me that he would not be
committing that oVence again within a year.
Professor McKenna: I do not know of any research
but one of the things that we do know is that for
those who have committed violations their
subsequent accident rate is about three times
those who have not, so identifying those early
interventions on individuals who have committed
violations is clearly a high priority.

Q328 Mrs Ellman: Have approved driving
instructors got the right skills to do the job?
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Dr Dorn: No. One of the things that we have set
up at my university is a new MSc in Driver
Behaviour and Education which we hope will help
extend the skills and knowledge base of approved
driving instructors so that they can deliver some of
these new interventions, some of these ways of
getting drivers to understand what the risks are,
based on the GDE matrix that we mentioned
earlier, the goals for driver education.

Q329 Mrs Ellman: What status has this got?
Dr Dorn: It went through five quality channels at
my university and finally was approved at senate
last week.

Q330 Mrs Ellman: But what status does it have
outside the university?
Dr Dorn: It is a master’s degree.

Q331 Mrs Ellman: You are not saying, are you,
that driving instructors would have to take a
master’s degree?
Dr Dorn: Absolutely. Why not?

Q332 Mrs Ellman: To be a driving instructor?
Dr Dorn: Absolutely. Why not professionalise the
whole field?
Chairman: It might limit the numbers of people
going for the job, might it not? Much as I
appreciate them, there are not many driving
instructors I know whom I automatically think of
as wanting to take a master’s degree, but I may
have got it wrong.

Q333 Mrs Ellman: Does anybody have any other
suggestions on what kind of additional training
could be provided without having to do a
master’s degree?
Mr Walsh: Our view is that part of the problem at
the moment is the quality of preparation for driving
and I think a lot of evidence has shown that, so
part of the problem must be in the quality of the
instruction, the coaching, that development.
Therefore, steps to improve the quality of ADIs we
believe are highly desirable. This is a first attempt,
an experimental process, at looking for a degree
approach. We would recommend that much more
involvement of other government departments, not
just the Department for Transport, is required if
this problem is going to be solved, and it means
that we have to have a thorough look at the type
of person who is instructing, the qualifications of
the person who is instructing, the amount of time
that they are spending on the task. All of that is a
big chunk of work and we believe that that is
something that should be taken forward.

Q334 Mrs Ellman: Do you think that existing
approved driving instructors could undertake
further training to enable them to do the job in a
diVerent way?
Mr Walsh: Yes, they certainly could, and the CPD
programme is a start.

Q335 Chairman: CPD?
Mr Walsh: The Continuing Professional
Development programme, which was alluded to by
earlier witnesses.

Q336 Mrs Ellman: Mr Edwards?
Mr Edwards: I think a lot of instructors could be
improved greatly with the right course, and it does
not necessarily have to be a master’s course. It
could be something quite a bit shorter. However,
to succeed in that the way in which driving
instructors are assessed by the DSA also needs to
alter. At the moment there are three co-
competences for a driving instructors. They are
fault identification, fault analysis and fault
correction. That means that the way we teach
driving in this country is a very negative way. We
teach it by telling them not what to do right but
what not to do wrong, so it is a very negative way,
which means that they go out of the process not
knowing in their own mind what they need to do
to be a good driver. They only know what they
need to do to pass their driving test, if that
makes sense.

Q337 Mrs Ellman: Who do you think should be in
charge of providing this kind of training?
Mr Edwards: I think the DSA would ultimately
have to set the objectives of the training. Private
companies could deliver the training so long as it
was delivered to a quality control standard, but at
the moment there are very few quality control
standards on the way driving instructors are
trained.

Q338 Mrs Ellman: Is there any relationship
between the work all of you are doing and the
Driving Standards Agency, or are you consulted on
any of it?
Mr Edwards: Yes, we are talking to them.

Q339 Mrs Ellman: You all are?
Dr Dorn: Yes, we are.

Q340 Mrs Ellman: Professor McKenna, do you
have any views on that?
Professor McKenna: I think it is a particularly
diYcult area in the sense that driving instruction in
this country is a low-pay, low-skill job, so there are
many opportunities to improve that situation. The
diYculty is that because it is low-pay the issue is
who will be paying for the continuous professional
development. Many of them are self-employed. If
they go oV to do any professional development it
is straight out of their earnings. There are
opportunities in the sense that we now have
increases in speed awareness courses, driver
improvement courses, so there is the start of
opportunities for driving instructors to come into
a more classroom-based environment and develop
other skills, but there are real diYculties for a self-
employed individual on a low wage to engage in
expensive training that comes straight out of their
earnings.
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Q341 Mrs Ellman: Are you all agreed that there is
a need for a fundamental change in the way that
people learn to drive?
Professor McKenna: Yes.
Dr Dorn: The competences of driving instructors
currently are at quite low levels. Very small
numbers pass the DSA tests for ADIs and clearly
there is a big skills and knowledge gap.

Q342 Clive EVord: May I ask a question on
psychometric testing? Who carries it out? Is it part
of your degree?

Dr Dorn: We have been experimenting with
psychometric testing for a number of years now. It
is not a pass or fail. We simply profile drivers to
understand what their risks are with regard to
issues like confidence, thrill-seeking, sensation-
seeking, aggression and so on, and then we tailor
and coach the drivers using techniques that
psychologists have been using for a number of
years. It is about a new breed of driving instructors
that can tailor their training according to
psychometric profiling.
Chairman: You have been very interesting and very
helpful. Thank you very much indeed. We are
grateful to you for your evidence.
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Memorandum submitted by the Department for Transport

1. Introduction

1.1 This evidence is submitted for the Transport Committee inquiry into novice drivers. It provides an
overview of the issues that the Committee has indicated it would like to investigate. The Driving Standards
Agency (DSA) has been fully involved with the preparation of this Memorandum.

Young drivers are involved in too many road casualty accidents. They present a complex challenge; but
not all young drivers are novices: many of those whose fatally bad driving is reported in the news are old
enough to have passed the test some years previously. Most young people take a responsible approach to
learning to drive and gaining experience; others flout basic safety rules, including a minority who drive
unlicensed and un-insured. Road safety issues also cannot be considered in isolation, but are part of a wider
social concern about anti-social behaviour and its causes.

1.2 There has been a series of changes in the driver training and testing regime in recent years. Changes
to the test are described in para 4.2 below. The Pass Plus scheme was launched in 1995 (see para 6.4). The
NewDrivers Actwas brought into force in 1997 (see Section 8). DSA’sDriver Record logbookwas launched
in 2002 (see para 5.5).

The Government’s Road Safety Strategy

1.3 The Government published a road safety strategy in March 2000, Tomorrow’s Roads: Safer for
Everyone.61 We are committed to review this strategy every three years. Young drivers are a main focus of
the second of these reviews, currently in progress. This will also reflect a new strategy being developed in
parallel by the DSA, Driving Safety Forward, which has as a main focus the continued improvement of the
training and testing system so as to improve further the safety of young drivers. This work is in progress and
a report will be published in the first quarter of 2007. The Department will share conclusions from this work
with the Committee as soon as it is completed.

Previous inquiries

1.4 The Committee’s predecessor, the Environment, Transport and Rural AVairs Committee (ETRAC)
conducted an inquiry on Young and Newly-Qualified Drivers: Standards and Training in 1999.62 ETRAC’s
19th report includes the Government’s written evidence to that inquiry inMay 1999; and the Government’s
response to the report was published in March 2000.63 ETRAC made a number of specific
recommendations, including the introduction of a Hazard Perception Test as part of the computerised
theory test, which have been implemented. In relation to after-test monitoring of younger drivers, ETRAC
rejected suggestions for a probationary driver scheme, and a proposal that the Pass Plus scheme be made
mandatory.

1.5 The Committee has also recently published a report on Roads Policing and Technology: Getting the
Right Balance,64 on which the Government will respond very shortly. The Committee also touched upon the
issue of younger drivers in its recent report on the Driver and Vehicle Operator Group and The Highways
Agency,65 to which the Government responded on 6 November 2006.

61 available on-line from the DfT website—
http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–rdsafety/documents/page/dft–rdsafety–504644.hcsp

62 HC 515—October 1999.
63 Cm 4631.
64 HC 975—31 October 2006.
65 HC 907—27 July 2006.
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A Structured Approach to Learning to Drive

1.6 Following the ETRAC report, the Government published a wide-ranging consultation document, A
Structured Approach to Learning to Drive66 in March 2002, which included a wide range of proposals for
restricting newly-qualified drivers. The Government’s decision following this consultation was published in
April 2004.67 The Government concluded that the focus should be on positive improvements to the training
and testing regime. It decided against further statutory regulation of learners and newly-qualified drivers.

Road Safety Act 2006

1.7 The Road Safety Act68 includes provisions which the Driving Standards Agency (DSA) will use to
overhaul the present system of approved driving instructor (ADI) registration.69 There were several
Parliamentary debates on newly-qualified and other young drivers during the passage of the Bill, including
a debate at Committee Stage in the House of Commons on 23 April 2006.

Novice drivers and young drivers

1.8 The scope of the inquiry is assumed to be limited to drivers and to exclude motorcyclists, on which
the Committee have a separate inquiry. Only one of the Committee’s questions relates to young drivers in
general (see section 3 below). Otherwise, its questions relate to learners, and novice drivers who have held
a car driving licence for less than two or perhaps three years, irrespective of their age.

1.9 A minority of young drivers who could be considered novice drivers are unlicensed—either because
they are not yet 17, or because they have chosen not to qualify or have become disqualified from driving or
who have had their licences revoked. Others fail to comply with provisional licence restrictions. These are
a very high risk group, but would not necessarily be touched by the specific proposals on which the
Committee has invited evidence.

Numbers of novice drivers

1.10 DSA holds figures by age and gender for those who take and pass the practical car driving test. This
table gives a summary of these:

Drivers aged 17–19 Drivers ages 20–25
Pass (thousands) Pass rate (%) Pass (thousands) Pass rate (%)
Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women

2002–03 167 138 49 45 69 74 47 40
2003–04 164 139 49 45 74 82 46 40
2004–05 195 162 48 44 92 96 46 39
2005–06 214 178 48 44 103 102 46 40

1.11 The DSA figures show that some 700,000 people pass the practical car driving test each year, of
whom about 600,000 are under 25 years old, and nearly 400,000 are under 20. A significant proportion of
novice drivers are therefore not in the age range (17–25 years) commonly used to cover young drivers;
conversely, many of those in that age range are likely not to be considered novice drivers, since they will
already have had several years’ experience of driving after passing the driving test.

1.12 The DSA figures also show that the total number of young people taking the driving test has risen
in recent years. Numbers fluctuate from year to year according to the number in the age group. However,
the National Travel Survey suggests that the proportion of people aged 17–20 holding a licence increased
from 27% in 2004 to 32% in 2005, after a steady downward trend from the peak of 48% in 1992–94.

Casualty accidents involving young drivers

1.13 The Department’s accident statistics are published annually in Road Casualties in Great Britain—
Annual Report.70 Two further tables are annexed summarising casualty accidents since 1992, for accidents
involving a driver under 25, with separate figures for accidents involving a driver aged 17 to 19. It should
be noted that the reports on which these are based do not record how long any driver has held a licence.

66 DTLR—ISBN 1 85112 515 9.
67 available on-line from the DfT website—
http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–rdsafety/documents/page/dft–rdsafety–028178-01.hcsp<P14–335

68 Road Safety Act 2006 c
69 c49 (see Section 42 and Schedule 6)
70 2005 Annual Report published by the Stationery OYce Sept 2006—ISBN-10: 0-11-552773-9
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1.14 In 2005, there were 1,077 fatalities in road traYc accidents involving a driver between 17 and 25, of
whom 377 were drivers in that age group. For accidents involving a driver aged 17 to 19, there were 465 road
fatalities (including riders), of whom 149 were drivers in that age group. The reports on which these figures
are based do not attribute fault in the casualty accidents.

1.15 The tables below compare the rates of fatalities per billion kilometres among car drivers (including
taxi drivers) over and under the age of 25. The former are very much higher, and on average over the period
1996–2005 the fatality rate for young car drivers has also increased. Between 1997 and 1999 the rate
decreased due to the number of fatalities falling faster than vehicle kilometres (vkms). The rate then
increased up until 2003. This was due to the number of fatalities increasing in every year from 1999 to 2005
and vkms falling from 1999 until 2003. The increase in vkms in both 2004 and 2005 then caused the rate to
fall in these years.

Fatality Rate of car drivers aged 17–24 Fatality Rate of car drivers aged 25!

Billion Fatalities Billion Fatalities
vehicle per billion vehicle per billion

Year Fatalities km vkms Year Fatalities km vkms

1996 308 33 9 1996 821 327 3
1997 337 33 10 1997 826 333 2
1998 292 32 9 1998 832 339 2
1999 255 31 8 1999 814 346 2
2000 282 29 10 2000 797 348 2
2001 304 27 11 2001 837 355 2
2002 320 28 11 2002 813 365 2
2003 327 24 13 2003 836 369 2
2004 330 26 12 2004 765 372 2
2005 336 29 12 2005 761 369 2

1.16 TheDepartment for Transport publishes the Highways EconomicNoteNo.171 each year estimating
the values for prevention of road casualties and road accidents for use in the appraisal of road schemes. The
update for 2005 values was published on 12 January. The average value of prevention per fatal casualty in
Great Britain in 2005 prices is £1,428,180. The average costs per fatal accident were £1,644,790. However,
theDepartment does not attempt to give estimates for particular age groups. Treasury guidance72 states that
diVerences in wealth should be ignored for equity reasons and consequently national average valuations of
preventing fatalities should be used. The valuation of prevention of fatalities is based on a consistent
willingness to pay (WTP) approach, which according to Treasury guidance should assume that “everyone
at risk from accidental death should be treated as if they were of average income and wealth, producing
average net output, of average age and expressing an average level of risk aversion”. The estimates do not
represent actual costs incurred as the result of road accidents. They are the cost-benefit values and represent
the benefits which would be obtained by prevention of road accidents. The value of prevention of a casualty
consists of: loss of output; ambulance and hospital costs; and human costs, based on WTP values, which
represent pain, grief and suVering to the casualty, relatives and friends, and, for fatal casualties, the intrinsic
loss of enjoyment of life over and above the consumption of goods and services. The higher costs for
accidents are due to non-casualty specific costs, such as damage to vehicles and property and costs of police
and insurance and administrative costs; and also because on average more that one casualty is involved per
accident—for example in 2005, a fatal accident on average involved 1.10 fatalities, 0.36 serious casualties
and 0.54 slight casualties.

International comparisons

1.17 Casualty rates associated with young and novice drivers are a concern all over the world. OECD
have recently published an international review of this issue,73 which gives comprehensive information
including comparisons between diVerent countries. This shows that a number of countries including theUK
with advanced policies on road safety nevertheless have cause for serious concern about young drivers. In
European countries, there are lower young driver casualty figures, but these are associated mainly with
young people having—as yet—less access to, or use of vehicles.

71 http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–rdsafety/documents/page/dft–rdsafety–610642.hcsp
72 Managing Risks to the Public http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/media/8AB/54/Managing–risks–to–the–public.pdf
73 OECD/ECMT report Young Drivers—the Road to Safety (2006)—ECMT Publications ISBN 92-821-1334-5;
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2. To what extent novice drivers are more at risk of being involved in a collision than other drivers, and whether
this is primarily a consequence of age, inexperience or a combination of both?

2.1 The accident risk found among novice drivers is partly attributable to both age and experience, but
the following paragraphs also show a strong association with high risk behaviour in general and an
associated low regard for basic road safety rules.

2.2 Many reports74 highlight a higher risk of casualties involving young male drivers than more
experienced drivers. The picture for young female drivers is significantly diVerent. It also does not follow
from the high figures that all young drivers (males in particular) are an equally high risk. Several studies75
have assessed the relative importance of experience and age. The risk of accident involvement decreases
substantially during the first year of driving for new drivers of any age; the initial accident risk, while still
considerable, is less the older the novice driver is.

2.3 The Government’s Memorandum for ETRAC in May 1999 cited a major long-running research
study undertaken by TRL Ltd, the Cohort Study of learner and novice drivers (Cohort I).76 This study has
been repeated (Cohort II) and results are planned to be published in the Summer of 2007. These studies have
examined the methods used and experience gained by a sample of learner drivers and related this to their
performance in the practical driving test, and to their experiences during the first 3 years as a novice driver,
including any accidents in which they have been involved and oVences they have committed.

2.4 Preliminary analysis of the Cohort II data suggests that, for drivers of all ages at the time of passing
the L-test, the reduction in accident liability which they enjoy between their first and second year of driving
post-test may be as high as 42.5% as a result of the gaining of experience alone. Age itself may be much less
significant. The accident liability for a driver passing the test at age 17.6 (the average age of a 17-year old
test passer) is only 5.5% more than for drivers passing the test a year older. This age-eVect reduces as age
increases, so that for 20-year olds, the reduction in accident liability for drivers passing a year later is 4.3%
and by age 25 this has fallen to 2.9%.

Accident data

2.5 In 2005, for the first time, the Department collected data on contributory factors to road traYc
accidents. Several of these factors are attributed to drivers up to the age of 25 in much higher proportions
of cases than for older drivers. These factors were reported for the following proportion of drivers in casualty
accidents—

Driver Driver Driver
17–19 17–25 26!

Loss of control 19% 14% 6%
Careless, reckless or in a hurry 14% 12% 7%
Travelling too fast for the conditions 14% 11% 5%
Slippery road (due to weather) 12% 10% 5%
Exceeded the speed limit 8% 6% 2%
Impaired by alcohol 4% 5% 2%
Aggressive driving 4% 4% 1%

2.6 Accident statistics collected by the Department include the age of vehicles involved. The following
average figures show that novices tend to have been in older cars, which are likely to have fewer safety
features—

Drivers aged 26 and above 5 years 6 months
Drivers aged 17 to 25 6 years 6 months
Drivers aged 17 to 19 7 years 1 month

2.7 The accident figures show that young drivers’ vehicles tend to have smaller engines. The average
engine capacity for drivers aged 17 to 19 was 1,366 cc; for drivers aged 17 to 25 was 1,479 cc, and for drivers
aged 26 and above was 1758 cc.

74 RoSPA—Young and Novice Drivers’ Education, Training and Licensing (2002); Association of British Insurers—Young
Drivers: Reducing Death on the Roads (September 2006)

75 see especiallyEstimating theEVects of Age and Experience onAccident LiabilityUsing Stats 19Data (Maycock 2002) published
by the Department for Transport in Behavioural Research in Road Safety XII.

76 Cohort study of learner and novice drivers: reports are available on TRL—Part 1: Learning to drive and performance in the
driving test (1992) (TRL Report RR 338); Part 2: Attitudes, opinions and the development of driving skills in the first 2 years
(1992) (RR372); Part 3: Accidents, oVences and driving experience in the first three years of driving (1995)(PR111); Part 4:
Novice driver accidents in relation to methods of learning to drive, performance in the driving test and self assessed driving
ability and behaviour (1997) (TRL Report TRL275).
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3. Do young people’s attitudes to driving have a significant impact on the collision rates of young and novice
drivers?

3.1 A proper attitude to the responsibilities of driving is crucial. It will be reflected in a considered
approach to learning not only the practical skills driving requires but the development of safe behaviour,
and a regard for road traYc laws. Attitudes to driving, and road traYc law and the law more generally, are
formed before young people are old enough to drive.Many young people see the freedom to drive as ameans
of gaining respect and some see it as a means of relieving boredom.

3.2 In 2002, TRLLtd published a report for theDepartment, In-depth Accident Causation Study of Young
Drivers,77 which considered 3437 injury accident cases reported by the police, including 1296 in detail,
involving drivers aged 17–25 years. A central theme of this study is the extent to which young driver
accidents of all types can be said to be the result of “attitudinal” factors as opposed to “skill deficit” factors.
A large percentage of their accidents are purely the result of two or three “failures of attitude”, rather than
skill deficits.

3.3 In 2004, the Department commissioned a more detailed investigation of the change in the trend for
fatal car accidents since the late 1990s. Preliminary analysis suggests that young drivers in fatal accidents,
especially those under 20 years, were nearly 12 times more likely than those aged 35–65 years to have been
at fault. Males were found to be more liable to deliberate risk taking actions than females, with males more
likely to exceed the speed limit or drive too fast for the conditions. Females were more likely to have been
ignorant of the correct speed limit or to be travelling too fast for the conditions rather than deliberately
speeding.

3.4 Over three quarters of fatal accidents involving drivers under 20 were judged to be speed related. For
the 20–24 year age group it was about two thirds, dropping to below half by the age of 30 years. These
accidents show high levels of speeding, alcohol involvement and recklessness. 68% of occupant fatalities in
the 16–20 year age group were with drivers who were slightly older (mean age 21 years), who were speeding
or who were being deliberately reckless and racing (36%).

3.5 The Department’s accident statistics (see para 1.14) show that the highest rate of breath test failures
at accidents is 5.6% for male drivers aged 20–24 years. The equivalent figure for females is 1.6%.

3.6 30% of fatally injured occupants (of all ages) were not wearing a seat belt. Wearing rates are
particularly low among young drivers (17–29 years) with 40% of those killed not wearing a seat belt. The
proportion of fatally injured drivers wearing a seat belt increases with age from about 29 years. Seat belt
wearing is lower, especially among young males, at night. Over a third of those killed at night were not
wearing a seatbelt compared with under one quarter of those of the same age killed during the day.

3.7 There is also some evidence that if a driver has been drinking or not wearing a seatbelt, it was likely
the passengers were doing the same. The younger the passenger the less likely they were to be wearing a
seatbelt. In 2005 there were 188 passenger deaths under the age of 18 years. In the rear seat about half the
youngmales and females killed had beenwearing a seatbelt during the day but this dropped to 11% formales
at night and 33% for young females. In the front seat, the proportions for both were about 80% during the
day but dropped to 75% for males and 65% for females at night (Broughton and Sexton).

OVending by young drivers

3.8 A key measure of attitudes is compliance with relevant regulations, in this case road traYc laws. The
following paragraphs demonstrate the possible extent to which accidents are linked to serious driving
oVences. The strong connection is important for any proposals linked to additional legal regulation of
learners and novice drivers. Bad driving by young people cannot be considered or tackled in isolation from
the wider social context.

3.9 The Home OYce published a research study (No 206) in October 2000 on The Criminal Histories of
Serious TraYc OVenders,78 which looked at how far those who commit serious traYc oVences are normally
law-abiding members of the public or are likely to be involved in other types of crime, by examining the
extent to which anti-social behaviour on the road is linked to other criminal activity, and how any such links
might be exploited.

3.10 The study of three types of serious traYc oVender (the drink driver, the disqualified driver and the
dangerous driver) revealed that many oVenders from each group had committed mainstream oVences
(violence against the person, burglary, robbery, theft and handling, criminal damage, drug oVences). Serious
traYc oVending was found to be predominantly a male activity, and relatively few females are involved.

3.11 The Cohort I study found a relationship between novice drivers who commit driving oVences and
those who have road traYc accidents.79 Overall, in the first year from passing the test, 42% of those who had
received a fixed penalty notice or summons had also been involved in an accident, compared with 18% of
those who had not. In the second year, the proportions were 26% and 12% respectively, and these figures
dropped to 21% and 11% in the third year.

77 available from TRL’s website—TRL Report TRL542
78 available on-line at http://www.homeoYce.gov.uk/rds/pdfs/hors206.pdf; see also summary in Home OYce Briefing Note
5/00 athttp://www.homeoYce.gov.uk/rds/prgpdfs/brf500.pdf

79 Cohort study of learners and novice drivers: Part 3, Accidents, oVences and driving experience in the first three years of driving
(TRL—Project Report 111 (1995)) ISBN 0968–4093
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3.12 The most recent Home OYce statistics for road traYc oVences are for 2004. The Supplementary
Tables80 include (at Table 17) an analysis by age for findings of guilt at Court which separates drivers by
gender and age. This Table shows that 88% of these cases involved men, with much higher proportions of
men for some of the most serious oVences, such as causing death or bodily harm; dangerous driving; theft
and fraud; and a range of oVences including for example driving unsafe vehicles for work.

3.13 The proportions of convictions involving drivers under 21 are also given in this Table. The following
table shows for selected oVences the numbers of those convicted who were 21 and under and percentage in
each case of the totals convicted for the oVence—

Causing death or bodily harm 99 out of 384 (26%)
Dangerous driving 2,251 out of 6,633 (34%)
Driving etc after consuming alcohol or taking drugs 11,635 out of 96,238 (12%)
Careless driving 5,332 out of 30,495 (17%)

3.14 Drivers under 21 (not all novices) are over-represented for all of these oVences (which do not of
course include those killed by their own dangerous driving). The Department’s accident statistics (see para
1.14) show that young drivers (under 25) are heavily over represented in drink drive accidents per one
hundred thousand licence holders and per one hundred million miles driven.

Young people driving unlicensed and un-insured

3.15 Table 17 in the Supplementary Tables also gives figures for driver licensing, and insurance oVences,
with the following proportions of convicted drivers under 21—

Driving licence related oVences 71,740 out of 303,393 (24%)
Vehicle insurance oVences 79,409 out of 359,730 (22%)

3.16 Again, persons under 21 are heavily over-represented. Persons under 21 are also responsible for just
over two thirds of convictions for theft of motor vehicles.

3.17 Youngmale drivers (17–29, by nomeans all novices) are about three timesmore likely to be involved
in a crash than all drivers, but unlicensed young male drivers are between 3.25 and 11.6 times more likely
to be involved in a crash than all drivers. For all unlicensed drivers the increased risk is between 2.7% and
8.9%. There is some indication that unlicensed driving may be increasing amongst young males. There are
indications from several sources, although little firm evidence, that at least 100,000 young people,
predominantly male, may be driving without a licence.81

3.18 Those who gain a criminal record for driving while disqualified, unlicensed or un-insured are likely
to have life-long diYculty obtaining insurance; and may therefore be permanently excluded from the legal
driving population. Many have become high-risk serial road traYc oVenders.

3.19 The Department published a report in November 2003, Research into Unlicensed Driving.82 This
estimated that there are around 6,300 casualties annually as a result of crashes involving an unlicensed driver
and around 900 of these are killed or seriously injured. Not all crashes involving unlicensed drivers are
detected and not all are prosecuted, so it is possible that the numbers represent an underestimate. The report
found, by comparing crashes involving unlicensed drivers with all crashes, that—

— they typically involve a higher severity;

— they involve a higher number of casualties and passengers are significantly over-represented;

— the age of these casualties is lower and there are more males;

— a higher proportion occurs on unclassified roads, and where speed is restricted;

— the greatest number of crashes tend to occur at the evening peak, but weekend crashes are over-
represented, as are those late in the evening or early morning; and

— there is a higher proportion of motorcyclists involved in crashes involving unlicensed drivers
compared with crashes involving licensed drivers.

3.20 As for the unlicensed drivers involved in these crashes, the report found that—

— they tend to be male;

— they are younger (average age 28 years) than the average crash involved driver (average age 37
years);

— they are significantly more likely to produce a positive breath-test result; and

— there is an unlicensed driver eVect over and above the increased crash risk of being a young driver.

80 OVences relating to motor vehicles—England and Wales 2004—Supplementary Tables ISBN 1–84473–874–4
81 Noble, B., (2005) Why are some young people choosing not to drive?—Proceedings of the 23rd European Transport
Annual Meeting.

82 available on-line at—
http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–rdsafety/documents/page/dft–rdsafety–026268.pdf
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Driver Education and Testing

4. How eVective are the existing practical and theory driving tests at identifying safe driving skills and
behaviour? Has the hazard perception test achieved its objectives?

4.1 The Government’s strategy aims for—

— constructive improvements to the training and testing process to ensure as far as possible that
newly-qualified drivers are safe drivers;

— developing incentives to encourage positive attitudes, and the responsibility associated with a
licence to drive;

— deterrent enforcement of existing road traYc rules which some young drivers (mostly males) are
flouting, too often with fatal consequences.

4.2 The regime for learners and novice drivers has beenmade more rigorous in recent years. A theory test
was introduced in 1996, which is now screen-based. Changes were made to the practical test inMay 1999 so
that there is more time for driving rather than setmanoeuvres. The extra timemeans that, where practicable,
candidates are taken on to a high speed road and are expected to drive up to the limit, subject to road
conditions. Hazard perception testing was introduced in November 2002.

4.3 The UK driving test is widely accepted to be among the most demanding of any country. The OECD
report on young drivers (para 2.2) has detailed information about the approach to driver training and testing
in other countries. As part of DSA’s work described in para 4.10, they have commissioned a study on the
driving test, which will include additional information on international comparisons.

4.4 In 2005, TRL published a report for the Department entitled Novice Driver Safety and the British
Practical Driving Test.83 The authors discuss evidence about the way learners prepare for the test, and the
reasons for the present pass rate (then—and now—about 43%). The report notes that candidates choose
when they come for test, and that many appear to do so at a time when their own level of competence is such
that they have only a moderate probability of passing; and their performance is inconsistent.

4.5 The European Commission’s DG TREN financed what is known as the TEST project, which was
managed by CIECA, the international driver testing authority. The final report was produced in 2005.84 The
project covered six countries: Austria, France, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and Great Britain. The main
aims of the project were to:

— determine to what extent the duration and location of the practical driving test for category B
allowed the requirements in Directives 2000/56/EC and 91/439/EEC to be met and to consider
whether the tests were covering all requirements of the directives;

— assess the homogeneity in the driving test in the 6 countries involved in the project and in the
diVerent test centres within each country;

— to assess how well the road safety needs of novice drivers are being met through the current
practical test and, if necessary, develop recommendations to improve the status quo.

The findings confirm that the driving test in Great Britain compares favourably with those of other
countries studied, and already incorporates many of the specific recommendations. The report does find,
however, that current driving tests are not yet incorporating the results of research conducted in recent years,
which recommend introducing more behavioural elements into the driving test and focussing less on only
vehicle control.

Theory and Hazard Perception Test

4.6 The following table shows the pass rates for the theory test and hazard perception test. The pass rates
are high, and much higher than for the practical test pass rate.

Multiple Full Theory
Choice HPT Test Pass

Tests Pass Rate Pass Rate Full Theory Rate
Year Conducted (%) (%) Test Passes (%)

14 Nov 2002 to Mar 2003 418,406 64 81 229,633 55
Apr 2003 to Mar 2004 1,434,974 77 73 842,969 59
Apr 2004 to Mar 2005 1,396,771 80 80 915,934 66
Apr 2005 to Mar 2006 1,405,947 82 85 999,889 71
Apr 2006 to Nov 2006 964,640 79 87 683,812 71

83 available from TRL’s website—TRL Report TRL 652.
84 Towards European Standards for Testing CIECA (Brussels) (2005)—ISBN 90-76408-12-12
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4.7 At 3December 2006, there were nearly 200,000 provisional licence holders who had held a theory test
certificate for more than a year. 47% of these had taken and failed at least one practical test, and 15% had
a first test booked. 38% had neither booked nor taken a practical test. Approximately 3,000 theory test
certificates expire each month before the holders have taken a practical test.

4.8 The Department does not yet have an analysis of the eVectiveness of these new elements in the test,
although research carried out prior to implementation indicated the potential of hazard perception testing
for improving novice driver safety. One of the objectives of the Cohort II study is to evaluate the impact
which the introduction of the hazard perception test has had, and these findings will also be available in the
summer of 2007.

4.9 These additional elements of the driving test are intended to encourage people to incorporate theory
and hazard perception in their driving training and the Cohort II study seeks to establish the extent to which
this is happening. It would seem that many learners treat them as separate, preliminary items and practise
for them mainly on computer products which they can use at home rather than in association with their
driving instructor.

Driving Safety Forward

4.10 Ministers have asked DSA to become more involved with drivers throughout their driving career
rather than simply at the driving test. As part of its new strategy, Driving Safety Forward, DSA intends to
look at—

— the knowledge, skills and aptitude that constitute competence for safe drivers;

— creating and disseminating road safety education resources;

— enhanced content for the theory test;

— fuel-eYcient driving assessment;

— an education pack for learners with an enhanced log book;

— new qualification arrangements for driver trainers;

— continuing driver education programmes; and

— support for older drivers.

Para 1.3 above explains that this work is linked to the current review of the Government’s road safety
strategy, on which a report will be published in the first quarter of 2007.

Young people’s perceptions

4.11 As part of the work described in para 1.3, the Department commissioned a study of young drivers’
perceptions of good driving and the practical driving test.85 This study finds that young people are making
a distinction between learning to pass the test and learning to drive, and between the law and “lore” of the
road. Evidence of this sort suggests that extensive work is needed on pre-driver education and other early
influences, as well as on driver training prior to the driving test, so that more young people develop a safe
attitude to driving as well as the practical skills on which driver training currently concentrates.

5. Could changes to driver education and testing help to make novice drivers safer?

Such changes might include:

— new pre-test requirements, such as a minimum number of hours’ or miles’ driving, or a minimum
period between obtaining a provisional licence and taking the test;

— compulsory professional tuition; or

— additional training for motorway driving or night driving.

5.1 Changes to driver, and pre-driver, education and driver testing could make novice drivers safer, and
the programme ofDSAwork summarized in para 4.10 has that aim. Each of the specific proposals identified
by the Committee were discussed in A Structured Approach to Learning to Drive (see para 1.8 above).

85 The Good, The Bad and the Talented—available on-line at http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–rdsafety/documents/
page/dft–rdsafety–613879.pdf
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Minimum learning periods and compulsory professional tuition

5.2 The Cohort I study found that the mean age for participants who passed the test was 22.4 years. The
mean time to learn and pass the test was 10.6 months. Getting practice as well as having formal lessons has
added value. This may be because it oVers experience in a wider range of vehicles and driving conditions.
Where family cars are used, experience may include carrying passengers which might not typically arise in
driving lessons. Participants in the Cohort I study who failed the test had had a significantly lower mean
figure for hours of practice than those who had passed.

5.3 The Cohort I study found as many as 98% of respondents took at least some professional instruction.
A preliminary analysis for Cohort II has an even higher figure of 99.5%. The mean time spent on formal
lessons among participants who had passed the test was 43.8 hours, and their mean hours of practice were
17.9 hours (including those who had no practice). This means that an average learner may have had over
60 hours’ driving experience when they reach their practical test.

5.4 The OECD report cited at para 1.17 above includes information about other countries where there
is compulsory tuition and aminimum learning period. Some other European countries only allow learners to
drive with a professional instructor. It is common in theUnited States to specifyminimum hours of practice,
although it is not always clear how this is supervised. Many of these regimes do not appear to require more
practice than the average learner in Great Britain already chooses to have.

Driver Record Logbook

5.5 DSA promotes a Driver Record, a logbook used by learner drivers and their instructors. Some
instructors have their own versions. The aim is to ensure that the learner and instructor take a structured
approach to learning and gaining experience in each of the competencies which are assessed in the practical
driving test. A research project (due to report at the end of 2007) is investigating the extent of use of the
Driver Record, and the influence it has on the level and nature of pre-test driver training and experience,
and on driving test performance.

Motorway Driving

5.6 The Government does not agree that newly-qualified drivers should be excluded from driving on
motorways, although some learners are clearly not yet suYciently competent to be allowed to use these
roads. The need for learner drivers to be prepared for driving on motorways has been addressed by
increasing the length of the practical driving test among other things to ensure that more test routes include
dual carriageways and other higher-speed roads. Learners should therefore practise on such roads before
they take the test. A Structured Approach to Learning to Drive cited research indicating that novices do not
have a higher proportion of their accidents on a motorway, leading to the conclusion that motorways do
not present a particular problem for them.All-purpose roads, where the risks are higher, are ofmore concern
for novices. Any new driver seeking accompaniedmotorway experience can undertake specific training such
as the Pass Plus course.

Night Driving

5.7 Learner drivers should practise in the dark, and theDriver Record (para 5.5) makes express provision
for this. Accident numbers are especially high for 17–19 year olds between 9pm and midnight. This may be
related to exposure. There is likely to be a strong connectionwith the kind of behaviour and risk taking likely
to be associated with their other activities at those times. Factors such as alcohol, fatigue, speed and peer-
pressure contribute to young driver accidents at these times. These are bigger risks than those associated
simply with driving in the dark.

6. Graduated Licensing

Graduated licensing schemes involve the phasing-in of driving privileges. Typically, a gradated licensing
scheme imposes additional restrictions on new drivers either for a fixed period of time after passing their
test or until a second test is passed. Restrictions in a graduated licensing programme might include:

— a lower speed limit;

— a lower blood-alcohol limit;

— restrictions on the number of passengers who may be carried; and

— restrictions on night driving.

6.1 Each of the specific proposals identified by the Committee were discussed in A Structured Approach
to Learning to Drive (see para 1.8 above). The Government has not proposed additional legal restrictions
on newly-qualified drivers. Experience is a matter of development, but it cannot be right for the passing of
the test to leave substantive questions about readiness to drive. The provisional licence is there to provide
a secure environment in which learners can reach the right standard.
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6.2 Three main arguments are advanced for graduating licensing schemes such as those described by the
Committee. They are said to reduce the exposure of novice drivers; theymaymoderate the behaviour of bad
young drivers; and they are used in some other countries for one or both of these purposes.

Gaining Experience

6.3 It is important that all drivers gain experience of the full range of conditions for which they have been
licensed, and that the process should only be delayed or restricted if this is necessary or proportionate. The
function of the practical test must be to see if candidates are ready to drive unrestricted. There are risks
associated with driving at the prevailing speed limits, or with passengers, and at night; but these activities
are not inherently dangerous and it is desirable that novice drivers continue to gain such experience. Some
people learn to drive specifically because they need to carry people (including children) about, or to drive
at night—for example to get work. It would be diYcult to justify penalising such to control bad driving by
a minority.

Pass Plus

6.4 Pass Plus is a training scheme for new drivers designed by the DSA, with assistance from the
instruction and insurance industries, which encourages new drivers to take additional training in areas
where they may need experience such as on motorways and at night-time. It was introduced in November
1995. In 2005–06, 107,122 took part in the scheme; that is 13.2% of new drivers. Training is delivered by
registered Approved Driving Instructors (ADIs). Some insurance companies oVer premium discounts to
newly-qualified drivers who have certificates for completing a Pass Plus course. The Department let a
research project in January 2006 to explore how the Pass Plus scheme, and its take up by newly qualified
drivers, might be improved. This project is due to be completed in December 2007. It is seeking ways of
influencing the attitudes and behaviour of novices and getting them to evaluate their driving, and think
about their own safety and that of others for whom they are responsible as drivers.

Enforcement of Additional Controls

6.5 Restrictions of any kind on any particular class of driver have to be enforced to be eVective. They
cannot be left to self-enforcement, even if it is thought that this would be eVective to a degree for safer drivers
who are most likely to comply. The drivers for whom this sort of control is conceived as a restraint are the
most likely to behave badly and to infringe road traYc—and indeed other—laws. Their bad driving
behaviour is by no means confined to the first two or three years from passing the test, assuming they even
have—or have retained—a driving licence. Such controls do not touch high-risk, including unlicensed,
drivers. The Government believes that enforcement eVort should focus on those who disregard the rules
already in force.

Other Countries

6.6 Graduated licensing schemes with the kind of restrictions identified by the Committee are not
generally found in European Union countries, but are widely adopted in North America, and also in
Australia and New Zealand. Information on this is available in the recent OECD report on young drivers
(see para 1.17). It is evident from this report that, whatever benefit may have accrued from such controls in
these countries, they still have a problem with novice drivers at least as serious as in this country, even when
the controls are at their most restrictive. These countries also have a minimum age for learning to drive, and
holding a full licence, is lower than 17 years. In some instances, it is as low as 15.

Lower Alcohol Limits

6.7 A European Commission recommendation on road safety measures includes a 20 mg alcohol limit
for young drivers. Some countries, such as Sweden already have such a limit. It is evident that a minority
of young drivers drive in excess of the present limit, and that serious crashes result. The Government does
not see that lowering the limit just for novice drivers will tackle that problem; or accept that new drivers
should have a lower limit than other people. It might help form good habits, but it would be wrong to create
a perception that young people may increase their alcohol consumption as they become more
experienced drivers.
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7. Changes to the Driving Age

Would there be any benefit in changing the minimum age at which a provisional or full licence may be obtained?

7.1 The minimum age for acquiring both a provisional licence and a full licence is at present 17. The
OECD report cited at para 1.17 includes information about driving ages in other countries. There are a
number of other European countries in which the minimum age for learning to drive is higher than 17.86

7.2 A Structured Approach to Learning to Drive (see para 1.8 above) included discussion of the driving
age and the Government decided not to change it. It considers that improvements to the driver training and
testing regime are a more constructive way to achieve the benefits which a change to the driving age
might achieve.

7.3 A Structured Approach to Learning to Drive noted that only about 25,000 drivers a year, some 4% of
the total, pass the test less than six months after obtaining a provisional licence, and that about 29% of the
total pass before they are 18. The figures for 2005–06 show an even lower 24.2%. In other words, the great
majority are at least 18 when they pass the test.

7.4 Raising the minimum age just for a full licence would allow learner drivers more time to practise with
an instructor or accompanying driver before driving on their own. Extending the period in which only a
provisional licence is availablewould allowmore time for learners to practice, but theywould not necessarily
do so. It is not a general rule that learners practise and take lessons throughout their learning period, and
there are many reasons for them not to do so.

7.5 Making young people wait to get a licence would reduce the number of accidents involving licensed
drivers because the youngest would be excluded from driving legally. It would have a significant adverse
impact on those who are prepared to drive responsibly and need their own transport for access to work and
education. It would have no impact on the most dangerous minority who choose to drive unlicensed.

8. Different Treatment of Offenders

Drivers face disqualification and re-testing if they acquire six penalty points during the first two years after
taking their test. Could further, similar provisions for the diVerent treatment of novice drivers who oVend
be introduced?

8.1 The New Drivers Act 1995,87 brought into force in 1997, requires the Secretary of State to revoke a
full driving licence if the holder reaches six penalty points within two years of it being issued. The object was
to provide a new sanction especially for drivers while they are within two years of passing a driving test to
deter them from behaviour likely to lead to oVence-related accidents. Points earned as a learner count, but
only when more are awarded against a full licence. This is simply because the sanction bites on a full licence
and can therefore only be activated by a penalty awarded once the driver has one. Revocations can be
triggered by action at a Court or by a Fixed Penalty Notice OYce (FPNO).

8.2 About 15,000 licences are revoked each year under this Act. DVLA records suggest that half of all
revocations are linked to driving un-insured (for which the penalty includes six points), and about a quarter
to speeding oVences. The balance is made up of assorted road traYc and vehicle defect oVences. There is
quite an age range among those who lose licences in this way but the great majority are young men. Figures
for June 2005 to May 2006 show that, out of a total of 14,988 revocations, 77% were males 25 and under;
and 35% were males under 20.

8.3 A recent review of the records of revoked licences suggests that only about half of the drivers
concerned have recovered their full licence by passing another practical driving test. This suggests that a
substantial proportion of those caught by the Act may be driving unlicensed. If these continue to drive, they
are all also un-insured.

8.4 Novice drivers are eligible for speed awareness and driver improvement courses, where available in
the same way as others convicted of the same oVences. Courses are conditionally oVered as an alternative
to fines and penalty points. They have to be alternative disposals to provide an incentive to take the course.
It is not police policy to oVer a course to anybody who would otherwise be awarded points which trigger a
disqualification or revocation: a course might be oVered to a novice driver caught speeding who has no
points, but not to one who has three already—they will be oVered three more points, which will trigger a
revocation. Courses would not be oVered to novice drivers caught driving un-insured, as the penalty for this
oVence includes six penalty points.

8.5 The Act aims to incentivise novice drivers to obey road traYc legislation, by making it easy for them
to lose a licence. Steering those at risk of revocation towards training courses might have the benefit of
keeping them within the licensing system, provided they did not re-oVend and breach the six point limit.

15 January 2007

86 Council Directive 91/439/EEC of 29 July 1991 on driving licences sets a minimum age of 18 for cars drivers, but Article 6(2)
allows a derogation for countries such as the UK which have a lower limit.

87 The Road TraYc (New Drivers) Act 1995 (c 13)
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Letter from Dr Stephen Ladyman, Minister of State for Transport

I am looking forward to talking to your Committee on Wednesday as part of your inquiry on novice
drivers. I hope to develop the conversation we had at our private meeting in December and to elaborate
what I told you then about our thinking on driver training and testing.

I know that the Committee has seen the report we published last month after the recent review of our road
safety strategy, and that you have been asking other witnesses for a view on what that report says about
the need for fundamental reform. I am told that in general the proposals have been welcomed, although
understandably witnesses have not been in a position to oVer much considered comment at this early stage.

I also understand that a number of witnesses have continued to advocate restrictions on novice drivers,
although without saying much about how these would work. As you know, the Government chose not to
take that road when we last consulted on this; and as I said inDecember, we see the reform of driver training
and testing as an alternative approach which addresses the underlying causes of the concerns we have with
novice drivers.

There are two points here which I hopewe can talk about whenwemeet. Firstly, I am concerned to reform
the training and testing system for the sake of everybody learning to drive. The great majority are committed
to being safe and to gaining experience in a responsible way. They need a more structured, more
comprehensive training system; and to come to the practical driving test only when they are confident of
maintaining a consistent standard of driving, and with a good understanding of how to cope with the risks
that solo drivers face.

On the other hand, there is a minority of bad young drivers. Proposals to manage them through the kind
of restrictions suggested assume that the problem is mainly about novice drivers; and that the bad drivers
will be more likely to obey new restrictions than the laws they already break when driving dangerously. I
do not believe that these assumptions are supported by the evidence. I can provide more statistics on this
than were in our memorandum, if the Committee would like.

We are also working with the insurance industry to get better information linking crashes to the amount
of time in which a driver has held a licence. I agree that there have been some very bad cases involving very
new drivers but many of the press reports I see describe bad drivers in their early and mid-twenties, who
could have been driving well beyond the time period for which novice driver restrictions are proposed.

19 March 2007

Witnesses: Dr Stephen Ladyman MP, Minister of State for Transport, Mr Andrew Burr, Head of Branch,
Road Safety Division, Department for Transport, and Mrs Rosemary Thew, Chief Executive, Driving
Standards Agency, gave evidence.

Chairman: Good afternoon, Minister. We have
some housekeeping before we begin, Members
having an interest to declare.
Mr Martlew:AMember of the Transport &General
Workers’ Union and GMB.
Graham Stringer: A member of AMICUS.
Clive EVord: A member of the Transport & General
Workers’ Union.
Chairman: A member of ASLEF.
Mrs Ellman: A member of the Transport & General
Workers’ Union.

Q343 Chairman: Minister, we are always pleased to
see you and hope that you are going to say
something really forthcoming, because hope springs
eternal! Would you be kind enough to identify
yourself for the record?
Dr Ladyman: I am Stephen Ladyman, Minister of
State for Transport, and I have with me Rosemary
Thew, who is the Chief Executive of the Driving
Standards Agency, and Andrew Burr, who is my
lead oYcer in the Road Safety Unit of the
Department for Transport.

Q344 Chairman: Thank you. Did you have
something you wanted to say to us?

Dr Ladyman: Only to say that you have seen, I am
sure, the three year road safety strategy which we
have produced. It identifies in that strategy that we
have concerns about the way young people are
learning to drive and being tested. We are
conducting a thorough review into how that process
is carried out. We intend to publish a consultation
document later in the year and we are very open-
minded about the things which need to go into that
consultation document at this stage and very
interested to hear the Transport Select Committee’s
views, which will help inform us in writing that
document.

Q345 Chairman: That is very helpful because in fact
we are a bit concerned about the Government’s
attitude towards motorists because the number of
young people being killed in car crashes is still rising.
When you say you are conducting an analysis, will
that tell us what is the reason for this particular
trend?
Dr Ladyman:We are concerned in fact that the rate
of reduction of the number of young people involved
in accidents and fatalities is not going down fast
enough. There is clearly a subset of young people
who are involved in very serious accidents who are
clearly not following the law at all at the times when
they have these accidents. We have no reason to
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believe that that group of people is getting any
bigger, but it is certainly not getting any smaller.
Overall the figures are improving, but they are
perhaps not improving as fast as either the
Department or the Select Committee, or indeed the
wider public, would wish them to.

Q346 Chairman: You do not think they are
marginally increasing, because within the safety
figures, in particular the fatality figures, we are
rather concerned that this particular group of young
drivers are actually killing themselves with greater
frequency?
Dr Ladyman: One could interpret the evidence on
recent trends as indicating an increase, but whether
that trend has gone on long enough to be statistically
significant as yet I am not convinced about, but
certainly it is concerning and I would rather us
develop solutions to this problem on the assumption
that there is a problem rather than waiting for the
evidence to be developed.

Q347 Chairman: I do not think there is any doubt
that we would support you strongly in that, but over
a quarter of 17 to 19 year oldmale drivers crash their
vehicles in the first year of driving. Does that mean
driver training and testing regimes are failing to
equip people properly with the ability to drive
safely?
Dr Ladyman: First of all, let me say that everywhere
in the world there appears to be a spike in the rate
of accidents in the first year after you pass your test.
Those are not necessarily anythingmore than bumps
and scrapes and lack of judgment accidents. One of
the reasons why I am very keen to work with the
insurance industry to get access to some of their data
is because that data might help us to identify at what
point in a driver’s career the likelihood of serious
and fatal accidents significantly starts to increase,
because there is some evidence to suggest actually
that maybe in those first few months after you pass
your test you are more likely to be involved in minor
accidents and then, as you perhaps become over-
confident and think you now know how to drive, the
likelihood of a serious accident starts to go up. If
that is the case, something which deals with your
ability to drive immediately after the driving test
might not be the answer to the problem because
actually it might be something which needs to kick
in later in your driving career. With that caveat, I
accept that there is a problem but you did identify
there a particular group of young drivers, ie young
men, and we might have to ask ourselves, in
designing a solution to this problem, is it going to
require two diVerent solutions? In other words, is
there a solution which is needed for the generality of
people who are learning to drive and who are
responsible people who just want to drivewell and to
be competent when they pass their test and another
solution which needs to be targeted at what will
probably prove to be a very diYcult group of people
to reach who are rather lawless and anarchic in their
attitudes and who might not be reached by the same
techniques as the bulk of the population?

Q348 Chairman: Yes, but we have to start on an
agreement position, do we not? “In 2004 the
Department commissioned a more detailed
investigation”—I am quoting from the information
you have given us—“of the change in the trend for
fatal car accidents since the late 1990s. Preliminary
analysis suggests that young drivers in fatal
accidents, especially those under 20 years, were
nearly 12 times more likely”—and then we have got
your own figures for 17–19 year old drivers killed or
seriously injured and it is nearly 1,000 males and it is
less than 251 females.
Dr Ladyman: Exactly.

Q349 Chairman: So we are not exactly suggesting
something which is either not backed up by evidence
or simply representing a prejudice on our part. Have
you actually done a profile of the sort of crash
novice drivers?
Dr Ladyman: I will let Mr Burr come in in a minute,
but I am not disagreeing with you at all. I am
agreeing with you that there is this subset of
the driving population which is driving very
dangerously and which we need to tackle, and that
evidence clearly indicates that there are diVerences.
Females and males are taking the same driving test.
Females and males have the same opportunities to
learn to drive in the sameway, but clearly something
diVerent happens once these two groups of people
have passed their tests and they go out onto the road.
All I am cautioning you on is that we need to
understand that better in order to be able to design
solutions which are appropriate to both of these
subsets.

Q350 Chairman: You are suggesting that what you
are now proposing to do would give you that detail
in evidence? Is that what you are saying?
Dr Ladyman: What I am saying is that we do not
have the detailed evidence I would like to have and
the insurance industry almost certainly does have it.
We have data about the number of accidents people
have and the age at which they have them, but we do
not have evidence about when they took their
driving tests and certainly inmany of the high profile
fatalities which we read about in the newspapers,
when we actually look into them, it turns out they
have had their driving licences for two years. They
are not novice drivers at all. So all I am suggesting is
that we might better be able to find the solution to
this problem if we could work with the insurance
industry to have detailed knowledge of their data
which has this sort of granularity in it, and the
insurance industry has indicated to us that they are
very keen to work with us and give us access to that
data so that we can form an appropriate view.
Chairman: I think we want to delve a little bit further
down into these before we think that is the only
answer.

Q351 Mr Leech: Just on the point as far as the
insurance industry is concerned, we have taken a fair
bit of evidence from the insurance industry and they
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seem very keen to tackle this issue. What has been
the response to you asking for this information from
the industry?
Dr Ladyman: They provided us with a general
database, which did not actually tell us much more
than the data we already have. When we went back
to them about that and we had our statisticians look
at it and said, you know, “We want the real data,”
their answer was, “We’re sorry, but the real data is
commercially confidential and it is owned by our
component companies.” I had a meeting with them
just in the last few days and explained this problem
to them and to the companies themselves, and I was
heartened to be told that the companies are willing
now to give us access to that information. We will
have to agree appropriate clauses of confidentiality
so that their data cannot be given to their
competitors, but they are prepared to actually work
with us to get access to the datawhichwe really need.
I have a bit of an issue with BAVI, which I have
expressed to them and which I have expressed
publicly. Yes, they are very keen to see a solution to
this problem and they are expounding solutions left,
right and centre, which actually do not turn out to
be based on their data. As I have told the Committee
before, in these matters we should follow the
evidence and everything else is just prejudice, and I
think we need to drill into the data if we are really
going to get good solutions to this problem.

Q352 Mrs Ellman:Minister, when you were making
your comments a couple of minutes ago you
suggested that the core of the problemmight be, and
I think I am quoting you correctly, “hard to reach
and lawless young people”. What actual evidence is
there that the people who are most susceptible to
accidents are lawless in any other way?
Dr Ladyman: First of all, I did not say that was the
core of the problem, I said that could well be one of
the problems. We might be dealing with two
diVerent types of client, if you like, one of which is
going to be quite diYcult to reach. Certainly I was a
young man once, and many members of the
Committee were young men once –

Q353 Chairman:Mrs Ellman and I did not have that
advantage!
DrLadyman:And as a consequence you did not tend
to do the silly things which we did when we were
young and showing oV. Clearly that may be one
target audience which we have to develop a solution
for and there may be a wider or a diVerent target
audience that we need to develop a diVerent solution
for. So I was not suggesting that that was the core of
the problem, I was just saying we might need a more
complex solution to this problem than perhaps some
of the simple strategies which have been bandied
around, butMr Burr is the expert on the data and he
can tell you.
Mr Burr: I think the evidence that there is a
diVerence between the generality and some not
perfectly defined subgroup is that it is the case indeed
that a very large proportion of newly-qualified
drivers have accidents, say, in the first year.Many of
those are, as the Minister has said, bumps and

scrapes, not all of them even on public roads,
parking and that kind of thing. That is a symptom of
a driver who has not been prepared to a consistently
safe standard by the training and testing process. On
the other hand, there is a problem with very serious
accidents, the ones which tend to get into the media,
where it is clear that the driver concerned has been
deliberately flouting basic safety rules. We know
that the kinds of things which have reduced the
casualty rate are, for example, wearing seat belts
(seat belt wearing in this group is very poor),
speeding (many of the accidents are speed-related),
drink (our evidence to the Committee shows that
they are over-represented amongst young drivers),
being unlicensed and driving on the kinds of roads
where highway improvements have not been made
so that there are not the kind of safety measures in
place. I submit that the generality of young drivers
are not deliberate law-breakers of that kind, but
some are and the group which chooses to flout the
law are very high risk, but I do not think anyone
would agree that the generality of novice drivers
choose to break basic laws in the way that these fatal
accident people do.

Q354 Mrs Ellman: But is there any evidence that the
group of people who are breaking or flouting, as you
say, road safety legislation or the rules are also
lawless in other respects outside of motoring?
Mr Burr: There has been some evidence. The Home
OYce did do a study about the connections between
some of the most dangerous driving oVences and
other criminal behaviour and, yes, there is a
connection. They found that there are people who
commit serious driving oVences, including young
people, who also are guilty of other, dare I call them
mainstream, non-motoring oVences.
Dr Ladyman: I think it is indicative as well that in
this group a significant proportion of them are
driving unlicensed, and I think that indicates a
mindset. If you are just prepared to go on the road
without even bothering with a driving test and a
licence then clearly that says something about your
attitude to society.

Q355 Mrs Ellman: Is the scale of the problem
concerning novice drivers such that you think there
is a basic deficiency in driver training and testing?
Dr Ladyman: Yes, and I think this is what I regard
as the nub of the issue. I entirely share the view that
the way we teach people to drive and the way we test
them to drive needs to be fundamentally reformed.
Coming back to this other subgroup, this hard to
reach subgroup, all I am suggesting to you is that
whilst we need to reform the way people learn to
drive and the way they are tested, that will help the
generality of drivers. It probablywill notmakemuch
of a diVerence to this subgroup we have been talking
about, and maybe we can talk later about what sort
of things we could do to reach that subgroup around
enforcement, et cetera, but for the vast majority of
people who are going to go onto the road I do believe
that the driving test as we have it today and the way
we teach people to drive needs to be fundamentally
reformed.
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Q356 Mrs Ellman: A number of changes have been
made over the past decade. Have any of those been
assessed?
Dr Ladyman: Mr Burr can give you chapter and
verse, but not thoroughly is the answer.
Mr Burr: That is partly down to the way people use
the training and testing process. For example, the
hazard perception test had a perfectly sound
theoretical base and if it was properly integrated into
people’s training it would make a diVerence to their
hazard awareness and therefore their safety, but if
people do not use those products in the way that is
likely to secure those benefits, for example because
they perceive a two-stage process in which you
simply get through the test and then learn to drive,
then you will not get those benefits.

Q357 Mrs Ellman: What kinds of changes are we
going to see, or do you intend that we should see in
testing and driving regimes?
Dr Ladyman: I will letMrs Thew come in to give you
some of her thoughts on this, because clearly she is
leading for us on doing this review, and let me just
emphasise once again these are still thoughts in
development, we have notmade any decisions about
this and there will need to be widespread public
consultation, not least with young people, who I
think we have a duty to take with us on any changes
we propose in this area. Clearly, the way our minds
are working is that there needs to be a much more
thoroughly develop curriculum. Before you in this
Committee recently we have discovered other areas
of people’s training where we have identified the
need to develop a curriculum to work out all the
things you need to learn before you can do a
particular job, and I think this is exactly the same. I
think we need to do a thorough review of the
curriculum and identify all those things which
people ought to know about and have experience of
before they drive unaccompanied. Then, having
identified that wider curriculum, we need a much
more structured approach to learning the contents
of that curriculum and gaining experience in all of
those areas, and then a driving test which genuinely
tests not only that you have had that structured
approach to the learning and developed the
necessary skills to fulfil the curriculum but that
you have also developed the right mindset and
understood the responsibilities of being a road user.
So those are the core elements of what I think needs
to be developed as part of this new process.
Mrs Thew: If I may just outline a little of the
background. We have consulted very widely with a
range of partners and stakeholders over the course
of the last few months, around about a hundred
organisations have been consulted with, and they
have come upwith a number of ideas which form the
basis of what the Minister has just described, but
plainly at this stage they are only ideas which we
would want to develop further and then go out to
consultation during the course of the summer
probably. The things which those organisations are
telling us are thatwe need to do farmore around pre-
driving age, so people who perhaps might still be at
school, to try to influence their attitudes before they

actually start to learn to drive. We then need to
identify the competencies which are involved in
driving so that we can do a structured learning
assessment for them leading to that test, which, as
theMinister has described, would be something a bit
more than just a snapshot in time of how somebody
can control the car in a road situation. So the sort of
thing we are thinking of—but we are very, very open
to other ideas—is a framework which would be
based on education or structured learning and then
training which would lead to a practical test of a
slightly diVerent nature than it is at the present time.

Q358 Mrs Ellman:What about a compulsory twelve
month learning process?
Dr Ladyman: I am not closing my mind to that as a
possibility at all. I think that is a possibility. It will
flow, though, out of the review that we do. Once we
have identified the core competencies in the
curriculum and then the structured process we
think people need to go through to gain those
competencies, it may well be that it becomes clear
that there is a minimum period of time during which
you need to undertake that training, in which case
then we would have to have a minimum training
period. So I have got an open mind at the moment.
I am not saying “Yes” to it, I am not saying “No” to
it, I am saying it needs to flow out of the decisions we
take about the core competencies and the structured
training programme.

Q359 Mr Martlew:Firstly, in your opening remarks,
Minister, you gave the implication that the past was
not a problem, that the statistics were not getting any
worse. We have evidence before us which says that I
think in 1992 there were 12 fatalities for youngsters
between 17 and 20 for every 100,000 licences issued.
It is now, I think, 22, so it has gone from 12 to 22 in
those 10 years. It does indicate a serious problem,
would you agree?
Dr Ladyman: First of all, I am not disagreeing that
there is a serious problem.

Q360 Mr Martlew: There is a problem and it is
getting worse?
Dr Ladyman: All I am saying is it might not be
getting worse, but it certainly is not getting better as
fast as I would like it to get. I can certainly agree with
you about that. It may be getting worse. I am not
sure we have the data to say absolutely that it is
getting worse yet, and one of the factors you would
have to build into those statistics is how many miles
people are driving now compared with how many
miles they were driving in 1992. It might be that per
100,000 kilometres driven it is not getting worse.
Having said that, I think this is a sterile argument.
I am accepting there is a problem. Even if that is a
problem of something getting worse or a problem of
it not getting better fast enough, I am entirely
accepting there is a problem which needs to be
addressed.

Q361 Mr Martlew: You are perhaps the first
person—and we have interviewed a lot—who has
perhaps given some indication of why there is a
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problem and that is an increase in lawlessness
amongst some of our young people. Would you
think that is the case?
Dr Ladyman: I am not saying that I could give you
the hard data to support that absolutely at this time,
but that is my instinct.

Q362 Mr Martlew:That basically what is happening
with crime in the cities could be an indication of this
as well?
Dr Ladyman: That is exactly right.

Q363 Mr Martlew: When we come to the issue of a
graduated driving licence, for example, what is your
view on that?
Dr Ladyman: Once again, I am not going to close
down any options at this stage because it would be
wrong to do so, especially since I have not seen
the Select Committee’s views on this yet, but
instinctively I do not see that as being the answer for
two reasons: one, I have not heard any convincing
case from anybody yet about how it could be
enforced. I know people could drive around with
“P” plates, but the idea that the police could look
into a car and see the age of the driver and make
judgments about how many passengers he is
supposed to have or not supposed to have just strikes
me as being very, very diYcult to enforce. I am open
to be convinced, if somebody can tell me how it can
be done, but I do not see it. The other problem I have
with it is that it seems to be predicated on a
contradiction. It seems to me to be predicated on the
idea that people are not fully equipped to drive safely
under all circumstances and whilst accompanied
when they pass their test, and therefore we need to
do something after they have passed their test until
they are qualified.

Q364 Chairman: That is not quite what it is, though,
Minister, is it? It is a diVerent presumption. It is an
assumption that you can have all the skills imparted
to you in relation to the control of an engine and the
control of a moving body but you will not have the
experience which someone older and wiser who has
been driving a long time would have which they
could impart to new drivers.
Dr Ladyman: Therefore the logic, it seems to me, is
to make sure you have that experience and training
before you get the qualification to go and drive
unaccompanied and under these circumstances,
rather than after we have given you a licence we then
say, “Okay, we’ve given you a licence but now we’re
going to impose some conditions on it.” I would
much rather we look at how close we can get to
making sure you have those skills and experience
before we give you the driving licence.

Q365 Mr Martlew: The logic from that would be
that people would really need the experience of
driving in diVerent conditions, for example in wintry
weather, always depending upon whether we got
snow. Therewould be that. There would be the point
that people would have to drive on the country roads
when it is dark. So we are heading towards an
extended period of training, are we not?

Dr Ladyman: That could well be the conclusion that
we come to after this consultation, but certainly if
you are going to have a much more structured and
varied training process before you can take the test
and then a much more complex test, those may well
be the conclusions that emerge from it.

Q366 Mr Martlew: That brings us to another point,
which is maybe contradictory to what I said before.
I was recently talking to secondary school pupils in
one of the rural schools in my constituency, Caldew,
and these are youngsters who do not really have a
social life unless they have transport, and they were
not necessarily too keen on raising the age to 18 or
adding a year. Have you ever thought of allowing
them to start, under supervision, training at an
earlier age, sixteen and a half, perhaps?
Dr Ladyman: I have certainly given that some
thought and I would be interested in the
Committee’s views on it.
Chairman: I think we are going to push you a little
bit on this.

Q367 Clive EVord:Howmuch do you think your gut
instinct tells you that this is an issue about training
or an issue about lawlessness?
Dr Ladyman: I think there are two diVerent
problems here and they will need two diVerent
solutions. The problem I think we are really talking
about here to do with lawlessness is going to be a
matter which has to be dealt with, at least for the
major part, through enforcement and maybe we can
talk about that in a minute. The more general
problem, the wider spread problem, I think is to do
with training and testing. That will have an impact
on the lawless in the sense that those people who
become lawless, having gone through a training and
licensing process, may well be exposed to messages
about the responsibility of using the road which will
prevent them from going down that avenue later in
life. Maybe one of the things that we need to
introduce into this is some training which people will
take with their peers, because I think one of the
things which really does enforce the message in
people’s minds about their responsibilities and their
need to follow certain social norms is actually
thinking that their peers expect them to do that.
So some training about road safety and the
responsibility of using the road whilst you are at
school and whilst you are in your training process
alongside other people may well have an impact on
that group of individuals, but I am not expecting
that group of individuals to disappear because of
these changeswe are discussing today. That group of
individuals are going to need to be the target of
enforcement to get them to not break the law, but the
rest of the driving population I think could benefit
significantly from these changes in training and
testing.

Q368 Clive EVord: So would the most eVective
approach then be to enforce existing road laws?
Dr Ladyman: I certainly would encourage as much
enforcement of road laws via the police as they can
possibly aVord to do.
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Q369 Chairman: Have you discussed that with the
Home OYce?
Dr Ladyman: I have indeed, and in fact Vernon
Coaker, the Minister at the Home OYce who deals
with these matters on their behalf and myself have
written to the Association of Chief Police OYcers
emphasising the importance that we put on the
enforcement of road policing and the enforcement of
road laws, emphasising to them all those places in
the targets and performance frameworks where we
mentioned these things and tried to get over the
message to Chief Police OYcers that we regard road
criminality as just as important as any other form of
criminality.

Q370 Chairman: So is it in the core responsibilities?
DrLadyman: It is. It is in theNational Policing Plan.
What some of these oVences are not in yet is the
oVences brought to justice category statistics, which
is part of what we could do.

Q371 Chairman: Is it specifically one of the
responsibilities that Chief Constables are asked to
address in their core responsibilities?
Dr Ladyman:Yes, it is in the National Policing Plan
and I am happy to provide you with a copy of that
letter. In fact, at the request of another Member of
Parliament, I placed a copy of it in the House
Library today, so I am happy to provide you with a
copy of that letter so that you can see exactly where
we remind the police, where all their responsibilities
in this matter are set out.

Q372 Clive EVord: The six penalty point system for
novice drivers, who get six points within two years
of receiving their licence, the figures show that only
about half of those who have their licenses revoked
actually go back and re-test and get their licence
back. Is there any evidence that those people are
over-represented in accidents subsequent to having
their licences revoked?
Dr Ladyman: I do not know whether they are over-
represented, perhaps Mr Burr can tell us that, but I
certainly think you have touched on an important
issue there. If these people are not returning to take
the test, I think it would be a diYcult stretch of the
imagination to assume that they have stopped
driving.

Q373 Clive EVord: I would tend to agree with that,
somy next point would be that if we are not catching
them then is enforcement eVective? What is your
Department saying to the Home OYce about this?
Dr Ladyman: That is exactly why Mr Coaker and I
have written to the Association of Chief Police
OYcers on this matter.

Q374 Clive EVord: Do you think the six penalty
point system is eVective?
Dr Ladyman: No.
Graham Stringer: Goodness!
Chairman: Well done, Mr Stringer!

Graham Stringer: I am staggered! You have taken
my breath away.

Q375 Chairman: A real answer there, and you did
not even need to ask our opinion!
Dr Ladyman: It has taken me six visits to the Select
Committee before I have given you an answer on it,
so I am doing really well!
Chairman: It is very kind of you to point that out,
but we had actually registered that for ourselves!
Indeed, it may be one of things we will bear in mind
in the future.

Q376 Graham Stringer: I was profoundly sceptical
whenwe had the industry before us, last week I think
it was, when they were suggesting longer tests and
more detailed tests and actually my view was that it
was just job creation for them and there was very
little relationship between what they were proposing
and dealing with the real problem. Would you
accept that?
Dr Ladyman: No, I would not. I think there is a
serious problem which we have got to address, and
to be fair it is not necessarily the industry’s problem.
Most of the people who approach a driving school
for lessons actually are not asking to be taught how
to drive, they are asking to be taught how to pass the
test, and the driving school industry is being
expected to provide as quick and as cheap a way of
getting your licence as people can identify. That is
why a lot of people are putting themselves in for the
test and the failure rate on the test is very, very high,
because a lot of people regard £48 for a test as,
“Well, that’s two half-hour driving tests. I might as
well have a driving test as two lessons and if I get
through then I don’t need any more lessons,” if you
followme.We have 43% of people, asMrs Thew has
just reminded me, who pass their driving test, so
nearly 60% fail. That says to me that the poor old
driving instructors out there are fighting a losing
battle when they are really trying to get people up to
an appropriate standard. So I do have some
sympathy for them and maybe it will create some
more business for them if we change the test and
maybe they will all be better oV as a result of it, but
I do not think that should be our primary concern.

Q377 Graham Stringer: Again in the same session
the evidence we had was that if you put the people
on one side who are outside the law in their everyday
life, they have not got licences or insurance, the
evidence we had was that the accidents in the first
couple of years of driving were not related to the
knowledge or the skills test but were essentially
related to attitude. The empirical evidence from
around Europe, possibly the world, according to
Professor McKenna, was that what deals with the
problem of attitude is not knowledge, it is
restriction. I know you have got an open mind, but
you seem to be turning your face against
restrictions?
Dr Ladyman: No, it is just that I doubt whether the
evidence from around Europe really supports that
conclusion because those countries which have
introduced restrictions have mostly come from a
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position of allowing people driving licences at a far
younger age than we do and with a far less rigorous
test than we do. So they have moved to a situation
which has perhaps improved some of these
standards and increased the restrictions on young
drivers and yet have only achieved the same level of
accident performance that we have with our current
system. It may be that they could have achieved
exactly the same benefits by going to our system as
we have it at this moment without those restrictions.
What we have not got anywhere is a nation which
has genuinely got the sort of relatively thorough test
that we currently have, and the relatively high age of
access to a licence that we currently have, which has
gone to a restricted licence and demonstrated any
benefit. So I am not actually sure that you can draw
the conclusion from the current statistics that
restrictions would be eVective. That is one of the
reasons why I am so keen to get access to the
insurance database, because one of the things I
desperately want to know is what is the problem that
we are trying to fix here, leaving aside the
lawlessness, as you say, which we may not be able to
fix with restrictions or anything else. If there is not
really a problem amongst the generality of drivers
because they are not having serious accidents in the
first year, they are just having bumps and scrapes,
maybe all we need to do is to improve things so that
they have got better control of the vehicle and they
are not having bumps and scrapes in their first year.
If, on the other hand, the evidence demonstrates that
there is a serious attitudinal problem—and I have to
say our focus group work suggests that there is an
attitudinal problem—then what we have to do in
that training period is make sure that we are
addressing that attitudinal problem.

Q378 Graham Stringer: That is a fair and, in the
worst sense of the word, sophisticated statistical
point you are making. Previously we made the point
that you were cautious about the approach of
restrictions because it would be diYcult to enforce,
but it would be no more diYcult to enforce than
most of the other highway regulations, would it?
Most of the highway regulations in actual fact are
enforced retrospectively at the time of an accident or
at the time of some obvious infringement such as
driving down the wrong side of the road, so in that
sense most of the regulations rely on self-
enforcement and then when you are caught you are
in trouble. Why should it be diVerent stopping
young men, and young women maybe, driving at
night time? You make the point about enforcement,
but it would be self-regulating, would it not, or it
would not, in which case they would be in trouble if
something went wrong?
Dr Ladyman:That is certainly true. The law-abiding
citizen and young person would follow the rules.
However, it may not be the law-abiding young
person or citizen that we are trying to get at here.
That is why I have got an open mind on it, and in
terms of reducing fatalities, not to be too crude
about it, there is no point in enforcing a law on
somebody who has just been involved in a fatality.
That is too late.

Q379 Graham Stringer: But that misses the point. A
lot of accidents are caused by youngmen showing oV

to three other youngmen driving at 95 miles an hour
down a country lane which even a good driver would
not drive down at that speed. If they were not
allowed out, and they knew and their parents knew
they were not allowed out, it would be likely to have
an impact, would it not?
Dr Ladyman: As I have said, I am not disputing it
could have an impact. I would like to hear from law
enforcement oYcers exactly how they would enforce
it. Some of the restrictions which people are
proposing, such as night time curfews until you have
been driving for a certain period of time, start to get
very complex and they could only be enforced
retrospectively after people had had accidents. As I
have said, I will keep an open mind, but it still seems
to me not to deal with the central premise I am
putting to you, which is that we need to test first. If
people are not equipped to go out under all
conditions before they get their licence, maybe we
should not be giving them a licence until they are.

Q380 Graham Stringer: Two more questions, if I
may, along these lines. One restriction which is in a
diVerent category from how many young men there
are in a car, the time of day, is age. You would
almost certainly reduce it, just on straight numbers
let alone age, if you did not allow people to pass their
driving test, not necessarily to train for it, until they
were 18. Would that not be worth doing to save
some lives?
Dr Ladyman: I have already acknowledged that that
is a serious consideration that we need to look into.

Q381 Graham Stringer: Finally, you have
acknowledged that you were persuaded by the six
point rule. What surprises me is that, given your
commitment to empirical testing, there has not been
more assessment of the introduction of the theory
test and the hazard perception test. The departments
do not seem to have really assessed whether all that
extra eVort is worth doing. Again, when we had the
theoreticians, the academics, in they said it is a waste
of time.
Mr Burr: We are conducting a very large scale
project which is referred to in the memorandum as
the Cohort study, whichwas being done again partly
because we have changed the tests, things like the
theory test and hazard perception test, but they were
only introduced three or four years ago, and
introduced gradually, and it will be a time before you
get any kind of evidence about how eVective those
things have been in the accident record.

Q382 Graham Stringer: We are talking about
accidents a year, two years, after testing, so if there
is an impact you get it relatively quickly then?
Mr Burr: The Cohort study is due to report to us in
May, sowe will get such evidence as they have.What
they are saying at the moment is that even on that
very large scale study the evidence is not very clear.
As I say, I thinkwe do have to recognise that you can
come at the problem from the other end and you ask
yourself, “Are people using these enhancements in
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the way they were intended to be used?” If, for
example, you do the theory test in your bedroom on
a computer instead of out with your driving
instructor then you are unlikely to get the benefits
that are assumed to flow from integrating it into
your training.

Q383 Mr Martlew: To come back to the Minister’s
point, I have got a letter here from our Chief
Constable where he does advocate a curfew on
inexperienced drivers. The problem we tend to have
in our area is on Friday and Saturday nights with
young drivers with a car full, very often men and
women, hitting a treewith nobody else involved. The
view we have had from earlier evidence is that the
pressure from the parent, if it was illegal, would stop
that happening in some cases. You cannot be out at
that time, you cannot be in the car. Not because it
is dangerous, but because you are breaking the law.
What are your views on that? I will let you have a
copy of the Chief Constable’s letter.
Dr Ladyman: I would be grateful for a copy of the
Chief Constable’s letter, but perhaps you can tell me
whether it says in that letter that he would be
prepared to supply additional police resources to
enforcing it?

Q384 Mr Martlew: I am sure the Chief Constable
would not be asking for these changes to the law if
he was not prepared to—
Dr Ladyman: I am sorry, I just do not accept that,
Mr Martlew. I have had more requests from Chief
Constables for more laws, which they have no
intention whatsoever of providing extra resources to
enforce, than I have had hot dinners!

Q385 Mr Martlew: Is that not amatter for theHome
OYce, Minister?
Dr Ladyman: Maybe it is, but Chief Constables
should not be asking for new laws unless they are
actually prepared to put policemen at the side of
roads and obey them.

Q386 Chairman: On the whole, Chief Constables,
God save us, are not the most imaginative of men!
Dr Ladyman: Or women!

Q387 Chairman: Well, I am sure they are brilliant,
yes. Are we really assuming that they are so
irresponsible that they would say something like this
just on the basis of, you know, “I really want some
more policemen and if I say this I will get them”?
Dr Ladyman:What I am suggesting to you is that it
is very easy towrite a letter and it is very easy to come
up with knee-jerk solutions to problems which
actually—

Q388 Chairman: You are making them sound like
politicians, Minister! Don’t go any further.
Dr Ladyman:Well, far be it from me to suggest that
policemen are politicians. I have not actually
addressed the nub of your issue, which I think is
actually one of the reasons why I am very keen to see
the insurance database, and the reason for that is
that I would like to know whether there is a

diVerence between the rate of serious accidents
amongst that group of people who are driving
mum’s or dad’s car or who could be insured bymum
and dad and who come from a structured family
background compared with those people who are
either driving uninsured or who have insured
themselves.

Q389 Chairman:Are you saying that only if they are
insured by mum and dad can we be sure they are
coming from a “structured” family background? I
can tell you of some pretty rich families I know
which are fairly dysfunctional.
Dr Ladyman: I did not suggest that at all. That was
a conclusion which you jumped to, Chairman. All I
am saying is that the insurance database will contain
information about which young people are driving a
car, which is the family car rather than their own car,
andwhich of themhas been insured bymumand dad
as opposed to themselves and it would be interesting
to see whether there is a diVerence in the accident
statistics of those two groups of people because,
rather like the implication of Mr Martlew’s
question, I suspect that families have a lot of
influence over the way you drive your car. I know
that when my stepson passed his test I had a view
about whether he should be out at night driving it
until he was experienced. I had a view about how
many friends he should be picking up and driving in
the car because I know the way young men react in
these circumstances. If you are not in that sort of
environment, if you do not have those sorts of
controls, maybe you do then find yourself more
susceptible to peer pressure.

Q390 Mr Martlew:Why not give those parents some
support for them being allowed to say to the
youngsters, “You’ll be breaking the law”?
Dr Ladyman: There are many ways in which we
could do that and if the insurance companies are so
concerned that young people should not be out at
night they could do it through the insurance policies,
and most of them do not. You have got to ask
yourselves why.

Q391 Clive EVord: The point about the insurance
companies perhaps is that if they breached that
insurance by driving at night, despite the fact of not
being insured, then there is the question of the fear
of being caught, and that is the point, is it not?What
the Police Inspector is asking for is something where
if drivers are driving in awaywhich is not necessarily
going to result in an accident, or potentially could,
but which draws attention to the driver and the
driver knows that if he is stopped as a consequence
of that he is immediately breaking the law because
he is out after a curfew time, or carrying more
passengers than he should, then that is an extra
deterrent? Is that not what the police are after? That
does not require extra police on the roadside.
Dr Ladyman: I have said that I am open-minded to
restrictions. I am just not convinced by them at this
stage. I would like to see the data which supports the
fact that they will be useful and that they would be
enforced. If somebody can giveme that information,
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if the police are going to enforce these laws, then I
will look seriously at it, but they also have to
convince me about the fundamental argument I put
to you that if these people are not safe to drive under
all circumstances should we have given them a
licence in the first place, and maybe it would be
better to tackle that problem.

Q392 Mr Leech:Minister, you seem to be arguing—
and I do not necessarily disagree—that anybody
who passes their test should be fit to drive in all
conditions. On that basis, would you not then also
be arguing for having learner drivers doing
motorway driving as well and changing the law so
that they do all their lessons on themotorway before
they pass the test?
Dr Ladyman: I think it follows that if we have
identified core competencies that everybody has to
be accomplished at and a far more structured
training programme then that is going to have to
include a wider range of experiences, including
diVerent conditions, diVerent times of day and
diVerent road environments. How we deliver that,
given the problems that you have with allowing
learners ontomotorways is one of the things we need
to explore in the consultation and the review we are
doing. I do not know whether Mrs Thew has any
thoughts about that?
Mrs Thew: I have nothing much to add to that other
than to suggest that there could be the use of
simulators, for example, to test diVerent types of
conditions, and icy roads are not something that you
could always guarantee every winter, so that could
just be an alternative approach that we could look
at.

Q393 Chairman: I would like to say, since you have
got down to this one word answer, I think this is an
excellent project and I am sure you are going to keep
to it. Will European law allow Britain to introduce
graduated licensing?
Dr Ladyman: Yes.

Q394 Chairman: You are convinced?
Dr Ladyman: Yes.

Q395 Chairman: Several witnesses want compulsory
classroom-based theory learning. Would you
support such a move?
Dr Ladyman: Again, I am open-minded about it. I
can see some benefits for the reasons I mentioned
earlier, that somemessages might be easier to give in
a group of peers where they reinforce each other’s
support for them.

Q396 Chairman:Who should deliver this training, a
driving instructor suitably equipped?
DrLadyman:For some parts of it driving instructors
may be suitable, for other parts of it it may be a
diVerent skill set that we would have to employ.

Q397 Chairman: How would you insist on
compulsory group learning?
Dr Ladyman: Mrs Thew may have some ideas
about that.

Q398 Chairman: Mrs Thew, how are you going to
tell us whether they turn up for all these structured
learning courses?
Mrs Thew:What we would like to do, Chairman, is
to consult very widely on this. Group learning might
be one of the ways forward. It might be something
that we would want to have some sort of record of,
for example, to make sure that every aspect of the
learning that we require should be achieved.

Q399 Chairman: Why has the Driving Standards
Agency’s excellent classroom-based theory package
not been used more widely?
Mrs Thew: Do you mean the take-up of the DVDs
and the booklet?

Q400 Chairman: Yes. Why has the scheme not been
promoted?
Mrs Thew:We do promote the scheme, Chairman,
and the tapes, the videos and the DVDs are all made
available and they are also available to the driving
instructors.

Q401 Chairman:Would anybody know that, or is it
a sort of high level secret?
MrsThew:No, not at all. It is on ourwebsite and it is
information which all the driving instructors for the
branch have to hand and it is in all of our
publications.
Dr Ladyman: If what your objective is is to pass the
test rather than to learn to drive—and from our
focus groups that is the objective of many people
who are going through this process—maybe you do
not do those things which can teach you about safe
driving, you just do those things which can teach you
how to pass.

Q402 Chairman: We have had various witnesses
giving us evidence because of the structure of the
test, so that is why I think we need from you a clear
indication of the Government’s attitude towards
how it would change the test. Some of the things you
have suggested—although I must say you are the
most focused open-minded man I have ever come
across—could you give us some indication of how
you see it coming because if we have not convinced
you, your own figures show 38,000 people are killed
and injured every year in collisions involving at least
one driver with less than two years’ post-test
experience but you do not seem to be taking full
account of that?
Dr Ladyman: I think that that we could change the
test in a number of ways. There could indeed, as one
of the Members of the Committee suggested earlier,
be a minimum training period. There could indeed
be a necessity to record the experiences you have had
during that period. There could be a compulsion to
take professional training.

Q403 Chairman: But you are not convinced that
there should be?
Dr Ladyman: If I was to say I was convinced today
then the headlines tomorrow would be that I have
made up my mind at this stage of consultation.
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Q404 Chairman: But you seem to be convinced the
other way?
Dr Ladyman: No, I am not. I am trying to give you
the impression that actually I am convinced that
there does need to be a fundamental review in the
waywe train and test and that that is going to require
some very significant changes in all of these things,
but they are going to be so significant that we need to
take the wider public and the interested stakeholders
with us, and therefore we need to go through this
process properly.

Q405 Chairman: So have you got any idea of how
many casualties would be saved by these sorts of
changes, if you have already decided, “This is going
to be such a revolutionary change. I’ve got to
persuade the public, it’s in their interests,” have you
run any models through to give you any indication
of how many casualties you would save?
Dr Ladyman:As long as you take this figure with the
significant grain of salt—

Q406 Chairman: I take everything ministers tell me
with a grain of salt, even you!
Dr Ladyman: We have done some initial thinking
and we think it is not unreasonable that we could
save as many as 130 lives a year. That may go up
significantly when we do the figures more closely, it
may come down, but that is what tempts me to
believe that it is worth making this sort of
fundamental reform.
Mr Burr: There is another potential virtuous circle
that if the generality of novice drivers are under-
prepared and even if they only have bumps and
scrapes that is still putting their insurance premiums
up very high because by the time you pay for the
metal to be straightened out, the courtesy car and the
whiplash injury and all these other things it gets
quite expensive, even a minor knock. If we could
prepare people so that they stop having those kinds
of accidents then we might persuade the insurance
industry to make the insurance proposition more
attractive, which would reduce the incentive to be
uninsured and help to legitimise some people and
help them to see the right way forward.

Q407 Chairman: The diYculty about that, Mr Burr,
is that if we in fact are dealing with even this quite
small group of people who are lawless they are not
going to be impressed by the diVerence between
paying a small premium and paying a large
premium, are they, because they are not going to pay
a premium at all? They are going to drive uninsured
without a licence, according to the Minister.
Dr Ladyman: That is why we are introducing
continuous insurance enforcement. We have passed
that in the Road Safety Act and we will be moving
towards that because we have to find ways of better
enforcing these rules which these people are
ignoring. I am not suggesting we are going to solve
all of these problems, whether it is by improved
driver training or testing, or restrictive licences,
without improved enforcement as well.

Q408 Chairman: What assessment has the
Department made of the economic impact of raising
the driving age to 18?
Dr Ladyman: I am not sure we have actually got
those figures yet, but that will certainly be one of the
figures we will have to present if we are going to
consult on that as an option.

Q409 Chairman: You have set it against the safety
gains of the compulsory minimum learning period?
Dr Ladyman: Exactly, and bear in mind that if these
130 lives we save are the lives of young people, in
economic terms—and it is always slightly diYcult to
talk about these things in economic terms, but these
are the people whom we have just maximised
society’s investment in because they have just come
to the end of their formal education and they have
not started earning anything to pay it back yet. So
these are the peoplewho cost society themostmoney
when they die young, so there is a big economic
benefit in saving these lives.

Q410 Chairman:You can give us a note on that, can
you, Mr Burr, how you are thinking and what
economic assessment you have done, because after
all we are helping to clear theMinister’s mind? Since
he is so open-minded about it, you and I together can
assist him.
Mr Burr: Well, maybe you can more than I, I do
not know.

Q411 Chairman:Well, I am prepared to give you the
first go.
Dr Ladyman:We will provide you with what figures
we can devise.

Q412 Chairman: Yes. I am not sure how reassuring
that is!
Mr Burr: There are some general propositions that
if you raise the driving age then some people who
want to drive because they need to get to work—and
they are not all young, they might be middle-aged
and people in rural areas who need a car to get
to work, and so on—will be denied those
opportunities. It is not just socialising.

Q413 Chairman: These are the sorts of things, Mr
Burr, whichwewould expect theDepartment to take
account of in the note you are going to give us about
the economic assessment.
Mr Burr:We will do our best

Q414 Chairman: Good. I am sure you always do.
Are you going to make the driver’s record log book
compulsory?
Dr Ladyman: That is one of the things we will need
to discuss. Certainly, if there is going to be a
structured approach to trainingwe are going to have
to have some way of knowing that you have actually
taken part in that.

Q415 Chairman: So you will be asking for the
driving instructor to sign oV the stages? Is that what
you would be looking at?
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Dr Ladyman: That is a distinct possibility, yes, and
that raises issues about whether you have to have
professional driving instructors who are qualified
and therefore able to sign this oV, or whether there
are mechanisms for allowing other people who have
got licences to sign it oV.

Q416 Chairman: How would you protect the
instructors from the commercial pressures they
might be under to allow their pupils to apply early
for a test?
Dr Ladyman: That is one of the issues I am sure they
will provide us feedback about, but clearly we
cannot continue with a process which puts driving
instructors under pressure to teach people how to
pass tests rather than to teach people how to drive.

Q417 Graham Stringer: Can you tell me—and I
genuinely have no idea what the answer is—all these
proposals we are talking about, if you agree to them
would they be brought into eVect by primary
legislation or secondary?
Dr Ladyman: Most of them in fact we do not need
primary legislation for and it is one of the things I
have had my team reviewing. Things like putting the
age at which you can get a full licence up to 18 does
not require primary legislation.

Q418 Graham Stringer: Could you let us have a list
of what does and what does not?
Dr Ladyman: Certainly. We have already done that
work so, yes, we can let you have that.

Q419 Chairman: Is the quality of driving instruction
currently delivered by Approved Driving
Instructors satisfactory?
Dr Ladyman:When they are given the opportunity
to teach people to drive because people go to them
with that attitude then I am sure by and large it is.
However, as I said earlier, I do not think many
people go to the driving instructor with that attitude
and so they are not actually paying to be taught to
drive, many of them, they are paying to be taught
how to pass the test.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for Transport

1. Introduction

1.1 This supplementary evidence is submitted for the Transport Committee inquiry into novice drivers
in response to a request by letter from the Committee dated 30 March 2007. The letter asks fifteen separate
questions, some of which were raised when the Minister and oYcials gave oral evidence to the Committee
on 21 March. The following response groups some answers where shown for convenience.

2. Roads Policing

2.1 The Committee’s first request (Q371 in the uncorrected transcript of evidence) seeks a copy of a letter
sent jointly to Chief Police OYcers on 9 January 2007 by Vernon CoakerMP (HomeOYce) andDr Stephen
Ladyman. This is at Appendix A, and is self-explanatory.

Q420 Chairman: Is there any reason why you cannot
enforce speed limits eVectively, because after all
three-quarters of fatal crashes involve drivers under
20 who are breaking the speed laws?
Dr Ladyman: I am doing my best to enforce speed
limits as eVectively as possible. I share the
Committee’s view that road cameras are very
eVective as one of the tools in doing that and I am
doing my best to encourage the police to do more
road enforcement of speeding as well.

Q421 Chairman: Should we finally include road
safety education, but particularly driver education,
as part of the National Curriculum?
Dr Ladyman: It is not for me to comment on what
goes into the National Curriculum.

Q422 Chairman: Minister, be terribly, terribly
dangerous and venture an opinion.
Dr Ladyman: I certainly would like—and I actually
believe the Department for Education and Skills
would not disagree with this—kids to be exposed, as
some part of their education, to road safety
messages.

Q423 Chairman: I think we are staggering round to
a “Yes,” are we not?
Dr Ladyman: What I am trying to avoid is saying
that it should be part of the core part of the National
Curriculum because if I do that we will end up
having a letter writing campaign from teachers’
unions telling me that we have already made the
National Curriculum too full, but there are ways of
making sure that kids have access to these things as
well as the messages that come in the core
curriculum. There is the potential of oVering
vocational training in driving to young people,
especially if they are going to stay in school or in
education and training up until the age of 18 in the
future, and there are ways in which we could maybe
provide vocational training which a lot of them
would be very keen to take up.

Q424 Chairman: Thank you, Minister. I think that
has actually been very revealing and I hope you are
going to continue this happy habit of giving us
straightforward answers!
Dr Ladyman: I hope it has not been too revealing or
my reputation will go downhill.
Chairman: You are always welcome here, Minister,
whatever your reputation.
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3. Changes to the Driving Test

3.1 The Committee’s most general question (No 6 in the letter of 30March) refers to a discussion at Q358
and Q365 in the uncorrected transcript about the prospect of a diVerent and more complex test. The
Committee ask if it is possible to provide further details of what forms of test are being considered by the
Department.

3.2 The Minister explained to the Committee in oral evidence that we are conducting a thorough review
into the process whereby young people are learning to drive and being tested; that it is intended to publish
a consultation document later in the year; and that we are very open-minded about what should go into that
consultation document at this stage.

3.3 The recently-published report of the three year review of the Department’s road safety strategy88 sets
out a proposal for a new framework of competencies for truly safe driving. This framework will be the
foundation for all the work on education, training, testing and lifelong learning, including developing and
refreshing skills, remedial training, work-related driving and support for drivers at various stages of their
driving career to develop and maintain safe driving for life. The framework will be built on a modern
template, consistent with vocational frameworks now being established across the education system and in
industry.

3.4 The three main elements of the framework will be:

(a) a new competency and knowledge framework setting out what a candidate must know and be able
to do;

(b) a modern training syllabus setting out what a candidate needs to learn; and

(c) systematic assessment criteria setting out how the testing stage will establish that a candidate has
covered the syllabus properly and can demonstrate the required level of competence.

3.5 A good start has been made on the drafting of a competency and knowledge framework, using
established principles already well-tried in the development of vocational qualifications. The object of the
practical test should be to test whether people have covered the syllabus properly, and can demonstrate the
competencies and knowledge agreed to be required. Since these three parts have to be taken in order, it is
premature to start formulating detailed proposals for a new test at this stage. However, since we recognise
that the syllabus needs to be broader, it follows that the testing process may also need to be changed
substantially.

Hazard perception test

3.6 Our earlier Memorandum included evidence about the driving test being in two parts (in section 4)
in response to a question in the Committee’s initial request for evidence, and explained that one object of
the Cohort II study was to examine evidence of the eVect of introducing these new elements.

3.7 Since the Department submitted that Memorandum and gave oral evidence, we have had a briefing
from TRL on emerging findings in relation to the hazard perception test. In order to identify the eVect of
introducing this element of the test, a modelling exercise has been undertaken of relevant types of car
accidents reported by respondents. These were:

(a) on public roads;

(b) not low speed (manoeuvring accidents); and

(c) those for which the respondent accepted at least some blame.

The modelling (to be explained in the published report in due course) shows a substantial positive eVect
on the number of these accidents from introducing the hazard perception test. The positive eVect is stronger
for participants who had a high hazard perception test score.

3.8 The Committee has had written and oral evidence that many learners treat the theory and hazard
perception elements of the test as separate, preliminary items and practise for them mainly on computer
products which they can use at home rather than in association with their driving instructor; and that
training material intended to be used by and with the instructor is not employed to the extent intended when
these extensions to the test were introduced. This suggests that the potential positive eVects may be greater
than those now identified. This is something to be considered in any redesign of the training and testing
process.

4. Potential Impact of Changes on Casualty Figures

4.1 It follows from the explanation in section 3 that it is premature to calculate anticipated casualty
savings (broken down by deaths, serious injuries and slight injuries) that would result from each of the
measures to improve road safety education, driver training and testing which are under consideration (see
question No 8 in the letter of 30 March). We will return to this issue when work has advanced. The figure

88 Tomorrow’s Roads—Safer For Everyone; The Second Three-Year Review—available on-line at: www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/
roadsafety/strategytargetsperformance/2ndreview/screen
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mentioned by the Minister in oral evidence (Q406) is an estimate of the saving in road fatalities that might
be achieved if the fatality rate for young drivers could be reduced to the level currently applying to drivers
of other age groups.

5. Evaluation of Possible Changes to the Driving Age and Learning Period

5.1 The Committee has asked three questions (Nos 2 to 4 in the letter of 30 March, and at Q408 and 412
in the uncorrected transcript) about the (a) economic and (b) social impact of possible changes, specifically:

(a) raising the minimum solo driving age for cars to 18 (No 2 and Q408);

(b) introducing a 12-month minimum learning period (including the likely impact on learner drivers
of all ages) (No 3 and Q412); and

(c) the relationship between these two and the Government’s reported plans to require teenagers to
stay in some form of education or training until 18.

5.2 The Department’s earlier Memorandum discussed the first two of these issues at sub-section 5.2 and
section 7. The Minister explained in oral evidence that these matters will be included in the proposed
consultation on improving driver training and testing. Assessments of the kind described by the Committee
have yet to be undertaken, but we agree that these impacts are important—as is the cost and practicality of
enforcement; and that the consultation must seek information about them before firm proposals are
adopted.

5.3 The case for raising the solo driving age to 18 is that novice drivers would be slightly more mature;
and—if at the same time the age for a provisional licence was left at 17 (or even reduced)—would have had
more time in which to gain experience. The Committee’s original call for evidence asked whether novice
drivers’ higher risk of being involved in a collision than other drivers is primarily a consequence of age,
inexperience or a combination of both. The Department’s evidence in reply89 argued that age is a less
significant factor than lack of experience in novice driver safety.

5.4 It has also already been noted that raising the driving age and/or imposing aminimum learning period
will only succeed if it is possible to ensure that those coming to the driving test have actually undertaken the
extra experience intended. This objective might also be achieved (in part at least) with a test explicitly based
on a more rigorous and wide-ranging syllabus.

5.5 The impact of any change designed to increase pre-test driving experience will depend in part on how
much additional experience might be expected to be gained, compared to what the generality of learners
already seek.

5.6 Paragraph 7.2 of the earlier Memorandum estimated that 24.2% of those who pass the test are under
the age of 18. The table below gives more detailed DSA figures for tests taken in 2006 by candidates aged
17 on the test date, giving their ages in months. This table shows that, of the total who passed the test at 17,
66% have had time to have at least six months’ experience, and 30% over nine months’. Our earlier
Memorandum included evidence from the cohort study about how many lessons, and how much practice,
participants have had; but we have no evidence about how much more they would have had if they had
simply been required to delay taking the test.

Male Female Total
Age in months Tests Tests Pass Tests Tests Pass Tests Tests Pass

Held Passed Rate Held Passed Rate Held Passed Rate

17yrs 0m 943 508 54% 163 63 39% 1,106 571 52%
17yrs 1m 4,557 2,614 57% 1,052 502 48% 5,609 3,116 56%
17yrs 2m 12,251 7,088 58% 3,807 2,009 53% 16,058 9,097 57%
17yrs 3m 16,915 9,575 57% 7,130 3,849 54% 24,045 13,424 56%
17yrs 4m 24,534 13,576 55% 13,450 7,087 53% 37,984 20,663 54%
17yrs 5m 23,979 12,815 53% 16,361 8,450 52% 40,340 21,265 53%
17yrs 6m 24,619 12,846 52% 18,788 9,567 51% 43,407 22,413 52%
17yrs 7m 27,854 13,966 50% 23,281 11,589 50% 51,135 25,555 50%
17yrs 8m 23,172 11,510 50% 20,908 9,953 48% 44,080 21,463 49%
17yrs 9m 21,534 10,516 49% 20,815 9,870 47% 42,349 20,386 48%
17yrs 10m 23,062 10,997 48% 23,114 10,509 45% 46,176 21,506 47%
17yrs 11m 19,293 8,955 46% 20,228 9,011 45% 39,521 17,966 45%
Total 222,713 114,966 52% 169,097 82,459 49% 391,810 197,425 50%

5.7 The current cohort study (Cohort II)90 will provide information on the number of lessons participants
had before coming to test, and the hours of practice with friends and relatives. This evidence was discussed
in section 5 of our earlier Memorandum. The table below gives figures for participants who took the test at
the age of 17:

89 See earlier Memorandum section 2.
90 See earlier Memorandum paragraph 2.3.
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Lessons with Approved Driving Practice with friends and relatives
Instructor*

Hours % Cum % Hours % Cum %

1–10 3.5% 3.5% 0 2.2% 2.2%
11–20 20.9% 24.4% 1–10 39.6% 41.8%
21–30 38.5% 62.9% 11–20 21.6% 63.5%
31–40 23.3% 86.2% 21–30 12.9% 76.3%
(40 13.8% 13.8% 31–40 6.1% 82.5%

* excluding those who had no lessons

These figures show that 17 year olds in general have had the opportunity to acquire significant experience
both from formal lessons and practice before passing the test. The only measure we have of whether this is
enough—of either—is that they passed the test. However, analysis of the data still in progress will explore
linkages to subsequent accident records.

5.8 The current cohort study also included questions about how often participants use their cars to get
to a place of study or work; or in the course of work. The study has yet to be formally reported but it has
been possible to extract the following data for respondents who passed the test at the age of 17, 18–20 and
21 or above. In reply to a question about how often they drove to and from a place of work or study, the
following percentages were given:

Age 17 yrs 18–20 21!

Never 7.2% 12.7% 18.7%
Less than once a month 5.6% 5.1% 3.3%
About once a fortnight 4.5% 4.5% 3.2%
1–3 days a week 14.7% 13.1% 11.8%
4–6 days a week 32.0% 29.2% 31.4%
Every day 36.1% 35.5% 31.6%

5.9 These figures show a very high incidence of driving for these purposes - the figures for those aged 17
are the highest, with 83% saying they drive at least once a week to a place of work or study.We do not know
from this evidence what the eVect would be of restricting access to driving for 17 year olds: the survey did
not ask who relied on driving for these purposes, or about alternatives.

5.10 In reply to the question about how often they drove on their employer’s business, the following
percentages were given:

Age 17 yrs 18–20 21!

Never 70.9% 69.1% 67.3%
Less than once a month 8.4% 9.1% 9.5%
About once a fortnight 3.9% 4.1% 3.8%
1–3 days a week 7.3% 6.4% 6.4%
4–6 days a week 4.9% 5.2% 6.3%
Every day 4.6% 6.0% 6.7%

5.11 These figures show a slight rise with age. This might be simply because the younger groups include
more people who are not yet working. The survey did not explore the extent to which driving for work was
a requirement of participants’ employment. The table shows that 29% of 17 year olds do some driving in
the course of work, although 17% do so at least weekly.

Staying in education and training post-16

5.12 The Department intends to involve the Department for Education and Skills (DfES) fully in the
development of the driver training and testing proposals, and to exploit links to school and vocational
education. DfES would also be consulted about any proposal to change the minimum driving age, given the
potential implications for young people’s access to education and training.

5.13 DfES issued a Green Paper on 12 January 2007, Raising Expectations: Staying in education and
training post-1691 which sets out proposals to require all young people to remain in education or training
until their 18th birthday, from 2013. The Government already aspires to get to 90% participation in
education or training among 17 year olds by 2015. The Green Paper is clear that introducing compulsory
participation for 16 and 17 year olds should not mean forcing them to stay in school or the classroom; and
recognises all forms of valuable learning, including work-based learning.

91 Available on line at:- http://www.dfes.gov.uk/consultations/conDetails.cfm?consultationId%1474
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5.14 TheGreen Paper notes that young people’s learningmust be valuable as a preparation for life, which
means working towards recognised qualifications which are widely understood and provide a good basis
for progression in further learning and to work. It also proposes that young people would be required to
work towards accredited qualifications. There are opportunities here to develop the Department’s driver
training framework to include a qualification which is accredited in this way.

6. Primary Legislation

6.1 The Committee has asked the Department to provide a list of which proposals under consideration
would require primary legislation, and which secondary legislation, to be implemented (No 5 in the letter
of 30 March, and at Q417 in the uncorrected transcript). Appendix B is a note on the extent to which new
primary or secondary legislation might be required to make various changes to the driver training and
testing regime. The scope of the annex is wide-ranging to assist the Committee and includes proposals
advanced by other witnesses for this reason. It should not be taken to represent an agenda already adopted
by the Department.

7. Licence Information on Drivers Involved in Casualty Accidents

7.1 The Committee has asked three questions (Nos 7, 10, and 11 in the letter of 30 March) about licence
data for drivers involved in accidents.

7.2 The Minister explained in oral evidence that the Department has requested data from the insurance
industry in relation to novice driver collisions because the Department’s existing casualty accident data
(collected by the police using STATS 19 forms) does not identify how long ago a driver had obtained their
licence. The Committee asks (at question No 7) why the Department for Transport is unable to match the
casualty data from the police, with DVLA data about when drivers obtained their licence.

7.3 A copy of the STATS 19 form used to collect information is annexed to The Department’s annual
publication on accident statistics, Road Casualties in Great Britain—Annual Report92. It will be seen that
only very limited information is collected about the driver(s) involved (boxes 2.21 to 2.23; 2.27 and 2.29).
This is for entirely practical reasons. Licence data is not collected because drivers are not required to carry
licences. Without a name and address and driving licence number, it is not possible to make the links to the
DVLA driver record that the Committee seeks.

7.4 Inclusion of the driving licence number was considered in the last STATS 19 review but rejected
because of police concerns about the burden of providing this information for statistical purposes. It is
required for the police collision report but at present this information is (in most cases) only on paper and
therefore not accessible for analysis. In the longer term, we are working on a system which would use more
police report data in addition to the STATS 19 information. This would provide us with access to a wider
range of data than we currently have.

7.5 On the other hand, insurers already routinely collect information about the length of time policy
holders and other named drivers have held a licence—if only because it is central to their premium
calculation. They also collect more detailed accident information, because of their interest in damage-only
accidents (in which there are no casualties). The Department is discussing with the Association of British
Insurers how access to this source of data might best be given; and whether any safeguards would be
required by insurers. We also hope to agree access to information they have on claims involving unlicensed
and other un-insured drivers.

7.6 On the issue of unlicensed drivers, the Committee is also referred to research published by the
Department in 200393. The evidence collected by this research is subject to significant limitations, explained
in the report. These reflect uncertainty due to various factors, including:

— small sample sizes and low response rates from surveys;

— duplicate records on the DVLA database of drivers;

— possible unwillingness to admit to an anti-social behaviour; and

— a potential under-estimate as to crashes involving an unlicensed driver (as a result of undetected
unlicensed drivers, errors of omission during the manual search of records, and cases where there
was no prosecution of an unlicensed driver).

People who have never been licensed are particularly diYcult to find for survey and research purposes
because no relevant records on them exist unless they have been caught.

7.7 It follows from this explanation that data are not at present available to the Department to give a
full answer to the Committee’s question No 10 about the proportion of drivers involved in collisions that
are unlicensed/disqualified, or to give such information with a breakdown for novice and young drivers. We

92 See earlier Memorandum paragraph 1.13.
93 Research into Unlicensed Driving—final report, DfT Road Safety Research Report No 48, November 2003. available online
at: http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/roadsafety/research/rsrr/theme2/researchintounlicenseddrivin4752
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have informationwhich supports our earlier written evidence that thosewho drive unlicensed or disqualified
are a much higher risk. There is evidence specifically in relation to unlicensed young and novice drivers in
section 3 of our earlier Memorandum.

Licence details from fatal accident database

7.8 The Department published an analysis of trends in fatal car-occupant accidents on 26 February
200794. A database created for this project contains a sample of 1,184 fatal vehicle occupant cases from 10
police forces, for the years 1994 to 2005 inclusive. The following table gives information about licence status
by drivers’ age group which has been obtained from the database. This shows that the youngest drivers are
over-represented among those with no licence.

All ages % 16–19 % 20–24 %

Full licence 1086 92 138 79 165 90
Provisional 27 2 13 8 7 4
Disqualified 21 2 4 2 5 3
No license 40 3 18 10 4 2
Unknown 5 '1 0 0 3 1
Foreign licence 5 '1 1 1 0 0
Total 1184 100 174 100 184 100

8. Pass Plus

8.1 The Committee took evidence from the Association of British Insurers that the Pass Plus scheme has
only a marginal impact on collision involvement rates; and asks (No 9 in the letter of 30 March) what the
Department’s evaluation of the Pass Plus scheme shows. Our earlierMemorandum gave information about
the take-up of this scheme95. The current cohort study96 has identified those participants who have taken
Pass Plus and this has enabled some evaluation to be made at TRL. This work is reported in the proceedings
of the Department’s annual seminar in 2006 on Behavioural Research in Road Safety 200697. The report of
the study explains important limitations on any evaluation of this kind—for example selection bias among
those electing to take Pass Plus. Subject to these limitations, however, the conclusions are not inconsistent
with the Association of British Insurers’ findings.

9. New Drivers Act

9.1 The Committee has asked two questions about the New Drivers Act (Nos 11 and 12 in the letter of
30 March). For the reasons given in paras 7.2 to 7.6 above, it also follows that data are not available to the
Department which would answer the Committee’s question No 11 and show the number of novice drivers
who have had their licence revoked under the New Drivers Act, who have subsequently been involved in
collisions as drivers while disqualified. The Department’s research into unlicensed drivers (see above)
includes drivers with licences revoked under the Act. An investigation into the basic characteristics of such
drivers was possible through an analysis of results from the national postal survey of unlicensed drivers,
although the response rate was very low. An in-depth investigation of the attitudes and motivations of this
group through interviews was not possible due to their much smaller population dispersed throughout the
country. The research also did not analyse separately the accident data on drivers with revoked licences,
because there were too few respondents in this category.

9.2 The Committee also asks (No 12) for the results of any evaluation that has been carried out into the
New Drivers Act and refer to discussion (at Q372 to 374 in the uncorrected transcript) about the
eVectiveness of the six penalty point limit introduced for novice drivers through the Act.

9.3 There were some initial findings on the New Drivers Act in a report for the Department by TRL in
2000 on monitoring and evaluation of safety measures for new drivers98. Analyses of data from DVLA on
novice driver oVences suggested that the NewDrivers Act procedures were being widely used by the courts,
and that the Act was reasonably well known about. At that early stage, the legislation did not appear to be
a significant deterrent amongst those oVending, with oVenders oVending for the first and subsequent
oVences more quickly than before the legislation. However, there was some limited evidence that the oVence
rate amongst all new drivers had decreased slightly since the legislation was introduced.

94 Trends in Fatal Car-occupant Accidents DfT Road Safety Research Report No 76, February 2007 available online at:
http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/roadsafety/research/rsrr/theme5/76

95 See earlier Memorandum paragraph 6.4.
96 See earlier Memorandum paragraph 2.3.
97 See paper by M Elliott—Can we use the Cohort II data to explore the eVects of taking Pass Plus?— available on-line at http://
www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/roadsafety/research/rsrr/theme2/reviewoflgvpcvaccidents?version%

98 TRL Report TRL525 available on line at: http://217.118.128.203/store/report detail.asp?srid%2679&pid%211
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9.4 Various other surveys continue to suggest that novice drivers are well aware of the Act, and its six-
point rule, and many are no doubt positively influenced by it. Concern that the Act is not eVective arises
from evidence summarised in the earlier Memorandum. An informal survey of 500 records by DVLA
indicates that:

(a) half of revocations under the Act follow convictions for driving un-insured—which attract a
minimum of six penalty points; and

(b) only half of those who have had a licence revoked have so far recovered a full licence.

This survey found that 30% of the sample have not re-licensed. There is a significant number with
provisional licences, and some who have passed a test but are legally on a new test certificate. While some
of those who are not re-licensedmay have ceased driving, it does not seem plausible that they have all ceased
driving so soon after taking the trouble to take and pass the test. In other words, the Act has failed to deter
a large number of novices from driving un-insured; and there are grounds for concern that revocations
under the Act have resulted in many who have once passed a test choosing to drive unlicensed rather than
to go through the process again, all of whom will also be un-insured. To this extent, the threat in the Act
of losing a licence is not proving eVective for many potentially high risk drivers.

9.5 Our provisional conclusion is that we may need to develop diVerent approaches to those who are
driving legitimately and incur penalties for driving oVences, and those who are driving illegitimately - that
is, unlicensed and/or un-insured. The aim might be to direct as many legitimate novice drivers as possible
towards positive remedial action before they incur a licence revocation. One option would be to ensure that
all those incurring an initial three penalty points were given well-designed remedial training. This would
augment the better coverage we seek of driver behaviour in the basic driver training syllabus. Such remedies
would not, of course, be eVective for those whose first oVence incurs six penalty points—as for driving
un-insured. The Committee’s views would be welcomed.

10. Continuous Professional Development for Approved Driving Instructors

10.1 The Committee notes that the Department’s recently published Road Safety Strategy Review
suggests that continuing professional development (CPD) should be introduced for Approved Driving
Instructors. It asks (No 13 in the letter of 30 March) if the Department has determined how this would be
paid for; and whether individual driving instructors would be expected to meet the costs of continuing
professional development.

10.2 The Driving Standards Agency (DSA) has been working with the instruction industry over the past
three years to carry out three independent studies linked to the introduction of a scheme of CPD for driving
instructors. The studies produced three reports99 which proposed a framework within which CPD might
operate, explored the feasibility of delivering CPD by distance learning and other associated issues and
developed a competency framework for instructors which covered the areas which CPD might address.

10.3 It is envisaged that the industry will supply CPD courses in a competitive environment but to
standards agreed with and monitored by DSA. This will help to provide some assurance of quality and a
mechanism to keep costs to aminimum. It is likely, however, that the majority of instructors, most of whom
are self-employed, will have to meet the costs of CPD as one of a number of business expenses. Those who
operate national or regional franchisesmay have some assistance from the franchisor. DSA and the industry
are working with the Sector Skills Councils to explore the provision of CPD and the possibility of public
funding for some of the courses. DSA expects to consult later this year on the introduction of a
voluntary scheme.

11. Re-testing and Re-training

11.1 TheCommittee asks (No 14 in the letter of 30March)what assessments theDepartment hasmade of
the potential impact on road casualty rates of requiring all drivers to be re-tested and re-trained periodically
throughout their driving career?

11.2 The Department has not made this assessment. It is apparent that to require re-testing, for example
every 10 years, would more than treble the number of tests conducted (assuming that all those being re-
testing passed first time).

11.3 It is important that road safety measures are eVectively targeted. Our work on driver training and
testing concentrates on the initial training and testing stages in order to reduce the disproportionate accident
rate among newly-qualified drivers. Evidence summarised in the report of the Road Safety Strategy
Review100 shows that the accident rate is much lower among the experienced drivers who would be subject
to periodic re-testing. The evidence is not available to demonstrate the potential for re-testing to reduce

99 DSA Continuing Professional Development (CPD) for ADIs—Feasibility Study; Developing a Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) Programme for the Driving Instruction Industry—Final Report; DSA Instructor Standards Project
Professional Driving Instructor Competency Framework (Parts 1 and 2)—all available on line at: http://www.dsa.gov.uk/
Category.asp?cat%507

100 See paragraph 82.
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accidents and therefore to assess the benefits against the substantial costs that would arise. An assessment
would also be needed of the extent to which factors likely to cause accidents (for example speeding) would
be likely to be observed at a test.

11.4 The report of the Road Safety Strategy Review explains101 that the proposed new framework of
competencies for safe driving will be a foundation for work including lifelong learning, refreshing skills,
remedial training, work-related driving and support for drivers at various stages of their driving career to
develop and maintain safe driving for life.

12. Driving Tests and Driving Faults

12.1 The Committee notes (No 15 in the letter of 30 March) that candidates are permitted to make up
to fifteen driving faults on the practical test and still pass the test; and asks:

(a) why is the pass threshold set at this number of faults; and

(b) if there has there been any review of this limit.

12.2 An assessment of the marking system is included in a report for the Department by TRL entitled
NoviceDriver Safety and the British Practical Driving Test102. This report arose from a review of the practical
driving test, as part of which, TRL considered options to improve the eVectiveness of the practical test. At
that time, there was no limit on permissible driving faults in the practical test. It was suggested that
introducing a maximum of twelve permissible driving faults on test would cause those test candidates with
the highest crash liability to fail the test and undertake further training. As an interim measure to help
driving instructors to adapt to the new standard, a threshold of fifteen faults was introduced in May 1999.

12.3 Further work by TRL after May 1999 found that reducing the threshold to twelve driving faults
would screen out more candidates who had a higher crash liability. Evidence available at the time, however,
suggested that the candidates who would be screened out despite their higher crash liability, were not, in
fact, having more crashes as they appeared to drive fewer miles and adapted their use of the car in a way
that avoided actual crashes. DSA has not therefore followed up a further reduction in the limit of
permissible driving faults, although this could be considered in the context of a package of measures to
enhance the current test.

Annex A

Home OYce, Department for Transport

Dear Chief OYcer

Following a number of discussions between ourselves and with Med Hughes, we are writing to you all
now to stress the Government’s continuing commitment to the Roads Policing Strategy issued in January
2005 and to encourage your implementation of the strategy locally. We look forward to seeing an eVective
local focus on the achievement of its five chief aims: denying criminals the use of the roads, reducing road
casualties, tackling the threat of terrorism, reducing anti-social use of the roads and enhancing public
confidence and reassurance by patrolling the roads.

We want also in this context to see eVective enforcement of motoring law. We must leave the public in
no doubt that criminal motoring oVences are as serious as any other criminal oVence and will be dealt with
appropriately by firm police action. In that connection, the role of the trained and skilled oYcer is vitally
important.Whilst technology has enhanced capacity for the police to perform their role more eYciently and
eVectively, it cannot enforce all oVences and cannot replace direct intervention by the police. There is a need
for an active police presence on the roads.

OVences where we see nationally a particular need for positive police activity are those related to drink
and drug driving and disqualified driving. While these do not currently feature in the oVences brought to
justice target, we are considering how their importance can be adequately reflected in future performance
frameworks.

The increase in the number of breath alcohol screening tests in the latest statistics, for 2004, was welcome.
Drink and drug driving are serious oVences, too often resulting in deaths and injuries. Disqualification is a
serious penalty usually reflecting serious or repeated bad driving. It is not acceptable that some should feel
they can continue to drive with impunity whilst disqualified. We look to the police to address this situation.

Roads policing activity, like other aspects of police operations, is open to public scrutiny. Currently it
has two specific performance indicators within the Policing Performance Assessment Framework (numbers
killed and seriously injured compared with vehicle kilometres travelled and satisfaction with the way
incidents are dealt with, including for victims of road traYc collisions). It is also one of the 27 areas of
policing specifically covered in HMIC’s published annual baseline assessments. We are delighted that no
force has been graded poor in this area and that there are forces already achieving an Excellent grade. We
look forward to further advances.

101 After paragraph 145.
102 See earlier Memorandum paragraph 4.4.
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The Government has made its expectations clear. All the National Policing Plans issued have included a
reference to roads policing, as did the National Community Safety Plan issued last year. The update to that
Plan, issued on 30 November, set implementation of the Roads Policing Strategy as a key action for the
police in 2007–08 and set support for the police in its implementation as a specificGovernment commitment.
That commitment is reflected in this letter.

Vernon Coaker

Stephen Ladyman

9 January 2007

Annex B

LEGAL POWERS TO IMPLEMENT SAFE DRIVING FOR LIFE STRATEGY

This note oVers an assessment of the powers available to make changes for the driver training and testing
regime. It is written for convenience with specific reference to the regime for car drivers.

Lower Minimum Age for Obtaining a Provisional Licence

1. Section 101(1) of the Road TraYc Act (“RTA”) says that a driver of a “small vehicle” (see section 108)
must be 17 years old. Section 102(2) permits the Secretary of State to change the age. We see nothing to
preclude the age for a provisional licence being reduced.

Raise the Minimum Age for Obtaining a Full Licence

2. Section 101(1) RTA means that a driver of a “small vehicle” (see section108) must be 17 years old.
Section 102(2) permits the Secretary of State to change the age. However, Directive 91/439/EEC says
(Article 6.1.(b)) that the minimum age for category B is 18 years, although Article 6.2 says that Member
States may derogate and issue from age 17. (4.4b and 4.6). The minimum age can therefore be changed by
regulation but only to age 18 years.

Road Safety Taught in School/Colleges

3. No power is needed to prepare materials for optional use. If it is to be mandatory, DfES will have
to regulate.

Parental Contracts with Learners and Instructors

4. It is not envisaged that these would carry any legal weight.

Theory Test

5. Can be developed within existing powers: section 89(3) RTA permits regulations to make provision
with respect to the nature of tests of competence to drive; section 89(5) makes it clear that regulations may
make provision for a test of competence to drive to consist of separate parts.

Learner Logbook

6. Section 99ZA, Road TraYc Act 1988 provides an enabling power to make statutory driver training
courses for any type of motor vehicle—and allows the SOS to make regulations regarding:

— the requirements to undergo such courses;

— the nature of such courses;

— the approval/withdrawal of persons providing the courses;

— supervision arrangements of those providing the courses; and

— the fees charged for any such courses evidencing the successful completion of such courses.

This would apply also to any provisions for lesson plans and safety briefings for learners.
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Use of Simulators for Virtual Hazard Perception Training and Testing

7. It depends what is envisaged. If compulsion is required, this could be incorporated in the test under
the powers set out above; alternatively it could form part of the training under section 99ZA regulations for
persons who have not passed the test of competence to drive.

Pre Test Motorway Driving

8. Section 11(1) of theMotorways TraYc (EnglandAndWales)Regulations 1982 says that.a person shall
not drive on a motorway a motor vehicle to which this regulation applies if he is authorised to drive that
vehicle only by virtue of his being the holder of a provisional licence. There is a similar restriction in
Scotland.

Enhanced Practical Car Test

9. An enhanced practical car test is possible (see above). Under section 89(3) RTA, regulationsmaymake
provision with respect to the nature of tests of competence to drive and generally with respect to such tests.
Section 89(5) makes clear that the test may consist of separate parts, and provision may be made for the
supply by the SoS of forms for certificates evidencing the results. The 2nd EU Directive on Driver
Licensing—91/439/EEC as amended by Commission Directive 56/2000/EC—sets the minimum standards
for the practical test including the:

10. duration content; and vehicles specifications This is now to be replaced by 2006/126/EC which is
largely a recasting directive, but there are some changes.

Two Part Test

11. If no new freedoms are given after the first part, then this can be done by regulation (see above)—a
multipart test is possible and no new enforcement issues need arise. If the first part gives some freedoms (eg
permission to drive but without passengers), then probably issue for primary legislation with enforcement
regime but this is not absolutely clear (see below).

Post-test Support

12. The Road Safety Act 2006 enables conditions to be imposed on newly qualified drivers—this would
enable Pass Plus or progress assessment to be made mandatory. The new section 97(1ZA) RTA provides
that:

“Regulations may provide that in prescribed circumstances a licence granted by the Secretary of
State may be granted subject to prescribed conditions having eVect (a) for a prescribed period, or
(b) until the happening of a prescribed event”.

The licence might therefore be granted on condition that certain tests are passed, or courses taken; or
perhaps with limitations for a particular period of time, eg driving only at certain times of day, or with a
limited number of passengers. There would be a need to consider enforcement.

Approved Driving Instructors (ADIs)

13. The Road Safety Act 2006 will enable the Secretary of State to define diVerent categories of
instruction for which an instructor can be required to be registered. We can define the category of vehicle
to be instructed in, the type of instruction, the nature of the trainee (eg provisional licence holder or
vocational).

14. Section 42 and Schedule 6 insert new provisions in section 123 RTA:

— a person must not give paid driving instruction of a prescribed description unless he is registered
to give that type of driving instruction.

— Section 123(4) permits the regulations to prescribe the class of motor vehicle to which the
instruction relates, the description of persons to whom instruction is given, and the nature of the
instruction or where or how it is given or provided. Section 125ZA RTA will allow conditions to
be prescribed for registration.

— Under subsection (2) conditions for giving a description of driving instruction can include having
passed examinations of ability and fitness under section 132.

— Subsection (3) says that this can be a continuous obligation whilst he remains registered.
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15. There are nownew flexibilities on howADIs can qualify—the Secretary of State will be able to specify
that ADIs cannot be registered until they have undertaken specific training or examinations and a
recertification process. Section 126(1) fixes the duration of registration at four years, whichmay be extended
under section 127(1). Under section 132 RTA, regulations may make provision with respect to the nature
of examinations of the ability and fitness to give driving instruction.

16. Powers will also enable a greater control of those who train instructors: companies, individuals and
franchises can be required to be registered to deliver instruction. Section 133ZARTA enables the Secretary
of State to make regulations about training courses for instructors; in particular a person can be required
to successfully complete training before becoming registered.

17. Powers allow collection of fees for a wider range of activities where obligations have been imposed
on the Secretary of State by new provisions: it would appear that corresponding powers to levy fees have
been taken.

Fees for Learner Drivers

18. The Department of Transport (Fees) Order 1988 (1988/643) at Schedule I, Table III, 5, limits the fee-
fixing power of the Secretary of State in respect of tests of competence to drive a motor vehicle to:

“power to prescribe in regulations the fee for a test of competence to drive a motor vehicle to be
paid by a person who submits himself for such a test, or applies for an appointment for such a test”
and “power to prescribe in regulations charges for the supply of forms of certificates evidencing
the results of parts of tests”

19. In the Order as it currently stands (although it can of course be amended) it is not possible to levy a
fee for a learning package; rather the power is restricted as set out above. The same result can however be
achieved indirectly: learner drivers could be required to undertake training before taking their tests.
Paragraph 7A says that there is:

“power to provide in regulations under section 99ZA (compulsory driver training courses) for the
charging of reasonable fees in respect of the exercise of functions conferred or imposed on the
Secretary of State”.

There is therefore power to charge for the Secretary of State’s functions under driver training and it is
possible to require this before the taking of the test; therefore it would seem that all of the potential
expenditure can be covered.

23 April 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Lancashire County Council’s Road Safety Group

HOUSE OF COMMONS TRANSPORT COMMITTEE INQUIRY “NOVICE DRIVERS”

1. Background

“one in five new drivers have some sort of crash in the first year of driving.”

(DETR: Road Safety Research Series No 2—Novice Drivers’ Safety)
“Private practice alongside professional instruction is the most eVective way for learner drivers to
gain experience.”

“Young drivers who have driven more miles before taking the driving test are less likely to be
involved in a crash afterwards.”
Cohort Study Young and Novice Drivers

2. Scheme Overview

Lancashire County Council’s Road Safety Group has implemented a scheme named Pre Pass Support
Scheme. It is aimed at drivers (usually parents and relatives) who accompany learner drivers on extra
practice sessions.

The scheme comprises of a course and a newly developed CD ROM. The aim of the scheme is to assist
accompanying drivers in their task of supervising a learner driver so they can structure their driving and help
prepare their learners properly, enhancing skills and safe driving attitudes and behaviours in conjunction
with their professional tutition.

It has been designed as a means of raising awareness of the accompanying driver to understand
vulnerability of new drivers. The scheme gives both the accompanying driver and the learner a practical
means of improving the amount and quality of practice sessions. In addition to the new driver becoming
more competent it is anticipated that through the extra training sessions he/she will not become involved in
an incident or crash in the early years of their driving career.
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The course consists of both theory and practical elements. The theory focuses on themain cause of crashes
involving the 17–25 year age group. It oVers helpful advice and information to accompanying drivers.
Topics include understanding the diYculties learner drivers face; the responsibilities of accompanying
drivers; levels of instruction; stages of learning and the requirements of the driving test.

The practical element gives accompanying drivers the chance to put theory into practice and pick upmany
on-road tips. Appropriately trained Driving Standards Agency Approved Driving Instructors and
experienced presenters deliver the course.

3. The Course

Funding was secured from the Public Service Agreement to research and set up a course to tackle the high
rate of casualties in new drivers. This was spread over a three-year period between 2003–06 and this PSA
target has been met.

When the project planning commenced in 2003 very little was available to support accompanying drivers.
It is considered that learners whose accompanying drivers have committed themselves to providing quality
practice sessions are less likely to be involved in crashes.

This scheme is the first of its kind in the country. Due to the funding, the courses could be piloted with
no charge for clients. The course is being researched and evaluated by respected psychologist Dr Lisa Dorn
from Cranfield University who will monitor the success of the course, identify areas for improvement and
highlight the benefits it has to road safety in the county.

Since the commencement of the course in 2004, 236 Accompanying drivers and 173 Learners have
attended the course.

The Road Safety Group has built and maintains a considerable bank of Approved Driving Instructors
(ADIs) and course presenters who are committed to the aims of the course. The course also serves to
promote the importance of the role of ADIs.

Because the scheme takes minimal resource at Group and OYcer level there is strong feasibility for other
authorities to adopt this scheme without compromising other objectives and initiatives. The problems
encountered in Lancashire with new drivers are mirrored throughout the country, which is illustrated by the
introduction of the New Drivers Act.

In order to duplicate andmaintain a similar course other authorities could utilise and widen their network
of ADIs from other driver training schemes. Lancashire County Council is committed to sharing best
practice. A number of authorities have shown an interest in the concept and one other authority has since
implemented a tailored version for their region. Packages, consultation and support is available to other
organisations from the Group’s Training Team.

The Course Objectives

To outline and assist the accompanying driver with the following:

— The diYculties facing the learner.

— The role and responsibilities of an accompanying driver.

— Areas of greater risk for the novice driver.

— The role of the professional instructor.

— Improve the knowledge and skills of the Accompanying Driver while oVering valuable support,
encouragement and practice to the learner driver.

Course content

Theory element

— Facts and figures concerning novice drivers, crashes and casualties.

— DiYculties learner drivers face whilst practising.

— Legal obligations concerning the Accompanying Driver and also the vehicle.

— Recognising bad habits.

— Knowledge of The Highway Code.

— The interaction of the ADI, the learner and their Accompanying Driver.

— Stages of learner driver practice—moving from simple to complex.

— Route planning.

— The driving test.
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— Areas of greater risk.

— The parent/learner agreement.

Practical element

— Vehicle familiarisation.

— Demonstration of driving lesson.

— Roleplay session.

— Discussion:
— Giving directions.
— Forward Planning.
— Hazard recognition.

— Practice in-car role as accompanying driver.

— Debrief.

4. The Perfect Partner CD-ROM

In order to be able to continue providing education to accompanying drivers and their learners an
innovative CD-ROM has been created which includes a very comprehensive range of tips, advice and
support materials to aid the practice session process and aid there journey up to and after their test.

Sponsorship support was secured from the private sector in order to produce this CD-ROM. It is
envisaged that this resource will initially be made available free of charge to accompanying drivers in the
county.

In order to continue the work in future, extra funding is being sought. This scheme is, however,
maintainable. Initial feedback from clients suggests that this is a very worthwhile course and would
recommend the course even if it involved a fee. There is the option therefore to charge for the service in future
to cover costs.

CD-ROM Sections

The learner

— Concerns.

— Preparing to Drive.

— Avoiding Conflict.

— Attitude.

— Practice.

— Preparing for the Tests.

The Accompanying Driver

— Concerns.

— Bad Habits.

— Your Role.

— Responsibilities.

— Avoiding Conflict.

— Preparing the Car.

— Route Planning.

— On the Road.

— Support Materials.

Legal Requirements

— New Drivers Act.

— Insurance, Road Tax, MOT.

— Driving Licence.

— Highway Code and TraYc Rules.

— Health and Eyesight.
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— Driving When Tired.

— Alcohol and Drugs.

— Basic Car Maintenance.

Preparation for Test

— Pre-Pass Support Scheme.

— Choosing a Driving Instructor.

— Theory Test.

— Hazard Perception Test.

— Practical Test.

After the Test

— Advice if you failed.

— Advice if you passed:

— Pass Plus Course.

CD-ROM Resources

— Practice sheets (printable).

— Feedback form.

— Sample Hazard Perception clips.

— Manoeuvre sample video clips.

— Manoeuvre sample animations.

Partnerships

— Keymed.

— BBC Radio Lancashire (to be confirmed).

— Piranha Solutions.

— Driving Standards Agency.

5. Research

Cranfield University is carrying out course evaluation with the accompanying drivers after they have had
time to put the course information into practice to ascertain the success of the learner drivers and their own
input. Telephone surveys are also being conducted with the learners after they have passed their test to
measure their driving performance after the test.

As an ongoing project, more data will be collected as learners involved are contacted again at intervals
to ascertain crash involvement statistics for new drivers whose accompanying drivers have attended the
course. It is anticipated that following the results from the research other structured post test sessions
delivered by a mentor could be achieved ie Pass Plus modules.

6. Feedback

As the main aim of the course is to raise awareness of the vulnerability of new drivers and give
accompanying drivers practical means of improving the amount and quality of practice sessions the learner
receives, it appears that this is currently being achieved. Some of the feedback received includes comments
such as:

“Very pleased with the contents/presentation. The whole concept of the pre-pass. Hope it takes
oV. It will be of great benefit to all concerned.”

“I think this is a very good scheme for people teaching as accompanying drivers. (Yes I would be
prepared for more sessions at extra costs.”

“Excellent, thanks to everyone who gave us their time. I am reading all the books. (Yes I would
pay for extra practical sessions).”

“Very well put together course. LCC have seized an opportunity to help new driver and
accompanying ones. I look forward to practical session.”
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Summary

It is clear from road casualty data and research that novice drivers have a higher risk of being involved
in road crashes thanmore experienced drivers, and these crashes result in death and injuries to almost 40,000
road users.

Much can be done to reduce this risk, Lancashire County Council’s Road Safety Group believes that one
of the critical factors in addressing this issue is to ensure the most eVective use of the learning period.
Learners need to gain as much training and supervised driving experience as possible whilst they are
learning.

Lancashire County Council’s Road Safety Group have developed and implemented an innovative project
the “Pre Pass Support Scheme”. The project aims to deliver an increase in driving experience (professional
and private practice) during the learning experience and helps parents or accompanying drivers provide
more eVective private driving practice.

The Pre Pass Support Scheme is being fully evaluated by Cranfield Univeristy.

As a two year ongoing project,more datawill be collected as learners involved are contacted at intervals to
ascertain crash involvement statistics for new drivers whose accompanying drivers have attended the course.
Following the development of the course an interactive CD-ROMhas been produced as a self learn resource
available from February 2007.

The following pages provide more detailed information covering:

— Pre Pass Support Scheme Overview.

— Course Objectives and content.

— The Perfect Partner CD-ROM.

— Research by Cranfield Univeristy.

— Feedback from clients.

Lancashire County Council’s Road Safety Group thanks the Committee for the opportunity to submit
this evidence.

15 January 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Warwickshire County Council Road Safety Group

SENIOR SCHOOL “PRE DRIVER” RELATED EDUCATION INITIATIVES

1. Background

1.1 The Scheme

Analysis of theWarwickshire casualty statistics highlighted that young drivers are at a higher risk of being
involved in a road traYc collision than older drivers and are therefore at risk of losing their lives or being
seriously injured, often killing or injuring their young passengers and other road users. The young drivers,
up to the age of 20, represent 2.38% of driving licence holders but are involved in 16% of RTC’s.

One of the “Key” recommendations resulting from research commissioned by the Midland Safety
Cameras Group, conducted by “Step Beyond Ltd” during 2004–05, was to target 14 to 16 year olds with
dramatically improved/expanded driver education initiatives programmes. The objectives of the research
were to:

— Investigate behavior and attitudes towards driving and, in particular, attitudes towards speed
limits and speeding.

— Identify the most appropriate type of advertising for specific target groups to encourage them to
slow down.

Four target age groups:

14 to 16 (Small sample group: See section 3.1) 17 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 50.

The Warwickshire County Council Road Safety Team in partnership with the Warwickshire Casualty
Reduction Partnership launched an innovative scheme in secondary schools during the 2004–05 academic
year which aims to influence the future attitude and encourage young drivers of the future to consider the
impact of their driving inappropriately on both themselves and others. The programme consists of a series
of short, hard hittingmodules of approximately one hour each, one lesson period, targeting the pre and post
driver age groups in senior schools. The overall objective is to influence the future attitude of the young
drivers during their formative years and hence prevent the young people of today becoming tomorrow’s
casualties.

The progressive education scheme is designed to start at Year Group 8 and have follow up/reinforcement
modules in Year groups 9 and 10, culminating in the Pre Driver modules for Year Groups 11 and 12.
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Year Group 13, “Post Driver” has been added to the programme this academic year at the request of the
sixth form colleges.

The new initiatives also encourage a closer working relationship with the local schools. This programme
supports pupil learning and has the potential to be very eVective. The specialist team of Trainers/
Educationalists take a wealth of experience, expertise, diVerent approaches or viewpoints into the
classroom, where they are welcomed as experts in their field, to complement the work of the teaching staV.
The programme of activities was designed to ensure it met the requirements of the PSHE curriculum.

The education programmehas been developedwith the advice and support of, theWarwickshire Casualty
Reduction Partnership, Police, Highway Agency, Approved Driving Instructors, Warwickshire Fire and
Rescue, Warwickshire Road Safety Unit, Education department and schools. The programme is delivered
in partnership with the Warwickshire police. This initiative completes the WCC Road Safety Schools
Education “Life Long Learning” preparing young drivers to use the roads safely “All the days of their
Lives”.

We believe that this initiative supports the draft findings of the DfT research published in December
2006 and subsequent comments made by Stephen Ladyman, Road Safety Minister in The Times article
on 2 January 2007, who said:

“We may need to start doing driver education while young people are still at school, introducing
them to the rules, dangers and responsibilities of the road at a much earlier age.

1.2 Summary of Year Group Modules

1.2.1 Year 8 “Being Prepared is Being Safe”:

One, one-hour workshop.

1.2.2 Year 9 “Speeding—Think About It”:

One, one-hour workshop.

1.2.3 Year 10 “Speed and Consequences”:

Two, one-hour workshops.

1.2.4 Year 11 “ASTRA” Active Strategy to Reduce Accidents:

Four, one-hour workshops.

1.2.5 Year 12 “Know before You Go”:

Eight, one-hour workshops, four involve practical driving sessions.

1.2.6 Year 13 “Staying Alive—Keep it”:

Two, one—hour workshop.

2. Feedback/Effectiveness

2.1 Analysis of Feedback

The Road Safety Education unit has a long-established policy of measuring the eVectiveness of its
education programmes and striving for continual improvement. The analysis of the quality and eVectiveness
of the scheme has been divided into two sections.

2.2 Section 1 Quality of Workshop

At the end of each presentation the teachers and students are asked for their comments. A Data Base has
been created to enable all the feedback from teachers and students to be stored and analysed, enabling
improvements to be identified and implemented.

Overview of the Feedback to date

To date 75% of the Senior Schools have participated in the programme.

A selection of the common responses received is given below:

Teachers

— The time was eVectively managed, very informative.

— No hesitation in recommending this series of courses to others.

— The presentations were entirely appropriate and evoked group participation and discussion.
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— Looking forward to next years presentation, building on this years “Year Group”.

— The quality of the material is very good and gets the message across.

Students

— Information presented was very good.

— The instructors know their subject and make it very interesting.

— Pictures / Videos enhance the presentations.

— The statistics and the graphics really make you think.

— The way you get over that if you reduce speed it reduces accidents and saves lives.

— The personal experiences make you think.

2.3 Section 2 EVectiveness of Programme in Reducing Casualties

The full eVectiveness of the scheme in helping to reduce the number of casualties amongst young drivers
can only be established after the programme has been in operation for 6–10 years, which is after the first full
cycle of students passing through the programme become drivers.

It has been decided to use the 2003–04 young driver statistics as the baseline for the Year on Year
comparison. A percentage of any reduction in casualties will be attributed to this programme. Factors such
as overall increase/decrease in the number ofmotorists andmiles travelledwill need to be taken into account.

3. Evaluation

The programme has now commenced its third academic year and we have initiated a detailed evaluation
of its eVectiveness by external agents, this will be made up of two parts:

3.1 Part One

Extend the sample size of the originalMarket Research conducted by “Step Beyond” in schools on behalf
of the Midland Camera Partnerships on:

Investigating the behaviour and attitudes towards driving and, in particular, attitudes towards speed
limits and speeding.

3.2 Part Two

Evaluation of current “Driving Ambitions” programme in influencing the attitude of future young
drivers. Invitations to participate in this exercise have been sent to:

Fiona Fyland: “Brainbox”.
Steve Stradling: Napier University.
Cris Burges: Exeter University.

4. Future Commitments

Schools have requested that the programme forms an ongoing role in their Social and Health Education
curriculum in Year Groups 8 to 10 and the General Study periods for year groups 11, 12 and 13.

On-going funding for the scheme has been approved and provided by theWarwickshire County Council.

Communication packs “Driving Ambitions” have been prepared and sent to all schools to inform them
of the availability and objectives of the education initiatives 2006–07.

Take up rate for the 2006–07 academic year is 69%, predicted take up by the end of the academic year
is 85%.

During the summer recess the content of all the workshop modules will be reviewed and updated as
required, as part of our continual improvement programme, to incorporate the feedback received during
the 2006–07 period.

23 January 2007
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Memorandum submitted by Cumbria Road Safety Partnership

1. Introduction

1.1 Safer Roads for Cumbria is the public face of the Cumbria Road Safety Partnership. It comprises the
following organisations:

Cumbria County Council

Cumbria Constabulary

Cumbria Fire and Rescue Service

The Highways Agency

Amey Mouchel

Capita Symonds

Cumbria Safety Cameras Partnership

Cumbria Chamber of Commerce

The Freight Transport Association

Cumbria Primary Care Trust

1.2 Through partnership working, Safer Roads for Cumbria is determined to cut the number of killed
and injury collisions (KSIs) on the County’s roads in line with the Government’s target of a 40% reduction
in KSIs by 2010.

1.3 In Cumbria we carefully monitor and have clear evidence of the trends and risks in relation to road
casualties.We have evidence of measures that are most eVective in reducing casualties and are implementing
programmes accordingly. However, there are initiatives that require action by Central Government on a
nationwide basis to assist in tackling the numbers of people killed and injured on the road.

2. The Cumbria Perspective

2.1 In 2006 there were 60 fatal casualties in Cumbria. Almost 25% of those were in the 16–20 age group,
mirroring the previous year’s high levels of young driver deaths. Young driversmake up a similar proportion
of all KSIs. Despite continuing reductions in overall KSIs, the number of KSIs in the 16–20 year old age
group is not reducing. Cumbria Road Safety Partnership recognises that in order to continue to make good
progress in reducing road casualties, attention needs to be focused on 16–20 year old age group. A stretch
target is being set in the Cumbria Local Area Agreement in relation to 16–20 year old driver KSIs.

2.2 Since its inception in 2004, Safer Roads for Cumbria has overseen initiatives aimed at reducing the
number of young drivers that are killed or seriously injured. Experience has shown that despite a high level
of success in raising awareness through existing initiatives among young people who are about to become
drivers, there remains an opportunity for further awareness raising combined with skills training among
newly qualified drivers.

2.3 Safer Roads for Cumbria is mindful that any action must recognise the legitimate needs of young
people within the county with regards to their use of vehicles in relation to their work, education and social
activities. The sparsely populated nature of large parts of Cumbria result in high levels of car dependence
particularly in rural areas and the sustainability of the economy and of communities is heavily reliant on
personal mobility.

3. Analysis of Young Driver Mindsets

3.1 A qualitative focus group survey with young drivers in Cumbria undertaken in September 2006
revealed a high level of over-confidence and reluctance to take advice on board, as the following quotes
demonstrate:

“It’s just another ad, only when you have a crash will you change.”
“Although I speed I do consider myself a good driver. I can overtake big lines of traYc where most
people just wouldn’t try.”

“I don’t really care what others think but if they were sat in the back seat shaking I would probably
slow down. If they don’t like the way I drive they could always get out.”
“After playing these (computer) games for an hour or so the first thing you do when you get in
your car is put your foot to the floor.”

“I love overtaking people—the more the better. It gives me a real buzz.”

“I just like going fast—fast enough to push me back in my seat. The adrenalin is great—nothing
like it.”

“If you have ever been in a race with someone up Botchergate, you get an unbelievable adrenalin
buzz. Flying down Botchergate racing each other to the max—It’s just fantastic.”
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3.2 This research reinforces established understanding of young people’s attitudes to risk taking
behaviour, not just in relation to road use but across a range of activities including alcohol and drug abuse
and sexual behaviour identified as priorities for action by the Cumbria Primary Care Trust and partners in
the Cumbria LAA.

4. Approach in Cumbria

4.1 Education is the key. Capita Symonds provide the County Council’s with Road Safety OYcers who
start education activities with basic road safety lessons in primary schools, dealing with practical pedestrian
skills instruction and cycling training.

4.2 Cumbria Road Safety Partnership uses the Fire andRescue Service to visit senior schools with a hard
hitting Road Awareness Training (RAT) package graphically illustrates the consequences of road crashes.
It has been proven to be eVective and making “teenagers aware of the dangers of bad driving and all its
constituents”.

4.3 Schools accept Road Awareness Training as a voluntary module within their syllabus. In
consequence, some schools do not receive the RATmodule and there is no national curriculum standard to
monitor progress and awareness.

4.4 The road safety partnership is now enabling a programme of additional driver tuition (Pass Plus)
associated with further road awareness training to extend and supplement the instruction provided in
preparation for the driving test.

4.5 The current approach does not address pupils in the 12–14 year old age group who are key influencers
when it comes to parents and older siblings and who have a growing sense of social awareness and
responsibility.

4.6 Road safety training ends with the driving test for most people. The Pass Plus initiative is entirely
voluntary and may not reach all newly qualified and inexperienced drivers.

4.7 Finally, it is possible, through accelerated courses, for a young driver to pass a driving test within a
matter of two or three weeks. In Cumbria there have been a number of fatalities where the driver passed
their test a matter of days before. Experience is gained over time.

5. Recommendations

5.1 Introduce a continuous road user education system that builds up to the point where pupils become
young drivers and beyond. To reduceKSIs among young drivers, their passengers and third partymotorists,
the way that they are taught must be fundamentally changed.

5.2 First, it is important to incorporate road safety into the national curriculum in the early secondary
stages of education. This requires national intervention to ensure that suYcient weight is given to road safety
at a developmental stage when young people are most receptive to messages about social responsibility.
Additional resources would also be required to provide additional education at this stage.

5.3 Second, the current practical driving test has a number of weaknesses. It does not cover rural driving,
night driving, driving at speed, motoring on dual carriageways and motorways and all-weather conditions.
It does not cover driving in a car loaded with passengers with all the distraction and handling consequences.
It does not cover anything to do with attitudes and responsibilities. Pass Plus is recommended as a
continuation of the standard test. If the modules taught within Pass Plus which address some of the issues
above are considered to add to the safety of new drivers then they should be integral to the main test.

5.4 The revised driving test format should incorporate a “flight log” of hours driven and which records
the progress of the pupil with advice and comments from a professional instructor. No test should be taken
until the pupil has driven an agreed number of hours and “passed” the modules to the instructor’s
satisfaction. At present, a young driver can apply and take a test whether or not the instructor regards them
as qualified to pass.

6. Conclusion

6.1 The above analysis is neither comprehensive nor exhaustive but illustrates the principal issues and
some potential approaches.

6.2 Cumbria Road Safety Partnership is aware of the risks to young drivers, their passengers and other
road users created by a lack of experience and awareness and attitudes to risk. The programmes of
interventions developed and implemented by the partnership are aimed to address these. There remains
strong concerns about the national and legislative framework within which young people are able to take
to the road and we would seek the support of the Select Committee in addressing these issues.
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Statistics

Chart A

CAUSATION FACTORS RELATING TO BEHAVIOUR OR INEXPERIENCE
JULY–DECEMBER 2006
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18 January 2007

Letter from Cumbria Constabulary to Mr Eric Martlew MP

YOUNG DRIVERS INVOLVEMENT IN ROAD TRAFFIC COLLISIONS; GRADUATED
DRIVING TESTS

The number of young people involved in road traYc collisions in Cumbria is causing considerable public
concern, particularly the number who are dying as a consequence.

Recent research by the Constabulary demonstrated that 21.6% of all drivers involved in road traYc
collisions in Cumbria are aged between 16 and 25.

This has been brought starkly into focus because of a number of high profile multiple fatal road traYc
collisions involving vehicles driven by young drivers who are inexperienced. Such drivers are often
accompanied by several passengers, invariably other young people, and when a collision occurs it can lead
to multiple casualties, or worse.

The same problem appears to exist elsewhere and has been the focus of lobbying by local authorities, the
motor insurance industry, road safety groups, relatives of victims etc.

There is considerable public interest and support in Cumbria in measures that have been introduced in
other countries, such as New Zealand, Australia, USA and Canada, to deal with this problem, usually
described as Graduated Driving Tests. My purpose in writing to you is to seek your support in lobbying the
Government to consider legislative changes to enable the introduction of similar tests in this country.

Such tests place restrictions upon people who are learning to drive, over a prolonged period, until they
can satisfactorily demonstrate a variety of skills and competencies that will allow them to drive
unaccompanied and unrestricted on public roads.

Restrictions can include:

— requirement to be accompanied;

— number and type of passengers;

— speed limits;

— times when driving is allowed;

— types of road where driving is allowed;

— cognitive skills testing;

— road awareness testing; and

— curfew times for inexperienced drivers.

The above list is not exhaustive and varies from country to country.
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It is only when a learner driver has successfully passed all the stages of a graduated driving test, over a
period of time that he/she is recognised as being competent.

The introduction of such tests in New Zealand and Australia has led to a marked reduction in casualties
amongst young drivers. Early indications in the USA and Canada are similar although a full evaluation has
not yet been carried out.

Other factors of course play their part in making this problem worse eg, the increase of drinking and
driving amongst young drivers, “racing” and “competing” on the highway and excessive speed. These are
matters that can be addressed through education and enforcement, and which can also be included as part
of teaching greater awareness within extended driving tests.

Traditional approaches to casualty reduction do not provide a complete answer to reducing road
casualties amongst young people. In Cumbria we have reached the stage where public and professional
opinion requires a fundamental change in the way we train and test young drivers. That opinion is gathering
support nationally, albeit the Government’s response thus far has not favoured the introduction of
graduated driving tests. It may be an opportune moment for you to lend your support to bringing about
this significant change.

17 November 2006

Witnesses: Mr Neil CunliVe, Road Safety Group Manager, Lancashire County Council, Mr Brian Pierce,
Driver Education ServicesManager,Warwickshire County Council,Mr Jonathan Smith,Chair of Cumbria
Road Safety Partnership, and Superintendent Ted Thwaites, Cumbria Police, gave evidence.

Q425 Chairman: Can we ask you to identify
yourselves for the record, starting with my left?
Superintendent Thwaites: I am Ted Thwaites. I am
Superintendent of Cumbria Constabulary. I am
perhaps one of the unimaginative oYcers of the
Chief Constable of Cumbria, who has been referred
to already today.

Q426 Chairman: Nobody in the North-West
Police Forces could possibly be described as
“unimaginative” Superintendent! Thank you very
much.
Mr Smith: I am Jonathan Smith. I am Cumbria
County Council’s Transport Policy Manager.
Mr Pierce: Brian Pierce, Warwickshire County
Council’s Road Safety Education.
Mr CunliVe: Neil CunliVe, Lancashire County
Council Road Safety GroupManager for education
and training.

Q427 Chairman: Thank you. Could I just explain to
you that the microphones in front of you will record
what you say but not project what you say, so if you
would remember that when you are speaking to us.
Does anybody have anything they want to say to us
before we go to questions? No? Good. If you agree
with one another, I would be grateful if you did not
repeat what somebody has just said, but if you have
got something diVerent to say, if you want to catch
my eye it would be helpful just to indicate. Do the
road casualty data in your areas match the picture of
higher levels of novice driver casualties? How about
you, Superintendent?
Superintendent Thwaites: They do. The figures we
have supplied already through Mr Martlew show
that 21.6% of all drivers involved in road traYc
collisions in Cumbria are aged between 16 and 25.

Q428 Chairman: Have you any particular focus
group or any survey which has given you any
particular reason for that?

Superintendent Thwaites: Yes. We sit alongside our
colleagues within the public sector, including the
county council and a number of other public bodies
in the Country Road Safety Partnership. We have
surveyed young members of the public and our
concerns reflect the evidence which has already been
received by this Committee.

Q429 Chairman: From your experience working
with young people are you able to explain why the
problem of novice driver casualties seems to have
increased recently?
Superintendent Thwaites: I cannot specifically say
why that is the case, but I do agree with some of the
submissions which have been made to the eVect that
this is not simply an issue of criminality, neither is it
an issue of road policing or road oVending. It is also
an issue about social behaviour, social patterns
about young people in general, and our concerns
about driver behaviour amongst young people are
equally reflected in our concerns about their alcohol
abuse, about drug abuse and about their behaviour
towards certain matters of sex education and sexual
behaviour as well. It is part of a wider agenda which
perhaps could be encompassed in discussions about
the Respect agenda and about anti-social behaviour
and nuisance in general.

Q430 Chairman: Does anybody got anything you
want to add to that? Mr Pierce?
Mr Pierce: In Warwickshire the actual overall
casualties have been coming down year on year, but
we actually took a statistical analysis three years ago
particularly on young drivers and what we actually
found follows the national pattern, that whilst there
were 2.38 oVences on licence holders generally, they
were involved in 16% of young drivers, 16% of the
road traYc collisions. That is when we actually
decided to target that group for pre-driver
education, which is one of the papers we have
submitted. In Warwickshire we have introduced
something called the Driving Ambitions
Programme,which is aimed at secondary schools. So
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21 March 2007 Mr Neil Cunliffe, Mr Brian Pierce, Mr Jonathan Smith and Superintendent Ted Thwaites

in fact we are targeting attitudinal training because
we believe it is during the formative years that these
people develop the attitudes towards their driving.
We believe that driving forms two parts, one being
the skills, the actual driving of the motor vehicle,
keeping it in one direction, changing gear and
whatever, but from the evidence we heard earlier we
believe that a lot of the accidents—well, I should not
say “accidents”, collisions, are actually caused by an
attitudinal problem and all those statistics bore out
that 77% of the 17 to 20 year old young drivers
involved in collisions aremale and also that 75%had
actually home addresses in Warwickshire. So we
therefore felt that targeting secondary schools is
targeting the right of group of people and that we
can actually try to influence the attitudes. The final
point which we found very interesting, which was
also debated earlier, I think, on the fringes is that the
average age of the car that the young driver is
involved in a collision in is 13.2 years old. So
unfortunately for them, (a) we believe it is the lack
of experience and the attitude, but (b) if they are
unfortunate enough to be involved in the accident
they do not have all the safety devices of the modern
car. They do not have the air bags, the brakes, et
cetera. So not only are they involved in the accident
but the likelihood is they are going to appear on our
KSI statistics rather than the slight casualties.

Q431 Mrs Ellman: Do any of you have any actual
evidence of how education and training does change
attitudes?
Mr Pierce: For the actual driver education we have
limited information. However, we have been
working with various psychologists, in particular Dr
Fiona Fyland, who has given us a lot of background
on other educational initiatives involved during the
formative years which has proven to be successful.
One of the important things which came out of that
actually was that a one-oV shock tends to be impact
and then forgotten. The whole idea of the Driving
Ambitions programme is that we start in year eight,
we follow it up in year nine—

Q432 Mrs Ellman: I am looking for evidence that
these things have actually worked and made a
diVerence.
MrCunliVe: The paper we submitted was on the Pre
Pass Support Scheme, which was working with
parents and professional driving instructors and
Cranfield University you have had as a witness to
this panel before and that is actually doing the
research behind that scheme. The evidence which is
showing now at this present moment in time from
the initial stages of the scheme is that male drivers
definitely show a decrease in the propensity to speed
and change their attitude to actually looking at how
they are involved in accidents and people within the
car with peer pressure. We think that has come in
really because of a diVerent style of training the
learner driver and really it is going where the
Minister probably did not want to go, and that is to
make a decision, change the style of the driving and
change the style in which they are taught. At the
moment—the Minister was absolutely right—they

are actually taught to pass the test. What we are
saying is that is not the answer to it. What we need
to do is to develop the youngster through the process
to actually get to a test standard. Our issue is not the
test, it is the journey to get to the test. So the test for
us is just an outcome at the end of it. What we are
looking at is howwe can influence that young player,
that young person, that young female, before they
get to the test. One of the best ways of influencing
them is not just their own peer pressure but actually
the parent/guardian peer pressure.

Q433 Mrs Ellman:MrCunliVe, you have done some
work on people accompanying learner drivers.What
is the evidence from that and could that be worked
out into a national scheme?
Mr CunliVe: It could not at the moment, I am sorry
to say, be worked out to a national figure or to even
say howmany deaths it would actually reduce.What
we do know is that the test rate goes up to 85% on
anecdotal evidence at this moment in time if you
actually combine the professional instruction with a
parent or guardian giving them the support. The
issue about giving support to that driver is how they
do it. At this moment in time there is actually
nothing structured to actually assist somebody to
take driving lessons or anything else. What we are
proposing, orwhatwewanted to look atwas, is there
a way we could put a structured process in place to
actually help the professional lessons as well? So
actually we are not saying to the guardian, “Teach
the youngster,” we are actually saying to the
guardian, “You’re amentor for the professional. Let
the professional do the teaching and you are there
just to support.” What it does gain, though, is that
the average person who takes a test drives 500 miles
in the lessons they take. We then give them a licence
virtually to drive anywhere in the EU. When they
take the supporting driving that can go up to 3,000
miles. So their experience and the exposure they are
gaining in all diVerent conditions is increased five or
six-fold.

Q434 Mrs Ellman: Are there any other examples?
Mr Smith: There is not a huge body of evidence to
link casualty reduction with education and training
because making that direct connection is very
diYcult to research, which I am sure the Committee
will already have understood. The bits of work
we have done in Cumbria using educational
psychologists to follow up the road awareness
training with pre-drivers and young drivers in
schools suggests that after the delivery of that
training there is a shift, a measurable shift, in
attitudes which can be picked up through research.
It is a very limited project which looked at that,
which in my opinion should be extended with
suYcient resources. Similarly, with the First Gear
projects which have been delivered through Young
Cumbria, working with established groups of young
people and through outreach work with groups of
young people who are not involved in a structured
way, there is a monitoring exercise carried out with
that, which again shows a degree of change in
responses to particular questions about driving
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attitudes and safety, which I think does show that
intervention of this sort has some impact. It is
diYcult to show the connection with actual casualty
levels, obviously.

Q435 Mr Martlew: Just on that point, I think the
evidence we have got is that we usually have about
60 road deaths a year in Cumbria and usually
probably 25, 26 or 27 of those will be novice drivers,
and that seems to be getting worse. That does not
indicate that the training is working?
Mr Smith: We have a number of features of road
casualties in Cumbria in particular which Mr
Martlew is aware of. There are two particular
features of unrelenting casualties in Cumbria in
particular. One is around fatal crashes. We are
having considerable success in reducing the numbers
of people killed and seriously injured in the country,
but the number of fatalities on the road is not going
down in the same trend. Similarly, among young
drivers aged between 16 and 20, and by 20 and 25,
there is a similar failure to reduce along the lines
which have been experienced in other age groups
and that is why that gives us a particular cause for
concern in Cumbria, it is the novice driver issue,
because of the success in other areas and the failure
of that age group to respond.
Mr Pierce: Could I just talk about what we tried to
do inWarwickshire? I do agree that there is not a lot
of evidence to support education and the reduction
of casualties. What we are actually doing is we have
taken a base year now, the year that we actually
started with casualties, and we are actually
measuring the reduction in casualties each of age
bands. Our assumption, and this is not 100%
accurate, but if there is a large statistical variation
between the reduction in the 17 to 20 year olds
compared with the other bands we believe some of
that will be attributable to the education. It comes
back to my first point, that we think we are
legitimate in saying that because 75% of the young
drivers do have home addresses within the
Warwickshire area.
Mr Smith:Would it be possible to try to answer Mr
Martlew’s question, because I think I stopped before
I did? There is a view in Cumbria, and I think it is
reflected elsewhere, that there is an increasing
number of casualties per collision among young
people. So where perhaps in the past young people
being injured in road crashes were on their own in
the car or perhaps one other person involved, there
is an increasing incidence of large numbers of young
people in a car being seriously injured at the same
time, and I think we believe that the number of
crashes has not increased but the number of
casualties has, and that is associated with that
particular trend.

Q436 Chairman: Is that your experience, Mr
Thwaites?
Superintendent Thwaites: Unfortunately, two
significant instances have occurred in the last 12 to
18 months where multiple fatalities have occurred
using one vehicle, so on each occasion it has been
one vehicle and because of the nature of the

particular incident or because of the use or non-use
of seat belts, or perhaps the fact of a collision with a
particular road object, there have been several
fatalities.

Q437 Chairman: That is a change, is it?
Superintendent Thwaites: It is, yes.Whilst these sorts
of incidents have occurred, tragically, in the past, the
last two years have seen a significant increase in the
number of multiple fatalities, as in one instance, so
whereas the numbers of killed and seriously injured
overall has gone down, the number of fatalities has
gone up.
MrCunliVe: The trend, coming from the Lancashire
perspective, is that yes, we have chipped at the young
driver. I have had a look at the statistics thismorning
for the last six years and although they are small
chippings, we are bringing those driver fatalities
down.

Q438 Chairman: You will give us ones we have not
got, will you not, Mr CunliVe?
Mr CunliVe: However, what is interesting is that
passenger numbers are not coming down, and that
forme is quite an issue and I think should be quite an
issue for this Committee. The accidents are coming
down and the fatalities in the KSI is coming down,
why are the passenger actually staying the same? I
think it is something that we need to address in the
future and this is about should a driver be allowed to
drive with other young males, other young people in
that vehicle within the first twelve months of
properly passing their test? This is a question which
needs to be answered.

Q439 Chairman: And your instinct would be to say
no?
MrCunliVe:The evidencewould suggest no. I would
suggest no and the latest piece of research has not
been published at this moment in time and that
evidence is supported which says that peer group
pressure, young people in the vehicle, will influence
that driver.

Q440 Chairman:Mr Smith, in your teaching do you
include that aspect? As part of the structured
teaching that is going on, you tooMr Pierce, do you
actually include the extra dangers of carrying
passengers when you have just literally got your
licence?
Mr Smith: Yes, the education process which we do
covers a whole range of issues and distraction as a
causality certainly features. One of the things, which
is prompted bywhatMrCunliVe has just said, is that
young drivers are influenced by their peers and they
are influenced by their peers in the car. One of the
features our training makes use of is the influence of
their peers on them during training. One of what we
consider to be the more successful elements of the
training and awareness raising, attitudinal change, is
that work in groups where young people’s views can
be aired in front of their peers, and that kind of peer
pressure has quite a significant eVect, we believe, on
changing attitudes. Fundamentally there are two
issues, I think, at stake here. One is attitude and the
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other is about skills, and we have heard quite a lot
about the skills but attitude to risk is increasingly an
important feature.

Q441 Mrs Ellman: At what age do you think pupils
should be taught about driver safety?
Mr CunliVe: The evidence from Stradling suggests
that they did some research with children as young
as 11 years old who have already made attitudes and
developed their attitudes towards speeding vehicles,
fast cars, lifestyle, et cetera. From our perspective, I
thinkwe have got to take this holistic approach. This
is why I do not like this term “pre-driver training”. I
actually think it is about road-user training
throughout the life of somebody. “Pre-driver” tends
to suggest it is all about, “How do I get to actually
getting this vehicle?” For me it is about how you
educate youngsters from a very, very early age. To
answer a question earlier that there is no evidence or
that it is very diYcult to prove there is evidence
between casualties and education, we have
completed a three year piece of research with young
people which shows that actually their behaviour
will be changed and you can sustain it. If we can do
that with young children, why can we not be moving
that up to our teenagers? Certainly 11 to 15 is a very
big issue. The psychologists tell us that between 11
and 15 they actually dissemble everything they have
learnt and they re-package it all and then test it to see
if actually what they had been told was correct. But
at least if we can get the proper attitude and
behaviour right at an early start with young children
as they are coming through, we are hoping they are
going to dismantle what we have given them as the
correct attitude to the way they should become
future road users, because at the end of the day they
are our future drivers. So I think we should be
starting very early on and progressing that through.

Q442 Mrs Ellman: Would you say it should be part
of the National Curriculum?
MrCunliVe: I think there are ways of building it into
the National Curriculum. I do not think you have to
say, “Oh, this is it. This is the bit that has to be
done.” What we have done is we have built in
through business planningwith schools how you can
actually build road safety into the curriculum
without it being called “Road safety” because as
soon as you say “Road safety” it is another element
of the curriculum and teachers do not want it. But if
we can show them how we can build road safety and
channel it into the education stream, then they are
very willing to take it on board and there is lots of
evidence now that we are building up to show how
teachers are not just using resources because they are
there but are actually structurally using them in the
classroom with young children. We think that is the
way to develop it.

Q443 Mr Martlew: Just on that, this is the problem
about teaching the youngsters at a very early age.
Are there any negative aspects outside like computer
games, t.v. shows like TopGear? Do you think these
have an influence on people’s attitudes?

Mr CunliVe: I honestly believe there is, and there is
actually some evidence out just recently, I think it is
reported in the papers, that computer games are
actually destroying our youngsters, their attitudes to
driving, et cetera, these fast computer games. If you
die, you get back up and you are back in the car
again. It does not work like that. What we have got
to do is work with these youngsters, especially the
youngsters who are on learner status, and say, ”This
is the real world. This is how it is,” and I think that
has to be explained properly. Once it is explained to
them what the real world is about driving a vehicle
they tend to accept it more readily, but at the
moment what they accept is that it is £25 for a lesson,
40 lessons and they get their test, “There’s my rite of
passage.” That is not the way to do it. I think there
are programmes, Jeremy Clarkson, et cetera, where
it is all about performance vehicles. It is a
performance lifestyle and the youngsters aspire to
that. What we have got to do is to take that reality
or that non-reality and put it back into reality with
these youngsters. When they can see that, they can
get changes. However, they pass their test in a
Vauxhall Nova 1200, whatever, and they can drive
father’s BMW the day after. Have we got it right?
That is the question we should be asking as well.
Superintendent Thwaites: Our attitudes, and more
particularly the attitudes of our children, are
informed by a number of sources and obviously
computer games are a significant attraction. They
introduce an element of risk without any possibility
of the consequences to them. Obviously other things
such as television influences and influences from
outside media, as well as from peers are equally
influential, but certainly all of these things combine
together to introduce an element of consequence, or
rather risk without consequence, which is of concern
to us all.

Q444 Chairman: Do you have any idea at what age
they ought to be taught about driver safety, because
if you have educational initiatives targeted at sixth
form students is that going tomiss out a whole group
who leave school at 16?
Superintendent Thwaites:My experience is that even
at key stage 1 and pre-inception period children are
already experiencing roads, both as car passengers,
pedestrians, cyclists, et cetera, so I do not think there
is particularly too early a time. As a parent of a
toddler, instinctively you teach them about the
dangers involved in the use of vehicles and that is
something which you pass through, and if we can
reinforce that through formal means, whether that is
a part of the National Curriculum or not, then
clearly that is going to add to the other influences
which perhaps are less positive.

Q445 Chairman: Mr Smith, do you have any work
place educational schemes? Have you tried that?
Mr Smith: Yes, we have taken the road awareness
training which is delivered by Cumbria Fire &
Rescue Service through large employers to groups of
particularly apprentices, and so on, because we
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recognise that some people will have left education
by the time it is being delivered in schools and
colleges.

Q446 Chairman: Has that been successful? How
many of those have you done, approximately?
Mr Smith: I am sure I can let you have the numbers.

Q447 Chairman: Just in general, over a period of,
what, two or three years?
Mr Smith: It is a fairly new departure to be taking it
beyond, so that will only be in 2006 that we began
that project.

Q448 Chairman: Who do you think is best to do it,
the driving instructors, the road safety oYcers, the
police, teachers? Who is the best person to be
doing that?
Mr Smith: I think there is a wide range of
possibilities. At the moment in Cumbria we use the
Fire & Rescue Service, who see the benefits in the
prevention of road crashes and casualties in the same
way they see the benefit of reducing fire risk, so those
schemes are delivered in that way and that has a
certain value. There are very shocking presentations
about the consequences of road crashes. The
research work we have had done by the educational
psychologists suggests that similar results may be
achieved by other forms of intervention in group
work and presentation by people who are not
necessarily directly involved in clearing up road
crashes. The feature which was found in that
research to be the most instantly eVective was the
involvement in the training of people who had been
involved in the consequences of a crash, either
people who had been injured themselves or who had
lost loved ones. That is rather a diYcult thing to
provide on a consistent basis, but it has certainly had
the most noticeable and telling impact, but I think
there is a whole range of professionals and involved
individuals who can have an impact in this. We use
road safety oYcers in primary schools, we use the
Fire & Rescue Service in secondary schools and in
employment andwe use the YoungCumbria, people
who are involved with young people outside the
education environment to get at people outside of
those circumstances.

Q449 Chairman: Mr CunliVe, can I ask you about
some of your participants? Are they self-selecting?
Have you identified people who ought to be
involved?
Mr CunliVe: Yes, they are self-selecting. What we
did do, though, was target our lower socio-economic
areas to see if we could actually get self-selection
from those areas and that has been reasonably
successful, which had an equal split. However, we do
not think we are getting into all areas with the
project and that is why the CD rom has now been
produced to see if we can actually move it into
diVerent areas to try and encourage people, if they
are going to do the supporting, they should be doing
it with the professional instructor.

Q450 Chairman: Because you really think you are
not quite getting to your target group, is that it?
Mr CunliVe: I think the target was split between,
dare I use the statement “white middle-class” in
lower socio-economic areas when it comes to car
crashes, but there is evidence that youngsters who
leave education earlier use the vehicle for diVerent
means; in other words they use it for joy-riding at
night, in the evenings, rather than the 17 or 18 year
olds who are studying to do A-levels, degrees, et
cetera. So there is a diVerent use of the vehicle at
certain ages, that we have found out. That does not
mean to say that they are necessarily involved in
more accidents, they just at greater risk, and it is how
we actually make sure that training is right for them
as well rather than saying, “You cannot drive on a
road.”

Q451 Mr Leech: Is there any evidence that young
people are crashing mum and dad’s BMW as
opposed to their own Vauxhall Nova?
Mr CunliVe: That is what we are waiting to find out.
That is the interesting question, do they crash the
parents’ vehicle or do the parents influence them so
much that they sort of sign up to some kind of
responsibility for using that vehicle, or do they just
crash their own vehicles? I think it comes back to
Brian’s issue, that the 13 year old vehicle is the one
they buy themselves, the banger type of vehicle, as it
used to be, not quite as bad as it used to be when I
was learning to drive. Are they driving that type of
vehicle or are they driving the parents’ vehicle? That
is the evidence we are now waiting to see. We
actually think the evidence from the parents when
they have gone through the scheme suggests that the
parent did not understand the full implications of
lending a vehicle to their youngster, neither did they
understand what they would use the vehicle for. So
when they say, “Mum, Dad, can I borrow your car,
I want to go out?” they have no idea how the vehicle
is going to be used, where the vehicle is going to be or
the time of night it was going to be driven. The usual
constraint is, “Well, make sure you’re back at
midnight or one o’clock in the morning.” That is the
only constraint they put on them. We are trying to
work with those parents and say, “Actually, you’ve
got a massive responsibility in this. You are a
partnership in letting your youngster drive on the
road.” Once we have explained that to the parents
and taken them through the process, “We had no
idea.We didn’t realise what our responsibility was to
a youngster.” Now, trying to get that into the lower
socio-economic group areas is, as you have quite
rightly said, a target we are now going to aim at to
see if we can move it further down the line. I think it
is very receptive with the parents of two children,
two cars, a dog and amotorbike for Sundays. I think
those kinds of people are very receptive to that type
of work, but in the lower socio-economic grouping
areas they are not as receptive.

Q452 Chairman: They are more likely to be,
presumably, owning fairly old cars?
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Mr CunliVe: They may indeed be driving fairly old
cars, and again it is something we will want to look
at. There is a very big issue, if I can raise it. We have
just done someworkwith our colleagues inHungary
and we are going to be looking to a new project
where actually with the new cars, with every
gadgetry you can think of in the vehicle, there is
some evidence showing now that people have no
concept or understanding of what is actually in the
vehicle any more. So the cars have gone to such a
sophisticated level that youngsters drive them
because they think the car is going to save them, and
is that the wrong attitude we have now developed
through our manufacturers saying, “This car is so
safe you’re going to be protected if you have the
crash,” and are they now developing the wrong
attitude by being in that type of vehicle?

Q453 Chairman: That brings me to the changes in
the testing and training framework. What do you
think the Government ought to do to support your
eVorts in addressing the novice driver casualty
problem? Mr Thwaites, do you have a view on what
the Government ought to be looking for?
Superintendent Thwaites: Certainly the introduction
of a graduated test is something which we would
perceive as being a significant contribution.

Q454 Chairman:You would not really find it totally
impossible to believe that you could police that?
Superintendent Thwaites: Not at all. Were that the
case, then I am sure my Chief Constable would not
have proposed it and neither of us would have
supported that view. This is something which we
have all felt, that it is a significant problem, it is a
significant issue which we have to address and
significant support from Government is necessary.

Q455 Chairman: So your conclusion is that given a
graduated control you would have more chance of
getting them to comply with certain conditions
which might save them?
Superintendent Thwaites: Absolutely. I would far
prefer that my oYcers were spending their time
supervising the graduated test than supervising fatal
road collisions.

Q456 Mr Leech: I was just going to ask an additional
question on that very point. In terms of the amount
of time the police take dealing with road crashes,
specifically fatal road crashes, would the additional
work that you would have to do with a graduated
licensing scheme actually be less of a burden in terms
of policing than the existing burden that you have
when you are dealing with fatal crashes?
Superintendent Thwaites: I do not think you could
draw that conclusion. I suspect there will be more
work for us, but of course we are used to doing that.
In saying that, and in responding to the Chairman, I
am not saying that we would not be asking for more
resources in order to do this. I have to say this
is something where we would welcome the
opportunity to take on the challenge.

Q457 Chairman: The Department for Transport
said they wanted a systematic reform of driver
training and testing, so what measures would you
welcome?
Superintendent Thwaites: There is a number of
potential restrictions or potential caveats one would
want on the driving licence.One is, as theCommittee
has already received, the information about
potentially an extended period during which people
have to experience practical driving, perhaps with
the use of a log book, perhaps supervised, in ameans
which is examined at the end of it all, certainly an
extended period of supervision whereby drivers,
during the time they are in the early period post-
driving test, have some form of supervision, but of
course that supervision should not be by unlicensed
drivers or by people who are inexperienced in their
own right. There is a significant issue which we have
already documented about the numbers of casualties
involved, while the fatalities are teenagers who are
accompanying a teenage driver. So perhaps one of
the restrictions we would seek is that there is some
restriction on the number of passengers or the type
of passengers who can be accompanied at certain
times.

Q458 Chairman:Have you given any thought to this
question of whether, if that responsibility for signing
oV was given to driving instructors, that would put
extra pressure on them? I am getting a nod fromover
there. Mr CunliVe, have you addressed this
problem?
MrCunliVe:Definitely. I actually think there should
be a complete restructure and I was pleased to see
that there is going to be a complete restructuring of
the training mechanism. This is a professional
organisation, they call themselves professional
driving instructors, and if this was any other
vocational course there would be no issue about
signing people through stages of their driving career.
Why is it such an issue in driving a vehicle? For me,
the ADIs we spoke to, if they are given the correct
professional development, trained in diVerent ways
to actually teach people and to work with people,
there is no reason at all why these people cannot be
signing elements oV before they actually get to a test.
But if we can add to that, if they are going to look at
completely restructuring their training, why on earth
are we doing training post-licence? I think the issue
is now past plus, this type of issue. If that is such an
issue for drivers, why has it not been built into the
training in the first place? Why are we trying to get
people to do it afterwards? Surely we should be
preparing our young drivers for every eventuality,
every set of circumstances, and that should be
checked through before they get to test standard,
whether that takes twelve months, 3,000 miles, 100
hours, or whatever. The analogy is that people who
learn to fly have exactly this. They have log books,
they are signed oV, they are checked, they are check
tested before they ever get to a test. If they fly where
they have got visual, then they have another licence.
If they fly in the dark, they get another licence. Why
can we not have a structured approach to this?
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Q459 Chairman: Do you think you will have a
minimum learning period with a specified number
of hours?
Mr CunliVe: I actually think it is the hours and the
experience which they gain that is the benefit, not the
period. I do not agree with the twelve months
because what will happen is they will cram it in the
last twomonths. But if we said, “You’ve a minimum
of 100 hours of driving experience to gain,” I think
there could be some big benefits, and certainly our
research is showing big benefits.

Q460 Mr Martlew: I hope you do think I am naı£ve,
Mr CunliVe, because unlike education where it is
either free or you pay a fee, when you are taking
driving lessons you pay per half hour, or whatever,
so it is actually that which is the pressure put on the
driving instructor to get people through as quickly as
possible, is it not?
Mr CunliVe: But what is the naivety? At the end of
the day it is not a right, it is something we have to
work to achieve. What is the naı£ve part? I do not
understand where you are coming from.

Q461 Mr Martlew: I think what the Chairman was
saying was that there would be pressure on the
instructors to sign people oV, perhaps if they were
ready or not, because of the cost implications or the
fact that they could go to another instructor who
would do it.
Mr CunliVe: But then we have got to change that
ethos. That is no diVerent from MOTs years ago
where you paid somebody in a back street to give
you one. We have got to change the whole ethos of
what we are trying to achieve. What we are trying to
achieve is better, younger drivers for our future. It
might be naı£ve to say at the start it is going to be
diYcult to do, but just because it is diYcult does not
mean to say we should not be doing it.

Q462 Mr Martlew: You accept it will be diYcult?
Mr CunliVe: I accept it will be diYcult, but I think
actually the work we have done is showing that yes,
it can be achieved and if we can get an outcome then
that should steer us into the future.
Superintendent Thwaites: I would just like to make
clear my position on the experience needed and just
to pick up the point which my colleague from
Lancashire has made, which is that it is possible that
somebody could cram in the last two months of a 12
month period and therefore the 12 month period
alone is not adequate. It is equally possible that if it
was a 100 hour period that could be taken in two
weeks, that somebody could take a crammer course,
as people do now, and actually not have suYcient
experience in a variety of conditions and over a
variety of time to enable them to actually take their
test. Therefore, I think a combination of the two,
some amalgam of the two, is necessary.
Mr Smith:Can I just suggest that one of the benefits
of taking a longer time over the test is a matter which
was raised in the previous evidence you received
about age. The longer the graduated process takes
the older the driver becomes, and the older they
become the less risky their behaviour is likely to be.

Q463 Chairman: What would your answer be,
however, that if youmake itmore andmore complex
they will all try and avoid taking it and they will all
be cheerfully taking to the roads without any
insurance, any licence or any qualifications at all?
Mr Smith: My view would be that there are some
people, a very small minority of people, who commit
crime and that includes driving without licences and
without insurance. But it is a very small minority of
people who do that and by and largemost people are
law-abiding citizens who will comply with the law. I
agree that by making it more diYcult, and certainly
perhaps by making it most costly, there would be
issues of equality and equity of access to private
transport, which would be an issue in a rural county
like Cumbria in particular. Nevertheless, I do not see
that it would drive enormous numbers of people into
illegality.

Q464 Mr Martlew: On that very point—and you
picked up on the rural aspect of a county like
Cumbria, but obviously there are large towns like
Carlisle and Barrow—there is a lot of young people
who, if they are going to have any social life at all will
need to learn to drive and get a licence as quickly as
possible. Public transport is bad. Are you really
suggesting that they should not be allowed to pass
their test until they are 18?
Mr Smith: I think Mr Martlew has a very valid
point. He is on the absolute apex of the crux of the
dilemma, is he not? It is not just about social activity
either, it is about economic activity and educational
opportunities. If you live in a county which is the
second largest county in the UK and has a
population about the size of SheYeld, then a very
large proportion of your activities require you to be
able to get about by private transport. Every year
that passes in somebody’s age they acquire more
experience and generally become more imaginative
about the consequences of their actions, which is
revealed, I think, in the casualty trends that we see.
However, to exclude people from the ability tomove
about independently in a deeply rural county where
there is not much public transport could have a
disastrous eVect on the local economy, and I think
that is a dilemmawhich needs to be addressed by this
Committee.

Q465 Chairman: There are lots of our cattle in
Cumbria, so perhaps you could develop them as an
alternative form of transport! Yes, Mr Pierce?
Mr Pierce: I would like to support a lot of what has
been said there. My concern is, do we actually have
any evidence to show that those youngsters who are
involved in some form of collision who are
fortunately not killed, if they were to be given a re-
test, have skills suYciently good to pass that re-test?
My assumption is that in a lot of occasions they
would be, which would actually bring us back to the
point that it is actually an attitudinal problemwhich
is causing them to get involved in the crash. I would
like to support the conversation earlier talking about
the restriction possibly on the number of passengers
at the younger stage, or after they have just passed
their test, because there certainly is a correlation
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21 March 2007 Mr Neil Cunliffe, Mr Brian Pierce, Mr Jonathan Smith and Superintendent Ted Thwaites

between the number of young people who have
passengers of the same age and the likelihood of an
accident or a crash increasing. So my belief is that it
is still an attitudinal problem as well as skills. But
coming back to the skills, I think the emphasis
should be on absolutely identifying the minimum
skills requirement of the test. The obvious things
have been discussed in the past. It should involve
motorway driving, it should involve night time
driving, whichwe do not currently test. There should

be a minimum skill pre-requisite, and obviously that
would come with an allocated amount of time to
achieve that skill.
Chairman: Gentlemen, you have been most
interesting and we are enormously grateful to you. I
think, speaking personally, what you are trying to
do is very important and I think this Committee
welcomes that kind of educational and imaginative
road safety scheme. Superintendent, do not take the
Minister too much to heart!
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Written evidence

APPENDIX 1

Memorandum submitted by Professor David Crichton

Novice Drivers: An Insurance Perspective

1. Research for the insurance industry by behavioural psychologists, shows that novice drivers are more
likely to have accidents because of a lack of experience of diVerent road situations. This lack of experience
makes it harder to anticipate what other road users are going to do.

2. Defensive driver training for experienced fleet drivers has been shown to produce a 30% reduction in
accidents, because it helps to reduce aggressive driving and improve concentration.

3. There are graduated licences for lorries, buses andmotorcycles.Why not for cars? They could be linked
to insurance group; for example novice drivers could be limited to only insurance group 1 to 8 cars and only
develop to faster, more powerful cars after a period of accident free experience, further training and/or a
more advanced driving test.

4. This could be tied in with climate change policy to discourage the most powerful cars, say 2 litres or
above by limiting all driving to persons with an advanced driving qualification and five years experience.
This would be a more eVective and financially equitable way to discourage “gas guzzling” cars than
increasing road tax, which can be easily evaded (for example by registering the car overseas).

5. New technology could be used to prevent high performance cars being driven without a special driving
licence card inserted in a dash board reader. This could also prevent theft.

6. More advanced driving licences could be subject to regular refresher tests to ensure standards are
maintained. Courts could have the power to “demote” a driving licence as an alternative to disqualification.

2 November 2006

APPENDIX 2

Memorandum submitted by Mr Carl Lane

Inmy job I drive a 14 tonne lorry aroundManchester and Stockport areas, I also cycle to work (for fitness
and green reasons) and own a motorcar and motorcycle. With this I have a good understanding of all road
users needs (together with the information supplied in the highway code).

As part of our company policy we undertake a full driving test and highway code test annually with an
in house qualified examiner.

There are safe drivers on our roads but there are also some poor drivers and some very poor drivers, which
concerns me. There are also many cases of lack of safety awareness amongst pedestrians.

It can be frustrating when I see poor and unsafe driving attitudes that cause all manner of diYculties.
I recently disscussed my concerns with the local social observer and BBC Radio Manchester presenter,
Mr Allan Beswick, on his program. He posed the question “What can be done to help improve this?”

My immediate answer was to introduce random driving tests; a driving licence holder is sent a letter
requiring them tomake an appointment to have a driving test within a specified time. Failure to do so would
result in a fine and suspension of licence until such time that the fine is paid and the test is taken. Number
plate recognition systems or police patrol checks finding the driver driving could result in further
punishment.

A discounted cost for this test would be fair and should help towards public support.

It would keep drivers on their toes as regards the Highway Code and Know Your TraYc Signs
publications (an extra awareness of the latter book should increase sales and generate a little extra income).

I believe that a lot of road users attach safe, defensive driving to being a learner: once the test is passed
it no longer matters if they don’t use their indicator or check their lights weekly etc.

Another point I mentioned on the show was to attack the increasing use of motor vehicles on our roads
with a long term plan. This would be to steadily increase the minimum age of driving cars to between and
including 21 to 25. Mopeds and motor cycles staying the same. This is designed to push people to use public
transport or even car share once leaving school, college or university.

27 October 2006
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APPENDIX 3

Memorandum submitted by The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents

Introduction

RoSPA welcomes the Transport Committee’s Inquiry and thanks the Committee for the opportunity to
submit evidence.

It is well established that novice drivers are over represented in accidents. Research shows that novice
drivers, most of whom are young, are more likely to be involved in crashes and more likely to be at-fault
for those crashes, than more experienced drivers.

It is not just the novice drivers who suVer in these crashes, but other road users and the families of all
concerned. The Government estimates that nearly 38,800 people are killed or injured each year in collisions
involving at least one driver with less than two years’ post-test experience. Therefore, improving the safety
of novice drivers will not just benefit novice drivers themselves, but of all other road users.

There are many reasons for this increased risk:

Lack of Experience

This is one of the main reasons. As new drivers gain more experience, their crash rate begins to fall.

Attitude

Young drivers, especially men, tend to be over confident and are more likely to drive in risky ways. They
consistently rate their own skills as above average. They commonly see “good driving” as the ability to
master the controls of the car at higher speeds.

Hazard and Risk Perception

Although younger drivers tend to have excellent vehicle control skills and fast reactions, they are poor at
identifying potential hazards and assessing risk. They tend to over-estimate their ability to avoid the hazard
and its consequences. It takes new drivers up to two seconds longer to react to hazardous situations than
more experienced drivers.

Peer Pressure

Younger drivers are more susceptible to peer group pressure, especially when carrying their friends. Their
risk of crashing increases with the number of passengers in the vehicle.

Gender

Young male drivers are more likely to commit driving oVences or be involved in an accident than
female drivers.

As there is a considerable amount of research about the level and nature of road crashes involving novice
drivers, RoSPA’s evidence to this Inquiry concentrates on solutions to this problem.

Driver Education and Testing

RoSPA believes that one of the key approaches to this issue is to ensure that themost eVective use is made
of the learning period. Learners need to gain as much training and supervised driving experience as possible
while they are learning. Indeed, for (far too) many drivers this is the only formal driver training that they
will receive. The learning period should include both professional lessons with an Approved Driving
Instructor (ADI) and private practice with a parent or friend. There are a number of ways of encouraging
learners to maximise their driving experience during their learning period:

Learner Driver Logbooks

RoSPA supports the introduction of mandatory log books which learners would be required to complete
during their learning period. This would provide a structured approach to training, allowing learners to
measure their progress and to ensure that they gain experience in a wide range of driving situations, such as
in adverse weather conditions, at night and on diVerent types of road, before taking their driving test.

A mandatory Log Book would require learners to demonstrate that they had undertaken minimum
amounts of driving in diVerent situations. It could also act as a “Test-readiness” tool, so that the person
signing the learner’s log book is stating that they believe the learner to be ready to take the Test. This would
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probably mean introducing a requirement for an ADI to sign the log book to validate it. In eVect, obtaining
an ADIs signature on the log book would be a pre-test, although to avoid learners having their log book
signed on the basis of one pre-test lesson, a minimum number of lessons with an ADI may need to be set.

Ultimately, it may be possible for a mandatory log book system to be expanded to include the assessment
of basic manoeuvres, such as reversing or the three-point turn, which are currently covered in the practical
test. Removing these basic skill assessments from the practical test would leave more time for examiners to
assess candidates’ general driving abilities and higher level skills, such as risk assessment and hazard
perception, in a greater variety of driving situations. This would need to be a second stage of development
for the log book system.

Minimum Learning Period

RoSPA supports the introduction of a minimum learning period of one year. This was proposed in a
Department for Transport consultation paper, called “Introducing A More Structured Approach to
Learning to Drive”, in 2001. Figures supplied in that consultation document suggested that a 12 month
minimum learning period would save 800–1,000 deaths and serious injuries and 6,000 to 7,000 casualties in
total. However, a minimum learning period would, in eVect, mean raising the driving age to 18 years, which
might make it more diYcult for some young people to gain access to employment or education. Therefore,
if an extended learning period was introduced, RoSPA would support lowering the minimum age at which
people could start learning to drive, to 16° years—provided of course that it was linked to the 12 month
minimum learning period.

Amandatory log book could be used to ensure that the extended learning period is used to increase driving
experience.

Private Practice

RoSPA would like to see more done to encourage and to make it easier for learners to take private
practice, supervised by a parent or other fully licensed driver, to support their professional lessons. This is
a good way to build upon the experience that a learner driver picks up during their professional lessons with
anADI. It is important, however, that private practice is co-ordinatedwith the learner’s professional lessons
(it is not a replacement for lessons) and that there is good communication between the learner’s parents and
the ADI.

Some Local Authorities are developing schemes to help train parents, and others, to enable them to
provide the best help they can to the learners they are supervising. The added benefit of such schemes is that
they also provide an opportunity for the parents (or other adult driver) to receive refresher driver training
or road safety education messages.

RoSPA runs a website, www.helpingLdrivers.com, that is designed to help parents and others to ensure
that their children who are learning to drive get the most benefit from their learning period.

Research should be conducted to assess how parents and other mentors help learner drivers gain driving
experience by supervising them during private practice. Based on the results, good practice guidance and
resources should be developed to help mentors to improve the safety performance of young learner drivers.

Insurance Companies

One of the barriers to novice drivers taking private practice is the high cost of insurance to allow them to
drive the family car. We believe that insurance companies should provide cheaper insurance for learner
drivers, who are learning under supervision in the family car, in order tomake it more aVordable for families
to provide private practice in support of professional lessons. Learner drivers are not a high risk while they
are under supervision: the risk increases only after they have passed their test and can drive unsupervised.
Making it easier for parents to allow learners to take supervised practice would make it easier for learners
to gain more experience in relative safety. This, in turn, would reduce the risk once the learner has their
licence and can drive unsupervised because they will have gained more driving experience while they were
learning.

Research

It is often claimed that young drivers who have ridden small motorcycles and scooters first are safer when
they transfer to four wheels. Research would be useful to assess whether this is correct and how the road
safety learning benefits of motorcyclist training can be better integrated with car driver training.
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Employers and Young Drivers

Driving gives mobility, and is a key social and work skill. There are also six million people in training,
many of whom are young. Therefore, employers and training/education organisations could play an
important role in meeting the road safety needs of young people. Employers need to ensure that young,
inexperienced staV who drive for work are properly risk assessed and given extra help and training—and
not just rely on the fact that they have a driving licence. The Management of Occupational Road Risk, and
in particular the needs of young trainees who drive for work, should be addressed in the Employers Standard
that is applied by LSC funded training providers when they scrutinise work placements.

Compulsory Professional Tuition

RoSPA does not believe that it is necessary to make professional tuition compulsory. Almost all learners
take some lessons with a professional instructor. Therefore, making it mandatory to do so would probably
have little eVect. If professional lessons were made compulsory, then a minimum number would need to be
set. However, it is not clear how many lessons should be regarded as the minimum (nor the optimum mix
of private practice and professional instruction) and setting aminimummightmean that learners whowould
otherwise take more lessons, would only take the minimum required. This would be counter-productive.

Motorway Driving

It is important that learners gain experience on higher speed roads—speed related crashes are a common
feature of novice driver accidents. However, RoSPA does not believe that motorway driving should be a
requirement for learners. We are not aware of evidence that novice drivers are more dangerous on
motorways than other drivers, and clearly not all learners have easy access to motorways.

If learners were to be allowed to use motorways, this should only be permitted when accompanied by a
qualified ADI and using a dual control car. The ADI would be responsible for ensuring that the learner had
reached a consistent level of competence before taking them on amotorway. Since the accompanying ADI’s
safety would depend on the learner’s ability, this would probably be self-enforcing. However, while dual-
control cars have a dual clutch and brake, they do not have a dual accelerator. Therefore, a risk assessment
should be conducted to evaluate whether the inability of the instructor to operate the accelerator in an
emergency situation is safety critical.

Taking lessons on a motorway is a strong selling point for Pass Plus courses. It would be unfortunate if
allowing learners to drive on motorways removed an incentive for them to take Pass Plus after the test.

Post-Test Training

Few drivers (let alone novice drivers) take any further training or assessment once they have passed their
driving test. The only drivers who are required to take further training are ones who have been ordered to do
so by the Courts, oVered a course by the Police as an alternative to prosecution or whose employer requires it
as part of their terms and conditions of employment.

Drivers can voluntarily take further training, such as Pass Plus or courses oVered by driver training
providers such as RoSPA and others, but there is little incentive for individual drivers to do so. A RoSPA
survey found that only 57% of drivers were aware of the existence of further driver training, and less than
half of those who were aware of it, knew where to find it.Therefore, there is a need to develop new ways of
encouraging drivers to continue to develop their driving skills after the test. Stronger and more consistent
discounts on insurance premiums would help.

Graduated Licensing

Graduated Licensing Systems oVer opportunities to provide phased driving experience for new drivers
during the period when they are most at risk of being involved in an accident, and of reducing their exposure
to the factors that are most dangerous to them (speed, alcohol, night driving, carrying passengers).

However, systems vary across the world, and within countries, and it is not clear what form of system,
nor which components, would be most feasible and eVective in Britain. There are already elements of a
Graduated Licensing System in place in Britain, such as the New Drivers Act, and other elements, such as
Log Books and Pass Plus, which could form part of such a system.

An evaluation of the feasibility, nature and eVects of a formal Graduated Driver Licensing System for
the UK is needed.
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A Lower Speed Limit

RoSPAdoes not think a lower speed limit for novice drivers would be practical to enforce. As far as we are
aware safety cameras cannot be set to detect novice drivers exceeding a lower limit, and experienced drivers
exceeding the normal limit. On single carriageway roads, drivers not subject to the lower limit would at times
be stuck behind a novice driver who was complying with the lower limit. This would result in frustration
and dangerous overtaking, or the novice driver feeling pressurised into breaking the speed limit. Even small-
engined cars are capable of high speeds and acceleration.

A lower blood-alcohol limit

RoSPAbelieves that there should be a lower drink drive limit of 50mg/100ml for all drivers. An even lower
drink drive limit for new drivers would be a useful and eVective component of a wider Graduated Driver
Licensing System. Novice drivers are more likely to be involved in road accidents, and studies have shown
that the accident risk of young drivers increases substantially above 20mg.

Younger car drivers have the highest incidence of failing a breath test, and a higher rate of drink drive
accidents per licence holder and distance travelled.1

AHomeOYce survey2 found thatmen aged 16 to 29 years were themost likely to drive when they thought
they are over the limit; 26% of such men admitted to having done so in the previous year.

Lower limit for young drivers in Australia and some US states, as part of Graduated Driver Licensing
Systems, has led to reductions in alcohol related fatalities. A lower limit for novice drivers in the UK may
encourage them not to drive having drunk alcohol. Thismight then become a habit they continue. However,
enforcement would require the Police to be able to check a driver’s age or licence status.

Restrictions on the Number of Passengers

Research shows that young drivers are more likely to have accidents when carrying peer passengers in
their car, particularly if those passengers are young males. However this does not seem to be necessarily
restricted to the first two years as new drivers, it seems to carry on until the age of about 25. Also young
male drivers may be less likely to be involved in accidents when they have young female passengers.

Such a restriction would be onerous for young people, especially in rural areas.

RoSPA does not think this would be sensible as an isolated measure, but should be considered as part of
an overall Graduated Driver Licensing System for the UK.

Restrictions on Night Driving

Novice drivers have more accidents in the dark, particularly between the hours of 8.00 pm and 2.00 am,
than experienced drivers. In the short term, RoSPA supports increased training for learner drivers in the
skills required to drive safely in the dark, rather than a prohibition which would be diYcult to enforce.
However, a more formal restriction could be considered as part of a Graduated Driver Licensing System.

Many of these issues do not necessarily have to be a matter for legislation, but can be introduced
voluntarily. For example, “Parent/Young Driver Agreements” are popular in the USA, through which the
young driver is allowed to use the family car unsupervised in return for agreeing to follow a set of rules which
are designed to help them stay out of situations that most commonly lead to new drivers crashing. As the
young driver becomes more experienced, then the rules can be relaxed, allowing the young driver more
freedom. RoSPA publishes a “Parents and Young Drivers Agreement” which discusses these issues and
includes a sample agreement.

Changes to the Minimum Driving Age

Age is related to the risk of being involved in accidents, so that younger drivers have a higher accident risk
because (in part) they are younger. However, this seems to be a short-term influence, and not as important as
driving experience. Raising theminimumdriving age to 18 yearsmight have some eVect in reducing accident
risk, but there are social issues (such as access to employment, especially in rural areas) that would need to
be considered before the minimum driving age could be raised. There is some evidence that allowing people
to begin to learn at a younger age may have positive results if linked to a graduated system where they are
not allowed to take a driving test and drive unsupervised until 18 years.

1 Road Casualties Great Britain 2005, Department for Transport, 2006.
2 Drink-Driving: Prevalence and Attitudes in England and Wales 2002, Home OYce Research Findings 258, 2004.
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Conclusion

It is clear from accident data and research that novice drivers have a higher risk of being involved in road
crashes than more experienced drivers, and these crashes result in death or serious injuries to almost 40,000
road users. Much can be done to reduce this risk. RoSPA believes that the key areas of action should be:

— Increase driving experience (professional lessons and private practice) during the learning period.

— Help parents to provide more, and more eVective, private driving practice.

— Encourage learners to take further training after they have gained their driving licence.

— Develop a Graduated Driver Licensing System.

RoSPA thanks the Committee for the opportunity to submit this evidence.

30 November 2006

APPENDIX 4

Memorandum submitted by Mr Richard Emery

Training Young Drivers

I have been prompted to write by a recent article in the Daily Mail that proposes increasing the age at
which someone can hold a full driving licence to 18. I hope that this letter will make a positive contribution
to this important debate.

To outline where I am coming from may I say that I am 53 years old, I have held full car and motorcycle
licences for over 30 years, I am a member of IAM and I have three sons aged 26, 25 and 21.

I am not one for quoting famous people but I think that we need to pause and reflect on Benjamin
Disraeli’s statement that; “the secret of success of first knowing the objective”, to which I would add my
ownmaxim of; “I cannot develop a solution to a problem until I fully understand what the real problem is.”

And so may I seek to define the real problem as a complex combination of:

— Inability.

— Inexperience.

— Invincibility.

Inability

This is the result of inadequate training in basic driving skills. It continues to amaze me that, for example,
there is no statutory provision for people to be taught how to drive on motorways or other limited access
high speed roads.We still have a system that allows people of any age to become full licence holders without
ever having driven above 50 mph, or in the dark, or in the rain, or in slippery conditions such as frost, ice
and snow.

Inexperience

A few years ago we were planning a holiday on a narrow boat but we had never even been on one before.
We were extremely fortunate in having a friend who took us out in theirs and allowed us to “play” with it
for a day. He showed us, and then allowed us to experience, how the boat re-acted in a variety of diVerent
situations. Some of what we learnt that day proved to be invaluable when we came across a family who had
got their boat apparently hopelessly stuck in some shallow water. Our “experience day” gave us the skill to
get them free.

Most drivers, young and old, only experience how they and their car will react to diYcult situations when
a crisis arrives—and all too often that experience is deadly.

Invincibility

This appears to be a particular problem with young men which is magnified when they have other young
men with them in the car. And yes, I do remember what I was like when I first qualified even though I was
driving a Morris Minor!

But it is not just about the way in which they drive—it is about their whole attitude to life. Activities such
bungee jumping, base jumping, white water rafting and oV-piste skiing are all part of this invincibility which
shows itself in everyday life through the increasing levels of drink, drugs and unprotected sex. “Life is for
living not keeping wrapped in tissue paper!”

So, if the three I’s define the problem, then what should we look for in the solution?
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Education

It appears to me that the current system is focussed on teaching people how to pass the Test rather than
how to drive the car. Whilst skills such as parking are important perhaps we need to take a really serious
look at the whole process of qualifying.

The stand-alone theory test was a great step forward but now we need to take another significant step. I
can see various options but for me the overall package would come in several parts such as:

— Theory test.

— Basic skills and manoeuvring test.

— Driving skills test.

— Skill development course and assessment.

Experience

This could, in fact I think should, start before the learner does any on-road driving. Using specialist
centres new drivers would learn the basic skills and gain valuable experience of a wide range of diVerent
situations. These centres would be the testing venue for the basic skills and manoeuvring test.

Many young people, and especially young men, are so keen to experience driving that they do so before
even getting a provisional licence. Driving skill and experience centres would provide a place for young
people to take their first steps in an environment that is safe for them and away from other road users. These
centres would also be equipped with the latest simulators and would become centres of excellence for on-
going driver development.

Restrictions (sorry—but I can’t think of another “E”)

I see a new status of “N” for New driver (to keep clear of “P” for both Probationary and Provisional).
Drivers with “N” plates would have restrictions on the passengers that they can carry and be limited to
60mph unless they were accompanied by an experienced full licence holder. Perhaps we should look at the
example being set by one insurance company who are oVering lower premiums if young drivers agree to a
night-time curfew and restrict “N” drivers between 11pm and 5am?

Having sought to put forward some positive options please forgive me if I end with what could be seen
to be a few negatives.

Don’t just raise the age to 18

With an increasing number of young people going onto higher education I think that it is important that
they have a real opportunity of gaining a full driving licence whilst still living at home.

Don’t punish the many for the few

The proportion of young drivers who drive irresponsibly is actually very small and within this is a
significant number who don’t even bother to get training or a licence. Imposing major changes on all young
learners may well simply disadvantage those who would drive properly whilst driving the reckless few
further into the danger zone of driving without any training.

Don’t confuse age with experience

Whilst recognising that young drivers are more at risk of causing or being involved in accidents we must
not lose sight of the fact that a major issue is lack of experience. Raising the age limit won’t change this.

And, in closing, might I put forward three points for wider consideration:

Driving is a responsibility—not a right

We need to find a way of helping people to see that driving is a responsibility and not a right. This applies
to people of every age group but especially to the young and the very old.

Experience development

I would really like to experience how I and my car would respond at critical moments but there are very
few opportunities to do so. Perhaps we should be encouraging the insurance industry to oVer incentives to
drivers who take part in “experience development” courses. The demand for such courses would encourage
the development of new centres which would increase the local availability of new driving skill and
experience centres.
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Regular re-testing

This has been rejected in the past because there would not be enough examiners to be able to introduce
it, but I think that there may be another way forward.

The vast majority of people never read the Highway Code after they have passed their test but actually
lots of things change over time and updating their knowledge is really important.

I propose that we introduce a 5-year re-testing programme that is a development of the current theory
test. Licence holders would be sent a renewal pack with a DVD giving details of new road signs, changes in
driving law from the previous five years and examples of good and bad driving practice. They would then
attend a theory test centre to renew their licence. Anyone failing the test would be given a second chance.
Anyone failing it twice could be required to re-take their Driving Skills Test.

15 November 2006

APPENDIX 5

Memorandum submitted by the Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety

1. The Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety (PACTS) is a registered charity and an
associate Parliamentary Group. Its charitable objective is, “To protect human life through the promotion of
transport safety for the public benefit”. Its aim is to advise and inform members of the Houses of Parliament
on air, rail and road safety issues. PACTS brings together safety professionals and legislators to identify
research-based solutions to transport safety problems having regard to cost, eVectiveness, achievability and
acceptability. We welcome the opportunity to contribute to the current inquiry.

2. The United Kingdom has a long history of eVective interventions to reduce death and injury caused
by road traYc accidents, which has led to its position as one of the best-performing countries for road safety.
However, the reduction in casualty levels has not been uniform and there is still an unacceptably—and
disproportionately—high number of young novice drivers who kill and injure themselves and other road
users each year.

3. The Government’s road safety strategy, Tomorrow’s Roads—Safer for Everyone, points to this
problem: in 1998, young drivers aged 17–21 accounted for 7% of the driving population, but they comprised
13% of drivers involved in collisions.3 TheNational Travel Survey 2005 shows that the proportion of young
people with a full driving licence has been declining: in 1992–94, 48% of people aged 17–20 had a full licence;
after a low in 2004 of 27%, it rose to 32% in 2005. In the light of the lower licensing rate, a more current
estimate is that 17–21 year olds hold 6% of full car licences but make up 12% of drivers in road accidents—
an equally alarming statistic. Examining the issue in more detail,Road Casualties Great Britain 2005 reports
that almost 1,200 young drivers aged 16–19 were killed or seriously injured in 2005—more than three every
day and grossly disproportionate to the number of licence holders.4

Recommendation

In looking at the licensing and KSI rates of young drivers, the use of slightly diVerent age ranges has
hampered like-for-like comparisons. It is therefore recommended that the Committee consider the use of
consistent age brackets across data-collecting agencies.

4. Distinguishing the eVect of age compared to driving experience in collision-involvement can be
diYcult, as the bulk of novice drivers are also young. However, several studies have found a strong
correlation of age and accident involvement5 and the cohort study, conducted by the Transport Research
Laboratory (TRL) in the late 1980s, analysed this issue in detail. It found that 23% of drivers aged 17–19
were involved in at least one accident in their first year of driving, compared to less than 12% of novice
drivers aged over 25.6 The study is being replicated and is due to report in 2007. For youngmen in the 17–19
age group, their crash risk was almost double that of the 25–29 male group—the diVerence between 27 and
14%—and more than three times that of the 30–39 male group.7 However, the halving of crash risk for the
17–19 group by their third year of driving—from 23 to 12%—shows that while younger drivers are still more
likely to be involved in road accidents than other novices, increased experience reduces that risk.

3 DfT, Tomorrow’s Roads—Safer for Everyone, 2000, p 23.
4 DfT, Road Casualties Great Britain 2005, 2006, p 96.
5 For example: TRL325,The factors that influence a driver’s choice of speed; TRL527,Novice driver accidents and the driving test.
6 TRL, Cohort study of learner and novice drivers: Part 3, accidents, oVences and driving experience in the first three years of
driving, 1995, p 2.

7 Ibid, p 14.
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5. Young people’s attitudes to driving have a significant impact on their levels of crash involvement,
informing behaviour on the road and consequent errors and violations. In research presented as part of a
conference on novice drivers, Drs Stradling and Meadows observed that young drivers gain a strong sense
of their identity from driving and see it in terms of personal empowerment. In focus groups, 17–20 year olds
responded positively to these statements that driving:

— is a way of projecting a particular image of myself;

— gives me a feeling of pride in myself;

— gives me the chance to express myself by driving the way I want to;

— gives me a feeling of power;

— gives me the feeling of being in control;

— gives me a feeling of self-confidence; and

— gives me a sense of personal safety.8

6. These feelings of control, confidence and power are reflected in the finding that nearly half of young
drivers nominated their driving as “a bit better” or “much better” than average compared to all other drivers
a year after passing the practical test9—despite the statistics outlined above showing their crash risk is far
higher than other age groups. And they are reflected in behaviour on the road: Drs Stradling andMeadows
go on to observe that young drivers drive at, and report they prefer to drive at, speeds higher than the average
for motorways, other main roads, suburban roads and rural roads. This is further supported by research
that finds that 17–19 year olds are the fastest drivers, at 4–5mph faster than the slowest group (!60 years).10

Younger novice drivers are also less likely than their older counterparts to believe that following too close
or breaking the speed limit is an important cause of accidents.11

7. This is an important diVerence as speed has frequently been found a factor in accidents, most recently
in 2005 when a new question on the contributory factors to injury accidents was introduced to the national
road accident reporting system. These figures show that 26% of fatal accidents involved exceeding the speed
limit or going too fast for the conditions and 45% of fatal accidents involved loss of control or failure to
judge the path or speed of another vehicle. These attitudinal and behavioural indicators all go towards a
portrait of young novice drivers as overly-confident of their skills and under-aware of risky behaviours,
which can be seen in the casualty and accident involvement rates.

8. Before moving on to discuss learning and licensing measures that could reduce these casualty levels,
it is important to note that there is a strong gender imbalance to these statistics. The table below shows the
gap in the number of 17–19 year old male versus female drivers killed and seriously injured:12

KSI (17–19 drivers) 2005 2004 2003 2002

Male 869 830 918 929
Female 276 288 274 251

9. The large diVerences in casualty numbers are not a function of diVering licensing rates. Looking at the
number of licences held by 17–20 year olds between 2002–05, the largest diVerence between the genders was
only 10% in 2005: in that year 37% of young men held a licence compared to 27% of young women. The
smallest gap was in 2002—the diVerence between 35 and 31%.13 Men are also more likely to violate, and be
hostile to, traYc law: Home OYce statistics show that in 2004 nearly nine in 10 of those found guilty of
motoring oVences were male.14 In addition, recent research by Brunel University found that significantly
more women than men—56% compared to 43%—said they complied with speed cameras and fewer women
thanmen—36% compared to 52%—believed that the speed cameras’ purpose is tomake “easymoney” from
drivers.15

8 http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–rdsafety/documents/page/dft–rdsafety–611011.hcsp
9 TRL, Cohort stuVy of learner and novice drivers II: preliminary results, p 32.
10 TRL325, The factors that influence a driver’s choice of speed; 1999, p 9.
11 TRL527, Novice driver accidents and the driving test, 2002, p 35.
12 DfT, Road Casualties Great Britain 2005, p 69–70.
13 DfT, National Travel Survey, 2005, p 11.
14 Home OYce,Motoring OVences and Breath Test Statistics 2004, p 12.
15 http://www.brunel.ac.uk/news/pressoYce/cdata/gender!and!speed!cameras
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Recommendation

10. Given the over representation of young men in casualty statistics, it is recommended that the
Committee consider specific interventions aimed at this demographic group.

11. Key to reducing young drivers’ risk of accident is the learning and testing regime. The combination
of practical and theory tests should aim to reflect a demanding process towards full licensing. The
Committee has requested comment on the hazard perception test and anecdotal evidence would suggest
some disquiet amongst road safety professionals about the eVectiveness of the test as a tool to improve
learner driver road awareness skills. However, hazard perception has been in use for only four years and
little research has been undertaken examining it, although the cohort study will examine this issue and will
report in 2007.

12. PACTS would support changes to driver education to make novice drivers safer. As outlined above,
there is a strong experiential eVect on minimising accidents. A minimum learning period before the driving
test would therefore enable drivers to undertake supervised practice without an incentive to take the
practical test. In tandem, increasing the breadth of driving experience in the learning period would be
beneficial, especiallymotorway and night driving.Unpublished research from the current TRL cohort study
found that 12% of drivers who had recently passed the test had never driven in the dark, indicating the need
for additional experience before being licensed to drive unsupervised. PACTS supports the legislated
minimum period of learning and a system of maintaining log books to ensure exposure to a range of driving
conditions. There does not appear, however, to be any great advantage in raising the driving age. The
combination of a minimum period of learning, increasing the exposure to a range of driving environments
and the reducing rate of very young people getting a licence could improve casualty levels without having
a negative impact on those young people who need to drive at an early age for work.

13. Considering the learning process more broadly, Sweden has recently re-examined its learner driver
regime using a matrix outlining driving tasks and correlating these with driver skills/competencies.16 The
driver skills/ competenciesmake up the goals for driver education that are to be built in as part of instruction.
Thematrix moves across mastery of the vehicle and traYc handling to awareness of risk factors and then self
assessment of driving skills and driving style. The “higher order’ skills, including introspective competence,
preconditions, impulse control, motives influencing choices, self-critical thinking and calibration of driving
skill, are important for choosing a safe driving attitude and style.

Knowledge and skill Risk increasing aspects Self assess

Preconditions and Relations, lifestyle, Sensation Introspective
ambitions for life age, group etc, and seekingGroup competence

driving behaviour normsPeer pressure Own preconditions
Impulse control

Transport and driving Modal choice Alcohol, fatigue Own motives
Choice of time Low friction influencing choices
Role of motives Rush hours Self critical thinking

Driving in traYc TraYc rules Disobeying rules Calibration of driving
Co-operation Close following skill
Hazard perception Low friction
Automatization Vulnerable road user

Vehicle construction Car functioning No seatbelt Calibration of control
and control Protection systems Breakdown of vehicle skill

Vehicle control systems
Physical laws Worn out tyres

With such an approach that seeks towork towards learner drivers gaining these higher order skills, driving
instructor training may also need to change. The recent requirement for instructors to pass the hazard
perception test and the new “certificate of professional competence” provide opportunities for instructors
to increase their own road awareness and teaching skills. However, there is scope to examine the instructor
training regime to ensure consistent skill levels across the industry.

16 http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–rdsafety/documents/page/dft–rdsafety–611007.hcsp
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Recommendation

14. It is recommended that the Committee examine the use of the safe driver matrix in the UK to inform
the instruction system and enhance the safety of novice drivers.

15. Evidence to support moves to require compulsory professional instruction is less convincing. The
cohort study shows thatmost people already do take at least some professional driving instruction. Formost
people the preferred strategy is to have regular lessons up to the test, although about 10% had most of their
lessons close to the test, using family or friends to teach them in the earlier stages.17 PACTS would certainly
endorse the advantages of professional instruction over non-professional, but are concerned that some
students without the financial resources to accommodate professional instruction sessions may be excluded
from the social and economic benefits of independent driving. An unintended consequence could be that
some drivers learn unoYcially and then not sit for the test at all, becoming unlicensed drivers outside the
system.

16. The period immediately after gaining a licence is also critical to young drivers’ safety, as it is in the
first year that the most are involved in crashes. PACTS supports the graduated licensing concept as a way
of helping young people become mature and experienced drivers, not just mastering vehicle control skills.
Key issues a graduated licensing system would seek to tackle are drinking and driving, driving at night and
carrying passengers, as these factors increase young drivers’ crash risk.

17. Breath test statistics show that young men under 21 are persistently around 12% of people found
guilty of drink driving, far disproportionate to their licence numbers.18 Of drivers aged 16–19 killed, around
18% were over the legal blood alcohol level.19 Interestingly, despite this finding, young novice drivers are
equally likely as their older counterparts to nominate drink driving as the most risky driving behaviour.20
Young people are also more likely to crash at night: whereas other drivers tend to have accidents during the
busiest times on the roads, ie, commuting before and after work, young drivers are muchmore likely to have
an accident at night, particularly during weekends.21 In addition, the accident risk for young drivers
increases with each additional passenger carried: compared with driving alone, the risk of a fatal accident
for young drivers is 39% higher with one passenger, 85% higher with two and 182% higher with three or
more.22 These figures give good cause for interventions designed to enhance novice driver safety.

18. PACTSwould support lowering the blood alcohol limit for novice drivers for their first year of driving
to 0.02. Limitations on BAC are common in other countries that operate a graduated licensing programme
and it sends a strong message about the unacceptability of this behaviour. PACTS has also endorsed, in a
statement signed earlier this year by four other road safety organisations and the Association of British
Insurers (Young Drivers: reducing death on the roads), methods to encourage young drivers to carry fewer
passengers. Limiting very new drivers to no more than one passenger for a period (for example, a year)
would not be overly restrictive, but would reduce crash risk due to passengers distracting or pressuring the
driver in unsafe ways. However, at present Police cannot identify such a driver without viewing their licence,
so it may be that an identification system—such as a “P” plates—are needed to ensure eVective enforcement.

19. Night driving poses a significant risk for young drivers and insurance companies have been keen to
reduce their exposure to this risk by developing “pay as you drive” insurance, which charges a higher rate
per mile driven at diVerent times of the day. As young people are statistically more at risk at night, the
insurance charge is higher. This can be a helpful incentive to encourage young people to drive at safer times
and allows them to make an informed decision. Notwithstanding developments in this area, there is an
important role for the DfT to play in funding or producing a publicity campaign aimed at young drivers.
The THINK! Campaigns on drink driving and speed are to be commended, but there remains scope for the
DfT to target very young (17–21) drivers with dedicated publicity and highlight those other risk factors, such
as night driving and passengers.

20. The current regime of disqualification and re-testing for novice drivers if they acquire six penalty
points is amotivation to drivewithin the law.However, there is evidence to suggest that of those disqualified,
far fewer take their test again and we believe it is likely many continue driving unlicensed. Any changes to
penalties for young drivers need therefore to be sensitive to unintended consequences. Nonetheless, we
would support investigating the potential for graded penalties for accidents while carrying passengers as an
incentive to not carry passengers or, alternatively, provide a “defence” for young drivers being pressured by
their young passengers into risky driving behaviours.

17 http://www.rospa.com/roadsafety/conferences/congress2003/proceedings/wells.pdf
18 Home OYce,Motoring OVences and Breath Test Statistics 2004, p 32.
19 DfT, Road Casualties Great Britain 2005, p 29.
20 TRL527, Novice driver accidents and the driving test, 2002, p 35.
21 Association of British Insurers, Young drivers, road safety and the cost of motoring, 2005, p 16.
22 Association of British Insurers, Young drivers: reducing death on the roads, 2006, p 8.
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Recommendation

It is recommended that the Committee examine in depth the issue of disqualified novice drivers and their
re-licensing rates.

13 December 2006

APPENDIX 6

Memorandum submitted by Ms Catherine E Kershaw

I have been talking to Kate Hopton at the Association of British Insurers and she asked me to write to
youwith the attached letter I had sent to her in September regarding youngmale drivers. You are apparently
dealing with an inquiry into novice drivers.

Having lost our youngest son almost two years ago when his car skidded oV the road at night and hit a
tree, I feel I have a little insight into this terrible waste of life and all the trauma it causes.

I mainly feel that the probation period after passing the test should be extended to maybe five years.
Novice drivers should, perhaps, until the age of 25 be driving cars with an engine of no more than 1.3 and
for the first two years carry no more than one passenger.

From our experience we found that boys are very competitive when it comes to engine size, so maybe if
there was some government policy on this particular point, there would be no point in arguing with parents.

Charlie had no accidents whatsoever during his probation period— there was no way he wanted to retake
his test.

I hope the attached letter is of interest.

12 December 2006
Letter dated September 2006

I read this week Elizabeth Davidson’s moving account of her daughter Margaret’s tragic death, her life
cut short when the car she was driving was hit by a speeding young male motorist.

We also lost our youngest son—Charlie—last year. He was travelling at 65 mph on an unlit country road
and lost control of the car. Fortunately on this occasion no-one else was involved.

My story is from a diVerent perspective—in a way my son killed himself and we were powerless to stop
him. I feel so strongly about everything Elizabeth Davidson says in her letter and I agree with everything
she proposes, but we do need help from those in authority—not in four or five years’ time but now!

At 9.00 pm on Sunday 6 February 2005 our darling youngest child Charlie was killed when his car hit a
tree on a country lane a mile from home, a road he travelled several times a day on occasions. He was just
20 years old.

He had spent the day at home sharing lunch with family and relations, a quiet day by the fire with lots of
fun and laughter. At around 8 o’clock a friend of his arrived and we talked in the kitchen, discussing all
manner of subjects from Green Belt issues to pollution. Eventually they both left having discussed how
Charlie would return to SheYeld University the next morning—we did not allow him to take his car to
university. Charlie could not decide whether to drive himself to stay overnight with his friend, but ultimately
he opted to take his car that evening. Quite why I have no idea, but I ran into the hall and watched his tail
lights disappear through the gate—perhaps in my heart I knew I would not see him alive again. 10 minutes
later the phone rang. It was Charlie’s friend telling us there had been an accident, Charlie seemed to have
no pulse, could we please come quickly. My most vivid memory of that night was sitting in the car waiting
for the gates to open and watching the fire engines and ambulances rushing past with their lights flashing
and sirens wailing and knowing they were on their way to the accident where our son had crashed his car.

He had died on impact.

The police were wonderful, gentle, caring and kind. I sat in a police car with a lovely WPC who held my
hand whilst waiting for my twin sister to arrive. Everything was one big blur, lots of people, flashing lights,
the noise of cutting equipment as they cut him from the car. Eventually a young policeman asked us to get
out of the car and told us Charlie had died. I remember saying to him “so he won’t get better”.

Our daughter Katherine was in London and due to give birth 6 weeks later. Her husband Shahram was
wonderful and gently broke the news to her. Our son Edward and daughter-in-law Dagmar were in New
York about to board a plane home. He was their much loved baby brother.

We arrived at the hospital with the body which had to be identified. My sister came with me and held my
hand, it was a grim task but it had to be done. He was completely wrapped up in towels. I could only see
half of that beloved familiar face as his injuries were so extensive but he was still warm and I kissed his cheek.
Perhaps our bodies are kind and let us down gently, because even at this point I remember feeling nothing
but a strange emptiness as if I was a spectator.
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We were driven home by the police to face our life without him.

Charlie was a gentle giant, quiet, thoughtful, full of fun but a gentleman and greatly loved by everyone.
If you asked Charlie not to walk on the grass, he wouldn’t, he generally liked to obey the rules. He was a
very talented oarsman and had represented his school twice at Henley Royal Regatta. Academic subjects
were never his great love and he could never see the point in a long economics essay. Cars, however, were
a diVerent matter and he loved everything about them.Driving to himwas a joy, never a chore. I often asked
him if he drove round in circles as he was always in need of petrol, new tyres or brake pads.

Charlie and I had many arguments about his rather gung-ho attitude to speed limits—they were there for
the dull, boring killjoys like me, but as so many parents will recognise when you are confronted by a bolshy
teenager who knows everything there is to know about driving, you are just old and out of touch and it is
diYcult to make an impression.

Surprisingly the first two years following his driving test were accident free, due in no small part to the
fear of acquiring six points on his licence, which under present regulations would mean his licence being
taken away and a resit of the driving test. Charlie was basically an accomplished driver, confident and level
headed but I do feel that when the two year probation period ended his attitude to speed restrictions
changed. Perhaps a longer probation period is what is required.

Having lost a very precious son through his own love of speed and lack of experience I strongly urge the
police, government, driving organisations and insurance companies to get together and address this very
real issue of boy racers and inexperienced young men who treat the road as a playground, a place for fun,
to race and show oV to impressed friends. A car can be a very glamorous but dangerous weapon in the
inexperienced hands of a young man, but of course they don’t see it that way.

Day after day we read about dreadful accidents very often caused by testosterone-fuelled boy racers,
surely the time has come to make some drastic changes to the rules of the road involving young drivers.
Firstly to protect the public but also to protect these boys from themselves. As I saw so often with Charlie,
the gentle normal young man can become a menace and it is just a “boy thing”. Unfortunately the roads
today are busy, and whilst we may not be able to take the racing driver of the boy, we can at least put a
spoke in his wheel to slow him down. Young men see no danger—they think they are invincible,
untouchable, death and injury are not on their agenda—life is for living. Of course some young men are
unloved and uncared for, so speeding and joy-riding is the only excitement in their empty lives.

As a mother I loved Charlie with every fibre of my being, I would have slain dragons to protect him from
horror and unhappiness but in the end I could not protect him from his own driving. Every time he left the
house I would call out “drive carefully” and he would give me that “oh mum” look.

Many years ago my father and I were being driven by my eldest son Edward, who of course was driving
a little too fast. My father diplomatically said nothing for a while but eventually to my surprise turned to
him and said “you know Edward, any fool can put his foot down”. I think this encapsulates everything I’m
trying to say.

So often I stand by Charlie’s grave and look at the marble slab engraved with his name and age and it
still seems unreal. I so miss his physical presence. I mourn the fact he will never see his nieces and nephews.
He will never experience the joy of marriage or fatherhood. I can no longer hug him and receive a rather
rough but loving kiss in return. I miss his friends and their cars lined up in the drive ready for a wash. I miss
his gentle smile, the birthday cards that were generally late, the large bag of washing that always
accompanied his arrival home. Perhaps when we lose a child a small part of us dies also.

Six weeks after Charlie’s death our daughter Katherine gave birth to a beautiful daughter, Sofia. She is
such a great joy. At Christmasmy lovely daughter-in-law gave birth to a son, Felix, who is just gorgeous and
his smile melts my heart. I do pray that by the timemy adorable grandchildren start to drive that regulations
regarding young drivers will have been tightened up and put in place.

Perhaps Jeremy Clarkson from Top Gear who is so revered by many young men (Charlie adored his
programme) could be encouraged to head a campaign aimed at educating these boys, as if they would listen
to anyone I believe Jeremy would be the man—he is still a boy at heart and above all else he adores fast cars.
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APPENDIX 7

Memorandum submitted by the Association of British Dispensing Opticians (ABDO),
the Association of Optometrists (AOP), the College of Optometrists and the

Federation of Ophthalmic and Dispensing Opticians (FODO)

1. Overview

1.1 The ABDO, AOP, the College and FODO together represent the 10,000 optometrists and over 5,000
dispensing opticians who provide high quality and accessible eye care services to the whole population
across the UK.

1.2 We welcome the Transport Select Committee’s inquiry into novice drivers. Our comments focus on
the testing of drivers’ vision and the public health risks posed by drivers who fail to ensure they can have
good vision. As healthcare professionals we are concerned about the real risks of people driving with vision
below the required standard and welcome any move to improve the safety of all road users. We hope the
committee will take into consideration our points about the importance of ensuring not only novice drivers
but all drivers are aware of the dangers of driving with poor vision.

2. The Nature of the Problem

To what extent novice drivers are more at risk of being involved in a collision than other drivers, and whether
this is primarily a consequence of age, inexperience or a combination of both?

Do young people’s attitudes to driving have a significant impact on the collision rates of young and novice
drivers?

2.1 Whilst the true extent of the number of drivers including novice drivers putting themselves at risk due
to driving with poor vision has not been oYcially documented, a number of recent surveys have pointed to
a worrying trend. A report from the RNIB23 found that of the 1 in 3 people who failed a basic eye chart test,
65% were drivers. Whilst the precise figures of those driving with vision below the required standard is yet
to be determined, we do know that anyone who is driving with poor vision poses a major health risk to
themselves and other road others.

2.2Whilst it is not just novice drivers who are at risk from poor eye sight and endangering themselves and
others, a survey of young drivers—who are more likely to be novice drivers—carried out by Vision Express
found that 3 in 10 drivers in their 20s had problems with their vision. 28% of 20–29 year olds said they had
problems reading road and street signs.24 The research also found that many young people who had visited
their optician for spectacles and lenses, 1 in 5 admitted that they don’t always wear them for driving.

2.3 It is therefore important that novice drivers understand the risks they face if they drive with poor
vision and understand the importance of looking after their eyesight throughout their lives. These surveys
show that many people of all ages are simply not taking their eye sight seriously enough, are not aware of
the dangers of driving with poor vision and are putting lives at danger. There is also evidence that drivers
of all ages do not know the current vision requirements for driving.25 It is often the case that people do not
visit their optician until problems are in the advanced stages. This is particularly dangerous for drivers who
are not aware of how badly their sight has deteriorated.

3. Driver Education and Testing

How eVective are the existing practical and theory driving tests at identifying safe driving skills and behaviour?

3.1 With regard to the vision checks for novice drivers, we believe that the current vision test carried out
as part of the practical driving test is not suYcient to make a full assessment of a driver’s vision. The vision
test is only a basic distance test and does not check a person’s peripheral vision or check for early signs of eye
disease which could lead to visual impairment and sight loss. The basic distance test does not place enough
importance on the need for good eyesight and that good vision is crucial to driving safely.

3.2 Drivers are not legally required to have a sight test again until they are 70, which means that many
people could be driving with undetected visual problems, putting themselves and others at risk of a road
accident. Normal eyesight changes with time and there are some eye diseases that gradually aVect a
person’s eyesight.

23 The Road Ahead—The importance of regular eye test for all drivers. RNIB 2004.
24 Vision Express September 2006 Tickbox.net survey 23–30 September 2005; 2,814 people interviewedGfKNOP 18–20August
2006; 980 people interviewed www.visionexpress.com

25 “Accuracy of recall of the legal number plate testing distance byUKdrivers—Taylor, S, Ophthl Physiol Opt 17 473–477 1997.
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3.3 As mentioned above a report by the RNIB in 2004 found that a third of drivers, 13 million people
are not having regular sight tests. Therefore any changes in vision, including not being able to see road signs
clearly or wearing the wrong glasses for driving, are going unchecked. The report includes additional
research fromWarwick University on people who don’t wear glasses. This research showed that of the 1 in
3 people who failed a basic eye chart test, 65%were drivers. Furthermore, 33% of the total sample who failed
said they were not surprised as they had suspected their sight was not perfect.

3.4 Following the announcement by the Department of Transport in 2005 that work journeys accounted
for a third of road casualties, SpecsaversOptical Group commissioned a survey into the number of company
vehicle drivers with poor vision. The research found that 98%of company drivers believe that road accidents
are caused by poor vision and that 83% of employers did not ensure their employees had their sight tested.26

All these reports show that there is a widespread lack of awareness amongst drivers of the importance of
good eyesight when driving.

Could changes to driver education and testing help to make novice drivers safer?

3.5 Strengthening the current system of checking drivers’ vision through introducing a requirement for
a full sight test and regular sight tests thereafter, would significantly help to make novice drivers safer and
ensure that they continue to drive safely throughout their lives. Providing more education for novice drivers
on the importance of good vision to drive safely will help to ensure they continue to look after their eyesight.
We strongly believe all drivers should be required to have a regular sight test on public health grounds.

3.6 We believe all those applying for a driving licence should be required to show that they have had a
recent sight test. Secondly, we believe all drivers should be encouraged to have regular sight tests and ideally
this should be a legal requirement. Experts recommend that adults have a sight test every two years. In some
parts of Europe drivers who need glasses must have a sight test every year and carry a spare pair in the car.
We would support a move to introduce in the UK both the requirement for regular sight tests and the
requirement for those who need to wear glasses to carry a spare pair, in the car.

3.7 Whilst we believe that the current distance vision check is not comprehensive enough to ensure drivers
have an adequate level of vision, we would not like to see to see it abolished. Whilst it is limited value if
carried out as the only vision check, if it is used as an additional checking process it does some have some
value in providing an easily accessible roadside check for drivers to test their own vision.

4. Different Treatment of Offenders

Drivers face disqualification and re-testing if they acquire six penalty points during the first two years after
taking their test. Could further, similar provisions for the diVerent treatment of novice drivers who oVend be
introduced?

4.1 In relation to the oVence of driving with vision below the required standard the current penalties for
this oVence include a fine of up to £1,000, three penalty points and possible disqualification. We do not
believe novice drivers should be treated any diVerently.

4.2 Further more we feel that there should be better ways of identifying those who may be driving with
poor vision. We believe a form of words such as “needs eyesight correction to drive” should be printed on
a drivers’ licence which would assist the police when making routine roadside checks.

18 December 2006

APPENDIX 8

Memorandum submitted by TfL London Road Safety Unit

1. Summary

1.1 London has been very successful in reducing casualties, having achieved a 40% reduction in the
number of people Killed and Seriously Injured (KSI), from the 1994–98 baseline. This has been achieved
through a data-led and balanced programme of road engineering, safety cameras, education, training and
publicity. Good partnering between stakeholders has also been important, as evidenced by the successful
Pan London Road Safety Forum.

1.2 Young and novice drivers have been identified as high-risk in London and numerous campaigns have
been run to improve their safety but they are still over-represented. During 2004 in London, 18% of all road
traYc collisions resulting in personal injury involved a young car driver aged between 17 and 25 years.
People in this age group represent 13% of London’s resident population and account for only 8% of all car
driving licence holders.

26 Specsavers Optical Group, November 2006 www.specsavers.co.uk
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1.3 We believe driver education, training and testing is key tomaking novice drivers safer.We also believe
that pre-driver education has a valuable part to play in shaping new driver attitudes and behaviour.

2. Background

2.1 The London Road Safety Unit was established in 2003 to bring together TfL’s work to deliver the
London Road Safety Plan. The Unit improves road safety for all road users in the capital through the
following activities:

— collation and analysis of casualty data in London;

— road safety research;

— road safety engineering schemes on both TfL and borough roads;

— 20 mph zones;

— speed reducing measures;

— publicity, training and educational campaigns; and

— speed and red light cameras.

3. Introduction

3.1 London has been very successful in reducing casualties, having already achieved a 40% reduction in
Killed and Seriously Injured (KSI), against a target of 40% by 2010. The Mayor has announced new lower
casualty reduction targets for London.

3.2 This success has been achieved through a data-led and balanced programme of road engineering,
safety cameras, education, training and publicity. Good partnering between stakeholders (in particular the
police, boroughs, Greater London Authority, Association of London Government—now known as
London Councils—and TfL) has also been important. One of the ways good partnering has been achieved
is through the successful Pan London Road Safety Forum.

4. The Nature of the Problem

4.1 In 2004, in London, there were a total of 5,180 traYc collisions involving young drivers aged 17 to
25 years. These represented 18% of all collisions in London. 17 to 25 year-olds made up 13% of the resident
population and held 8% of all car driving licences in London, so are clearly over-represented in collisions.

4.2 For car passengers injured in the vehicle being driven by the young car driver, 59% were also aged
between 17 and 25 years, indicating that young car drivers tend to be accompanied by passengers of their
own age group.

4.3 Figure 1 shows that the age distribution is very skewed towards the younger age groups, rising very
quickly to a broad peak by the 20 to 24 age group, and gradually increasing to a peak in the 35 to 39 age
group, before falling away rapidly.

Fig. 1: Car drivers of known age involved in collisions by age group, 
Greater London 2004
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4.4 Thus, while the number of young car drivers involved in collisions has been showing an encouraging
reduction over the last 15 years, the car appears to be increasing as a mode of travel favoured by drivers in
the 17 to 25 years age band. Figure 2 shows that while the number of young drivers involved in collisions
is declining, the proportion of young driver collisions is still high and they are over-represented as a group.

Fig. 2: Young car drivers (17-25yrs) involved in collisions in 
Greater London 1986 to 2004
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4.5 Regarding the gender of drivers in collisions, males accounted for 69% and females 31% in the 17 to
25 years age group, indicating that young driver safety is particularly an issue for young males.

4.6 Figure 3 shows a breakdown of collisions according to time of day and lighting conditions, and clearly
shows that as well as the expected morning and evening peak periods, collisions involving young drivers
remained at a high level well into the evening, and did not tail oV until after midnight.

Fig 3: Collisions involving cars driven by young drivers by time of day and light 
conditions in Greater London 2004
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4.7 Over 40% of young driver collisions occurred during hours of darkness, which is considerably higher
than the overall average of 30% for all collisions in London. Similarly, 26% of collisions involving a young
driver were on a wet road surface, which is greater than the 21% for all collisions. This tends to indicate that
younger drivers may have greater problems due to their relative inexperience of driving in the dark, which
could be tackled through the introduction of training in night driving, and of adverse driving conditions.
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4.8 Regarding the contributory factors for young drivers involved in collisions, the top factors were:

— Speed related (26%).

— Turning right injudiciously (9%).

— Driving too close to vehicle in front (6%).

— Disobeyed Stop or Give Way sign (4%).

5. Driver Education and Testing

5.1 We believe driver education, training and testing is key tomaking novice drivers safer.We also believe
that pre-driver education has a valuable part to play in shaping new driver attitudes and behaviour.

5.2 TfL launched its successful PassPlus-London initiative in September 2005 in partnership with the
Driving Standards Agency. The scheme encourages newly qualified young drivers to take Pass Plus and as
a reward for taking the course and participating in a three year study, they are paid £70.00 towards the cost
of taking the course.

5.3 For the pre-driver, TfL has run a pilot through the Safe Drive Stay Alive project in partnership with
the London Borough of Havering and the emergency services. 3,500 students aged 16 and 17 participated
in the project which included a film of a fatal crash and the events leading up to it. The film has a scene in
which young people of a similar age to the audience are extricated from a vehicle. Interspersed with the film
were testimonials from road safety oYcers, serving oYcers of each emergency service as well as a crash
survivor telling how it changed their life. The project ends with a bereaved parent talking to younger people
about what it is like to lose a loved one to road death. Safe Drive projects have been run elsewhere in the
UK, but TfL is the first to commission before and after research to determine if this is a suitable means to
achieve long term attitude and behaviour change.

5.4 Young drivers on twowheels are oVered participation in either the ScooterSafe-London or BikeSafe-
London schemes. TfL runs these initiatives in partnership with theMetropolitan Police and City of London
Police. The day consists of a series of theory sessions and two ride-outs with serving traYc police who give
feedback. Both of these initiatives are subsidised by TfL to encourage riders to attend. Course attendees are
actively encouraged to take further training such as that provided by the Institute of Advanced Motorists.
Some young people start with a scooter before progressing to a car when they are a little older. The good
attitudes and behaviour we hope they learn on two wheels can be transferred to make them safer car drivers.

5.5 Drugs and driving is also an issue with some young drivers and passengers. Research is being
undertaken in order to quantify what many agencies believe to be a growing problem. Most young people
know from years of government campaigning that drink driving is not encouraged. However some young
people fail to realise that the taking of drugs and illegal substances can also aVect their driving performance.
TfL in partnership with the Local Authority Road Safety OYcers Association London has run two drug
drive campaigns focusing in colleges and other locations known to be frequented by the target group. TfL
conducted research both before and after the second campaign. Whilst this showed that the campaign had
achieved its aims and objectives, it also made it clear that this is a growing problem in London and other
areas of the UK. In addition, young drivers need more information in the form of a national campaign to
alert them to the dangers of drug driving. TfL hopes to run a further campaign in the future.

5.6 Previous research (including the Transport Research Laboratory “cohort study”) has shown clearly
that experience is the most important factor in safe driving; even more important than age. Learner drivers
who obtain more experience before passing their test are, therefore, less at risk once the test has been passed.

6. Graduated Licensing

6.1 We believe that graduated licences can deliver safety benefits when linked to restrictions on the power
of the vehicle, driving at night and driving with young passengers during the probationary period.

6.2 We also believe that Intelligent Speed Adaptation (ISA) has huge potential to reduce collisions and
we are taking forward a programme for a pilot scheme in London. Vehicles fitted with ISA would keep to
the speed limit. Once the system is operational, novice drivers could be restricted to ISA fitted vehicles, which
would significantly reduce their risk.

7. Different Treatment of Offenders

7.1 As mentioned in 6.2, once ISA is operational, then novice driver oVenders could be restricted to
ISA-fitted vehicles, which would force them to keep to speed limits.
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8. Conclusions

8.1 Driver education, training and testing is key to making novice drivers safer. Gaining experience as a
(relatively safe) learner is a good way to reduce risk in novice drivers. Pre-driver education also has a
valuable role in shaping attitudes and behaviours.

8.2 Changing attitudes and behaviours is important and campaigns, such as Safe Drive Stay Alive, are
valuable in making young people aware of the dangers of road collisions.

8.3 We support the concept of a probationary period once the driving test is passed. This should include
restrictions on the power of the vehicle, driving at night and driving with young passengers.

18 December 2006

APPENDIX 9

Memorandum submitted by GoSkills

GoSkillswelcomes this inquiry into the problems that currently exist with novice drivers and their desired
skill levels.

GoSkills is the Sector Skills Council (SSC) for Passenger Transport. We work with employers and
operators in the passenger transport sector to address problems such as recruitment and retention, skills
shortages and sourcing training solutions. Our remit includes driver training, including ADIs (Approved
Driving Instructor), which is why we are submitting evidence to this inquiry.

GoSkills recognises that the reduction in the number of road deaths in the UK has been slowing for some
time. However we are also concerned that the highest accident rate is among novice drivers.

In the current economic climate, possession of a driving licence is often a pre-requisite to getting a job—
not only in the transport sector. GoSkills would like to see driving thought of as the fourth basic skill. We
believe that driver education should begin in school so that the right attitudes to safety are instilled from an
early age.

When driving a car, the driver is isolated from other road users and there is a persuasive argument that
the safety features in the car designed to protect the occupants in the event of an incident contribute to a
sense of “invincibility” particularly among less experienced drivers, which in turn may induce reckless
behaviour. Children are taught that roads are dangerous for pedestrians, and the corollary of that is that
once they get into a car, they are no longer “in danger” and therefore are “safe”. That mindset then
influences behaviour as a driver. Working with younger children on issues such as these alongside road
safety and appropriate behaviour for passengers in cars or other forms of transport, could go some way to
changing such attitudes.

GoSkills recently held an event looking at the issue of driver education in schools. The expert panel
consisted of David Crundall from Nottingham University Psychology Department, Susan McCormack
Research Manager at BSM, Tim Bowdler, Editor of Autotrader and Mike McDoull who teaches driving to
sixth formers at a private girls’ school in Somerset. The overwhelming view of the panel was that driving is
more than just the acquisition of physical skills.

The road environment is so complex and crowded that much more is required of today’s driver in terms
of skills behaviours and attitudes than is tested in the current driving test.

The acquisition of the appropriate mental skills is a long-term process which should begin much earlier
in the day than the first time a young person gets behind the wheel. Should the Committee be interested
video extracts of the discussion and supportingmaterial is available via the following link: www.goskills.org/
youngdrivers

The Driver Training occupation needs to be professionalised

At present there is a declining spiral in operation. Too many driving instructors are drawn into the
industry by the training centres against optimistic forecast of future earnings. But the market is saturated.
Fees are too low in some cases for a decent living to be made and instructors drop out. One way forward is
to introduce a robust compulsory CPD system. ADI standards need to rise and in any event we need as a
country to build into driver training a compulsory number of hours of professional instruction before a
driving test may be taken.

We also ought to back progressive access to the licence through restrictions on younger, newly qualified
drivers being able to drive at night and with peers—at least for an initial few months. As this will be diYcult
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to police it should go hand in hand with an education campaign in schools and incentives through lower
insurance premiums for compliance with this. Driver trainees have a role to play in schools, particularly in
relation to some of the new 14–19 diplomas, including that in Travel and Tourism whose development
GoSkills manages.

16 January 2007

APPENDIX 10

Memorandum submitted by The Magistrates’ Association

1. TheMagistrates’ Association is a registered charity and represents the opinions ofMagistrates working
within the Criminal Justice System.

2. The Association has concerns regarding Novice Drivers on two fronts. Firstly, the provisional licence
and secondly, “New Drivers” legislation.

3. The Provisional Licence

The Association is concerned that a provisional licence can in eVect be held for life with no requirement
to take a driving test at any time. Photo-card licences have to be renewed every 10 years but there would
appear to be no requirement for any review of the length the provisional licence has been held. Motor cycle
licence holders have to retake the “Compulsory Basic Training” Course every two years if they do not
successfully take a driving test—if they do not do so, they are not permitted to ride on the highway. Courts
see too many drivers, of all ages, who hold a provisional licence only and consider themselves to be good
drivers, simply on the basis that they have driven for a considerable period, not that they have proved it to
an examiner. The Association would ask that the Committee reviews the tenure of a provisional licence and
ensures that unqualified drivers have an enforceable incentive to complete their driving test and be the
holders of a full licence.

4. The Road TraYc (New Drivers) Act 1995: Introduced in 1997

This legislation means that a new driver, who accumulates six or more penalty points on his/her licence
within two years of passing a driving test, will have their licence revoked by the DVLA and will have to re-
take their driving test to regain a full licence. Statistics available from the DVLA show that since 1997,
roughly 1,000 new drivers every month have had their driving licence revoked under this legislation. Every
month, about 500 revoked drivers pass a retest. This means that each month the number of revoked drivers
yet to pass a retest increases by 500. Statistics show that at the end of December 2006 the DVLA has
identified 61,495 revoked drivers either driving on a provisional licence or being unlicensed. Allowing 12
months for revoked drivers to sit a retest, using the figures above, means that about 50,000 revoked drivers
are unaccounted for. As 70% of these drivers are under the age of 25, it is inconceivable that many have
actually given up driving.

It is understood that the DVLA has carried out research on revoked drivers which indicated, using a
sample of 500 records, that 88% were male and 12% female. 38% were 16 to 20 years of age and 33% were
21 to 24 years of age.

Of these 500: 39 new drivers had points on their licence before passing their test and then had further
points after their test which caused revocation. Of those 39, one third had one or more “no insurance”
oVences.

The remaining 461 drivers in the sample received all their penalty points after the test. 53% of the drivers
had a “no insurance” oVence. As the thinking behind the introduction of this legislation was to promote
safer driving, one must question this concept as 53% of revocations arise from “no insurance” which is not
an oVence directly related to safe driving.

Courts are often requested to impose a short disqualification for a specific oVence rather than impose
penalty points which could/would lead to a revocation. This could be seen to go against the original intention
of this legislation but has an attraction to an oVender. They potentially return to the road with a full licence
without having to complete a retest.

The Road Safety Act 2006 has introduced the concept of retraining drivers to eVect a reduction of penalty
points on their licence. The Association would suggest consideration of the return of a revoked licence be
conditional upon the completion of a retraining course within a specified period, with some safeguard being
built in to avoid the current situation where the whole reason for the legislation is being sidelined. Failing
that, it could be appropriate for the revoked licence ie a provisional licence, to be withdrawn (or a
disqualification imposed for an appropriate period) by the courts or DVLA after a period, say two years,
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where no retest or retraining has been completed. This would provide an incentive to the driver to comply.
It would also mean that if they were apprehended whilst driving, the charge would be “driving whilst
disqualified” rather than the lesser charge of “driving otherwise than in accordance with a licence”.

The Association supports the concept of retraining rather than simple punishment but makes the point
that the current situation demonstrates no eVective incentive to oVenders to comply nor does it oVer any
retraining opportunity. The levels of enforcement available are proving inadequate and the Association
would ask the Committee to review this legislation in the light of these facts.

18 January 2007

APPENDIX 11

Memorandum submitted by Mr Frederick Simon

As a retired Driving Instructor, I have read with interest the article published recently in the Daily
Telegraph by the Transport Editor, Ray Massey, about your committee deliberating on raising the driving
age from 17 to 18 years.

Whilst this is commendable, together with your consideration for learner drivers to acquire a minimum
number of hours or miles of tuition and a minimum period between obtaining a provisional licence and
taking the test, you appear to have overlooked one very important factor ie human attitude.

I accept that as this has to some extent been addressed in the Theory Test, there still remains the alarming
fact which permits a newly qualified young driver to drive any car, even say a Jaguar or a Ferrari.

Surely, before this can happen, there should be a respectable period of maybe six months to a year, where
the young inexperienced driver should only be permitted to drive a low cubic capacity motor car of perhaps
below 1400 cc and a standard model ie not a high powered one. In this way, he/she will gain valuable and
indispensable experience at sensible speeds prior to escalating to a motor car of their choice.

15 January 2007

APPENDIX 12

Memorandum submitted by Mr David Crossan

I don’t know if you are taking written submissions for your committee, I have a number of views. I will
just trouble you with one that I think will save lives.

I am a retired police oYcer with 25 years experience within the traYc department (I have dealt with over
500 fatal road traYc accidents). I have been employed conducting driving tests for the DSA for seven years.

Any driver returning to retake a driving test under a court order, or having had it revoked (under the new
drivers regulations inwhich a driver has had their licence revoked for six points within two years rule) should
have a harder pass level set.

At present the pass mark is not more than 15 driver faults, which is the same as a normal driving test. This
level is set for inexperienced drivers. Some drivers just pass within this threshold, and the belief is they will
become better with time. Any experienced driver should display a much better standard of driving.

An extended driving test is a minimum of one hour on the road, and a revoked licence driving test is only
half an hour on the road.

In short I would suggest that any “retake type driving test” should be aminimum of one hour on the road.
With a pass standard of not more than six driving faults. This is already the level set for those wishing to
become driving instructors (anyone who has held a full licence for three years can do this).

This would send a clear message to new drivers (around 18,000 of new drivers per year are eVected, most
are at high risk of an accident). In my experience, many see retaking the normal test as an irritation, nothing
more. Such a test would be more expensive (due to the extra time) and require more skill to pass. It would
probably necessitate more training. It would cost the government nothing and I am sure it would meet with
public approval.

It should encourage new drivers, to behave more sensibly in their first two years on the road (when they
are at most risk). It would save lives.

28 January 2007
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APPENDIX 13

Memorandum submitted by Mr Adrian Spires

I am a fully qualifiedADI andwould like to knowwhy all the talk is about the driving habits and accident
rates only of young drivers. All resources seem to be targeted at this age group but very little at their peers
who demonstrate such poor driving skills that it is little wonder a young driver deteriorates after passing
their test. As someone who is on the road for about 10 hours a day, the drivers I see deliberately running
red lights, overtaking on solid lines, tailgating, using mobiles (big diVerence the new law made), most of
these are older more experienced drivers. Why is not more done to encourage ALL drivers to be safe? If
streets are empty of litter, litter is less likely to be dropped. A young driver is more likely to adopt the habits
of the majority, the bullies on the road, than stay with what they believe to be right because in the end they
doubt themselves.

12 March 2007

APPENDIX 14

Memorandum submitted by Mrs Hazel M Durn

To whom it might concern.

I’m a 72 year old pensioner and felt I have to put pen to paper.

Recently in the papers there has been talk of raising the driving age. It can’t come a minute too soon for
me. The amount of teenagers being killed is unacceptable, especially in Lydney Area.

We all know there are far too many cars on the road this would be the answer to ease the situation.

Can I make a suggestion? A disc like the Road Tax be invented to say drivers have paid their insurance.

Now British insurers, chief of police oYcers and the Driving Standards Agency have all welcomed the
changes. How long do we have to wait for some action?

Why don’t we have to carry our driving licence, like other countries do? If drivers carried their details
things could be sorted at the roadside instead of producing their details at police stations. Look at the time
and paperwork this would save our overworked with paperwork police force.

19 March 2007

APPENDIX 15

Memorandum submitted by Driving Instructors Democratic Union

1. I write to you on behalf of the Driving Instructors Democratic Union, a branch of the Trades and
General Workers Union. I am a working Approved Driving Instructor (ADI) and the Deputy Chairman
of this organisation.

2. It was with great interest that I read the uncorrected edition of the interviews that you conducted
on 21 March—and it is to that I would wish to comment.

3. There was much written, so I will refer to specific questions to assist with the threads and continuity.

4. As you are aware, there has long been this accusation that Approved Driving Instructors (ADI’s)
are blamed for the poor standards of the novice drivers that pass through to testing by the Driving
Standards Agency (DSA). This is referred to by Mr Burr (in answer to Q353 about minor bumps and
scrapes that novice drivers have—this was in support of a comment by the Minister) and subsequently
alluded to by the Minister himself in another answer almost immediately thereafter. (Q355)

5. May I firstly bring to your attention that the syllabus has been set by the Driving Standards Agency
and prior to their existence, the Department for Transport. Over very many years it has been tweaked and
adjusted to fit the current needs. Authorised trainers who have received the “Ordit” stamp of approval to
train ADI’s have over those same years been assessed as capable, and in due course those ADI’s who
go on to complete the three stages of learning and examinations are authorised by the DSA and permitted
to enter the register of Approved Driving Instructors.

6. When an ADI is satisfied the pupil they are teaching is ready, he/she will then present the pupil to
the DSA for test and it is THEY who then authorise that individual to become a full license holder.

7. I am sure you will already know this system well, but I felt it necessary in this first instance to lay
out how it works. I am not one for subscribing to a blame culture, but it is apparent that every man
and his dog, from top to bottom for some years now feel the route cause lies at the Driving Instruction
Profession. IT DOES NOT.
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8. Indeed the current Chief Driving Examiner, Mr Trevor Wedge has alluded to the point that those
ADI’s who are presenting for their Check Test for continued ability to teach driving has indicated that
the standards are improving, albeit he had been a fierce critic over the past few years.

9. In an answer to a question (356) which relates to changes made over the past decade and assessments
made on them—the minister answers quite candidly that they have not yet fully been assessed.

10. In a comment about previous evidence of academics and theorists, that it did not work, Mr Burr
defends it by outlining how the Hazard Perception Test is supposed to be blended into the practical
training, and that it is not being used as it is supposed to.

11. At present, there is no requirement in law for any ADI to provide THEORY TRAINING. The
DSA do have products available (as do many other companies which quite frankly are better—LDC and
Focus to name but two), but the problem as seen by this profession is that it is a “GAME” which is played
on a computer with the click of a mouse—it is no real life. This was alluded to by Mr CunliVe (Q443).

12. Madam, There was a report initiated by the Ford Motor Company and the Governors’ Highway
Safety Association (GHSA) 2003—(An American Association) which set up a system of Hazard
Perception Testing, which said, “it helped them understand driving risks but the ‘game’ did not produce
significant changes in their intentions to avoid risks.” You will not be surprised to hear it was abandoned.
The name of this Hazard Perception testing computer game system, “Driving Skills for Life”. You might
also care to note that it was written just ONE YEAR after HPT was seriously being introduced as an
idea here in the UK.

13. Mr Burr suggests that the Cohort Study due to be published in May of this year will provide
answers—the answers that this profession suggest will be flawed, as you yourself have noted that the
number of people being killed has actually risen27 since 2000, the start of the government’s 10 year plan.
(Car Drivers killed in 2000—1,087—in 2005—1,109.) Deaths are on the increase, slightly—something the
Minister had to agree with (Q359 and Q360) when asked if things were getting worse, and then pressed
by Mr Martlew. The Minister put some of this down to lawlessness. But if I draw your attention to the
same Annual Report, Page 96, you will see that the 16–19 age group had 149 deaths, but then look at
20–29 (324), 30–39 (183) 40–49 (127). Might I suggest that these older groups have little to do with
Lawlessness and in from mine and colleagues empirical observations, this may indicate that HPT is just
not working!

14. When a student comes to the motor car for lessons—their FIRST concerns are that they learn the
mechanical skills of steering, using pedals, changing gear, AND looking out of the window to see where
they are going. Note I said to see where they are going. Hazard Perception is the LAST thing on their
minds as they have too many things already to organise. This will come later on when they have begun
to relax and feel confident in the use of controls—and for some this takes quite a lot of time.

15. As it happens I DO (and many hundreds like me) provide good quality study materials for both
the theory and the practical side of learning to drive, as the company I Franchise with (LDC) uses an
educationalists system to teach pupils to drive. I personally assist with the theory and I do provide TWO
hours FREE of charge in my first visit explaining HOW they need to understand how the video game
works and how they should plan their studies. Not all ADI’s are rogues, albeit—as in every sphere—
their might be some bad apples in the barrel!

16. In response to a question (357), Ms Thew outlines that she has consulted widely over the past few
months and stakeholders have come up with some ideas. If I may say, I have written to you on
consultation some time ago about how this is undertaken—HPT was one such scandal and a knee jerk
reaction as a result of just 49 complaints from students who did not get any theory training from ADI’s—
however on this particular issue of how the education of novice drivers—and I might add, ADI’s—will
take shape in the future. I attended a meeting with colleagues at the OYces of a commissioned company28

to look into this very subject and quite frankly CAS had prepared a presentation upon which we made
some comments and a questionnaire which we were invited to provide information to, as if it were a
wish list of something that would be required or desired to be included in any future development of
driver training.

COPY TO COME ??

28. I personally asked for a blank copy of that questionnaire from CAS—as did a number of others,
to enable us to discuss this with a wider audience of colleagues. Subsequently through my DIDU liaison
oYcer I was advised that we could not have a copy until the published final draft was put up on the
DSA web pages at the end of April—some five weeks away at that time. DSA had instructed CAS not
to supply that information. This is NOT consultation. They have preconceived ideas and with just a few
minor comments from a group of 20 stake holders (in this group) they tell us to wait for the final draft,
as if it has already been decided in principle—something you alluded to with the Minister (Qs 402, 403,
404) about compulsory theory training—which he defended. We now have to twiddle our thumbs in the
mean time, when we could be considering possibilities.

27 Road Casualties Great Britain 2005—Annual Report—p 68.
28 Competence Assurance Solutions—CAS—221 St Johns Street, London. Technical Adviser—Charles Johnson—0207
6882841.
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29. Madam, many of the questions about how one would enforce compulsory theory training, either
in sixth form colleges or from year seven or eight at senior schools will, in my view be academic as should
this regime now “in the framework stages” being undertaken by CAS, come to fruition, it will have an
inbuilt educationalist system which will need to sold not only to prospective drivers, (which the Minister
accepts in his answer to Q357), but also to parents (who quite often purchase lessons for their children)
and schools also as it is they who will I believe end up delivering some of the Attitudinal parts of the
syllabus that will inevitably be developed for inclusion in an eVort to eradicate some of the lawlessness
and other incidences that cause crashes in both young (and old alike).

30. I think it fare to say that the current test system is long overdue for overhaul and our profession
is in the fore front with the DSA currently undertaking trials with Continued Professional Development
(CPD) for ADI’s, which will I feel, fit hand in glove with the CAS system (an NVQ system?) in the future.

31. Madam, I would like now to turn to a statistic that the Minister had to be reminded of by Ms
Thew. That was the current national pass rate. This is just 43% mean average. You might ask why it is
so low, when it is alluded to by Mr CunliVe (Q443) that it could be as high as 85%. The reason it is so
low, this profession believes, is that each Test Centre (TC) has a variance in which each Driving Examiner
(DE) must adhere to. There is a&10% variance to which they must keep within of their senior examiner.
This is, of course, denied, but if you care to review the average test rates year on year for the past 70-
years, you will see save, for maybe 10–15 years they appear around this figure. This cannot be shear co-
incidence! One examiner made this a public issue some time ago having been dismissed for failing to
comply with this variance system.

32. There appears to be some sympathy towards Graduated Driving Licensing. It takes up some time
and the Minister does not close his mind to it, but he is not convinced. Madame, there is ample evidence
from many parts of the globe that do have such systems that provide a huge advantage to the reductions
of KSIs. One just has to look at Australia, New Zealand, Nova Scotia, Canada, Sweden, Finland,
Denmark, and every state in the US. Yes, some do have a younger age at which driving may commence,
and yes they do have these restrictions which Supt Thwaites (Cumbria Constabulary) suggests his Chief
OYcer of Police would rise to the challenge in policing.

33. Madam, one of the biggest issues that I believe the general public has of all constabularies is that
they do not see a visible presence of REAL police oYcers who have the powers to actually stop and
check the legitimacy of a drivers’ presence whilst driving motor vehicles upon the roads of the UK. Having
been at the sharp end for 24 years, (14 of which were in the TraYc Department in Hampshire) I had
seen my fare share of the results of some of the things spoken about already in evidence, by way of
crashes. I have been one of those oYcers who have been to homes to tell parents that their 14 year old
son/daughter has been killed by a young driver who has been influenced by his passengers, speed, peer
pressure, or lawlessness.

34. Imposing some of the restrictions that are suggested in a mountain of research from around the
world would, in my humble opinion, save many lives every year. Mr Burr talks about the these young
lives costing the country most as they are just about to set out on their careers and as yet have not had
a chance to pay anything back—surely this must be an argument for the restrictions?

35. It is accepted that there will be issues of socio-economic exclusion for some in some parts of the
country. I think I would say that, “would one rather have to use a poor public transport system for a
little longer or end up leaving this planet before ones time as a result of a crash—the result of which
might not have anything to do with that individual?” I know if it were one of my children, I certainly
would know which I would choose and convince them of the value of this path.

36. Madam, the Road Safety organisation—BRAKE—use people who have lost loved ones in
presentations around the country to get into those groups of people being spoken of. Indeed I attended
one such meeting last month in Westminster Hall where two such persons were present, and to whom
I spoke I have read that the shock tactic does not work—but for some hardened—usually males—it is
an option. Mr Smith (Q448) appears to have had some success with the first method. He and Mr CunliVe
also talk about the diYculties of providing evidence that education and training have an eVect upon
road safety.

37. May I recommend to you some reports29, 30, 31 that just might fill that evidence? The 1987 research
suggests “What is learned with training and practice is not knowledge so much as the use of that
knowledge”. The findings suggest the skills developed during training may have been retained and
practiced over time culminating in a somewhat diVerent and potentially safer driving style to that of the
untrained drivers.

29 Dorn, L & Barker, D (2004). The eVects of driver training on simulated driving performance. Accident Analysis and
Prevention 37 (2005) pp 63–69.

30 Anderson, J R (1987). Methodologies for studying human knowledge. Behaviour Brain Science. 10, pp 467–505.
31 Walker, G Stanton, N, Kazi. T & Young, M (2006). Evaluating the eVectiveness of IAM driver coaching—executive
summary.
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38. The 2004 report refers to simulators having benefits in decision making, citing the police method
of observation utilising their improved hazard perception recognition ability and makes them less likely to
crash. However, the 2006 report takes this whole subject of education and training another step forward in
that over an 18 month period they have been able to establish the benefits of education and coaching
to a specific method of driving, making them overall safer and better drivers.

39. Madam, at this juncture I must declare an interest—possibly something I should have done at the
outset—however, I am just finishing a BA (Hons) degree in Work Based Learning—Driver Education
through Middlesex University. For the last 30 years I have had a passion for improvements to Road
Safety, and much of my time in my police career has been oriented around this, including for the last
seven years of my career, being part of a specialist police team established to train colleagues to operate
speed safety equipment, including laser and camera equipment, as well as operating them myself;
providing support for court and outside agencies and companies interested in this field. I believed I was
making a diVerence then and I do now. I take pride in what I do, as I know do many thousands of like-
minded colleagues in my current profession and find it disturbing when we are being made scape goats
by authority.

40. I am very conscious of taking a great deal of your time to read this report, and to those ends, in
conclusion, I am including some of my recommendations which I believe could be established as
foundation, and are, what I believe to be the best parts of all those systems I have researched in my
second thesis. I would be happy to supply you with a full copy of my executive summary which is in
press at this time, which also includes continued driver training for all age groups on a 10-year cycle.
My studies are due to complete by 17 May.

41. Madam, GDL systems do have benefits—the following I would commend to you:

(a) Three stages; (i) Learners stage32—FULL Supervision—professional/Lay trainer—to help
complete theory studies/pass theory examinations; become accomplished with mechanical
requirements of driving a motor vehicle. (ii) Probationary stage33—Have passed on road
practical examination; continue with further driver training; improving skills levels, risk analysis/
assessments; continue with attitudinal progression; continue with knowledge levels/procedures.
(iii) Full Licensing34—Have passed a further on road examination of accepted systems currently
in use and established to have proven Road Safety benefits; continued assessment every 10 years.

(b) The first two stages should have a time line of 12 months each—experience through time behind
the wheel is the accepted core element to success.

(c) Zero Alcohol tolerance.

(d) Restrictions on number of passengers carried in Probationary stage to ONE.

(e) Restrictions on driving during the hours of darkness—curfew between 2300–0500—times most
vulnerable to crashed.

(f) Restrictions on Motorway use—full supervision during Probationary stage.

NB: Current UK Law accommodates the number of violations/seat belt usage by car drivers/occupants—
so not included here.

31 March 2007

APPENDIX 16

Memorandum submitted by Mr GeoV Bland

I would like to write to you to bring in tougher laws for new and young drivers.

There should be restrictions of the number of passengers carried—just one would be a start. The greater
number of passengers decreases the concentration of the driver, as there are so many distractions as
conditions are constantly changing, such as road surfaces, rain, wind, frost, sharp corners, road camber and
the fact that the dynamics of the car itself change with the increased load.

Concentration and awareness of these factors does not come with the issuing of the new licence, it takes
time and experience and a degree of common sense to reach these standards.

A visit to a hospital to see the results of road crashes would be another of my ideas, also extra training
for motorway and night driving.

People have to be told and shown the correct way in this world of increasing lack of discipline.

32 Same as Current UK Learners system now in place, but with minimum 12 months training to gain required standards
for good driving practice for life and DSA test as well as attitudinal approaches.

33 Post DSA driving test—Build on basic sklls and knowledge to build towards further enhanced driver training (Roadcraft—
RoSPA/IAM system) over next 12 months.

34 Having passed an enhanced driving test (currently called Advanced Test)—to establish good foundations for continued
driving towards 10 year assessment.
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My son Alan aged 15, captain of soccer and cricket teams, and an all sports enthusiast in his short life,
was killed by a 17 year old who had held a licence for three weeks on a road I had negotiated many times.
His brother John, 16, was injured and fortunate to survive with head and body injuries.

Their uncle Peter, also 16, had head injuries and recovered only to be killed three years later (indirectly
as a result of this trauma) on a motor bike.

I wish you success in your campaign.

6 March 2007

APPENDIX 17

Further supplementary evidence submitted by the Department of Transport

FATALITY RATES FOR CAR DRIVER AGEd 16–19: 1992–2005

Full Driving Rate (per
License 100,000

Year Deaths figures1 licences)

1992–94* 123 814,000 15.1
1993–95* 120 773,000 15.5
1994–96* 124 749,000 16.6
1995–97* 128 753,000 17.0
1996–98* 131 789,000 16.6
1997–99* 127 768,000 16.5
1998–2000* 119 703,000 17.0
1999–2001* 120 612,000 19.6
2002 131 591,000 22.2
2003 144 519,000 27.7
2004 151 524,000 28.8
2005 149 625,000 23.8

* 3 year averages.
1 Figures for 1995 onwards are based on
weighted data.

FATALITY RATES FOR CAR DRIVER AGED 17–20: 1992–2005

Full Driving Rate (per
License 100,000

Year Deaths figures1 licences)

1992–94* 167 1,326,000 12.6
1993–95* 160 1,224,000 13.1
1994–96* 162 1,143,000 14.2
1995–97* 168 1,133,000 14.9
1996–98* 172 1,174,000 14.6
1997–99* 162 1,173,000 13.8
1998–2000* 154 1,131,000 13.6
1999–2001* 154 1,001,000 15.4
2002 181 929,000 19.5
2003 192 861,000 22.3
2004 178 820,000 21.7
2005 192 998,000 19.2

* 3 year averages.
1 Figures for 1995 onwards are based on
weighted data.
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